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MEMORANDUM

. DATE: December 6, 2004

FROM: Director

Division of Neuropharmacological Drug Products/HFD-120

TO: File, NDA 21-476

SUBJECT: Recommendation for Approval Action for NDA 21-476, for the use

of Lunesta (eszopiclone) in the treatment of patients with insomnia

NDA 21—476, for the use of Estorra (eszopiclone; new proposed tradename

Lunesta) in the treatment of patients with insomnia, was submitted by Sepracor,

Inc., on 1/30/03. Although the review team recommended that the sponsor be

sent a Not Approvable letter on initial review (although efficacy had been

demonstrated, there were concerns about safety based on evidence in animals

that the drug was carcinogenic), Dr. Robert Temple, Director, Office of Drug

Evaluation l, concluded that the application should be considered Approvable

(see his memo of 3/4/04). For this reason, the Agency issued an Approvable

letter on 2/27/04. In that letter, numerous requests were made:

1) additional analyses of human tumor data were requested

2) additional analyses of adverse events listed as "Infection" and "accidental

injury“ were requested

3) additional analyses of the effectiveness data were requested, based on our

concerns that the high rate of "unpleasant taste“ in the controlled trials could
have invalidated the treatment blind

4) additional analyses of orthostatic vital sign and EKG data were requested

5) additional analyses of adverse events related to memory impairment and

psychomotor impairment were requested _

6) additional analyses of withdrawal phenomena and rebound insomnia were

requested

7) the sponsor was requested to adopt specific dissolution specifications

8) the sponsor was asked to produce and make available a 1 mg tablet strength

(a dose shown to be effectiveIn elderly patients)

9) multiple CMC deficiencies were noted

10) the sponsor was requested to supply a new tradename, because their

proposed name, ESTORRA, was found to bear an unacceptable simiiarity to

the marketed drug ESTRACE.

The sponsor responded to the Approvable letter in a submission dated 6/14/04.

The response has been reviewed by Dr. Karen Brugge, medical officer, Dr.

Andre Jackson, Office of Clinical Pharmacology and Biopharmaceutics, Dr.

Gurpreet Gill-Sangha, chemist, Dr. Aisar Atrakchi, pharmacologist, Dr. Michael



 

 
Klein, Controlled Substance Staff, Dr. James L. McVey, Microbiology, Dr. Jinhee
L. Jahng, Division of Medication Errors and Technical Support, and Dr. Paul
Andreason, Psychiatric Drugs Team Leader. The review team recommends that
the application be approved.

I will very briefly review the sponsor's responses to the major questions posed in
our Approvabie letter, and offer the division's recommendations for action on the
NDA.

Human Tumor Data

In the initial application, it was unclear how many human tumors were treatment

emergent. In particular, a number of events appeared to have been neopiasia in
a 6-month placebo controlled trial (Study 049). Given our primary concern about
carcinogenicity, we had asked the sponsor for clarification and analyses of these
data.

Upon re-analyses of these data, the sponsor noted 3 basal cell carcinomas (each
of which were diagnosed about 150-170 days after treatment initiation, with some
evidence that in two of these patients there was a lesion pre-existing prior to
initiation of treatment) and 7 benign neoplastic events (2 uterine leimyomas, one
each of cervical dysplasia, nevus, actinic keratosis, lipoma, and GI polyp) in the
drug group and no tumors in the placebo group (see Tables 14 through 1-? in
Dr. Brugge's review, pages 14-17). There was a total of 427 patient-yrs of
exposure to eszopiclone and 67 person-years of exposure to placebo (although
Dr. Brugge concludes that exposure should not be expressed in person-yrs for
data in a placebo controlled trial, I disagree; this is an entirely appropriate, and
preferred way to compare exposures, especially in the context of controlled
data).

There were two more malignancies (one basal cell, one ductal carcinoma in situ

of the breast) in Open label exposure, and 8 more benign neoplasms in open
label exposure (3 of which were uterine leiomyomas). Dr. Brugge notes the
occurrence of 9 cases of fibrocystic disease, although only 3 were in controlled
trials (this represents 3/373 women treated with eszopiclone vs. 0/125 women
receiving placebo).

Accidental Injury

The sponsor performed a detailed search of terms that could reasonably be
considered to fall under the term “accidental injury". As Dr. Brugge notes, the
largest difference in incidence was in the 6 month controlled trial, in which 10.1%
of drug-treated patients experienced an injury, compared to 6.2% of placebo
patients. There was no material difference in the rate of "falls" between these

two groups in this study (0.8% vs 0.5%, drug and placebo rates, respectively). In
the trials in elderly patients, 1.4% of eszopiclone-treated patients and 0.5% of

 



 

 
placebo-treated patients experienced "falls". There was no evidence that these

events were related to hypotension.

Infection

The sponsor categorized infections into bacteriai, viral, or fungal; Dr. Brugge
describes the details of this categorization, but, in brief, this categorization was

based on the verbatim term (e.g., "flu syndrome" as a verbatim term was

considered a viral infection). In some cases, listed medication used to treat the

infection was the basis for the categorization (e.g., if antibiotics were prescribed,
the infection was considered bacterial).

In the 6-month study, 39% of eszopiclone and 28% of placebo treated patients

had infections (in the 6 week study, 15% and 23% of placebo and eszopiclone

patients, respectively, had infections). Table 2A—6 (Dr. Brugge's review, page 31)

displays the incidence of viral infections in the 6 month study; as can be seen,

only Pharyngitis and Infection were frequent and about twice the incidence in the

drug compared to the placebo treated patients. In this 6 month study, the

incidence of bacterial infection was 15% and 12% in the drug and placebo
groups, respectively, with incidences of fungal infections of 3% and 1% in the

drug and placebo groups, respectively. In the 6 week study, the incidence of

viral infections was 19% and 13% in the drug and placebo groups, respectively.
lncidences of bacterial and fungal infections were low (0-4% range, minimally
greater on drug vs placebo).

Effectiveness

As noted above, we were concerned that the frequent occurrence of an

unpleasant taste in the drug treated patients could have broken the blind.

However, as Dr. Brugge describes, the sponsor has re-anaiyzed the data from
multiple trials (transient insomnia, the 6 week trial, one of the two 2 week elderly
trials, and the 6 month trial), in which they included only those patients who did

not experience an unpleasant taste. The re-analyses revealed statistically
significant drug-placebo differences.

Vital signs and EKG

There were no important differences between drug and placebo treated patients
on the percentage of patients meeting outlier criteria for EKG intervals.

Regarding vital signs, the sponsor evaluated orthostatic vital signs in a single

dose study in healthy volunteers, and in two seven day studies, one in elderly
subjects, and one in younger adults.

in younger adults, episodes of orthostatic hypotension occurred in 2H2 subjects
at Day 7 at 3 mg, and 0/12 at 6 mg. A total of 5/123 subject receiving a dose of 3



 

 

 
mg (combined Phase 1 studies of 1-7 days duration) had an episode of clinically
significant decreased systolic blood pressure (< 90 mm Hg and > 20 mm Hg
decrease from baseline) at 60 minutes post-dose; 2/52 subjects met this criterion
at 60 minutes post-dose at 2 mg. Mean changes from baseline peaked at -5.3
mm Hg at 3 mg systolic and -2.8 mm Hg diastolic (with small increases in the
placebo patients). There were no episodes of syncope in the database.

In elderly subjects in a 7 day study, small numbers of subjects experienced
orthostatic hypotension between 30-90 minutes post-dose at doses of 3-5 mg,
although the incidence was not consistently greater than in the placebo group
(see, for example, Table 6A-3, Dr. Brugge's review, page 39-40). In this study,
mean change in systolic blood pressure from baseline was maximal at -20 mm

Hg at 3 mg (although placebo mean was -9 mm Hg) at 90 minutes post close.
The maximum recommended dose in the elderly is 2mg, a dose at which there
were no important drug~placebo differences in vital signs.

In the 6 month controlled trial, eszopiclone treated patients had a 10% incidence
of dizziness (no information related to blood pressure changes, if any, coincident
with this adverse event) compared to 3% in the placebo group. In the elderly
controlled studies, the rates were 6% and 2%, drug and placebo, respectively.

Cognitive and Psychomotor Effects

The sponsor evaluated cognitive, psychomotor, and memory function in two
crossover studies evaluating 2 mg, 3 mg, and placebo, one in patients with
chronic insomnia, one in healthy volunteers. The effects were measured 9.5 and

12.5 hours post—dose (next morning) with a battery of 20 tests. Rare individual
tests showed some decrements on drug compared to placebo, with no

discernible pattern of dose relatedness or consistent abnormality on any specific
test (though of those tests that were abnormal, memory was the faculty most
commonly affected).

In the 6 month controlled trial, 1.3% of drug treated and XX % of placebo treated
patients reported memory impairment. In a 6 week non-elderly study, 3% of
patients treated with 3 mg reported confusion, compared to 0% for the 2 mg and
piacebo groups. In one 2 week study in elderly patients, 2.5 % of patients
treated with 2 mg reported confusion, compared to 0% in the 1 mg and placebo
groups (in a second similar study, there were no reports of confusion).

Withdrawal effects (Anxiety and Rebound Insomnia)

Low rates of anxiety were reported in the controlled trials (see draft labeling for a
description).

Rebound insomnia (defined as a worsening of insomnia compared to baseline



 
after treatment discontinuation) was evaiuated in a 6 week study (2 mg, 3 mg,
placebo) on the first 2 days after treatment discontinuation.

Significant rebound was noted on the first post-treatment day on sleep latency
and wakenings after sleep onset in the patients previousiy treated with 2 mg.
These parameters resolved by the second post-treatment night, and no

significant rebound on these measures occurred in the (previously treated) 3 mg
group, although in this dose group, sleep efficiency was reduced on the first post-
dosing night.

Dissolution Specifications

The sponsor has adopted the Agency's proposed dissolution specifications.

One mg tablet

As noted, the Agency requested that the sponsor produce a 1 mg tablet, because
this dose was effective in elderly patients. The sponsor has done this, and the
chemist and the OCPB reviewer consider the relevant data for this tablet

acceptable.

CMC

The CMC deficiencies described in the Approvable letter have been resolved.

New Name

The Sponsor has proposed a new tradename, Lunesta, that has been found

acceptable by both DMETS and DDMAC.

Labefing

We have attached a version of draft labeling which has been discussed with the

sponsor, and on which we have agreed. The major sections that are new (in
comparison to the draft sent with the Approvable letter) are a section in the

Clinical Trials section related to safety concerns for sedative/hypnotic drugs and

the Adverse Events Tables. The former is a standard sub-section in labeling for
these drugs, but the Sponsor had not included such a section in their originally
proposed labeling; we had asked them to do so in the Approvable label. This

sub-section now consists of two parts: a Cognitive, Memory, Sedative, and

Psychomotor Effects section, and a Withdrawal Emergent Anxiety and insomnia
section.

Regarding the Adverse Event Tables, in our Approvable letter, we had asked for
three tables: one which compared ADR incidences on drug to placebo in all
controlled trials, one which included ADR incidences in all controlled trials but



 

 

 

broken down by age (elderly data separately from young adult data), and one in
which those ADRs that were dose related (both ages combined) were presented.

The firm has submitted two tables (each containing the data from the most

relevant controlled trials in each age group), and added text to describe those
that are dose related in each case (there are few of these). We have found this
acceptable.

COMMENTS

The sponsor has responded adequately to all of the questions posed in our
Approvable letter. Not unexpectedly, the data do not suggest a signal for the
occurrence of malignancies (at least not in the controlied trials). None of the
other re—analyses of the safety issues raised in the Approvable letter have
identified issues that would preclude Approval of the application at this time. and
we believe the attached draft labeling accurately describes the data.

For these reasons, then, we recommend that the application be approved, and
that the attached Approval letter with appended labeling be issued.

Russell Katz, MD.



This is a representation of an electronic record that was signed electronically and
this page is the manifestation of the electronic signature.

/s/

     

Russell Katz

12/15/04 12:51:56 PM
MEDICAL OFFICER

 



 

 

REVIEW AND EVALUATION OF CLINICAL DATA

NDA: 21—476

Sponsor: Sepracor Inc

Drug

Established Name: Eszoplicone

Chemical Name: (+)-(SS)—6—(chIoropyridine—2—yi)—7—ox0-6,7-

. dihydro—SH—pyrrolo[3,4ablpyrazin—5—yl 4~
methylpiperazine- l -carboxylate

Code Name: NA

Formulation: 2 and 3 mg oral tablets
Indication: Chronic and Transient Insomnia

Dates of Submission: Letter Date: 6/14/04

Submission EDR Date: 6/ 17/04

Materials Reviewed: Response to February 25, 2004 Approvable
Letter

Clinical Reviewer: Karen L. Brugge, MD.

Review Completion Date: 10/18/04

I. Background.

The purpose of the submission is to assist the Team Leader and Division Director of the

Division of Neuropharmacological Drug Products in the regulatory processing of this
NDA.

The current submission is a response to 3 2/25/04 Approvable Letter. This reviewer,
recommended in the Clinical review of the original NDA submission, that the NDA not

be given an approvable status. However, the submission was given an approvable action
at the Agency Level. Therefore this review focuses on individual clinical items raised in

the 2/25/04 Approvable Letter provides reviewer comments and recommendations to
each of these items,

The Structure of this Review. The sponsor itemized each bulleted item in the

Approvable Letter, as well as some bracketed comments in labeling that was attached to
the Approvable letter and categorized each comment as follows:

0 “Clinical" Comments: 1,2 A and B, 3, 6A—C (these items were reSponses to
specific safety or related information), 10—14 (these items related to the Safety
Update information), 15 (on postmarketing experience), 16 (English translations
to foreign approved labeling)

0 “Clinical Labelin " Comments: 7 A and B, 8, 9 A—G (these items are additionai

safety related items). These items appeared either as comments in the Approvable
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letter (Items 7-8) or as bracketed comments in labeling attached to the Approvable
Letter (Items 9, A-G).

Additional Comments of the Approvable Letter that are itemized by the sponsor

as follows: Comments 4 (Controlled Substance Staff related topic), 5 (CMC

topic), 17 (OCPB item), 18 (CMC item), 19 (on nomenclature for the drug, a
DMET item)

Comment 20 regarding the Pediatric Research Equity Act (PREA)

Comment 21 (Promotional Materials and Advertising information).

This review has the sections that provide the sponsor’s response, reviewer comments,

conclusions and recommendations (including pertinent labeling recommendations)

regarding each of the above itemized comments in the Approvable letter, as itemized by
the sponsor in their response submission. The sections were organized with the effort to

group itemized comments that are related as described in the following:

Section II on Specific Safety Concerns in the Approvable Letter: Comments 1, 2

A and B, 3, 6A-C, 10—16 that are regarding Specific safety concerns

(corresponding to bulleted comments in the Approvable letter, as previous
described).

Section III on Drug Class Safety Concerns (comments in the Approvable Letter

or in bracketed comments in attached labeling) and Other Bracketed Labeling
Comments in Labeling (attached to the Approvable Letter to which the sponsor
responded as itemized cements in the response submission):

0 Clinical comments (7 and 8) related to safety issues (such as memory,
cognitive and psychomotor function effects) for the drug class including
bracketed labeling comment itemized by the sponsor as 9 A (attached to the

Approved Letter) regarding the section on “Studies Pertinent to Safety
Concerns for Sedative/Hypnotic Drugs.”

0 Other bracketed comments in labeling attached to the Approvable letter
(portions of Comment 9A and 93-0).

Section IV on Updated Safety-Related Information: Comments 10—16 (in the
Approvable Letter) that pertain to updated safety-related information.

Section V on Comments Related to Other Specialties: Additional Comments:

Items 4—5, 17, 18, and 19 that focus on CMC, OCPB or DMET topics
Section VI Pediatric Research: Comment 20 on PREA.

Section VII. Promotional Materials: Comment 21 on Promotional/Advertising
information.

Section VIII. Overall Conclusions and Additional Key Labeling
Recommendations, Not Addressed in Previous Sections: this section addresses
issues not addressed elsewhere in the review.

The above itemized comments are henceforth referred to as items in this review (rather
than as comments).

The sponsor’s response (not italicized), and reviewer’s comments and recommendations

(italicized subseCtions) are provided for each item of each section.
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The final section of this review (Section VI) addresses additional key labeling issues.

II. Clinical Items in the Approvable Letter

The Sponsor’s Response to Each Clinical Item in the 2425/04 Approvable Letter

Each Item below corresponds to each item in the response submission. See the above

section for details on the structure of this review. Each Item is followed by a copy of the

comments of the Approvable Letter to which the given item refers. Non—itealicezed

sections describe the sponsor’s response. Italicized sections reflect reviewer comments,

conclusions andfor recommendations the given item.

Clinical Item 1.. Adverse Events of Neoplasia

Item 1 in the Approvable Letter.

Please clarify the actual numbers of reports of neoplasm in study 190—049. There appears
to be a disproportionate number of reports of adverse events ofneoplasia in the eszopiclone
group in this long-term double blind study of eszopiclone in patients with chronic
insomnia. Depending on the tables we consult there are somewhere between 16 and 24

reports ot‘neoplasia in the 593 eszopiclone treated patients and Oil 95 reports in the placebo
group. We recognize from the verbatim terms that many of these reports may have been
improperly coded; however, in the absence of the patient data or a clearer. explanation, we
cannot make that assumption. Though we are interested in an explanation of all of these
cases, we are particularly curious about three cases:

a. Subject 0450024- by your description, this patient seems to be progressing
steadily in a work up for disseminated cancer and then appears lost to foliow-up
after she drops out of the study. This case was not reported as a serious adverse

event even though the reason for her discontinuation is coded as "oeoplasia".

Continued on the next page...
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b. Subject 0406001- dropped out of the study for an adverse event coded as Breasr

Neoplasm. The summary reports that she experienced a “lump” in her lefi breast
after approximately W2 months of double-blind treatment. It was considered

benign, presumably based on ultrasound and mammography that were conducted,
but the results were not described. The subsequent course of her breast lump over
time was not described yet study drug was discontinued upon discovery of the
lump.

0. Subject 0421004- a 62 year old female with no medical problems at screening
who reported a “nodule in throat“ after approximately 5 months of double-blind
treatment. This nodule was described as resolving 10 days after cessation of
treatment. The narrative provides no other information and she appears lost to
follow—up.

Once all of the cases have been adequately examined, comparative incidence rates for the
occurrence of neoplasia need to be calculated. Of the potential comparisons that you may
make on the occurrence rates for neoplasia, one should be based on patient-years exposure
to drug or placebo. if patients were last to follow—up before a definitive diagnosis of the
problem was made, then these cases should be counted as neoplasia in at least one analysis.
it will also be important to examine the timing of the observations of limplasia, as the
plausibility of such an event as drug—related could be affected (e.g.. a finding at 2-4 weeks
would not be plausibly drug—related but one at 6 months might be).

We can not say that these cases represent a persuasive signal ofdrug-induced neoplasia, but
the numericalimbalance of the reports of neoplasia and case histories that these numbers

represent need to be thoroughly examined prior to considering eszopiclone for approval,
especially given the pro—clinical findings of mammary and lung tumors with zopiclone and
the finding of clastogenicity ofeszopiclonc and S-desmethyl-zopiclone.

 Smnsor’s Response to Item 1.

A. Narrative Descriptions of 3 Subiects at Interest (Subjects 0450024, 0406001, and
0421004) Requested in the Approvable Letter under Item 1 and Reviewer Comments.
Subjects 0406001 and 0421008 are described in subsections below on “Breast Events

. " and on ”Other Neoplasias.. ., " respectively. Upon a review of the narratives of these
subjects, the former subject most likely hadfibrocystic disease (examined by
mammography). The latter subject most likely had throat or esophageal related
complication (complained of a “knot or lump" in the throat that worsened with

swallowing, diagnosed as “globus”) due to gastric-esophageal reflux (the symptoms were
accompanied by this condition and were reported approximately 2 1/2 weeks after starting
lipitor).

The third subject (subject 0450024) had multiple tumors revealed by CT scan or other
imaging techniques (bilateral breasts, liver. pulmonary and a renal cyst). The etiology of
these tumors and ascertaining a potential role of the study drug is more complicated.
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The breast and renal tumors were reported as cystic and breastfindings were found at

baseline and were bilateral. These observations suggest non-neoplastic and non-drug—

related pre-existing conditions. Yet, the status of the breast findings during treatment in
the study is not adequately documented to determine ifa potential contributory role of the

study existed in the progression of the breast-related pre-existing condition. A potential

role of the study drug is a potentially serious concern, given other clinical observations

for a greater incidence ofpotentially related events in longer term trials (breast pain.

engorgement and dysmennorhea, among others) and given the preclinical mammary

gland tumorfindings (refer to the Pharmacology Toxicology review of the original NBA).

Yet, the breast condition is likely to be fibrocystic disease on the basis of the information

provided. However a definitive diagnoses remains unclear.

The pulmonary and liver tumorsfound on CT scan of the above subject (subject 0450024)

may be neoplasia and the role of the study drug in at least as a contributoryfactor to

these conditions remains unclear. Yet, the subject is reportedly stable based on self-

report to the sponsor when they contacted the subject in March of2004 (the subject

withdrewfrom the study approximately 2 and halfyears ago). However, a completed

diagnostic work-upfor any of the tumors cannot be found in the narratives (e.g. hepatitis

screen. biopsy, among others). In conclusion, information remains inadequate to verify
that this subject does not have neOplasia and that the study drug did not play a role in

events during the study. See belowfor a more detailed description of this subject.

A More Detailed Description of Subject 0450024 with Multiple Nodules with Multi—

organ Involvement (renal, breast, lung and liver). The third subject of interest has a
complicated history and presentation. Furthermore, the etiology and/or diagnosis of the
nodules remain unclear. Therefore, this subject is described in more detail in the

following (refer to the above synopsisfor a brief summary of this subject). Refer to the

review of the original NDA for background information on this subject. The following

summarizes any new and/or relevant information found in an updated narrative provided
in the current submission.

The subject had abdominal and CT scans on Day 176 of ESZ treatmentfor
evaluation ofabdominal pain by her gynecologist (the narrative in the original NDA
indicated the subject was 43 year old, although other information appears similar to
information provided in the current submission, but in less detail and without more

recently obtained infonnation). Thesefindings resulted in early withdrawal from the
study on November 9, 2001.

Upon review of the narrative that included some updated information (upon
contacting the subject on 3/15/2004) this subject was found to be stable since almost 3

years ago when the multi—organ “nodules” were first revealed by CT. The subject
underwent spine surgery in 2002 andfollow-up chest CT scans revealed a "stable

pulmonary nodule, " except a “slight interval increase in size” that “may be due to slight
difference in patient positioning " (the sponsor provided these phrases, as quotes) on

1/16/02. A subsequent chest CT on -\ there was “no change in the sized ” of the
nodule. No adenopathy was found on CT and no other nodules or masses are described.

The subject is a 28 year 1 ‘72 packs/day smoker who stopped in 2000. The etiology of the
pulmonary nodule remains unclear to this reviewer.
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Regarding the liver hypo~dense nodulesfound in the initial abdominal CT in

subject 0450024, the sponsor only indicates that this subject had elevated ALT at

screening and study Visit 5 (42 and 5] Ufl, respectively) with no history of alcohol or

drug abuse. No other information is provided regarding the liver lesions and regarding

the' renal cyst (also found on the initial abdominal CT). No comment on the status of

these lesions over time or comment about anyfollow-up diagnostic tests could be found

in the narrative. A general comment was provided, based on the subject ’s self report

{upon a recent contact with the subject), that the subject was stable, asymptomatic, well,

and not aware of requiring anyfurtherfollow-up evaluations (last radiographicfollow-
up was in 2002, 2 years before the subject was last contacted). This reviewer is unclear

as to the etiology ofany of the nodulesfound in this subject.

Subject 0450024 also had “small fairly well defined nodular densities in both

. breasts ” and a normal chest x-ray at screening. At baseline the diagnosis was (as quoted

by the sponsor): “BitRads Category 2-Benign Finding: Benign nodular densities in both

breast. ” A follow-up ultrasound revealed no identifiable mass. This subject is likely to

have fibrocystic breast disease at baseline. The outcome of this condition during and
after the study is not described in the narrative, other than the general statement thatthe

subject was stable, as previously described.

In conclusion, Subject 0450024 remains stable regarding the pulmonary nodule.

It is not clear if the liver nodules are neoplastic or neoplastic metastesic tumorsfrom the

pulmonary nodule. Yet as above, this subject has been “stable. " The definitive
diagnoses of the nodules in any ofthe subject's organs remains unclear. However, the

renal and breast lesions are reportedly cystic in nature and are likely to be benign non-
neoplastic events. Yet, the outcome ofeither of these lesions and their diagnosis upon
follow-up remains unclear. Despite these caveats the patient who was recently
contacted, reported being well and asymptomatic and she was unaware ofplansfor

additional scans (it is not clear if this part of the narrative is only referring to chest scans
and the pulmonary nodule). Typically if the subject had a malignancy such as in the lung
and liver and possibly in the breast, she would be having signs and symptoms and
metastases afterfour years from the time the nodules were first found. However,

consideration must be given to the possibility that she may have neoplasia that may be
malignant (e.g. pulmonary).

B. A Search and Review of Adverse Events reported as Neoplasia in the Chronic
Insomnia Trial (Study 190-0491

The sponsor provided a listing of adverse events (AE5) found in the database search of

ABS reported as neoplasia or related events in the longterm Chronic Insomnia trial, Study
190—049. The sponsor had these events classified on the basis of the likelihood that a

given event was malignant, benign or non-neoplastic in nature. The methods for this
search and for classifying the events is described later.

Before showing the sponsor’s results of their classification system, a synopsis is first
provided and recommendations. The synopsis summarizes neoplasias enumerated by this
reviewer on the basis of a review of narratives of the AEs provided by the sponsor (the
Sponsor provided narratives for ABS captured by their search of ABS of neoplasias in the
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long term Chronic Insomnia Trial, Study 190—049). Refer to the review of the original
NDA for additional background information.

After the synopsis and reviewer recommendations (italicized subsections), the following .
subsections provide more detailed information:

0 A subsection of the sponsor’s enumeration of neoplasia events based on
their classification method is provided (non-italicized subsection),

- Followed by a more detailed description of the reviewer’s methods for

classifying AEs of neoplasia and reviewer observations based on a review of the

narrative information. These subsections include a description of gynecological
events.

All sections reflecting reviewer’s comments and observations are italicized.

Reviewer Synopsis of Sponsor’s Response to Item 1: Exposure, Adverse Events of
NeoglasiaI and Reviewer Conclusions

Summary of Background and ofReviewer’s Findings Upon Review of Narratives
Provided in the Current Submission. Refer to the original review of the NDA regarding
concernsfor a signalfor adverse events of “neoplasia " in the longterm trial, Study 190-
049. The Approvable Letter requested mOre detailed information and clarification of the
adverse events reported as “neoplasia” and other events that may be ne0plastic in nature
in this Chronic Insomnia Phase III trial (refer to the above copy of the relevant section of
the Approvable Letter). The sponsor was also asked in the Approvable letter to
determine the incidence of events ofneoplasia in this trial.

Study 190-049 was a longterm Chronic Insomnia Phase III trial. This trial included

almost exclusively non-elderly adults that received 6-months ofdouble-blind placebo or
E32 (3 mg daily; 593 eszopiclone and 195 placebo HT safety subjects) followed by open
label ESZ (3 mg daily) for 6~months (471 ITT safety subjects).

A review of information in the current submission yielded multiple events ofneoplasia
involving skin and other organ systems (e.g. breast) in subjects of the longterm Chronic
Insomnia trial, Study 190—049. Given the complexity in classifying these subjects,
limitations with the information on these adverse events reported as events ofneoplasia,
fairly stringent eligibility criteria with respect to ruling out pre-existing neoplasia, as
well as other potential problems with interpreting the findings, a consult was requested
from the Division of Oncology Drug Products.

Since a signalfor gynecological events appears to exist and the potential for a
gynecological neoplasia signal is an additional concern, a consult was requestedfrom
the Division ofReproductive Urological Drug Products (preclinical findings ofmammary
gland tumors, as described in the Pharmacology Toxicology review of the original NDA
and clinical gynecological events in longterm trials described in this review and in the
clinical review of the original NDA).

Consultative input is pending at the time of this writing.
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In response to the approvable letter regarding events ofneoplasia in Study 190—049, the
sponsor conducted a searchfor any adverse event reported as a neoplasia in Study 190-
049, as described later. Using methods described later in this review, the sponsor had

the events categorized into events of malignant neoplasia, benign neoplasia. probable or
possible events of neoplasia, and other categories). The sponsorprovided summary
tables listing events within each category, which will be provided later in this review.

Narratives for all events listed in these tables {all event obtainedfrom their database
search) were also provided in the submission.

Instead of relying on the sponsor’s summary tables and methods ofclassifying he
neoplasia events, this reviewer opted to use a conservative approach in identifying events
ofneoplasia and events ofprobable or possible neoplasia. Each narrative was therefore
reviewed and on the basis of information in the narratives, a review strategy was
employedfor classtfiting these events as neoplasia events, as described later.

A Summary ofDrug Exposure in the Longterm Trial. Since the interpretation of events
ofneoplasia, in part, hinges on the extent ofdrug exposure in Study 190-049 this section

focuses on a description ofdrug exposure, This reviewer used a conservative approach
in describing exposure (patient years were not usedfor reasons provided later).

The [IT Safety population consisted of thefollowing in each phase of the study
(enumeration offemale subjects is also provided since common events includedfemale
gynecological events and the numbers were taken from summary tables on demographic
features of the study population, refer to the original NDA review}:

0 DB Phase:

0 593 E52 subjects and 195 Placebo subjects

0 Females: 373 E82 subjects and 125 Placebo subjects
0 0L Phase:

0 471 0L [552 subjects of which 360 subjects previously received DB E52

0 Female subjects: 295 0L ESZ subjects. the number previously treated with
DB 532 could not be found

The number of completers in Study 190—049:
0 DB Phase:

0 360 E32 subjects and 111 placebo subjects

0 Females: could notfind this number
0 0L Phase:

0 382 subjects of which 296 subjects were previously exposed to DB ESZ
0 Females: the number cannot be found

Summary of the Enumeration of Subjects with Events of Neoplasia Based on a Review
ofNarratives Thefollowing paragraphs summarize the enumeration ofcases of
neoplasia or related events on the basis ofa review of the narratives, using a review
strategyfor identifying events of concern. as described in more detail later in this review.
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More detailed descriptions of the events ofconcern, the rationalefor conclusions about

the cause/diagnosis of the event and other comments are provided in later subsections. .

Clear or Probable Malignancies were foundfor the skin (at least 5 ESZ subjects and no
placebo) and breast (I clear diagnosis in ESZ subjects and no placebo subjects):

- 3 Skin malignancies in the DBphase: 3 (subjects are listed in the sponsor’s
summary Table 1-2 ofmalignant events, of which a copy is provided 'in this
review) out of593 HT safety subjects in the DB phase (basal cell carcinoma in

each) reported in 49 to 60 year old subjects and newly diagnosed, new onset (not
found at baseline examination or reported as a pre-existing condition). These
events were revealed at 4-6 months of treatment.

- I Probable Skin Malignancy and I Unclear Diagnosis (ofa skin tumor
surgically removed) in the OL phase: 1 Probable malignancy (based on the
narrative, and not based on the sponsor’s summary table, which indicates

“possible ”) and] unclear diagnosis ofa skin tumor that was removed in a 23 year
old subject number 0434019 ( no other information relevant to the

diagnosis/etiology wasfound, exceptfor a past history or a "benign " tumor
removal, and diagnostic information based on subject's report). These events

occurred out of360 HT Safety 0L subject with the probable case occurring in a
53 year old and both events occurring after 7 months of treatment.

0 Additional skin-related events are described in the review and included pre-
neoplastic—like events of actinic keratosis and nevi (primarily found on physical
examination, while none of these events were generally found at baseline or
earlier examinations). Note that these events (actinic keratosis and nevi) were
diagnosed primarily by physical examination (rather than by selfisubject report)
and are common in the general population. It is not clear why these events were
found later after treatment, instead ofat baseline. Therefore, they are listed as
being potential drug-related, but are not malignant neoplastic events.

0 I Ductal Carcinoma ofthe Breast and 1 Possible breast neoplasia in the OL
phase (information not considered adequate on the latter event to conclude a

benign non-neoplasia event) out of 295 HT Safetyfemale subjects (the number of
295 is based on demographic summary tablesfound in the original submission).

0 Several other breast related events diagnosed according to narratives as
fibrocystic disease (primarily on the basis ofphysical examination, several on the

basis of self-report and afew by pathological examination ). These events are

described later in this review. These additional events were considered by the
reviewer to be events that are not likely to be events ofneoplasia for reasons
provided later.

- An additional breast malignancy (pathological diagnosis) that is not likely to be
drug-related was reported in a blinded ongoing 6-month Primary Insomnia
study (Study 190-050) of303female randomized subjects (2:1 randomization
ratio ofall male andfemale subjects to ESZ or placebo). This subject was being
evaluatedfor a “lump" in breast (found approximately 9-10 months prior to the
study) and ultimately had a biopsy performed after approximately 3 months of
treatment (study drug is blinded) that was positive for a malignancy, such that the
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subject withdrewfrom the study. Given the past history, it is likely that this is not

a drug-related event.

5 “uterine” related events that are not likely to be events ofmalignant neoplasia

and most events were likely to be leiomyomas (events are listed in the sponsor's

summary table of “benign neoplastic events, ” of which a copy is provided in this

review). - Most events were probably, ifnot diagnosed by pathology, as uterine

leiomyomas (not uncommon in women within the age of these subjects).

However, 3 out of5 ”uterinefibroids" or “uterine leiomyornas" were based on

self-report (which is not considered a definitive diagnosisfor the purposes of this

review). Yet, one subject underwent “elective" surgery and all 3 subjects were 38

to 45 years old with pre-existing related conditions. Furthermore, the nature of

symptomatology and/or past history, the age of the subjects, among otherfactors

are more consistent with more common conditions, such asfibroids women at

this age. Uterine and ovarian cancers are rare and generally do not present with

a history of the type of symptoms/signs described in these 3 subjects (either at the
time of the events or in their past history). These subjects are described in more

detail later in this review. Therefore, the events are considered as not likely to be
events ofmalignant neoplasia.

Several isolated events ofpossible orprobable neoplasia. These events are

described here, because this reviewer could not consider the event as probably
benign-or as non-neoplastic events.

0 One is subject 0450024 (one of the 3 subjects with AEs of “neoplasia”
of interest identified in the Approvable Action Letter} in which the

diagnosis/etiology of the nodules of the liver and the single lung nodule
found on CT remains unclear, although the patient appears to be stable over

a 3 year period since they werefirst discovered suggesting that they may not
be malignant. The lung nodule was also followed by serial CTs andfound to
be fairly stable in size with no new lesions, no adenopathy and no other
evidence of metastases (which often occurs in the brain, but also the liver)

reported in the last CT 1 year after the study. When contacted three years
after the study, she reported to be well, asymptomatic and unaware ofplans
for repeat chest CTs. However, the 43 or 44 year old subject (exact age is
not clear) had a past history of smoking 1 ‘72 packs per day over 28 years and
stopped one year prior to the study. This subject also had breast nodules

identified at baseline and a renal cyst that are not likely to be related to the

liver and lung events (since the lesions were reportedly cystic), although
follow-up information during and after the study on these additional events
could not be found.

0 Subject 03980! 3 was diagnosed by an endocrinologist as having
multinodular goiter which was evaluated after the subject reported a
"thyroid nodule in the left side ofher neck" on Day 219 of treatment with no
history of thyroid disease-and normal thyroidfunction tests at baseline and

thereafter. The diagnoses by an endocrinologist was “multinodular goiter,
most probably an inflammatory process, with no apparent autoimmune

process" (as stated in the narrative). The subject was 61 years old with no

history of thyroid disease who after 219 days on treatment reported ”thyroid
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nodule " on the left side ofher neck. On physical examination it was 1 cm,

non-tender andfreely mobile. Thyroidfunction tests throughout the study

were reported as normal. Ultrasound revealed an isoehoic mass occupying

the “entire right lobe ” and a “smaller mass" wasfound in the lower pole of

the left lobe, of which both “were stable" upon a repeat ultrasound 6 months

later. Fine needle aspirate showed colloid withfollicular cells and

"histiocytes and increased lymphocytes consistent with a colloid nodule. ”

Thyroidfunction was normal (no values) and no thyroid antibodies were

found. Given the age of this subject and thefinal diagnosis, provided by an

endocrinologist (as described in the narrative), it is likely that this event is an
isolated case.

O Additional events that were isolated or not likely to be neoplasia

include thefollowing:

0 Subject 421004: Who had a “knot” sensation of her throat"

recorded as a throat nodule on Day 1 57, that was most likely related

to worsening ofgastro-esophageal reflux.

' Subject 04110009: diagnosed with benign bladder polyp after

finding hematuria on Day 183 ofESZ treatment and underwent a

work-up (diagnostic tests are not described) and dignosed on Day
260. '

0 Subject 031703: Benign GI polyps diagnosed by endoscopic

pathological examination as l hyperplastic polyp and 2 polyps with

normal mucosa after being evaluatedfor worsening of intennitten

abdominal pain on Day 99 of treatment (date of onset ofpain could

not be found and pain was accompanied with nausea, vomiting and
diarrhea).

0 Subject 0401008: Bladder cyst (not clear how this was diagnosed)

recorded on Day 226 of treatment in a 61 year old who presented

with heinaturia and abdominal pain (over 2 months on study drug),
but the subject was able to continue in the study.

Additional gynecological events were identified and described in the review of the
original NDA, as summarized later in this review.

It is important to note that the above events were found despite stringent entry criteria,
particularly in patients at risk of lung, breast and thyroid neoplasia (as described in the
original NDA review and in the current submission).

Reviewer Recommendations Regarding Events of Neoplasia and Other Events
Described under Item 1

Because many cases were not clear, it is recommended that consultations be obtained as

described below. Furthermore, the incidence of such events that one can anticipate as a
normal “background" rate in a controlled drug trial, particularly one involving stringent
screening criteria for patients at riskfor breast, lung and other carcinomas is not clear to

this reviewer. Perhaps there is data from other controlled trials on this issue. Refer to
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the review of the original NDA regarding observed incidence of neoplastic events in the

development program ofSonata®1 as described under Section XI.

Preclinical studies showfindings ofmammary gland tumors and other malignant tumors

found in other organs (lung, thyroid and skin) were found, but the conclusions and

recommendations dra wn from preclinical studies differed among the Division and

Agency team members (refer to the Pharmacology Toxicology review, the Pharmacology
Toxicology Team Leader and Clinical Team Leaders Memos-to-the-File, the Division

Directors and Office Directors Memos-to—the-File, for details).

It is recommended that an oncology consultant be obtained to answer questions listed
below (Q). '

Oncology consultant Qs:

1. Does the consultant agree with the Clinical Reviewer's conclusions regarding the
selection and enumeration ofadverse events to be considered as events of

neoplasia or probable neoplasia (as enumerated in the synopsis above using the
strategies described in this draft review of events ofneoplasia) .9 Note that the

sponsor reSponse appears under Clinical Comment 1 of their response
submission.

2. Is there a signal for neoplasia orfor a specific type ofneoplasia, while also

considering animal findings (based on this understanding of this reviewer) of
mammary gland tumors and according the pharmacology toxicology reviewer
possible pulmonary tumors (depends on statistical methods as to whether these

tumors are considered consistent with a background ratefor the species), skin
tumors occurred in animals housed together but not when individually housed
(tumors believed to be due to animals inflicting skin lesions that progressed to

tumors, yet this Clinical reviewer does not understand why treatment groups
difierences were revealed), and thyroid tumors (in rats believed to be secondary
to a species specific response to liver enzyme induction). Some of these findings
were based on studies of only the racemic zopiclone while others were examined

using eszopiclone. However, a 2 year bioassay with eszopiclone was negative for
tumors but exposure to eszopiclone in this study was less than the exposure
achieved in the studies showing tumors with zopiclone. Also note that the

incidence of rash (also some subjects with stomatitis) and infections was higher in
ESZ subjects compared to placebo subjects in clinical trials (as described in the
review of the original NDA). '

3. Is there needforfurther investigation? if so what studies need to be conducted

(please also provide a rationale)?

4. If the NDA were approved what is recommendedfor labeling regarding the
clinical data on neoplasia.

Given the majority of events were gynecological events and not clear cut, it is

recommended that a consult from the Division of Reproductive and Urological Drug
Products (DR UPD) be obtained to answer questions listed below.
DR UDP Qs:
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1—4. Please respond to the above questions but in reference only to gynecological events

of neoplasia.

5. Is there a signalfor gynecological adverse events (refer to sections above and below

describing breast, uterine and other gynecological events, also refer to a summary of

events described in the original review of the NBA that are also summarized in a

subsection below)?

6. Is there needforfurther investigation for gynecological adverse effects?

7. If the NDA were approved what is recommendedfor labeling regarding gynecological
adverse events.

8. It is recommended that a consult be obtainedfrom the Division ofEndocrine and

Metabolic Drug Products, in light of the gynecological events and preclinicalfindings

(mammary gland tumors and eflects on reproductive hormones andfertility effects)?

Smnsor’s Response Regarding Adverse Events of Neoplasia in the Long Term
Study 190-049.

This non-italicized section summarizes findings reported by the sponsor in the current

submission. The Sponsor provided narratives for all adverse events (AB) that they

captured in a database search of ABS of neoplasia (for the longterm Study 190—049),
including narratives for the three subjects listed in the Action Letter (as above).

The sponsor categorized each AE (using methods described later in this review) that

generated a summary table for each category (e.g. malignant neoplastic events. benign
neoplastic events, and others). Each table lists the AEs within the given category and

provides other descriptive information. Narratives for each subject for each category are
also provided. Summary tables shown below were generated by the sponsor for each
category of ABS.

Before examining the sponsor’s summary tables below, the following briefly describes

Study 190—049 and the number of HT Safety subjects in this study. Study 190049 was a
longterm Chronic Insomnia trial with a 6—month placebo controlled double-blind (DB)

phase (the E32 group received 3 mg daily) that was followed by a 6—month open—label
(OL) ESZ phase (3 mg daily). The study had 195 placebo subjects and 593 randomized

ESZ subjects in the HT Safety population of the DB phase. A total of 471 ITT safety
subjects were in the OL ESZ phase, of which 360 of these subjects previously received
DB 1382 (therefore, these subjects generally received 612 months of ESZ in the study).
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Sponsor’s Enumeration and Categorization of Adverse Events of Neoplasia

 
Captured in their Database Search for the Longterm Chronic Insomia Trial (Study

190-049)
Table 1-4

Subject Tmt- AZ A E Final
ll) mm verbatim Preferred ttlngrwsln

term

0433001 ESZ Basal cell Skin
skin cancer carcinoma

("4700] [5.32

0473037

047i0|2

Table 1-5

(MU‘KIO‘)

0455(“2

04610”

04143019

Malignant Neoplastic Events

R forehead
basal cell
carcinoma
Cancerom
basal cells
[nose]

Lesion (In
right side
nl’nosc

Pain KIT
Iefl brew
biopsies

Skin
carcinoma

Skin
carcinoma

Skin
disorder

Basal cell I43 i l’nsiliw
carcinoma DB pauiology
Basal cell
carcinoma

liusttl cell
carcinoma

Possible
flasal (‘ell
(,‘arcinnmu

Ductal 167 .' 0L
carcinoma
in silu

Benign Neoplastic Events
AE
verbatim

Uterine
fibroid
llllllul‘a

Uterine
librnitis

Ulerinc
Ieioinyonla

Fibroid
“MIN!“

Multiple
small
Innlcs on
like and
neck

Nfl‘i righl
lcgback

Grimm on
nose

Pain RIT
benign 3.letumor
removal
Fret-uncer-
on; skin
lesion -
“05C

Uterine:
fibruids.
enlarged
Uterine
lihroitlb
enlarged
Uterine
libl‘oids
enlarged

illcrinr:
fibmitls

enlarged
Skin
benign
thiplasm

5k in
benign
neoplasm
Skin
benign
neoplasm
Injection
silt: pain

Skut
diSlIrtlL'r

Cervical
dysplasia

I 3‘3; DB

Uterine 801 I)"
leiomyunta

Uterine 95;“ I)“
leiumyonuI

Uterine JILL-TIL
ickll'fl)‘0mfl

Uterine Hill ()L
leimnynrna

UIL'riIW 261W”.
icimnyorna

Neti lli.’ DB

- i 1103: (1L

Actinic Hal! DB
kL'ralosis

Benign
skin ttIIntrr

Profitable
aetinir:
kemrmis

237501.

Fusilhc
palhulog}

Clinit'al

diagnosttv‘
treated
[apically
Biopsy
performed.
pallwlogy
rcptin not
arai Iablc

l’usitit I:
paillIulrIg}

Confirmalory
tests!
comments

(lupus-mp)-

Suhjt'c! report

Surgrcal
pnlltult‘gy

Surgical
pathology

Surgery;
pathulugy not
available

Subject repon

Clinical
diagnosis

Surgical
pathology

(flinicul
«l iagrmsisf
Dennarologist
Subject repr

5 ttbjec: report

Dayna Confirmattry Evlducofor

 
Evidence for
condition
pre—cxiulng‘.’
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Table 1-5 Benign Neoplastic Events

Coafimatory Evidence for
tests! condition

AE
verbatim

comments ore-existing?

ESZ Gastric Neoplasm Benign (it 103/ DB Endoscopic No
polyps; polyps
sigmoid
polyps

ESZ Benign Bladder Benign 260/0L Subject report No
bladder neoplasua bladder
polyp polyp

ESZ Benigncyst Cyst Lipmna 343MB. Surgical No
(L) lower pathology
lumbar area

04470l8 ESZ Lipoma Neoplasm Lipoma 83/ DB Clinical No
diagnosis

Table [-6 Adverse Events Investigated and Found Not to Involve Neoplasia

Treatment All verbatim AE Final diagnosis Confirmatory
Preferred tests
term

Placebo Vaginal Vulvovaginal Squamous 801'08 Pathology benign
dysplasia disorder atypia

secondary' to
Hl'V

Eszopiclonc Lump lcli Breast Fibrocystio 48wl DB Mammogram.
breast neoplasm lesion or ultrasound

adenoma

04730 to Eszopiclonc Worsening Fibmcystic Fibrocystic I I'll
fibroeystic disease breast disease DB

- breast tissue

04600l9 Eszopiclone Module in loll Breast Fibrocystic ”8:“ Surgical
breast neoplasm breast disease DB pathology

0471022 Eszopiclone Adenotna Breast Fihmcystic I 79/ Mammogram
right breast neoplasm breast disease 0L

S4003 Eszopiclone Bilat.Bt1‘asl Fibrocystic Fibmcystic 265/ Physical
tenderness discasa breast disease examination

268!
()l.

  Preferred diagnosis  

 
 

03 l 7030

      
3:;$2

 

   
 

Subject
ll)

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

0349017  

    
0406001

 

     

  

 

    Subject report 

 
  

 

 

  
 

  
 
 
  

 

  

 

E
    

secondary to
mild

librocystic
changes

 
 

 
 
 

 

  
 

 

 
 
 

  
 

 
 
 
 

00870” Eszopiclonc Fibrocystic
breast

changes
bilateral

Mild

Fibrocystic
changes
bilaterally

Fibroeystie
disease

Fibrocyst ic
breast disease

Physical
examination

  

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

008703 I Fibrocystic
breast disease

Fibmeystic
disease Eszopiclonc Mammogram

and ultrasound
  

 
  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 0087028 Fibrocyslic
d iscasc

Eszopiclonc Fibrocystic
breast

changes
bilaterally

Fibt‘ticyslic
breast disease

Physical
examination 
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Table 1-6 Adverse Events Investigated and Found Not to Involve Neoplasia

Treatment AE verbatim AE Final diagnosis
Preferred
term

0087008 Fibrocystic Fibrocystic
disease breast disease

 

 
 

 

 
 

Confirmatnry
tests

  
 
 

   
 
  

 

Esmpiclone Fibroeyslie
breasts

bilaterally
Pain R/T

364/ Physical
0L examination

endometrial
Pain Breakthrough 63! DB Subject report;

uterine bleeding pathology
biopsy unavailable

0432002 liszopielnne Ovarian cysts Cyst Functional 74! DB Ultrasound
ovarian cyst

0447017 [-lszopielone Abnormal l’apanieolzt False positive 275/ Colposeopy
PAP smear I'AP 0L normal

suspicious

(1447025 Esmptelone Cervtwi Cervical Reactive 7771' Pathology benign
polyps neoplasm cervical polyp 0L

1

  
 

 {ll lUUOl Eszopiclonc  

    

   
 

 

 

     
 

 

  040|008 liszopiclone Benign Bladder Bladder cyst 226! Subject report
bladder cyst neoplasm 0L

0457033 iszopielone Nasal polyp Neoplasm Inflammatory 166/ Pathology benign
nasal polyp DB per subject  

  
 

 

0421004 Lsznpielom. Nod ule in Neoplasm Glohus l5?! Clinical
throat DB symptoms

0450024 lismpiclone Modules Neoplasm Nun—neoplastic I76.r Serial CT scans
DB and clinical

tbllou-up times
2.5 years

found on hepatic
right kidney: hnmdcnsitics.

Table l~7 Adverse Events Investigated and Found Not to Be Relevant to the
Analyses

Subject Treatment AF. AE Final diagnosis Confirmatory
I!) verbatim Preferred tests! comments

term

045 IOOI Placebo Post ovarian Injection site Ovarian cysts 27/ DB Pre—planned
cyst surgical pain (baseline event) surgery
pain

 
 

 

  

  
     

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

      

    
 

 

    

nodules pulmonary
found on nodule. and

right lung: rennl e} sl
nodules
found on
liver
 

0439027 Eszopiclone Post surgery Injection site Normal Pathology
pain due to pain endomctrium normal
(lll‘dl ion and

curettage

(1442008 Eiszopiclonc Nevusn) Skin benign Nevus (baseline HUB Physical
back neoplasm event) examination
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Table 1-7 Adverse Events Investigated and Found Not to Be Relevant to the

Analyses

W. verbatim

Facialcyst

Eszopiclone

Eszopiclonc

Eszopiclonc

Eszopiclonc

047l0l6

00870”

045 E004

Note: [-182 = cszopiclonc; DB : douhloblind pcriod: 01. '~*— open—label period; Post = >14 days following
the last dose of study treatment.

 

    
   

 
 
 
 

AE
Preferred
term

Final diagnosis Confirmatury
testst' comments 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
   
 
 

 
 

Physical
examination"
active acne

Cystic acne

 
 
 
  

 
 

  
 
 

 

  
 

Benign prostatic
hypeflrophy

Prostate Pathology benign
neoplasia

Abnormal

prostate

biopsy

   
 
 
 

 
 
 

Multinodular

goiter
Thyroid Pathology benigndisorder

Thyroid
nodule L
sidc

 

  

  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Month

neoplnsin
Blister on palate Subject report!

resolved in 4

days

Lump on
palate

 
 
 

 

   
 

 
 

 

 
 

Skin
discoloration

l cm maculc

under right
eye

Spontaneously
rcsoivcd niaculc

Subject report

 

 
 

   
 
 

Skin Norma! skin
disorder

Skin lesion

left and right
Facial cltcck

Dertnatolog i 91
confirmed
absence of lesion

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Clinical

diagnosis

Eczctnatous
dermatitis or

fixed drug
eruption

Lcnions on

inner thighs
Eszopiclonc

Lesions on
inside of
arms  

 

 
 

 

  
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Eszopiclonc Lippztin
secondary to
biopsy

Injection silt:
pain

Sjogrcn‘s
syndrome

Biopsy
ctutlirntcd

   
 

 
  

  
 

Eszopiciono Oral pain
RJT surgery

Injection silo
puin

Dental surgery Subject report
 

  
  

 
 

Eszo icionc Leftot'nrian C st; uterine l’rc'nanc UltrasoundP Y E Y

 

 

 
 

cyst; utcrinc neoplasm confirmed
mass intrauterinu

pregnancy
 

Note; Days to report is relative to first dose ol'eszopiclonc still: the exception of Subject U45 IOO | . when:
days to report is relative to the first dost: nf‘plnccbn.
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The Sponsor’s Methods for the AE Database Search and Categorization AEs of

Neoplasia for Item 1 Response (which resulted in the above Summary Tables).

The sponsor searched for Preferred and verbatim terms AEs that “could potentially be

related to an adverse event of neoplasm" in Study 190—049 and reviewed the case report

form data and “supportive documents.” Two “independent” oncologists served as

consultants who reviewed “comprehensive information” of each case to make a

determination if a given case was neoplasia or a non—neOplastic process. In 2 cases the

oncologists differed in opinion and were asked to reach consensus. They were then

asked to categorize neoplastic events on whether the cell line of origin was epidermal,

endodermal or mesenchymal. Each case was then placed into one of the following
categories, as defined below:

0 Malignant neoplasia: “any form of cancer whether invasive or non-invasive”

o Benign neoplasia: “any clonal proliferative lesion that does not meet the

definition of a malignancy, including pre—cancerous conditions.

0 Non—neoplastic: Lesions that show no clonal proliferation of cells, although
hyperplasia or inflammatory proliferation may be present.”

0 Non-neoplastic and not relevant to this analysis: Events that do not involve any

type of proliferation lesion, or were clearly documented to have been present
before randomization and were unchanged.

It is not clear if the oncology consultants were also involved in ultimately categorizing
each AE into one of the 3 above categories.

Study 190—049 is a Chronic Insomnia study involving 6-months double-blind E32 (3

mg/day) or placebo treatment followed by 6 months of 0L E82 (3 mg/day). Thorough

screening methods including diagnostic procedures for lung. breast and thyroid neoplasia
were employed on subjects at risk (as described in the review of the original submission

and as described in the current submission on page 21—22 in the clinstat\clinsum.pdf file).
Subjects with any history of any malignancy, except for non—melanomatous skin cancer
were also excluded.

Exposure in patient years was provided as requested: 427 person years to eszopiclone and
67 person years to placebo in Study 190-049 (methods of these calculations cannot be
found).

More Detailed Information on A Review at Events, Reviewer Methods for Classifying
events of Neoplasia, A Description of Gyen'cological Events.

The following subsections provide more detailed information regarding the approach
taken in enumerating subjects with neoplasia in Study 190-049 and enumerating these
subjects relative to Drug Exposure. Additional subsections described gynecological
events (some of which were reported as events ofneoplasia). These subsections are

italicized, since they reflect reveiwer’s camments and conclusions based on the

information provided in the current submission.
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Drug Exposure (in Patient Years as requested in the Approvable Letter) and Reviewer

Comments Regarding Exposure Expressed as Units ofPatient Years. Given the

concernfor a neoplasia signal, the Approvable letter requested information on exposure

in Study 190—049, specifying that exposure should be expressed in person years. As

requested, the sponsor provided exposure using person years. In the opinion of this

reviewer, this approach is not an adequately conservative for examining the incidence of

neoplasia in a controlled study (see above summary of the study design of Study 1 90-

049). The approach of using person years in describing exposure is generally usedfor

post-marketing data and epidemiological data in the absence ofa control group and

parallel prospective study design. It also is an approach generally usedfor large

databases. Furthennore, the estimated exposure provided by the sponsor was not

providedfor each gender, in the case ofgender specific neoplasia or neoplasia-related

events (such as breast neoplasia).

The approach that is generally employedfor describing exposure in clinical trials

andfor other controlled studies {preclinical and clinical trials, drug and non-drug

clinical trials) is to compare the treatment groups on a given dependent variable (such as

incidence ofan AE) using the number of subjects in each group in the denominator (or

for gender specific AEs the appropriate gender is usedfor the denominator). One can

look at the number ofcompleters or the number ofsubjects in the ITT safety population.
Ifone were to examine results even more conservatively, then an approach to consider is

examining the number of events over time subjects who continue treatment over the given

treatment interval (e.g. at each 3 month interval of the DB and UL phases using and

observed cases approach and using the appropriate gender if an event is gender
specific).

The sponsor did not use another approach, such as examining number of events at every

3 month interval of treatment using the total number of subjects (that either entered the 3

month interval or the number who completed the 3 month interval) as the denominator to

determine the incidence for the given 3-month interval.

Therefore, this reviewer takes the approach generally employed-for clinical trials (using

the number ofHT safety subjects in the denominator, and using the numberfor given
genderfor gender specific events).

Review Strategy in Identifying Events ofNeoplasia from the Sponsor’s Listing of
Adverse Events under Item I ofthe Submission. This reviewfocused on a conservative

approach. Conclusions are based on a review of the narrative descriptions of the

subjects rather than relying on the sponsor’s categorization ofevents, as listed in the

sponsor’s summary tables. The summary tables list events in each of the sponsor's

categories (e.g. neoplastic versus non-neoplastic events and benign versus malignant

neoplastic events) using methods as previous described. For the purposes of this review

each narrative of each of these subjects, listed in the sponsor summary tables was

reviewedfor characteristics that may provide some insight on the severity (neoplasia,
malignancy) and causality of the events: unilateral versus bilateral events, new versus

old static events, versus old exacerbated events, for riskfactors for the event (e. g. OCT.
HRT, age/menopausal status, and others regarding gynecological events). duration of
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treatment, among other considerations. Other characteristics were considered in

assessing the likelihood of breast related events being non-neoplastic and/or non~

maligth events, as described later in a subsection thatfocuses on gynecological events.

Anotherfocus of this review was to examine the more common events and to

enumerate events under each category by organ system (skin, gynecological event of

breast, uterine and other gynecologic events, followed by other less common or isolated

events). The narratives were also reviewed to assess the likelihood of an event being

malignant versus benign, neoplastic versus non-neoplastic.

Because many events were breast—related, including a malignant breast

neoplasia, Dr. Furlong of DR UDP was consulted regarding these events.

The above approach was employed since it is considered by this reviewer to be

the most conservative approach. A more detailed description of the review strategyfor

the sponsor’s response to Item 1 is described later.

A Detailed Description ofAdverse Events Revealed by the Sponsor’s Search for Events

of Neoplasia in Response to Item I

The following subsections describe the more common adverse events ofneoplasia,

beginning with skin neoplasia events, followed by breast-related events, uterine-related

event, other gynecological events andfinally a subsection on additional events involving

other organ systems. This section is italicized since it reflects the reviewer's

interpretation of the sponsor’s results and includes reviewer comments.

Skin Neoplasias

The following enumerates skin neoplasias in each categoryfor each treatment phase,

while it is important to note that physical examinations during study visits were normal

prior to the event, unless otherwise specified and all events are new, unless otherwise

specified:

I 5 Events in the DB phase (593 E52 HT Safety subjects, 195 P30 ITT Safety
subjects)

0 3 malignant (Basal Cell carcinoma of which 2 were confirmed by

pathology) at approximately 4-6 months ofDB treatment. In one case ($047303 7

the Pl claims that the lesion was “overlooked" on physical examinations in the

study, in $043301 I the Dermatologist notes indicates that the patient was

concerned about a lesion on their right thigh for 30 years prior to the study).

Reviewer comments: One cannot assume that these latter two subject 's

malignancies were pre-existing. It is not clear how the Pl knew that the lesion

was overlooked in $0473037. Regarding the latter subject (30433011), if the

lesion had been present and unchanged in the previous 30 years, then one would
anticipate that the lesion would have become enlarged and invasive over the

previous years and one cannot rule out a conversion between benign to malignant
or a progression of a pre-existing condition associated with E52.

0 l Actinic keratosis (precancerous) on Day 162 the subject noted a growth

on her nose which was diagnosed as actinic keratosis by her Dermatologist

U I Nevi (multiple face and neck nevi): reported by the subject at baseline,

but not reported by the investigator on physical examinations until Visit 5 after
303 days of treatment.
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0 4 Events in the OL phase (471 CL ESZ ITT Safety subjects: I I I of which
previously received DB P30 and 360 received DB ESZ)

- l Probable Basal Cell confirmed by pathology after 228 days of treatment

with no pre-existing history in a 53 year old Caucasian female. The subject
completed the study. Note that the sponsor’s summary table listing malignant
neoplasias (on page 44 in the clinstaficlinsumpdffile) lists this event as

"Possible Basal Cell Carcinoma" while the pathology reported had “probable
basal cell epithelium. "

O 1 skin tumor removal reported by the subject on Day 254 (diagnosis is not
clear and information is limited).

0 l Actinic keratosis (precancerous) on Day 237 by subject report

0 l Nevi that was removed andfound on surgical pathology to be a

“melanocytic nevus, junctional type” with “no evidence ofmalignancy. ”

Gynecological Events. This section covers 3 types of events. First, breast—related

events, then uterine-related events are described. These two types of events were the
most common among gynecological events. Then a third category described below is on

other gynecological events. Thefollowing descriptions and comments are based on a

review of the narratives ofeach relevant event listed in the summary tables.

Breast Events (refer to summary tables).

No breast events occurred in PBO subjects while a total of 10 E52 subjects had breast
events as follows:

0 One event was diagnosed as ductal carcinoma (on the basis ofa pathology
report)

0 9 ofbreast events were diagnosed as fibrocystic disease (FBD) primarily on the
basis ofphysical examination or on the basis of the subject‘s selfvreport.

The enumeration offemale subjects in Study I 90-049 cannot be found in the current
submission and as previously noted in the Clinical review of the original NDA AE
summary tables appeared to provide incidence ofgender specific events for the total
study population rather than calculating the incidence for the appropriate gender.
However, enumeration offemale subjects can befound in the demographic feature
summary tables and was previously described in the synopsis of Item I, but is also
described in the next paragraph (for the convenience of the reader).

The summary table on demographicfeatures of the HT Population (Table V1812) in the
Clinical Review of the original NDA shows that 3 73 out of 593 subjects were women in
the DB ESZ group of the DB phase and 125 out of 1 95 DB PBO subjects were women.
The number of women in the OL phase was 295 out of 471 subjects in which 22.!T of these
women had previously received DB ESZ and 74 women previously received PB0.

Based on a communication with Dr. Lesley Anne Furlong in the Division of Reproductive
and Urological Drug Products (at approximately 10:15 am on 6/30/04), Dr. Furlong
indicated that given the prevalence of breast cancer in the general population
(approximately 10%) that a single case ofbreast neoplasia in a study such as Study 190—
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049 is not unexpected, despite that the study screened women for breast cancer (women

with riskfactors were required to have a baseline mammogram within the previous year).

Dr. Furlong also explained that while it is unclear iffibrocystic breast disease is a risk

factorfor breast cancer, this condition is very common in women in the reproductive

years and can continue during post-menopausal years taking HRT. Furthermore, this

FBD is know considered by many experts in the field to be a normal variant in women of

the reproductive years, instead of the condition representing a pathological condition or

a disease. Consequently, the incidence of FBD'tn Study 190049is not unexpected
particularly in the context ofa clinical trialin which subjects are more closely

monitored. Dr. Furlong also clarified thatfibroadenoma (which was revealedtn one

subject 0460019) is benign.

Since FBI) is a bilateral condition, a unilateral mass detected on physical examination is

not as likely to be FBD, such that the difi‘erential diagnosis should include neoplasia.

One of the 4 unilateral events described (50471022) in this review is ofpotential concern

to this reviewer (the other 3 subjects either had a transient condition, biopsy was

negative for malignant neoplasia, or years later the subject was contacted and reported

repeat mammograms showed evidence for a cyst). Even if this single case ofpotential

concern, this single case together with the confirmed malignant case represents an

incidence of 2 out of3 73 or 295 women in the DB and 0L phases, respectively which is

still not unexpected, based on the prevalence ofbreasts cancer in the general population

that is not generally monitored as closely as in a clinical trial. Even though women at

risk were screened in Study 190049, this incidence is not sufficient to in itselfprovide

evidence for a role of the study drug in these events. Furthermore, the development of

neoplasia generally requires decades to develop after exposure to a carcinogen.

Despite the above conclusions, one must also consider a drug-related progression or

conversion from pre-neoplastic to neoplastic events. particularly in light ofpreclinical

evidence ofmammary gland tumors associated with the drug, as described in the

Pharmacology Toxicology review of the NBA.

Thefollowing paragraphs provides more detailed descriptions of the breast-related

events that were either diagnosed as malignant (50471012), bilateral and unilateral
breast events.

Malignant ductal carcinoma in 50471012: This is the only subject was categorized

“malignant” that was a biopsy confirmed ductal carcinoma, in situ. in the left breast on

Day 267 of ESZ treatment in a 54 year oldfemale with past history of Premarin use and

positive history of calcification deposits in the left breast (appears to be by self-report).
The subject had a normal PE at baseline. Mammography was conducted at

approximately 147 days of £52 treatment that revealed 5—1 0 new lesions

( “microcalcifications”) compared to a pre-study mammogram conducted at

approximately 7 months prior to ESZ treatment. While this subject had a pre-existing
history for breast calcifications, new lesions were revealed at 14.7 days of treatment (it is
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not clear why mammography was conducted at this time) and a biopsy revealed

malignant neoplasia, such that one must consider a potential role of £52. One must

consider an exacerbation of an undiagnosed malignant neoplasia or a conversion from

benign (or non-neoplastic lesions) to malignant neoplasia associated with 1582 treatment.

Other Breast Events. No breast events were listed in the summary tablefor events

categorized by the sponsor as “benign neoplasia. " However, 9 breast events (all were

diagnosed asfibrocystic disease) were categorized as non-neoplastic events (on the basis

of the diagnosis in which the sponsor indicates that 95% of F80 do not represent clonal

proliferative processes).

Out of the 9 cases offibrocystic breast disease (FBD) which were diagnosed primarily by

physical examination (PE), 5 cases were bilateral breast events (generally bilateral due

to bilateral breast tenderness or pain, or determined by PE) that occurred in subjects

over 42 years old (exceptfor a 29 year old, described later) with a history ofpotential

riskfactors (OCT, HRT, perimenopausal or postmenopausal, and others). Only one of

the 9 cases was a biopsy confirmed diagnosis that revealed some tissue sections

"suggestive” of “earlyfibroadenoma” in a subject with unilateral breast involvement, as
described later.

Although the majority ofevents were bilateral which is more suggestive of F30 and the

majority of these subjects had riskfactors, it is important to note that the events were

primarily new events (new events in 6 subjects, a worsening ofa pre-existing condition in

2 subjects, and in 1 subject, it was not clear if it reflected a worsening ofa preexisting

condition). Note that most subjects had a normal baseline PE.

All but one of the events occurred after approximately 4-6 months of£52 treatment in 3

subjects (approximately 4, 5 and 6 months in l S, respectively) and after approximately 9

to 12 months ofESZ treatment in 5 subjects. Only one S had a shorter exposure ofonly

48 days with a unilateral left “breast lump" described later. Therefore, the potential

role of the drug, in appearance and/or worsening of these bilateral breast events requires
further consideration.

The Unilateral Breast Events. The following describes unilateral events, since unilateral

events are less likely to be a benign condition. As already mentioned these events were

listed by the sponsor as being diagnosed as F30. Unilateral “non-neoplastic” breast

events were reported in 4 subjects (not counting the l malignant breast event, previously

described). Three of these four unilateral events were newly detected/diagnosed events

(no past history of the event) and 1 event was a transient worsening of a previously

diagnosed FBD (by subject report). 3 events (in each subject respectively) occurred at

Days 148, l 79, ll 7, respectively, while forfourth event occurred at Day 48 treatment (a

mammogram and ultrasound was performed after the subject detected a ”lump " in her

left breast on Day 48 of ESZ in this 5 7 year old with riskfactors and who 's primary care

physician diagnosed as having FBD with benign lesioas).

Since all the events were new events, as well as unilateral, the potential role of

the drug must be consideredfurther. However, the one probable exception is the event
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that occurred at day 48 of treatment (0406001). This subject was recently contacted by

the sponsor (approximately 3 years after she withdrewfrom the study) and the subject

reported that a repeat mammogram was performed (no dates) that shamed no changes

and that she had a “cyst. ..confirmed on a mammogram. ” One of the other 4 events was

a transient worsening for 3 days at Day 117. by self-report that resolved spontaneously

in which the subject completed the study (04730l0). The two remaining and unexplained

unilateral events require further consideration as potential neoplastic events. Therefore,
these events are described in more detail in thefollowing:

' 50460019 with no history ofFBD or breast neoplasia, had a biopsy (not clear

why it was performed) on Day 148 of E52 andfound to have FBD, but also, some

tissue samples were suggestive of “earlyfibroadenoma. ” This subject was 63

years old. Given the age of this subject and based on a verbal consultation with

Dr. Furlong (as previously described), fibroadenoma is benign.

0 30471022 had a 2x3 cm “breast nodule" (not stated how this was measured and

found) on Day 179 of treatment. Approximately 1 month later the nodule was 2x2

cm, but the methodfor measuring the size and detection and the validity of this

measurement is not known. This was a new event in a 44 year old who was taking
OCT. This event is ofgreater concern, since it involves a single nodule and the

diagnosis remains unclear (no pathology report or other clear evidence that the

event is not a neoplastic event).

Asidefrom the concern ofmammary gland neoplasia, the above events may be reflecting
a drug-related effect on development or worsening of FBD. such that a DRUDP consult

is recommended (as previously discussed).

Uterine Events

A total of5 ESZ subjects (38-56 years old) and no placebo subjects had “uterine (or

“‘fibroid”) tumors, enlarged ” (Preferred terms) that were diagnosed as “uterine
leiomyoma " asfollows:

0 3 subjects underwent surgery (2 with pathology reports available, confirming the
diagnosis)

0 The diagnosis in 2 subjects was self-reported (it is not clear how the diagnosis
was made).

Refer to summary tables for the subject numbers of the above subjects. While 4 out of 5
had pre-existing conditions or riskfactors (e.g. history ofmenstrual disturbances,

menopausal or peri-menopausal, HRT in 2 subjects), 4 out of5 subjects were newly
diagnosed with uterine leiomyoma. Also note that most or several riskfactors are also
riskfactorsfor related neoplastic events.

Only 2 subjects had pathology reports available confirming the diagnosis.
Another subject underwent elective surgical treatment of a preexisting, but stable
condition of uterine fibroids with dysfunctional bleeding (no pathology report and it is
not clear why she underwent surgery after 328 days of treatment).
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It is diflicult to confirm the diagnosis in at least the 2 remaining subjects, given

that they self-reported their diagnosis (one subject reported receiving no treatment and
the other subject reported treatment with progesterone).

Overall, the nature of symptomatology and/or past history, the age of the 3 non—
pathologically diagnoses subjects, among otherfactors in the subjects were more

consistent with more common conditions, such asfibroids women at this age. Uterine
and ovarian cancers are rare and generally do not present with a history of the type of
symptoms/signs described in these 3 subjects, as described in the narratives (either at the

time of the events or in their past history).

The timing of the events relative to treatment was after approximately 3 months of
treatment in 2 subjects (1 subject self-reported her condition and the other subject had
surgery with a pathology report) and approximately 9-1 1 months of treatment in 3
subjects (2 subjects underwent surgery of which one had a pathology report available, I
subject self—reported her condition).

While the events appear to be due to a common benign condition in women in this age-
group, a role ofeszopiclone must be considered in at least exacerbating a pre-existing
condition or in development offibroids in patients at riskforfibroids. In the absence of
pathology confirmed diagnosis in at least 2 of the subjects (the subjects who self-reported
their condition and did not undergo surgery), then the accuracy of their diagnosis is open
to question.

In addition to benign leiomyomas noted on the pathology reports that were
available in 2 of the 3 surgically treated subjects, the following was also noted in the
reports: adenomyosis, proliferative endometrium or cystic endometrial hyperplasia in _
both subjects and a benign paratubal cyst of the left fallopian tube in one subject.

Another uterine related events was “breakthrough bleeding " in a perimenopausal
or recently diagnosed menopausal woman (onset approximately 3 months prior to study
entry) in a 63 year old who self—adjusted her HRT and underwent endometrial biopsy and
later discontinued the study drug due to “daytime exhaustion and impaired cognition. ”

Other Gynecological-related Events.

Two placebo subjects (in the DB Phase) had gynecological events of “vaginal dysplasia"
of "squamous atypia secondary to HPV” (a pathology diagnosis) in one subject and of
cervical dysplasia diagnosed on colposcopy in the other subject.

Thefollowing lists ESZ subjects with gynecological related events, listed in the summary
tables, but are not already described in this review:

0 Subject 0432002 presented with abdominal pain (on Day 74 of treatment) and an
ultrasound revealed an ovarian cyst. The subject withdrewfrom the study.

0 Subject 447017 had afalse positive PAP smear.

0 Subject 0447025 was diagnosed as having "chronic inflammation with epithelial
atypia ” on pathological examination of cervical polyps (an initial PAP smear
showed “low grade squamous intro—epithelial lesion).
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Additional Reviewer Comments Regarding Female Gynecological Events.

It is important to note that the sponsor's summary tables that include breast—related and
otherfemale gynecological events regarding AEs ofneoplasia do not capture other
female gynecological events. Furthennore, the sponsor’s summary AE tables in the
original NDA submission (see Clinical review) appeared to show incidence ofgender
specific AEs using the total number ofsubjects in the denominator, rather than
calculating the incidencefor the appropriate gender. A total of 72 subjects in the DB

phase had urogenitial events compared to 14 placebo subjects (gender appropriate
incidence cannot be found andprimarily involvedfemale breast-related,

menstmal/uterine/vaginal bleeding type ofevents that were not captured in the summary
tables in the current submission.

Thefollowing outlines these AEs and the gender specific incidence ofeach of the more
common AEs was calculated by this reviewer using the enumeration offemale subjects in

the sponsor's demographic summary table (refer to the Clinical review of the original
NDA for a copy of the summary table): '

- Dysmennorhea: 16/373 ESZfemales (4.3%) compared to 4/125 Placebofemales

(0.3 %)

Menorrhagia or Metrorrahiga.‘ 5 ESZfemales (1.3%), 2 placebo subjects (1.6%)

Vaginal or uterine hemorrhage: 4 E52females, no placebo subjects

Uterine enlargement: 2 E32females and no placebo subjects

Breast pain in 9 ESZ subjects (2.4%) and 0% placebo

4 ESZ subjects had additional breast related AEs compared to 0 placebo subjects
that included I mastitis, l lactation, 2 breast enlargement or engorgement.

.0...
Refer to a more detailed and complete discussion ofgynecological related events and

safety findings relevant to the gynecological and reproductive endocrine system. Most of

the above events are not likely to reflect neoplasia since uterine, ovarian and breast

neoplasias generally do not present with these type of events. While neoplasia involving

the reproductive tract (uterine/cervical/ovarian} neoplasia can present with

dysmennorhea, this is generally not present in the absence of other symptoms and signs

and patients are generally asymptomatic until the neoplasia has already metastasizea’

and is in more advance stages.

Breast neoplasia more commonly presents with a unilateral single massfound by

the patient upon selflexamination and is generally not painful (while F30 is generally

bilateral, can be painful and generally involves multiple cystic lesions that can be

palpated as multiple tumors). Breast neoplasia also does not generally present with the

complaint of breast engorgement/enlargement, mastitis or lactation and does not

generally involve both breasts.

A Reanalysis of the Incidence of Gender Specific AEs Reported in Chronic
Insomnia Trials

Upon request the sponsor tit—analyzed data on the incidence of gender specific AES using

the appropriate gender for the denominator (in the original NDA they used the entire

sample size of both genders to calculate these AES).
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The following are new findings on the basis of the sponsor’s re-analyses in Chronic
Insomnia trials (now using the appropriate gender for the denominator for calculating the
incidence and as described in the recent 9/30/04 submission):
The 6-week placebo controlled study, Study 190-046:

- Dysmennorhea was 0%, 3% and 0% in placebo, 2 mg and 3 mg daily
eszopiclone (ESZ) groups. This does not capture other types of menstrual
irregularities.

The 6-month DB phase of Study 190—049 (incidence of placebo and the 3 mg/day ESZ
groups shown, respectively:

0 Breast pain: 0%, 2.4% (also a few more ESZ subjects with breast
enlargement and engorgernent compared to placebo but <1%, each)

- Vaginal moniliasis: 0.8%, 2.4%***

0 Vaginitis: 0%, l. l%***

***As previously described in this review, there is a signal for greater incidence of
infections, primarily upper respiratory, but in the longer term trial other infections Show

slightly greater numerical incidence rates in ESZ subjects compared to placebo.

Reviewer comments on the above newfindings: The reanalyses revealed new treatment
group difirerences as described above. Some AEs that are similar in nature may be more
appropriately combined, in which case additional treatment group differences or greater
differences may be revealed. Also, note that some gender specific eventsfound to show
treatment group differences in the longer term study, involved events that are

inflammatory in nature orfungal infectious (vaginitis and vaginal moniliasis). Item 2A
belowfocuses on AEs of infections but may not capture gender specific AEs. such as
those above. A consultfrom the Division ofReproductive Urological Drug Products was
requested, as previously described and their input is pending at the time of this writing.
The consultant was provided with the above results and informed of the recent 9/30/04
submission.

Revised Labeling Proposed by the Sponsor to Reflect New Gender Specific Findings
Provided in the 9/30/04 Submission. .

The sponsor revised Tables I and the "Other Events Observed...” section ofproposed
labeling (as shown in the labeling\other.pdffile of their 9/30/04 submission). Since
Table I in labeling is provides the incidence ofAEs in Study 190-046 then the sponsor
revised labeling in the 9/30/04 submission now s'hows results on dysmennorhea (as
shown aboveJ. The new gender AEflndings of the longer term trial, Study 190-049 that
were provided in the 9/30/04 submission are not captured (included) in the Adverse
Reactions section ofproposed labeling, since a summary table ofA55 in this study was
not included in labeling in the Approvable letter version of labeling. Therefore, any
additional gender specific events are included in the sponsor’s revisions under the
"Other Events Observed. .. ”

As previously described, a consultfrom the Division of Reproductive Urological Drug
Products was requested and is pending at the time of this writing.
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Other Neoplasia Events ofthe Throat, Pharyngeal/Oral Mucosa, Gastrointestinal
Mucosa and the Bladder:

0 DB Phase

0 Subject 421004: Nodule in throat was recorded, but later the diagnosis

was changed to globus. The subject has a history ofGERD and complained ofa

“knot” sensation of her throat on Day 157 that increased with swallowing and

also had worsening ofher GERD. She had also started Lipitor® approximately 2

weeks before the event.

0 Subject 04110009: Benign bladder polyp: a 40 year oldfemale with a

history offrequent UTls had microscopic hematuria (reported as an AE) that was

revealed on a routine urinalysis on Day 183 (per protocol). She was evaluated by

her urologist and she was given the diagnosis ofbenign bladder polyp after a

work-up (diagnostic tests are not described). The event was reported on Day 260.

0 Subject 031703: Benign GI polyps diagnosed by endoscopic pathological
examination as 1 hyperplastic polyp and 2 polyps with normal mucosa. This

subject was evaluatedfor worsening ofpre-existing abdominal pain on Day 99 of

treatment (date of onset ofpain could not be found) that was accompanied with
nasea, vomiting and diarrhea, the subject was hospitalized and underwent a GI

work-up. She also wasfound to have adhesions (history ofhysterectomy,
cholecystectomy and endometriosis).

0 Subject 0457033: Inflammatory nasal polyp with benign pathology per

subject ’s report who had a history of seasonal hayfever and "sinus problems. "
0 0L Phase

0 Subject 0401008: Bladder cyst (not clear how this was diagnosed)
recorded on Day 226 of treatment in a 61 year old who presented with hematuria

and abdominal pain (over 2 months on study drug), but the subject was able to
continue in the study.

0 Subject 0398013: Left thyroid nodule diagnosed by an endocrinologist as

“multinodular goiter, most probably an inflammatory process, with no apparent
autoimmune process” (as stated in the narrative). The subject was 61 years old

with no history of thyroid disease who after 219 days on treatment reported
“thyroid nodule " on the left side ofher neck. On physical examination it was 1

cm,. non-tender andfreely mobile. Thyroidfunction tests throughout the study

were reported as normal. Ultrasound revealed an isoehoic mass occupying the
“entire right lobe” and a “smaller mass" was found in the lower pole of the left
lobe, of which both "were stable” upon a repeat ultrasound 6 months later. Fine

needle aspirate showed colloid with follicular cells and "histiocytes and

increased lymphocytes consistent with a colloid nodule. " Thyroidfunction was
normal (no values) and no thyroid antibodies were found. Given the age of this
subject and the final diagnosis, provided by an endocrinologist (as described in
the narrative), it is likely that this event is an isolated case.

Other individual subjects are listed in the summary tables. One subject had a

eczematous dermatitis (0471016) that was likely to be druglrelated but no involving
neoplasia. Others subjects are either previously described in this reviewer or their
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narrative revealed other likely causalfactors and/or the nature of the events were not

likely to be drug-related or to involve neoplasia and/or the event was not unusual or

remarkable given the demography of the population.

A breast malignancy in a subject in the blinded ongoing 6-month Chronic Insomnia

study (Study 190-050). Reviewer Comment Regarding this SAE: Given the pre-existing
findings and afairly short treatment duration in which the study drug remains blinded, it
is likely that this event is not drug—related. However, consideration needs to be given to a
potential progression or conversion from a benign to a malignant tumor that may be
drug -related.

Reviewer labeling Recommendations Regarding Results of Clinical Item I.

Inputfor the Division of Oncology Drug Products and the Division ofReproductive

Urological Drug Products was requested and input is pending at the time of this writing.

Clinical Item 2 A: Incidence of Infection

Approvable Letter Comment

It appears that there is an increased incidence of both “infection" and “accidental injury”
on drug compared to placebo. but you have not adequately examined these issues.

Specifically. we note that there are a number of events that could reasonably be considered
as "liilbctitin" that you have not included under this term (for example. pharyngitis,
bronchitis, etc}. In addition, you need to examine all cases and classify appropriately; viral
syndromes are not necessarily the same as an abscess. Please rcuexaminc your database
and identity all possible verbatim terms that could reasonably be considered to represent an

infection. and perfonn appropriate analyses of the comparative incidences of these events

Similarly, please examine your database for all possible verbatim terms that coulc

reasonably be considered to represent accidental injury ( for example, laceration, bruising
etc.) and perform the appropriate comparative analyses.

Sponsor’s Response to Item 2A. The sponsor reanalyzed the incidence of ABS of

infection for the following Chronic Insomnia trails: two (2-week) elderly trials (190—047
and —048), the 6—week non-elderly trial (190-046) and the 6-month DB phase of the non-
elderly adult study, 190-049. The sponsor examined verbatim terms for any infectious
type terms and categorized the AEs into one of three categories: viral, bacterial and
fungal based on the verbatim term (e.g. flu syndrome was categorized as viral). In cases
where the disease process was not clear, then the sponsor classified the event by the
treatment administered (cg. antibiotic treatment was categorized as bacterial). These
categorizations were conducted in a blinded fashion. The sponsor also referred to the
literature for justification for some of the classifications.

Reviewer Comment on the Sponsor’s Classification Methods for Adverse Events of
Infection in Response to Item 2A. Examination of the Preferred and verbatim terms
under each disease process category (bacterial, viral andfungal) as provided in the
submission generally appear to be reasonable, but the classification system chosen by the
sponsor presents serious limitations of the results. In many cases, the verbatim term is

unclear as to the type of infection that was involved. In these cases, the sponsor indicates
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that they referred to the treatment that was given, as a means ofclassificationfor cases

that were unclear, which appears to befor most cases. However, treatment does not

often accurately reflect the type of infections process, in the absence ofdiagnostic tests.

For example one of the common events were upper-respiratory related (e.g. bronchitis,

“cold, " and others). Furthermore, ifno treatment was given they were classified as
viral. As described later. most events were classified as viral and not bacterial.

However, many of these cases may have involved bacterial infections or secondary
bacterial infections (secondary to an underlying viral infection but resolved without
antibiotic treatment).

Another serious limitation in the interpretation of the results using the sponsor’s
classification system is that some events may notfit into any of the three categories. That

is, events may have involved non-viral, non-bacterial and non-fitngal inflammatory
processes. Thus, an infectious process that involved a Type IV inflammatory response

(involvement of eosoniphilia, allergic type responses) and other types of inflammatory
responses either may not be included or are miscategorized under one of the sponsor’s
categories. For, example it is not clear if rashes were included and how they were

categorized. However, as described later treatment group differences in rashes and

related events (pruritis, urticaria and others) were observed in longer term trials (as
noted in the review of the original NBA).

Finally, one assumes the verbatim terms are accurate. For exampleflu syndrome
may have instead have been a different type of infection (hepatitis, bacterial enteritis
such as “food poisoning " among others).

Results of the Two 2-week Elderly Studies and Reviewer Comments (Part of the
Sponsor’s Response to Item 2A)

As previously noted in the Clinical Review of the original NDA, the 2-week elderly
studies did not show treatment group difl’erences on the incidence of infections in the E32
group compared to the P80 group. The current submission shows similar results.

Failure to show treatment group differences in these 2-week studies may be due to the
shorter duration of treatment and/or monitoring compared to longer term trials of6
weeks and longer conducted on non-elderly patients. These longer term studies showed
treatment group differences.

Results of the Longer Term Non-elderly Studies in Response to Item 2A. The longer
term trials (as previously noted in the original review) showed either a numerically
greater incidence of all infection—related AES (the 3 disease process categories,
combined) in ESZ patients compared to P30 subjects, as follows:

0 Study 190—046 (6-week study): 15% and 23% in P30 and E82 groups,
respectively

By dose—level: 21% and 25% in the 2 mg and 3 mg ESZ groups, respectively
0 Study l90w049 (6-month DB phase): 28% and 39% in PEG and £82 groups,

respectively.

The majority of infections in both P130 and E32 groups in each of the above 2 longer
term trials were in the viral category and only a few events were categorized as fungal
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infections. The largest numerical treatment group differences were observed for

infections under the viral category (Study 190-046: 13% in PBO and 19% in ESZ

subjects, Study 190-049: 19% and 29%, respectively). The ESZ groups also showed

numerically greater incidence in bacterial and fungal infections, but the differences were

numerically smaller (Study 190-046: bacterial; 3% in PBO and 4% in ESZ, fungal; 0%

and 2%, respectively, Study 190-049: bacterial; 12% and 15%, respectively, and fungal;
1% and 3%, respectively).

The sponsor provides the incidence of the “viral” infection Preferred Terms (bronchitis,

conjunctivitis, fever, flu syndrome, among others) for Study 190-049 but not for Study

190—046 and not for the other two categories (bacterial, fungal). Upon inspection of the
summary table, below the majority of events categorizes as “viral" were “infection" (77

out of the 170 1332 subjects with AEs under this category). The verbatim terms for most

of these events under “Infection” included the term “cold" (Le. common cold, head cold,

among others). Consequently, the majority of these events appear to be verbatim term
events of upper respiratory infections. Pharyngitis was among the AEs categorized as
viral and consisted of 49 of the viral AEs in the E82 group. However, bacterial events

occurred in 90 of the 232 E82 subjects with AEs of infection in Study 190—049. It is not

clear what these events represent, since a break down of the events were not provided in
the table below.

Table 2A—6 in the submission

Incidence of Viral Infection Preferred Terms Classified in 190-049
I'lueho All Active
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Reviewer Comments, Conclusions and Recommendations Regarding Infection AES
(Item 2A).

It is diflicult to interpret the results, for reasons previously described. Any treatment
group differences observed on the basis of these analyses and on the results described in

the original NDA review, occurred in the longer term studies, 190—046 (6~week study)
and 190-049 (6-month DB Phase ofrhis study).
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It is more informative to examine infections by site of infection (e.g. by organ system).

Also note that in the incidence of "body as a whole " infections in the DB phase ofStudy

190-049 was 7% in placebo compared to 16% in ESZ subjects. When all AEs of infection

described in the current submission are enumerated the incidencefor all AEs of infection

is 28% compared to 39%. Similar to these observations are the results of the 6-week

study in which the incidence of infections under body as a whole is 3, 5%, and 10% in

placebo, 2 mg and 3 mg ESZ groups, while the above reported incidence ofAEs ofall

types of infections is 15% in placebo and 23% in all ESZ subjects.

The summary tables did not provide a clear breakdown of the events such as events under

“infection " However, end-of-text table 2.1.4 in the clinstaAclinsumpdf(starting on

page 195) shows the breakdown by Preferred and Verbatim termsfor each infection-type

category (viral, bacterial andfungal categoriesfor the 2-week studies, the 6-week study

(190-046) and the longer term study 190-049 (all ofChronic Insomnia patients).

Upon visual inspection of the above-mentioned, Table 2.1.4 in the submission, the

longterm studies (190-046, 190—049) showed the following results. The majority of

events that showed at least a numerically greater incidence in ESZ subjects compared to

placebo, and the largest treatment group differences appeared to generally involve the

upper respiratory system infections (such as pharyngitis, cold and other related verbatim

terms).

Most of the upper-respiratory infection events (verbatim term events) in the long

term trials were categorized as viral infections, although it is not clearfrom the verbatim

terms in almost all cases, how this categorization was made. The sponsor indicated that

in unclear cases they relied on the treatment given and if no treatment was given they

categorized the event as viral. This method of categorization requires a number of

assumptions, such that the events could have still involved bacterial infections or

secondary infections and the absence of treatment does not infer that the infection was

viral, among other limitations in this methodology. Unfortunately, it is difficult to

develop a reliable method, retrospectively, to difirerentiate bacterial from viral and other

types of inflammatory responses (unless specific diagnostic tests were performed, which

is not likely in many cases, such as patients complaining ofa cold).

In addition to the above observation on upper respiratory events under the viral

category observed in the two longterm trials, additional group differences were observed

in the longest study, Study 190-049 (6 month DB phase), as described in thefollowing
paragraphs.

While, treatment groups in Study 190-049 were similar in the incidence of total

events in the “bacterial " category ( 24 out of 55 placebo subjects and 91 out of232 ESZ;

l2% and 15%, respectively), a numerically greater incidence was observed in ESZ

compared to placebo subjects on specific Preferred Term categories within the overall

“bacterial " category, asfollows. The majority of the “bacterial ” events were upper
respiratory-related events (pharyngitis, sinusitis and otitis media) in which the E52

subjects showed numerically greater incidence than placebo subjects of each these
Preferred term categories than placebo subjects. The nonspecific Preferred Term of

“infection” under the "bacterial ” category also showed numerical groups difi‘erences. A
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total of 21 of the 91 ESZ subjects with AEs under the Bacterial infection category were

AEs of this non-specific Preferred Term of “infection” compared to only 2 placebo

subjects in this category (I % placebo, 4% E82). These AEs consisted ofa wide variety
ofnonspecific verbatim terms such as “infection " ofan area of the body (e. g. groin, toe,

molar, toe nail, skin and others). A total of 2 placebo and I3 ESZ subjects had AEs of
urinary tract infection or cystitis (Preferred terms) under the bacterial infection category
(1%, 2%).

Fever showed small numerically greater incidence in ESZ subjects compared to placebo
in Study 190-049(1 and 2%, in placebo and E82 groups, respectively). This adverse

event was categorized as viral for unclear reasons.

In conclusion, based on the above observations, infection AEs are greater in ESZ
compared to placebo subjects in 6 week and longer trials, that was not observed in

shorter trials (2»week trials) in which the majority involved upper respiratory infections.
However, it is not clear if the infections were bacterial or viral, since this was not

systematically examined in the trials. In the 6-month trial other types of infections
involving other organ systems and/or were nonspecific (fever, otitis media, skin, toe.

tooth and other related areas, urinary tract infections and others) also showed a greater

incidence in ESZ subjects compared to placebo (generally 54% in ESZ subjects
compared to 0-1% ofplacebo subjects).

Review of Incidence of Infections Provided in at 9/30/04 Submission

Upon request, the sponsor reanalyzed the incidence of infectionsfor the 6-week and 6-
month DB phase studies (190—046 and I 90-049) using results of Table 2.1.4 (described

above) in which data from the 3 subcategories were combined (combined data of viral,
bacterial andfungal subcategories). A visual inspection of the results provided in the
end-of—text-table in the 9/30/04 submission revealed similar observations to those

previously described (refer to previous paragraphs).

Reviewer Labeling Recommendations Regarding Item 2A on Incidence of Infections
If the NDA is ultimately approved at the Agency level, then thefollowing are
recommendationsfor labeling regarding observations on AEs of infection.

It is recommended that results of the longer term trials (6 week and 6-month trials, 1 90-

046 and 190-049) on the incidence of infections (without subcategorizing events by
subtypes of infection) be described in labeling. This description should not only
described upper respiratory infection, but also other infections observed in the longer
term trial I 90-049 that showed a numerically greater incidence in the 532 group
compared to placebo (refer the review of the original submission and to results provided
in 9/30/04for the actual incidence ofevents).

Appropriate sections of labeling should also state that the incidence of infections in
elderly was not evaluatedfor treatment periods beyond 2vweeks (note that Chronic

Insomnia longer term studies had the exclusion ofelderly subjects as one of the eligibility
criteria).
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Refer to previous reviewer comments regarding AEs that may be allergic type

inflammatory responses or other types of inflammatory responses that do not appear to

be captured by the sponsor’s analyses ofAEs in the current submission or in the 9/30/04

submission. Note that results described in the original NDA review showed that the

incidence of rash or related events (pruritis, urticaria and others) was greater in ESZ

compared to placebo subjects in the 2-week elderly trials and the longer non-elderly

studies, Studies 190-046 ND -049. Also some adverse dropouts were due to these type of

events (refer to the original NDA review). It is important the labeling reflect these
observations, as well.

Also refer to thefinal section of this review that provides additional labeling
recommendations.

One key recommendation provided in thefinal section of this review is regarding

language for the Precautions section. This section of labeling should have a paragraph
that cautions the use of the drug in patients with pulmonary diseases (such as chronic

obstructive pulmonary and others, in other patients at riskfor pneumonia). Since the

infection signal also appears to include additional types of infection in the longest trial,

then these infections should also be briefly described in labeling under Precautions. The
potential riskfor not only respiratory infections but also other infections in
immunosupressed patients should also be included in this subsection under Precautions

(see the final section of this reviewforfurther comment and recommendations).

On afinal note regarding the signalfor upper respiratory infections with longer term

treatment, the following obseryations regarding SAEs and adverse dropouts (ADOs)are

noted. None of the SAEs and ADOs in the completed clinical Chronic Insomnia trials

described in Section VIII of the review of the original submission were due to pneumonia.
However, 2 SAEs ofpneumonia are describedfor ongoing blinded trials described in

Section IV of this review on the Safety Update Information. Both of these SAEs were

associated with pre-existing conditions, although one should consider a potential

contributory role of the drug, particularly in light of the above upper-respiratory-
infection signal, assuming that the blinded drug in these 2 subjects was ESZ (studies are

blinded and ongoing).

Clinical Item ZB: Incidence of Accidental Iniufl

The sponsor was asked to perform an analysis of their verbatim terms that could

reasonably reflect accidental injury events (a copy of the Approvable Letter comment
was provided under Item 2A, above).

Sponsor’s ReSponse to Item 2 B. The sponsor determined the incidence of preferred
terms of accidental injury combined with verbatim terms suggestive of accidental injury
(bruises, lacerations, sprains, strains, abrasions. “pulled muscle,” among others) for the
same studies analyzed for infections (see above Item 2A).
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Results and Reviewer comments of the results are as follows. The results generally show
small or unremarkable treatment groups difierencesfor the two, 2-week elderly trials

(data from the 2 trials was pooled), the 6-Week Study 190-046. Study 190—049 (the 6-

month DB phase) showed the greatest numerical difference between placebo and 552

groups in the incidence was 6.2% compared to 10.1% in each group, respectively.

Since the elderly trial was only for 2-weeks of treatment, it is dijj‘icult to determine how

elderly subjects compare to non-elderly adults subjects. The adult trials rangedfrom 6

weeks to 6 months in which treatment group dtflerences were more apparent in the study
with 6- months ofDB treatment. Hence, it is important to note this in labeling as
recommended later in this review.

The sponsor also analyzed the incidence offalls (verbatim terms offalls) and reported
thefollowing results:

I Elderly trials, combined (190-048 and -047): 0.5% P80, 1.4% (3 subjects) in 2

mg/day ESZ groups (no subjects out ofapproximately 100 subjects receiving 1 mg
hadfalls reported as an AE)..

t 6—week Study 190-046: 0% and 0% in placebo and 3 mg/day groups.

0 (5—month DB phase of Study 190-049: 0.5% and 0.8% in P130 and 3 mg/day ESZ
groups, respectively.

The results of the analyses ofevents using verbatim terms to capture more events that

may reflect accidental injury did not reveal remarkable treatment group differences on
accidental injury, combined with other verbatim terms that are suggestive of accidental
injury. However, these analyses can only be considered preliminary. For example,
verbatim terms included in the analyses is likely to include terms that would not reflect
an accidental injury or a type of injury that would more likely be associated with the drug
(e. g. a pulled muscle may reflect that a subject exercised the muscle too much ).

The incidence offalls is low in all trials, generally <1 % and results on the incidence by
treatment group in each of the trials.

The Clinical Review of the original NDA describes slightly greater incidence in

ESZ groups in these trials, for the Preferred Term AEs ofaccidental injury (without
including other possibly related terms or verbatim terms). In Study 190-049 3% of ESZ
compared to 0% P30 subjects had this AE. In the SD 1 «7 day, day-time trials conducted

in healthy subjects (data from these trials were combined), the incidence was 2.2%for
the 3 mg and 23.5 mg dose-levels compared to 0%for the 1 mg dose-level and P30
subjects. More remarkable results were observed upon subcategorizing subjects with
accidental injury (Preferred terms) by those with AEs of the CNS system (as conducted by
the sponsor in their [20-day update report). These results of the [20-day update report
analyses can only be considered preliminary given the small cell sizesfor subjects with
both CNS. Furthermore, the temporal relationship between the CNS AE and the

accidental injury AE is not clear. The results of the two 2-week elderly trials, combined
(190-047 and 4048) described in the original NDA review showed an incidence of 1%,
0% and 3% in the placebo, 1 mg and 2 mg ESZ treatment groups, respectively. Some
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SAEs ofaccidental injury were also observed in the Chronic Insomnia trials, as

described in the review of the original NDA.

Reviewer Labeling Recommendations Regarding Item 23 on the Incidence of

Accidental Injury

Sonata®labeling has language under Clinical Trials, Warnings and Precautions

regarding various related areas such as psychomotorfunction, reaction time, use of

machinery/driving and use in elderly that in turn influence p'roneness to accidents and

accidental injury that generally appears appropriatefor the drug class andfor ESZ

labeling. The sponsor’s proposed labeling F‘—

Also refer to conclusions and labeling recommendations regarding related topics
(sedative, psychomotor, cognitive and other effects) that in turn influence proneness to
accidents andfalls under Items 7 and 9 below. Additionally, Item 6 below describes

orthostatic and vital sign results in which observed effects could in turn result in

dizziness and syncope, and could increaSe risk ofaccidents andfalls. Yet, results on

outliers on orthostatic hypotension were generally not associated with dizziness (in only
a few subjects) and none of the outliers had syncope, as described under Item 6, below.

Furthermore, no adverse events of syncope were reported in the two elderly and the two

longterm non—elderly Chronic Insomnia trials (190-047, -048, -046, -049, respectively).
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Clinical Item 3. Unpleasant Taste as a Potential Confounding Variable Influencing

Efficacy Results

Approvable Letter Comment

We note a very high (and dose related) incidence of unpleasant taste in the controlled trials,

and are concerned that this might have partially unmasked the trial. Please address this

concern. For example, you might consider analyzing results separately in the patients who

did, or did not, report this adverse event. You may also wish to examine the time course of

this event; if the event occurred only early in the course of treatment, it might have had a

negligible effect on the outcome later in time. You may also consider the potential effects

ol'unblinding on the various endpoints used in the trials.

The sponsor reanalyzed their efficacy data (for primary, key secondary and other efficacy

variables) for studies: 190-026 (transient insomnia trial), 190-046 (6-week Chronic

Insomnia trial), 190-047 (one of the two, 2—week, elderly chronic insomnia trials) and

190-049 (6—month DB phase Chronic Insomnia trial). The sponsor did not conduct a

reanalysis on Study 190-045 (a 6—way cross-over Chronic insomnia trial) or on the other

2-week elderly chronic insomnia trial (Study 190—048 which was a sleep diary study).

The other elderly study that was included in the re-analyses (Study 190047) used PSG

efficacy results, as well as subjective efficacy measures.

Sponsor’s Results to Item 3 and Reviewer Comments and Recommendations:

The trials selectedfor the reanalysis appear to be appropriate and include trials in which

dose-dependent ejj‘ects on unpleasant taste were clearly observed. Cross—over studies are

difficult to interpret and the elderly trial selectedfor the reanalysis was the one that

included both subjective and objective efficacy measures, while the other elderly trial

only used subjective measures.

The sponsor was able to consistently show significant treatment group effects in the

subgroup of subjects with no AE of unpleasant taste and the sample sizes of this subgroup
represented the majority of subjects {e.g. for study 190-046 generally over 70 subjects

without unpleasant taste AEs in each treatment group, study 190-049 had 394 E32

subjects and 161 placebo subjects.)

The sponsor conducted an analysis of the timing ofan efficacy response relative to the

time-point that unpleasant taste was reported, as requested in the Approvable Letter.

The results of this analysis are difi‘icult to interpret, since one must assume that the AE

resolved shortly after the onset of the AE. However, since this analysis was requested the

results are described in the following. Kaplan Meier estimatesfor the time when the AE

was generally reported was approximately 20 days in Study 190—046 with the majority of

AEs being reported within the first 2-weeks in this study and in Study 190-049 (although.

AEs continued to be reported over several months in this longer term study). Significant

treatment group efiects on efficacy measures were observed at later time-points in these

trials, as previously described in the review of the original NDA. Despite these

observations, it is not clear if unpleasant taste resolved or continued once a subject had

this event. One would generally anticipate that an unpleasant tasting pill would continue

to taste unpleasant, as long as one continues treatment intennitrcntly (cg. once a night).
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Clinical Item 6A-C. Vital Sign and ECG Elfects Near Tmax

You have not provided sufficient data on orthostatic vital sign changes. We believe these

data are important, and request that you provide this information, adequately assessed and

evaluated at appropriate times (e.g., at least at Tmax) after dosing.

Further, you have not provided an adequate presentation of the proportion of patients who

meet appropriate outlier (potentially clinically significant) criteria for vital signs and EKG

intervals at appropriate times after dosing. Please do so.

6A. Sponsor Response to Item 6A on the Incidence of Outliers on Orthostatie Vital

Signs

The sponsor provides the incidence of orthostatic hypotension in studies that collected

this data, which were daytime Studies 190—001 and 002, in healthy adults and a daytime

study in elderly healthy subjects, Study 190—005. Orthostatie vital signs were obtained at

screening, 15, 30 and 60 minutes post—dose, except in Study —005 which did not employ a

60 minute time—point, but instead had a 90 minute time—point at post—dose (in addition to

the other time—points). The healthy adult studies had approximately 6 subjects in each

treatment group and included dose—levels that ranged from 1 mg to 7.5 mg and a placebo

group. The elderly study used dose-levels of 1,2, 3 or 5 mg. Study —001 was a single-

dose study and Studies —002 and —005 had a 7-day multiple dose regimen. It is not clear if

these studies were parallel group or cross—over studies, although the elderly trial appears

to be a parallel group study which had a total of 36 subjects, with 6 subjects in each ESZ

group (4 dose-levels) and 12 placebo subjects.

Orthostatie hypotension is defined in these studies as a 210 mmHG drop or a 220 mmHg

drop of systolic blood pressure or diastolic blood pressure, respectively from supine to

standing, after a 3 minute period.

Results and Reviewer Comments Regarding Item 6A on Orthostatie Hypotension

Outlier Results. First, it is important to note that the sponsor ’5 definitionfor orthostatic

hypotension did not include an increase in heart rate. The clinical definition of

Orthostatie hypotension generally includes an increase in heart rate, as well as a

decrease in blood pressure. Perhaps, the sponsor's definition would result in an

overestimation of the incidence ofoutliers. Although one cannot be certain.

Furthermore, vital sign measures were obtained after a 3 minute period after standing

from supine, which in turn could reduce the sensitivity ofdetecting orthostatic effects.

Non-Elderly Phase I Studies. The studies on healthy non-elderly adults failed to reveal

a clear or dose-dependent effect on the incidence of orthostatic hypotension events and

all subjects were asymptomatic. The following table summarizes the results as provided

by the sponsor.
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Table 645-1. Incidence of Orthostlflc Hypolmiol In Add! Subjects (swans 190-001 and 1904”!)
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Elderly Study 190-005. In contrast to the above 2 studies on healthy adults, the elderly

study (Study -005) shows dose-dependent and time-dependent numerical efi‘ects (based on

numerical comparisons, statistical comparisons were not conducted) on the incidence of

subjects with orthostatic hypotension. Results are shown in the tables below (as

provided by the sponsor) and are summarized thereafter.

Incidence of Orthostatic Hypotension in Elderly Subjects in Study 190-005 (Table 6A-3 in
the submission)
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Incidence of Orthostatic Hypotension in Elderly Subjects in Study 190-005, continued

(Table 6A-3 in the submission)"
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While results at the lower dosevlevels (1 and 2 mg treatment groups) are unremarkable

(no events occurred on most time-points on most days), the 3 mg and 5 mg groups

showed an incidence of up to 33% and 50%, respectively for a given time-point on a

given treatment day. There also is a numerically greater incidence at the 30, 90 and 290

min time-point in the 3 mg and 5 mg group compared to the incidence at 8 hours which

was generally 0-] 7% (17% corresponds to 1/6 subjects in a given treatment group, with

one exception of33 %, observed at only one of the 5 time-points for the given day, on only

one of the 7 days at this single time-point, and in only 1 of the 5 treatment groups ). This

time—dependent pattern was most apparent after the first and second daily doses (Days I

and 2). While the events appeared less clustered near Tmax on subsequent days of

treatment, the magnitude of the maximum effect generally remained the same across days
of treatment, suggesting that tolerance to this eflect did not appear to develop over the 7-
day treatment period.

Only one event of orthostatic hypotension in the elderly subjects was associated with

symptoms, which was dizziness (Subject 405). Multiple episodes of orthostatic

hypotension were observed in subjects at the two highest dose-levels (3 mg/day and 5

mg/day observed in subjects 24, 29, 4042 and 405). Only one of these subjects had

symptoms ofapproximately 15 minutes ofdizziness on Day 7 of treatment that resolved
without treatment.

Adverse Events of Syncope, Dizziness and Falls in Chronic Insomnia Trials. The

sponsor also provides the incidence ofdizziness, syncope andfalls in the following

Chronic Insomnia trials: a non-elderly 6—week study 190-046 (DB placebo or 3 mg/day
ESZ), a non-elderly longterm Study 190-049 (6 month DB placebo or 3 mg/day ESZ) and

for the two 2-week elderly trials, Studies 190-04 7 and 190-048 (placebo or 2 mg/day ESZ
andfewer subjects given 1 mg/day). This information was previously provided and

described in the review of the original NDA. Also refer to Item 28, above, regarding
falls and accidental injuries.
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Most notable among the results of the incidence ofthese specific AEs in thesefour

Chronic Insomnia trials (non-elderly and elderly), is that no AEs of syncope were

reported in these Chronic Insomnia trials.

Treatment group effects compared to placebo on the incidence ofdizziness (an

effect is defined as an incidence in a ESZ group of2x’s greater than placebo) were

observed at the 2 mg/day ESZ dose-level in the 2—week elderly study (6% compared to

2% in the placebo group), and at the 3 mg/day ESZ dose-level in non-elderly studies

(Study 190—046; 7%, 4%, respectively and 5% in the 1 mg/day group and Study 190—049;

10%, 3% respectively, no other ESZ dose—levels were employed). Given that this effect

was at a lower dose-level in elderly than non-elderly and that the elderly trials were

shorter than the non—elderly trials (possibly greater group differences would be revealed

with a longer treatment period). the elderly show greater effects ofESZ on the incidence

ofdizziness. These observations should be described in labeling, with emphasis on

greater eflects in elderly at lower dose-levels. The physiological drug-mediated

mechanism underlying events ofdizziness were not examined and remains unclear. As

previously described under item 23, there were fewfalls (only 3015 elderly subjects in

the 2 mg/day group and 5/593 nonvelderly subjects in the 3 mg ESZ group in the longer

term study. Study 190-049, that also had 1/195 placebo subjects who had this adverse

event). A slightly higher incidence ofaccidental injuries were observed, as previously

described (not clear if these injuries were associated with dizziness or other adverse

events). Also there were no cases of syncope.

Reviewer Labeling Recommendations Regarding Item 6/1 on Orthostatic Hypotension

Outlier Results. The recommended dose for elderly patients in proposed labeling is 1 mg
which may be increased to 2 mg. '

If the NDA is approved at the Agency level, it is recommended that approved labeling
describe results of elderly'on orthostatic hypotension (observed at higher dose-levels),
emphasizing that these results were not observed in non-elderly subjects at comparable
dose-levels, as.well as at higher dose levels.

Since there were no associated symptoms except for transient insomnia in one subject,
and the l and 2 mg dose-levels revealed unremarkable results, the l and 2 mg dose—levels

for elderly are considered to be adequately safe (for short term treatment of Chronic
Insomnia) with respect to orthostatic hypotension (as long as a subject is not at risk or
has abnormal drug metabolism).

Item 68. Results on the Incidence of Outliers on Vital Sign Measures

The sponsor provided the incidence of vital Sign outliers using specified cut-off criteria

for 1 1 day-time (1-7 day) Phase I studies (Studies —001, «002, —005, —010, -Ol l, —012, —

015, —018, —019, -020 and -023) at the following time-points post—dose (data pooled): 30,
60, 90, l20 minutes, 30-120 minutes (pooled data from time—points within this range), 0*
6 hours (pooled data within this range of time—points). The dose-levels employed in these
trials, combined, included 1 mg, 2 mg, 2.5 mg, 3 mg and 23.5 mg and placebo. The 1 mg
and 2.5 mg dose—levels only had 24 and 6 subjects, respectively. The other dose-levels

had 52 to 124 subjects at a given dose-level (some trials may be cross-over studies).
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Most of the studies were single-dose studies. Similar information was provided in end—

of-text tables or appendices for an elderly Phase 1 study, Study 190-005 that had
assessments [1631' Tmax.

Since the greatest treatment group differences were observed with systolic blood pressure

changes (see reviewer comments below), the results on this parameter are provided below

(as provided by the sponsor).

Table till—9. Frequency of Potentially Clinically Significant (PCS) Systolic Blood Pressure by Treatment and Post-Dose
Time Point in Daytime: l- to 'l——l):y Studies in Ilealllly Volunteers
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Results of the elderly trial, Study 190-005 are also summarized with reviewer comments
below.

Results and Reviewer Comments Regarding Item 63 on Vital Sign Outliers. Outlier

criteria are similar to those generally used in clinical trials. The outlier criteria usedfor
these analyses are adequate.

The sponsor included data from an elderly trial, Study 190-005 in the above summary
table showing results on incidence ofoutliers in healthy volunteer. Phase I trials. Yet,

the sample size of elderly subjects was small. Given the caveat that the results were of
elderly and non—elderly subjects combined, the following observations are noted upon
further examination of the sponsor’s results.

In summary, the results show a small dose~dependent numerical efi‘ect (no statistical

comparisons were made) on the incidence of outliers on low systolic and diastolic blood

pressure! at time-points near the anticipated Tmax. 4% of2mg ESZ subjects had low
systolic blood pressure and 3% had low diastolic blood pressure (at the recommended

starting dose of 2 mg in proposed labeling) compared to 0% in placebo treated subjects.
These results may be somewhat diluted by including data from an elderly study (190-005)

1 Decrease systolic blood pressure was defined as a systolic blood pressure of <90 1111an
that had also decreased from baseline by at least 20 mmHg. Decreased diastolic blood
pressure was defined as diastolic blood pressure of <50 mmHg that also decreased from

baseline by at least 15 mmHg.
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in which this elderly trial did not reveal any remarkable treatment group ejfects on vital

sign outliers. However, there were only 6 subjects in each active treatment group in this
study and 12 placebo treated subjects.

An even smaller numerical effect was observedfor low temperature {1% at a given dose—

level compared to 0% after placebo).

Results in a small study of elderly subjects (Study 190—005) generally showed similar

results, except that outliers were generally only observed at a 23.5 mg dose-level (17‘

33%, representing only i or 2 subjects out a total of6 subjects). while dose-levels of 2

mg and less and placebo treatment generally showed an incidence of 0% (N=6/ESZ dose-

level and N212 in the placebo treatment condition).

It is not clear if any of the above outliers were associated with adverse events. However,

the sponsorpreviously noted that the Chronic Insomnia trials of elderly subjects (190-

047 and] 90-048) and the 6-week and longer term non—elderly Chronic Insomnia trials

(190—046 and 190-049) had no AEs of syncope.

The following paragraphs described the results in more detail.

The greatest incidence ofoutliers was observedfor outliers on low systolic blood

pressure which showed numerically greater incidence at each ESZ dose-level (generally

4-6%/dose—level) compared to placebo (0%) at 30-120 minutes post-dose (pooling time-

points within this period). The 2.5 mg doseelevel showed the highest incidence of 1 7%

but this dose-level only had 6 subjects. Despite these observations, the incidence at the 2

mg ESZ dose-level (the recommended dose-level in proposed labeling for non-elderly

adults) was 4% which represents only 2 out of 52 subjects.

Similar results were observed with outliers on low diastolic blood pressure, but the

maximum observed incidence was only 3% (at 30-120 minutes and at 0—6 hours) in the 3

mg ESZ group (2 % in the 33.5 mg group at 30-120 minutes and generally 0% at lower

dose-levels and placebo).

The incidence of high systolic blood pressure outliers and outliers on heart rate was

generally 0% at any given time-point, at any given dose-«level.

One subject at each of the higher dose-levels of 2 mg, 3mg and 3.5 mg (12%) was an

outlier on low temperature (at 60 minutes postJdose), compared to 0 subjects at lower

dose-levels and compared to placebo. These results on low temperature are contrasted

to results of outliers on high temperature, in which no subjects met outlier criteria for

high temperature at any dose-level and at any time-point.

The incidence of outliers on vital signs in elderly subjects was provided using data from a

7vday trial, Study [90005 (results were providedfor individual and combined time

points of30-1 20 minutes in a SD study using I, 2, 3, and over 3.5 mg dose-levels, with 6

subjects per group and 12 subjects receiving placebo). These results were

unremarkable, except at the 23.5 mg dose-level. This high dose-level showed an
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incidence of l 733% (represents 1 or 2 subjects out of 6 total subjects) with low systolic

blood pressure near the anticipated Tmax (compared to 0% in all other groups). A

similar incidence of subjects was observed at this high dose levelfor outliers on low body

temperature at time-points near the anticipated Tmax (compared to 0% in other groups).

Additional Reviewer Comments Regarding Statistical Descriptive Vital Sign Results

(provided in the 120-Day Safety Update Report).

Similar results were observed on the mean change of systolic and diastolic blood

pressure described in section VIlK of the Clinical Review of the original NDA. Results of

orthostatic measures could not be found in the original NBA and [20-day update

submission. See Item 6A abovefor orthostatic measure results provided in the current
submission.

As previously described, at least trendsfor a mean decrease in systolic and

diastolic blood pressures that was greater in ESZ groups compared to placebo and was

dose-dependent (greater mean decrease across increasing dose-levels) at 30-120 minutes

post—dose in the short term day-time Phase 1 studies (data pooled). These observations

are based on numerical comparisons (statistical comparisons were not conducted). The

magnitude of the effect was no greater than a 6 mmHg mean decrease in systolic blood

pressure at the 2 mg, 3 mg and 3.5 mg dose-levels compared to a 1 mmHg increase with

placebo treatment. A mean increase in heart-rate was also described in the review of
the original NBA.

The above observations appear to be partly reproduceable in Chronic insomnia

trials, despite that vital signs were obtained in the daytime that do not reflect eflects near

Tmax. The incidence ofoutliers on low systolic, low diastolic blood pressure and

increased heart rate showed at least numerical trends for effects with ESZ treatment

compared to placebo in the DB phase of the long-term chronic insomnia study (Study

190-049). An even greater incidence ofoutliers on these parameters was observed with

0L treatment, although it is difi‘icult to interpret 0Lfindings, since a control group was
not employed. Refer to the clinical review of the original NDA under Section VIIIK4for
details on these observations.

Reanalyses of Vital Sign Data provided in a 9/30/04 Submission Upon Request

(separating elderly-trial—data from non-elderly-trial-data)

The sponsor combined elderly with nomelderly trial data in the above results of healthy
volunteer Phase I trials and in previous submission. Therefore, upon request, the

sponsor provided vital sign resultsfor non-elderly trials and elderly trials, separately
(results were from Day 1 «7 day-time studies that had assessments conducted near Tmax).

The results provided by the sponsor in the recent 9/30/04 submission are summarized

below regarding a reanalysis of data from non—elderly subjects. Results of elderly
subjects, as provided in the 9/30/04 submission are summarized thereafter.

Tables in this subsection below and in the subsection on elderly subject provided

thereafter, show results from selected time-points. These time-points were selected since

they include time-points near the anticipated Tmax and were time—points in which
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  numerical treatment group difi’erences (between each ESZ group and placebo) appeared
to be most robust (based on numerical comparisons).

Note the small sample size of the 1 mg and 2.5 mg groups in the summary table below,
which only had 18 and 6 subjects, respectively. Resultsfor these groups may be difficult
to interpret. When examining results of the larger treatment groups, a small signalfor
decreased systolic and diastolic blood pressure is observed (based on numerical
comparisons).

Tables A and B: Vital Sign Results in the Non-elderly of Day 1-7 trials in Non-Elderly

Trials Only (excludes data from elderly study, 190-005) in which Assessments were
Conducted Near Tmax (provided End-of-Text Tables 1.1.1-1.2.2 in the “Comment 1”
section of the 9i30l04 submission)

Table A: Incidence of Outliers on Selected Post-Dose Timepoints
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The above results shows a decreased systolic and diastolic BP in the eszopiclone groups

compared to placebo (based in numerical comparisons). The results on the incidence of

outliers were similarfor decreased systolic and diastolic BP (heart rate outlier results
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were inconsistent). The magnitude of the mean or median change ofeach parameter is

generally, small.

Results on temperature and respiratory rate (incidence ofoutliers and descriptive

statistical results) were unremarkable in the non-elderly subjects.

Vital Sign Results ofAssessments Conducted Near Tmax in the Elderly Study 190-005

Provided Upon Request (submitted on 9/30/04)

The sponsorprovided outlier results in the current 6/14/04 submissionfor the elderly

trial, Study 190—005 which was the only elderly trial with vital sign assessments near

Tmax. These results were described in a previous section on results provided in the
current, 6/14/04 submission.

Upon request. the sponsor provided descriptive statistical results on vital sign

parametersfor this elderly trial in a recent 9/30/04 submission. The following table

shows results of selected time-points (results were provided in End—of-Text tables in the

9/30/04 submission). These time—points were selected since they were near the

anticipated Tmax and other time-points and group differences (between ESZ and

placebo) were generally more robust at theses time-points (based on numerical
comparisons).

Descriptive Statistical Results of Change from Baseline to Selected Post-Dose Timepoints on
Systolic Blood Pressure in the Elderly Study 190-005 (results are taken from the sponsor’s
summary table in the9/30/04 submission).
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Similar results were observedfor diastolic bloodpressure at similar time-points (on

pages 116-117 in Table 1.1.2 of the clistahclinsumpdfflle of the 9/30/04 submission).

Numerical trends for dose-dependent numerical increase in heart rate appear to be most
notable at 90 minutes post-dose (as shown in the sponsor’s Table 1.1-2). While dose

levels of3 mg or below were generally similar to placebo, the 23.5 mg group showed a

mean and median increase of 7 and 9, respectively in diastolic blood pressure compared
to increase of 1 and 1, respectively in the placebo group (in units ofmmHg).

Results on the incidence of outliers in the elderly trial Were previously described, since
they were already provided in the current 6/14/04 submission.

Reviewer Conclusions Regarding Vital Sign Results
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Eszopiclone is adequately safe with respect vital sign results (as above) for the dose—
levels recommendedfor treatment in non-elderly and elderly subjects.

While vital sign efiects appear to exist the magnitude of the effects appear to be small. As

previously described, effects appear to be in part reproduceable in Chronic Insomnia
trials. Yet, SAEs and ADOs reported in night-time Chronic Insomnia trials did not

suggest a cardiovascular related signal (refer to the clinical review of the original NDA
for details).

Reviewer Labeling Recommendations Regarding Item 63 on Vital Sign Results

If the NDA is ultimately approved at the Agency level then it is recommended that

positive findings revealed in the above re-analyses be described in the Adverse Reaction

section of labeling.

Since the Phase I trials reflect effects near Tmax in the daytime and treatment will be

given at night time, diurnal effects need to also be considered and noted in labeling (i. e.

that effects could be greater at night-time). As previously described, some findings

appear to be reproduceable in the Chronic Insomnia trials and should be noted in

labeling. The vital sign assessments in the Chronic Insomnia trials were not conducted

near Tmax (when the subject would be likely to be asleep). Therefore. it is important to

note'in labeling that diurnal effects of ESZ on vital signs was not evaluated and that

potential efiects may be enhanced during sleep or during specific sleep stages.

Item 6C. Results on the Incidence of ECG Outliers

The sponsor provided the incidence of outliers on venticular rate, QT raw interval, QTcF

and B intervals for three day—time Phase I studies (Studies 190-002, —005 and —01 1) data

pooled) at 90 minutes post-dose.

Reviewer Comments Regarding ECG Results in Response to Item 6C

The sponsor used adequate outlier criteria and the results were unremarkable for all

dose‘levels (placebo compared to 1 mg, 2 mg, 3 mg and 23.5 mg with approximately 20-

50 subjects at each dose—level in which some trials may be cross—over studies}.

The sponsor did not provide ECG results for elderly subjects (elderly subjects of I 90-005

were pooled with the other Phase I ECG data that was analyzed). However, no subjects

had a QT interval (raw) of 500 msec or greater in the trials.

The results on ECG do not reveal any findings to change the safety profile of the study

drug, that a previously described in the review of the original NBA, in that ECGfindings
were unremarkable.

Review of 9/30/04 submission of ECG Results of elderly and non-elderly data analyzed

separately.

The sponsor provided ECG results in the current submission and in a previous I20-

Safety Update report submission pooling datafrom non-elderly trials with data from an
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elderly trial, Study 190-005. Therefore, upon request the sponsor reanalyzed ECG data
for non-elderly subjects only and the results were provided in a 9/30/04 submission.

The ECG results provided in the recent 9/30/04 submission did no reveal any remarkable

findingsfor ECG assessment parameters in the non-elderly Phase I trials (the incidence
ofoutliers and descriptive statistical results of 90 minutes post-dose assessments in day
time phase I trials were provided).

Also upon request the sponsor provided ECG resultsfor the elderly trial (data separated
from non—elderly Phase I data). These results were those of 90 minute postudose
assessments and were unremarkable {the incidence of outliers and descriptive statistical

results).

Reviewer Labeling Recommendations Regarding ECG Results in Response to Item 6C

Thefollowing are comments and recommendations if the NDA is ultimately approved at

the Agency level. ECG assessmentsfail to show any remarkable findings. Therefore,

.ECG results provided by the sponsor do not change the overall safety profile of the drug

or proposed labeling with respect to ECG related safety.

III. Clinical Labeling Items in the Approvable Letter (Items 7 and 8) and Itemized

Bracketed Comments in Clinical Sections in Labeling Attached to the Approvable

Letter (Item 9, A-G)

Clinical Labeling Item 7, a and I). Effects on Psychomotor, Memory and Other

Cognitive Effects

Approvable Comment 7a and b.

In labeling you suggest that there is little reason for concern about next day psychomotor

impairment or memory problems ——- after zopiclone is taken. but it was not clear on

what objective time-course data this reassurance was based and further explanation is

needed. This explanation should describe studies that objectively explored the effects on

cognition and psychomotor function at relevant time points after study drug was taken.

These descriptions should focus on what functions Were measured and whether or not a

difference in performance was detected. You should comment on objective measures of
memory impairment and sedative/psychomotor ellccts. Reassuring statements about the

lack of effect on psychomotor function and cognition based on spontaneous reports or

subjective measures alone are of little help in determining when or if impairment is no

longer present.

You should also note that in the presence of a measured impairment on the DSST and in

the absence of formal studies of driving ability one can not make any Conclusions on how

the next day residual etTect may influence a complicated function such as driving. Please

also note that an objectively measured decrement in functioning together with a reported

feeling of being rested and alert (as you suggest is the case) is not reassuring from the

standpoint ofdriving safety. but is cause for concern.
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Sponsor’s Response to Item 7a and b Psychomotor and Cognitive Effects. The

sponsor refers to their response to Item 9A regarding drug effects on these safety

parameters. They also acknowledge the “discussion that occurred at the End of Review

Conference concerning interactions between the National Transportation Safety Board

and the FDA regarding labeling for sleep hypnotics with respect to driving." They

aknowldege that labeling may be revised in the future, following this “inter—agency

activity."

The sponsor includes standard drug class language in the Warning section regarding the
use of machinery and driving.

Clinical Labeling Item 8 ga-bl. Withdrawal Effects

Appmvable Letter Comment 8 a-b

Please explore the effects of eszopicione discontinuation and any potential loss of

therapeutic effect compared to placebo in the 6-month datasets. ideally this type of
comparison is made in patients who, after taking drug for 6—months. are re-randomized to

take either placebo or continue on drug. Since, to our knowledge, this was not done in your
development program a comparison of the loss of treatment effect of eszopiclone treated
patients when switched to placebo versus placebo patients who continued on placebo
during the treatment withdrawal phase of the study would be acceptable.

We note in your draft labeling that you describe the effects of zopiclone withdrawal on the
incidence of rebound insomnia. Rebound insomnia is defined as insomnia that is worse

than that experienced at baseline. However, there are often measurable losses of effect that

are significantly different from placebo that do not reach the level of "rebount". In

addition to an analysis of classical rebound we a1e also interested in an analysis of this

latter phenomenon Results of this type of exploration should be discussed under the
heading of Withdrawal Emctgent Anxiety and Insomnia: ——-._—-

Sponsor’s Response to Item 8 Regarding Withdrawal Effects

The following are responses and reviewer comments/recommendations (the latter

italicized) for each subtopic 0f the sponsor’s response to Item 8. Italicized reviewer

comments and recommendations follow each response for each subtopic under Item 8,
unless otherwise specified.

Sponsor’s Response Regarding Subheadings in Labeling on Withdrawal Effects
(Item 8).

The sponsor proposes two subheadings under “Studies Pertinent to Safety Concerns for

..”Drugs that pertain to withdrawal effects. as follows: “Withdrawal Emergent Anxietyand Insomnia" u—n,

Reviewer Comments and Labeling Recommndations regarding Subheadings in
Proposed Labeling on Withdrawal Effects (Item 8). The two subheading titles are
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reasonable and are ‘_.-— ' " ' " However, it
recommended that these subheadings be slightly modified to more closely correspond to

the content of each subsection.

Recommendationsfor exact wording of subheading titles and text under these subsections

in labeling are provided later in this review.

Sponsor’s Results of Study 190-049 in Describing Withdrawal Effects in Proposed

Labeling (Item 8). The “Withdrawal Emergent Anxiety and Insomnia” subsection in

proposed labeling includes a description of results of Study 190-049. The results in

proposed labeling are described in the clinstat\clinsum.pdf under “Comment 8A of the
current submission.

Reviewer Comments and Labeling Recommendations on Describing “Withdrawal

Effects” ofStudy 190-049 in Proposed Labeling (Item 8) Refer to the Clinical Review

of the original NDAfor a description of study 190-049 and study results. The study was

not adequately designedfor examining withdrawal efiects, nor did it involve a less

optimal study design specified in the Approvable action letter (Le. subjects treated with

eszopiclone in Study 190—049 were not switched to placebo and monitoredfor withdrawal
effects). -——-

Sponsor’s Results of Study 190-046 Regarding Withdrawal Effects (Item 8). Study

190—046 is also described in proposed labeling under the “Withdrawal Emergent
Anxiety. subsection in proposed labeling and results are described in more detail in the

current response submission. Refer to Section VIC of the Clinical Review of the original

NDA for a description of this study and study results. The following provides a brief
summary of the study design. This 6-week double—blind, placebo controlled, fixed—dose

trial of outpatients with Chronic Insomnia included a single-blind placebo 2—day washout

phase after receiving 44 days of double-blind placebo or eszopiclone. During the

washout (or withdrawal phase) subjects received single—blind placebo each night for 2

nights (Nights 45 and 46) and were monitored during this phase including day—time

assessments conducted on the next day after placebo (Days 45 and 46). The sponsor

proposes the following in labeling regarding the description of this study under the
section of labeling on withdrawal effects:

Rebound insomnia following discontinuation of «a relative to
baseline was ' --—-

/
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Reviewer Comments and Labeling Recommendations in Describing Results ofStudy

190-046 in Proposed Labeling . This reviewer disagrees with statements in proposed

labeling and the sponsor's overall conclusions. ._—

/

Reviewer ’s Labeling Recommendations in Describing Withdrawal-Emergent Insomnia
(Item 8)

Given, the above recommendations relevant to the “Withdrawal—Emergent... "

section of labeling, it is also recommended that the titles of these ”" be

modified to more closely resemble the content ofeach subsection. Consequently, it

recommended that the “Withdrawal-Emergent Anxiety and Insomnia" title be changed to
thefollowing title in labeling (in italics. underlined and in blue font):

W'—

It is recommended that the above proposed paragraphs in this subsection of labeling be
replaced by the following text (italicized, underlined and in blue font):
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Additional Reviewer Comments and Labeling Recommendations regarding Withdrawal

Effects in the Elderly in Proposed Labeling (Item 8)

The Clinical Review of the original NDA submission describes withdrawal AEs observed

in the one elderly Chronic Insomnia trial (Study 190-047) that examined potential

withdrawal efiects (monitored subjects during a 2-day non-placebo controlled washout

periodfollowing the 2-week treatment phase). These observations cannot be found in
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  proposed labeling and should be described in relevant sections. It is recommended that
these findings be included in appropriate sections of labeling.

Sponsor’s Response to Item 8 regarding the " 7
’ subsection under ‘ in

Labeling

The sponsor proposes the following language for the following subsection of labeling.
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WW:

The Sponsor itemized bracketed comments in proposed labeling of the Approvable letter
and responded to each itemized bracketed comment (referred to as Clinical labeling

items). Each of these items is provided below with a copy of the corresponding

bracketed labeling cements (as they appear in the approvable labeling and in the

sponsor's submission) to which the sponsor provided a response. A description of the

sponsor re3ponse for the given item is then provided, followed by reviewer comments

and recommendations (reviewer comments and recommends appear in unbracketed
italicized font).

Clinical Labeling Item 9A. This section refers to subsections of the section on

“Studies Pertinent to Safety Concerns for Sedative/Hypnotic Drugs,” that are not

previously described (under Item 8 above )

[This section should be devoted to the description of studies that objectively explored
the effects on cognition that patients experienced the day after eszopiclone was used.
Please re-write it to cover this topic. These descriptions should focus on what functions

were measured and whether or not a difference in performance was detected. You

should comment on the following concerns: Memory impairment; SedativeiF’sychomotor

Effects; Withdrawal Emergent Anxiety and insomnia; and Other Withdrawal Emergent
Phenomena. Reassun'ng statements of lack of effect based on spontaneous reports or
subjective measures alone should not be made when objective measures are absent.

You should also note that in the presence ot‘a measured impairment on the 088?" and

in the absence of formal studies of driving ability one can not make any conclusions on
how the next day residual effect may influence a complicated function such as driving.
Please also note that an objectively measured decrement in functioning along with a
reported feeling of being rested and alert {as you suggest is the case) is alarming as
opposed to reassuring from the standpoint of driving safety.]

{We note that Sleep EEG findings during drug treatment as compared to placebo have
been correlated with patients' subjective feelings of being rested the next day and REM
rebound. These measures are not recognized as surrogate markers of efficacy or
safety for the purpose of labeling].

Response to 9A on “Next Day” Effects.

Subtopics under Item 9A are addressed as subsections below. The sponsor’s response

and reviewer comments and recommendations are provided for each subtopic.

Item 9A Regarding Subheadings under “Studies Pertinent to Safety...” in Proposed
Labeling The Sponsor proposes to have “ subsections in labeling under the above

heading of “Studies Pertinent to Safety Concerns for Sedative/Hypnotic Drugs.” The
first subheading is " _ -—- nstead of other subheadings of Memory

Impairment and Sedative/Psychomotor Effects) followed by “Withdrawal—Emergent
Anxiety and Insomnia,” which in turn, is followed by c w

'-/ Item 9A is regarding proposed labeling under ‘ ‘7“
“Withdrawal Emergent Anxiety and Insomnia" section of proposed labeling corresponds
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to Item 8 (above) and the last section of “Other ...Effects” was also addressed under Item
8.

Reviever Comment Regarding Proposed Labeling subsections headings under “Studies

Pertinent to Safety Concerns for... ” It is recommended that the subsection headings be

changed and parallel more closely the standard headings usedfor approved drugs in this

drug class ( refer to Sonata®labeling). Recommendationsfor these subheadings are

provided in bluefont later with other labeling recommendations relevant to each

subheading and/or subtopic (as specified).

Item 9A Regarding a Description of Results on Memory Impairment and

Sedative/Psychomotor Effects. In response the sponsor has a section on “Next l -

t" , ’ instead of sections of “Memory _‘"' ' and “SedativelPsychomotor

Effects," (refer to Sonota® labeling for guidance).

Results on memory, cognitive and psychomotor tests based on results of Studies 190-024

and —025 are described in proposed labeling under the ‘ -‘ subheading.

Results of effects on DSST measures are also described in this subsection of proposed

labeling. The submission also provides the results of these studies (under Item 9) in the

clinstat\clinsum.pdf. Refer to the Clinical Review of the original NDA for a description

of these studies and study results.

Although this subsection of proposed labeling is called by the sponsor ' -/

--J the sponsor also describes effects on DSST near Tmaxin a daytime Phase I
study (Study 190-001)in healthy volunteers.

The results that the sponsor shows for Study 190—001 (in the clinstat\clinsum.pdf of the

current submission) do not include results of the placebo group and comparisons were not

made between each active group to placebo. The sponsor instead shows results of each

active group (but not placebo) using DSST “Emax” and “Mean DSST“ scores as the

dependent variables. The results of mean DSST are shown over time (from baseline to
each hourly post—dose assessment until 6 hours post-dose. Results of statistical

comparisons are also not shown under Item 9A of the clinstat\clinsum.pdf (pp1691-

1692). Finally, the sponsor does not describe results of all dose-levels, only the 3 mg

dose—level (the study used several dose-levels above and below the 3 mg dose—level).

Reviewer Comments and Labeling Recommendations Regarding a ' “‘ n _

Subheading in Proposed Labelng and a Description of Memory —---.‘» in

Labeling. The sponsor 5 proposed title of ,_~ should be changed to

subheadings that are standard for this drug class and indication (refer to Sonataé‘?
labeling). Therefore, it is recommended that -’- be changed to subsections

on memory 1—- and on psychomotor/sedative effects Refer to reviewer’s

recommended labeling for this section, in blue italictzedfont provided later
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It is recommended that thefollowing paragraph that the sponsor proposesfor this 

section of labeling be moved to the 

. “—-

-" mt. ” However, the following sentences were deleted since they

___..- __ ult to

first 7 days of treatment and did not recur. "
Under ‘ _ _ _—-‘"

describedfirst (Study 190-001). The following paragraph is proposedfor describing this
J

/

The results of 190-024 are more accurately described, since most memory tests
showed numerically greater impairment in eszopiclone groups compared to placebo, in

which failure to reach a level of significance is most likely due to the small sample size

(based on examination of efficacy results in summary tables in the study report, Tables
[1.4. 1.2.2-1 and -2 of the study report of the NDA submission, copies of these tables are

also shown as Tables VIA? through VIA9 in the Clinical Review of the original NDA

submission). Table V11 0‘12 in the original review also show the sponsor’s results of
190-025 and the results of the study on learning effects described in paragraph 3 of the
recommended labeling below.

Results of composite scores, such as the Power of Attention are difficult to

interpret. The sponsor should describe results of individual tests of attention: simple and
choice reaction times, digit of vigilant detection speed scores and results summarized in

the psychomotor/sedative subsection of labeling below. ]
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Reviewer Labeling Recommendations (in blue underlined and italicized text) for the

sponsor’s proposed labeling subsection on "_ , under the labeling
vv

heading of “Studies Pertinent to Safety Concerns. ..Drugs.”

The following subheadings and text are recommended for labeling to replace the

sponsor’s proposed title and subsection of " “"

Studies Pertinent To Safer! Concerns For Sedative/Hmnotic Drugs

K
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Item 9A on Surrogate EEG Measures. The sponsor responds to the Approvabie letter

cements regarding EEG measures as surrogate makers. The sponsor replies by

acknowledging that EEG results are not recognized as surrogate markers for the purpose

of labeling.

Reviewer Comments/Labeling Recommendations. Despite this acknowledgement, the

sponsor describes EEG results in a section of labeling as described under Item 8, above,

which would need to be deleted to be consistent with the Agency View on EEG measures.

Labeling Item 98 on Primary and Secondary Efficacy Claims.

INDICATIONS AND USAGE:

[Claims of more than the primary and key secondary variables are not usually included
in labeling.]
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Response. The sponsor indicates that their proposed labeling complies with the above.

They refer to the following paragraph as being in compliance ‘ —- IS indicated

for the treatment of insomnia "— 7 - _

' ' \___ ' In controlled outpatient and sleep laboratory studies. —-—

administered at bedtime decreased sleep latency and improved sleep maintenance.”

Reviewer Conclusions and Labeling Recommendations Regarding Item 93. Review of

the sponsor proposed labeling under “Clinical Trials" -——*

/ It is recommended that
the sponsor revise the Clinical trial descriptions to only describe primary and key

secondary variables which the sponsor list as being thefollowing in the current
submission.-

0 Study 190-046: Objective LPS as the primary variable and objective sleep

efliciency and objective WASO as key secondary variables

0 Study 190-047: Objective LPS and sleep efiiciency as co-primary variables and

objective WASO as the key secondary variable.

The sponsor does “-

—' t in proposed labeling. ‘Refer to, the Clinical Review ahd Biometric Review of
the original NDA for more details. _

./

While the sponsor’s proposed labeling does ’-'—'
4-,!-

he sponsor refers to the sleep efficiency variable, as a sleep

maintenance variable. It is recommended that only the actual primary and key secondary
variables are described and that other words are not used to substitute the actual

variable. Therefore, sleep maintenance should be deleted and replaced by the actual

variable (if it is a key secondary or primary variable).

The "Elderly” subsection under “Clinical Trials" indicates that 292 subjects were in the

“other" study. However, this study (Study 190-0487) had only 264 subjects in the 2 mg

and placebo groups. The other 28 subjects were in a 1.5 mg group and this treatment
group was aborted prematurely for non-safety related reasons. It is recommended that

/
-—-—-\

'J’ .1

Finally, it is recommended that the Indications and Usage Language section of labeling
be replaced with the following paragraphs —-""

/
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Item 9C-E on Adverse Reactions Bracketed Labeling Comments. The following
sections of labeling and italicized cements were included in the Approvable Letter to
which the sponsor responds under [terns 90E in their response submission.

ADVERSE REACTIONS:

The preinarketing development! program for ESTORRA included eszopiclone exposures in
patients and/or normal subjects from 2 different groups of studies: approximately (provide

numbgrl normal subjects in clinical pharmacology/phammcokinetic studies; and approximately
thovide number! exposures from patients in placebo~controlled clinical cchctiveness studies,
corresponding to approximately [szide numbed patient exposure years. The conditions and

duration of treatment with ESTORRA varied greatly and included (in overlapping categories)
open-label and double-blind phases of studies, inpatients and outpatients. and short—term or

longer-term exposure. Adverse reactions were assessed by collecting adverse events. resuits of
physical examinations. vital signs. weights, laboratory analyses, and ECGS.

Adverse Events Observed At An Incidence Of 22% In Controlled Trials
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[Please revise thefollowing table. We believe the incidence ofadverse events in the controlled
trials can best be displayed in 9- tabies. _'gnu

Also, afler the table, please list those ADRs that have a greater than 2% incidence on drug that

were not morefrequent than placebo.1

Other Events Observed During The Premarketing Evaluation Of ESTORRA

[Please (prelude terms in this list that appear elsewhere in the adverse events section.I

Recommended Treatment

General symptomatic and supportive measures should be used along with immediate gastric

lavage where appmpriatc. Intravenous fluids should be administered as needed. Flumazcnil

may be useful [is there any pro-marketing experience with ESTORRA or post marketing

experience with zopiclone supporting flumazenil's usefulness?]. As in all cases of drug

overdose. respiration, pulse, blood pressure, and other appropriate signs should be monitored and

general supportive measures employed. Hypotcnsion and CNS depression should be monitored

and treated by appropriate medical intervention. [Please explain if there is something

Specific about ESTORRA that warrants the following sentence in labelinol -—

«-—- ., The value

ofdialysis in the treatment ofovcrdosage has not been determined.

Sponsor’s Response to Labeling Item 9C and Reviewers Recommendations

regarding Enumeration of Subjects: The sponsor inserts the number of subjects in

trials, as requested in the first paragraph under ADVERSE REACTIONS, except for

following is recommended regarding one of the numbers inserted by the Sponsor

(italicized to indicate reviewer cements and recommendations):

As specified in the approvable letter the enumeration of “normal " subjects in

clinical phaimacology/phonnacokinetic studies should be indicated and

should not include heparically impaired, renalfunction impaired and other

such populations that are not generally healthy population. Therefore, the

number 400 in this section (which includes subjects in studies with medically

ill subjects, such as in Studies 190-016 and others) t"-——
ub- ,, /
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The following is a copy of the table in the sponsor’s response to 9C regarding exposure
expressed in patient years, which was calculated for the Phase 11 and III trials, combined.

Table 903 Total Patient Years of Empiclone Exposure
in Phase 213 Controlled Studies

I ays Fallow Years
Astorra Subjects Only N Up Follow Up
All Flt. “Ill!

(Excluding. 190-049): 5] l56|5 2.?5

—. -
_—-—

 

 

 

   

 
 

 
 

Response and Reviewers Comments Regarding Labeling Item 9D on Tables 1, 2 in
the “Adverse Reactions” Section and of the Geriatric Use section that Refers to

Table 2. The following are comments regarding labeling Items 90. The AE tables are

provided by the sponsor (Tables I and 2) in the "Adverse Reaction " section ofproposed

labeling. These tables are acceptable to this reviewer as described in thefollowing with
some exceptions with recommendations thatfollow. Before describing the exceptions and
providing recommendations the tables are otherwise acceptable as follows. The
incidence ofAEsfor Studies 1 90-047 and 190-048,

. _ . The selection of the

6—week non-elderly trial ( 1 90-046]for providing resultsfor non-elderly subjects is a
reasonable choice since the study uses afixed dose parallel group design of two difi‘erent
dose-levels, including the recommended dose—level. Furthermore, the study was longer
than just a few days as in other shorter term non-elderly efficacy trials. Study 190-049
was much longer (6-month double—blind phase) and only had 3mg daily dose-level.
Therefore, it would not appropriate to combine the results of this longer term trial to
results of a 6-week trial (studies had other differences). Refer to the Clinical review of the
original NDA for additional comments regarding safety that are not provided in this
revtew.

Another observation regarding Table l is that the table has infection under Respiratory
System, yet the summary table in the original submission for Study 190-049, has infection
under Body as a Whole. while the incidence for each treatment group for this event is the
same in both of these tables. The sponsor clarified the reasons for difierences and

similarities between these tables regarding upper respiratory system and Body as a
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Whole infections in a 930/04 submission. Based on their explanation the incidence for
these events in Table l ofproposed labeling appears to be reasonable.

Thefollowing are reviewer Labeling Recommendations regarding Tables I and 2
under Adverse Reactions in proposed labeling:

A consultfrom the Division ofReproductive Urological Drug Products regarding gender

specific AEs (gynecological AEs) was requested and input is pending at the time of this
writing (refer to Item 1 of this reviewforfurther details).

RevieWer Comments Regarding the Geriatric Use Section ofLabeling Regarding

Safety Findings

The following is recommended regarding the geriatric use section:

It is recommended that the geriatric use section ‘fi-——,

Refer to additional labeling recommendations regarding the geriatric population
elsewhere in this review.

Labelin Item 9E on “Other Events...Durin the Premarketin ...”.

This item pertains to excluding AE terms in the “Other Events ...During the

Premarketing.. .” section of labeling that appear elsewhere in labeling. The sponsor

indicates redundant terms are now excluded, as well as other terms (e.g. vague terms,

terms commonly observed in the population, events for which a drug cause is remote).

 

RevieWer Comments and Labeling Recommendations Regarding Item 9E.

A review of the terms that were deleted in this section of labeling generally revealed

deletion of terms that appear elsewhere in labeling with a few exceptions in which the

following are recommended:

I. It is recommended that the sponsor provide a rationale for deleting 7 ——-,
. f

This section of labeling also had «—
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Item 9.F Regarding Overdose Treatment

This Item has two subtopics on overdose, such that each subtopic is described

separately, below.

Item 9 F on the Subtopic of Exmrience Suppgrting the Use of Flumazenil in
Overdose Situations.

[Is there any{ire-marketing experience with ESTORRA orpost marketing experience

with zopt’clone supportingflumazenil 's usefulnessfl

Response

The sponsor states that there is no premarketing experience with eszopiclone regarding

the usefulness of flumazenil in patients that overdose with eszopiclone. The sponsor

could not find any reference to flumazenil in postmarketing summaries of zopiclone that

were provided by Aventis.

Case reports of usefulness of flumazenil were found and described as in the following

(copied from the submission):

‘- A 55-year-old man was admitted unconscious following overdose. A

benzodiazepine overdose was suspected and a bolus of 200 tlg of flumazenil was

given IV. The patient rapidly regained consciousness and admitted to overdosing

with zopiclone. He subsequently iost consciousness but was again rapidly recovered

by a second infusion of llurnanzenil.4

0 A 27-year«old male was found unresponsive, next to empty packets oI‘zopiclone. On

route to the emergency department he received 2 mg lV naloxone without effect. In. . . §

the emergency department. the patient became alert followmg 0.2 mg tlumanzenil.“

0 In 5 cases ofacute voluntary intoxication by zopielone {alone or in combination with

benzodiazepines), flumanzeni} was found to antagonize the central nervous system

depressive effect and enable rapid revival.6

Reviewer Comments and Labeling Recommendations.

The above case reports support the usefulness offlumazenilfor patients that overdose

with eszopiclone, which is not an unexpectedfinding given the drug class and

pharmacological preperties offlamazenil. Therefore, it is recommended that labeling

include a description for the use offlumanzenilfor treating overdosed patients, as

describedfor other approved drugs in the drug class (refer to Sonata Wiabeiing).

Item 9F on the Subtopic of Withholding Sedating Drugs in Overdose Situations.

[Please explain ifthere is something specific about ESTORRA that warrants the

following sentence in Iabeiing] -"-——_
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Response. The sponsor indicates that the above sentence is deleted and is shown as

deleted in the highlighted version of the sponsor’s proposed labelng (as shown in the

labeling\other.pdf file).

Item 9G Regarding Statements on Memog Impairment and Timing of Treatment

in the “Information For Patients...” Section of Labeling.

[Pleaseprovideyour rationalefor the statement “memog! problems can be avoided if

you take ESTORRA only when you are able to get ’ -—- _ sleep before you

need to be active again. " You previously stated that there was noformal evaluation of

memoryfunction (anterograde amnesia) during the ESTORIM develoliment program.

Your annotated labeling refers to section 8./l0.11. I I. I MEMOR Y IMPAIRMENT in

the integrated summary ofsafety; however, this section offers little to suggest that any
potential cognitive orpsychonrotor eflects have disappeared at anyparticular time

point after drug dosing. Since the half-Iifie ofthe drug is 6-hours, one would assume

that, based on plasma half-lifi' alone, there would be residual drug effects at a time

point that coincides with only one ltalfllife after dosing. This might be more ofa
problem with a 3 mg dose./

Safe Use of Sleeping Medicines:

5. Do not take ESTORRA uniess you are able to get Pleasejustify howyou

concluded that -— was sufficient] of sleep before you must be
active again.

Sponsor’s Response to Item 9G on Statements pertaining to Time of Treatment and
Memory Impairment. The sponsor revised statements that recommend -*"

..._~ of treatment under the “Memory Problems” subsection and in item 5 under the

“Safety Use of Sleeping Medicines” in the patient information section of labeling as
follows. The phrase ‘ ——- was changed to the recommendation for a “full night of
sleeping". Therefore, the statement “memory problems can be avoided if...” was

changed to the following statement (as shown in their response to Comment 9G and in
their highlighted version of proposed labeling in the labeling\other.pdf file):

"In most cases memory problems can be avoided {Tyou take ASTORRA only when you
are able to get ofln’l night ofsleep before you need to be active again. "

Upon review of the highlighted version of proposed labeling, Item 5 under “Safety Use
of..." subsection was also found to be revised to indicate that the drug not be taken unless

“you are able to get 8 or more hours of sleep before you must be active again" (which
previously recommended """ These changes were found in the

highlighted version of proposed labeling (in the labeling\other.pdf file).
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In response to Comment 9G, the sponsor also refers to results of Studies 190-024 (in

healthy adults), 190—025 (patients with insomnia) and results of the 6-week Chronic
Insomnia study, Study 190—046 to support the above proposed labeling statement.

A “daytime pharmacokinetic study" is also mentioned in the sponsor‘s response.

According to the sponsor, this study showed that DSST effects were “reversed between

5-6 hours after administration of 3 mg.” The number of this study could not be found in

this response.

Reviewers Comments, Conclusions and Labeling Recommendations.

It appears that the above pharmacokinetic study to which the sponsor describes is Study

190-001 which was a study on healthy adults and is described under Item 9A above.

Item 9A also describes results of studies 190-024 and I90025. This Item is regarding

the sponsor s labeling section on “ *7- H but actually encompasses sedative,

psychomotor and memory impairment, in which this reviewer recommends changesin the

subheadings to parallel standard languagefor the drug class (asfoundin Sonata®

labeling) and to parallel the actual study results (as previously described under previous

items).

As discussed under Item 9A, at least trendsfor impairment were revealed on tests

that involve speed, memory, as well as psychomotorfunction that included time points of

9.5 and 12.5 hours. Furthermore, impairment on practice effects in Study 190-046 was

also observed on test days (placebo group showed practice efi‘ects while the eszopiclone

groups showed numerically diminished or absent learning effects on daytime DSST

testing on Day 29 of treatmentfor the 2 mg group and on all DSST test days in the 3 mg

group: on Days I , I 5 and 29 of treatment). Note that Study 190—046 was conducted on

patients with Chronic Insomnia.

Therefore, it is recommended that the sponsor ’s proposed statement be deleted and that

the patient information section of labeling include a description such as the following.

/

IV. Updated Safety-Related Items in the Approvable Letter (Items 10-16).

Items 10-14 on the Safety Update.

. These items pertain to comments in the approvable letter that pertain to an update on

safety information.

Response to Item 10—14 on the Safety Update

The sponsor provides a Safety Update report of only one completed trial in r- _

patients and of blinded, ongoing studies of which the Sponsor concludes that no new or
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unexpected safety findings were revealed. Safety data from the completed ~—

study was not pooled with results of Chronic Insomnia trials described in labeling (such

as the incidence of adverse events), since this study involved a different patient .

population.

The following italicized section sununarizes the safety results in the Safety Update report

from the reviewer's perspective (thus, this text is italicized). Reviewer conclusions and

labeling recommendations are also provided in the italicized paragraphs below. Lastly, a

more detailed description of safety findings is provided, which is primarily non-italicized

text, but some paragraphs are italicized reviewer comments.

Reviewer Comments, Summary of Safety Update Findings and Recommendations

(Items 10-14).

In summary, no new, unexpected safety findings were generally revealed in the Safety

Update ofcompleted and ongoing trials that change the overall safety profile of the drug,

as previously described in the Clinical Review of the NDA.

The safety data in the safety update report is “preliminary" and “unaudited.”

Narratives of SAEs and ADOs were provided.

The sponsor only has one completed small study since the submission of the original

NDA (and before the May 14, 2004 Safety Update cut-ofi‘ date). This 2-nightly treatment

cross-over study was conducted on 22 randomized patients with ~— and
revealed no SAEs or ADOs.

Two of the five ongoing blinded trials had only approximately 30 randomized subjects in
each study and had no reported SAEs or ADOs. Thus, all SAEs and ADOs occurred in

the other three ongoing/blinded trials.

Most events were likely to be unrelated to the study drug (while noting the study drug

remains blinded}. These events were probably not drug related, given the nature or

timing of the event, the presence ofa pre—existing condition, or the given event may be

expected (or was unique) for the study population, or the given event was isolated such as

an SAE ofcerebrovascular accident (while study drug remains blinded).

Other events were not unexpectedfor the study drug or drug class, or were similar to

those previously described in the original review.

Thefollowing summarizes the most remarkable SAEs. These SAES either do not change

safety concerns already discussed (as in the clinical review of the original NDA), or were

isolated events (in the absence ofcausal or contributory factors), or only occurred in a

few subjects in which the role of the study was unlikely (for reasons provided below). It

is also important to note that the study drug remains blinded in all reported SAEs and
A003 in this safety update.
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SAEs of Breast Neoplasia or Breast-tumor. Since neoplasia is a potential concern, the

following SAE ofneoplasia is noted. A subject had a positive breast mass biopsy

revealing malignancy. This subject had evidencefor a pre—existing condition (a “lump ”

wasfound one year prior to the study and mammography at study entry was

“suspiciousj. Furthermore, this event occurred among an estimated number of 336 E32

and I68 placebo randomized subjects in a (5-month Chronic Insomnia study. However,
the diagnosis was not made until after 3 months oftreatment (that remains blinded), such

that the possibilityfor progression of the preexisting condition or conversion to

malignancy, requires consideration (unless the subject wasfound be in the placebo
group). This subject is described in more detail under SAEsfor Study I 90059 (subject
0392-022).

Further consideration is also needed regarding the SAE ofa malignant breast
tumor in light ofa potential drug eflect on reproductive hormones and a potential signal
for breast related or gynecological event, as described in the Clinical Review of the
original NDA and elsewhere in the current review. A consultfrom the Division of
Reproductive Urological Drug Products was requested and a consultative review is

pending at the time of this writing.

Given that a number ofbreast related events observed in trials, as well as

concern ofneoplasia, the following subject is described. A female subject (after 22 days
of treatment that remains blinded), wasfound to have a breast cyst diagnosed by her
"breast" surgeon (mammogram and ultrasound were "negative ") and the event resulted
in early study withdrawal.

SAEs ofchest pain/coronary artery events. SAEs ofchest pain/coronary artery events
are not expectedfor the study drug or the drug class and this event occurred in 4 out 504

randomized subjects in the 6-month Chronic Insomnia trial (2:I, ESZ:placebo, Study
190-050}. 2 subjects had a negative cardiac work-up, while the other 2 subjects had
pre-existing conditions or riskfactors. One of these latter two subjects required
“emergency open heart surgery ”(the subject complained of dyspnea). Asfor all subjects
with reported SAEs and ADOs reported in the submission, the study drug assignment
(placebo or £32) in these 4 subjects remains unblinded. These subjects are described in
more detail in the subsection of SAEs in Study 190—050.

A cardiovascular-related safety signal was not described in the original NDA
(refer to the Clinical Review in the original ND). other than small trendsfor decreased
blood pressure and increased heart rate that would not be anticipated to result in
clinically remarkable outcome. In the 6-month DB phase ofStudy 190-049 there were 3
SAEs and 3 ADOs (one of these ADOs was also an SAE) ofchest pain in ESZ subjects
(0.5% ofeach) and l SAE and 2 ADOs ofchest pain in placebo subjects (0.5% and 1%.
respectively). The narratives of these events in ESZ subjects were re—examinedfor the
purpose of this current review and the following summarizes the nature of these events.
The SAEs and ADOs ofchest pain in ESZ subjects were observed in patients with pre-
existing conditions and/or riskfactors, and/or did not recur when treatment was resumed,
or the nature of the chest pain was not consistent with a cardiac origin.

Similar to observations described in the review of the original NDA, VSS results
in the current submission (under Item 6) showed small trends for outliers on low systolic
and diastolic blood pressure in both non-elderly adults and elderly subjects.
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Examination of results on orthostatic hypotension outliers in the current submission

revealed a signal on the incidence ofsubjects with orthostatic hypotension in elderly
subjects, while non-elderly subjectsfailed to show a clear signalfor a drug effect.
However, this observation in elderly subjects was onlyfound at the higher dose levels of
3 and 5 mg daily (I 7 to 33% of subjects, N=6fgroup)following single or multiple doses.
The incidence of outliers in the lower dose-levels of 1 mg and 2 mg daily was 0% (these
are the recommended daily dose levels for elderly subjects). Only one subject with
orthostatic hypotension had symptoms (dizziness) and no subjects had syncope.

An SAE of Cerebrovascular Event. The SAE ofcerebrovascular accident occurred in a

58 year oldfemale after 70 days of treatment leading to study withdrawal and

hospitalization. in which no riskfactors (other than age), no pre-existing condition, or
concomitant medications were described in the narrative. In the absence ofa known
etiologies or contributing factors, a potential role of the study drug requiresfurther
consideration. Yet. the study drug remains blinded at this time. Furthermore. this SAE

appears to be an isolated event, as it occurred in one subject out of 504 randomized
subjects in a 6- month study. Finally, safetyfindings described in the original NDA did
not reveal a signalfor this type of an event or a related cardiovascular type of safety
signal.

Previous sections of this review describe additional vital sign data.

An ADO ofmild thrombocytosis. One subject in one of the larger trials was an ADO
due to mild thrombocytosis, but this event resolved and was mild (study drug is blinded).

Reviewer Labeling Recommendations Regarding the Above Safety Update Information
of Ongoing and Recently Completed Trials.

This reviewer agrees that adverse event datafrom the single completed study on 4-. ’
-—-— study should not be pooled with adverse event datafrom the Chronic insomnia

trials already described in proposed labeling, given that the trials differed in many
respects including the one major difference in the patient population.

Refer to the final section of this reviewforfurther comments, conclusions and
recommendations.

Detailed Description of Safety Update Information of Completed and Ongoing
Trials (Items 10-14).

A summary of the results was previously provided, along with reviewer conclusions and
recommendations. The following paragraphs describe the safety results in more detail
with some italicized reviewer comments following specific aspects of the results or
regarding the sponsor’s comments or conclusions (as specified).
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Section A below describes the database examined for the Safety Update information.

The focus of this review is on deaths, serious adverse events and adverse dropouts which

are described in Sections B, C and D, respectively.

A. Database of the Safety Update Information.

Since the NDA was filed the sponsor has 6 clinical trials that were conducted under the
NDA.

Only one of these trials is completed, Study 190-028 which is a 2-nightly, placebo
controlled cross-over study in 22 randomized patients (21 completers) with —-—~_--

The other five trials remain blinded and ongoing and are listed below:

0 Study 190-050: A 6—month double-blind placebo controlled trial in patients with
primary insomnia. 504 subjects were randomized (2:1) to 3 mg or placebo p0
th (no compieters and 55 early withdrawals).

0 Study 190—029: A study of sperm motility in healthy males (92 randomized
subjects).

0 Studies 190-052 (133 randomized subjects), -054 and —055 (with no more than 35

randomized subjects in each study) are short term trials (up to 8—weeks of double-
blind treatment) in patients with insomnia “—c 

___—-

The cut—off date for this update report is May 14, 2004.

Safety data from the ongoing trials is described as preliminary, unaudited data.

Since there were no adverse dropouts in the one completed trial (Study 190-028), CRFs
were not provided in the submission.

Instead of providing CRFs for serious adverse events and adverse dropouts in blinded
ongoing trials, the sponsor provided narratives.

The sponsor did not re—tabulate safety data tables (e.g. AE tables) since the only
unblinded and completed trial, was Study 190—028 which was conducted on patients with

j—;- rather than on patients with the proposed indication for approval (Primary or
Chronic Insomnia).

Reviewar Comment Given the study population examined in Study 190‘028, it is
appropriate not to pool data with safety data from the Primary Insomnia or Transient
Insomnia trials.

Section B. Deaths. No deaths were reported in Study 190028 and in the 5 ongoing
trials.
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Section C. Serious Adverse Events

Serious Adverse Events of the One Completed, Unblinded Study [Study 190-028! of

22 Randomized Sleep Apnea Patients.

No serious adverse events (SAEs) were reported.

Serious Adverse Events in Ongoing, Blinded Trials.

Study 190-050: A Large Primary Insomnia, 6-month, Placebo Controlled Study of
504 Randomized Patients:

A listing of SAEs is provided in a summary table later in the section of the review. First,

events and brief narrative descriptions are sununarized below. Several of these events
resulted in cessation in treatment.

One of the events was a malignancy of the breast (so 1 malignancy/an estimated 336

subjects randomized to 3 mg ESZ th and an estimated 168 placebo randomized
subjects).

“Malignant Lump in Left Breast” which is the SAE term for subject 0392—022 who had

discovered a lump in her breast approximately 9-10 months prior to the study and had a

mammogram conducted prior to study entry that was “suspicious”. Approximately, 3
months after starting double—blind study drug, a bi0psy was conducted and revealed

malignancy. The subject underwent mastectomy and withdrew from the study.

Reviewer Comment Regarding this SAE: The study had 303 randomizedfemale
subjects (all male andfemale subjects were randomized to £32 or placebo in a 2:1 ratio)_
Given the sample size of subjects, the preexisting findings in this subject and a treatment

duration ofonly 3 months (in which the study drug remains blinded) it is likely that this
event is not drug-related.

The first subject listed in the table with pneumonia, had pneumonia at screening. Subject
0415-016 had pneumonia with a fever of 103 degrees (at 28 days after the last dose of

study drug) that required hospitalization. However, treatment with the study drug was
discontinued (approximately after 1 week of treatment) because of hyponatremia (128
meq/L) of unclear etiology.

Reviewer Comment: A safety signalfor pneumonia or a signalfor hyponatremia was not

revealed in Chronic Insomnia trials (refer to the review of the original NDA). Therefore,
the above events ofpneumonia and hyponatremia in the above described patient is likely
to be isolated(no SAEs or ADOs of pneumonia in Chronic Insomnia trials as shown in

summary tables in the clinical review of the original NDA).

However, a drug-related effect on incidence of upper respiratory infections and in some
studies for other type of infections was revealed, as discussed under Item 2A, with

revieWer labeling recommendations.
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Chest PainlCoronary Artery Disease Events: A total of 4 out of 504 randomized

subjects had chest pain, chest discomfort or coronary artery disease.

Discrepancies between the summary table listing the SAEs (provided by the sponsor and

shown above) and the narratives are noted in which the SAE terms appeared to be

inadvertently switched between 2 subjects in the summary table, as described in the

following. Note that the summary table has “chest pain of musculoskeletal origin” listed

as the SAE for subject 0470—004 (found on page 27 of the clinstatlisslisspdf file), yet the

narrative of this subject (found on page 31 of the same pdf file) has the event listed as

“coronary artery disease” and no mention of musculoskeletal origin. Instead, this subject

required “open heart" surgery based on the narrative (this subject is described in more

detail later). Another subject (Subject 0480—033) is listed in the summary table as having

the SAE of “coronary artery disease.” The narrative for this subject has “chest pain" and
indicates that the chest pain was diagnosed in the emergency room as musculoskeletal in

nature. This patient was treated with Flexeril and Vicodan. Therefore, it appears that

the SAE terms of these two subjects were inadvertently, switched in the summary table.

The 4 SAEs of chest pain or coronary artery events are described in the following, based
on a review of the narratives. Two SAEs were negative for cardiac events (both had

negative work ups for cardiac disease and one was treated for musculoslelatai pain), the
other 2 occurred in males with risk factors or pre—existing conditions in which the one of

the subjects required “emergency open heart" surgery and the other subject had a positive
work-up for “coronary artery disease" (CAD).2

Cerebrovascular accident (CVA) occurred in a 58 year old female after 70 days of
treatment'leading to study withdrawal and hospitalization, in which no risk factors (other
than age), no pre—existing condition or concomitant medications were described.

Reviewer Comment regarding this CVA SAE: In the absence of more information the
relationship of this event with the study drug may be likely but the study drug is blinded
(subject may have been in the placebo group). More information should become

available as this subject is followed that may shedfurther light on contributory or causal
factors. Yet, this event is isolated (no other SA Es ofcerebrovascalar event were reported
in other trials reported in this submission or reported in trials of the original NDA, as
described in Section VIII of the Clinical Review of the original NBA).

2 In more detail, 2 male subjects had diagnostic findings for coronary artery disease (S
0472-004 and S'O470—004). One subject required emergency “open-heart” surgery after
presenting with dyspnea one day after his last dose of treatment. Both men were over 50

years old and generally had pre-existing conditions or risk factors for coronary artery
disease. The third subject was a 53 year old female subject (04830—033) with chest pain
for several days. The emergency room work—up was negative for cardiac disease (2
negative ECGs and a negative chest x-ray) and she was treated for musculoskeletal pain.
The fourth subject was a 35 year old male, hospitalized for chest pain after 150 days of
double-blind study drug, who had “no ECG or biochemical evidence of cardiac
ischemia.”
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Listing of Serious Adverse Events in Study 190-050

   
 

Manufacturer‘s Event
Case contra”!

200439000008 0396-006

20045P000040 0458-003 Worseningofjoint
pain

200439000047 0472-004 Leiichest
discomfort

2004313000043 1040-013

20049000051 0454-008

200451’000067 0478-005 Cerebrovascular
accident

20045 P000070 “145-0 l 7 Chest pain

2004SP000080 0480-033 Coronary artery
disease

20043P000082 0470-004 Chest pain of
musculoskeielal

origin

2004SP000084 0392-002 Righl basal
pneumonia

20045P000090 l095—0l2 Malignant Lump in
left breast

Study 190-029: A Sperm Motility Study with 92 Randomized Males.

One SAE of “Amputation of Right 3rd and 4‘h Fingers

 

  

  
 

  
 

  

  
 

   

Study 190-052 A Placebo Controlled Study of 133 randomized subjects with -—-
-\ Insomnia. One SAE was reported which was upper respiratory tract infection in a

38 year old with history of sarcoidosis.

Studies 190-054 and -055 with only approximately 30 Randomized Subjects in Each:
No SAEs in either of these trials (approximately 30 randomized subjects in each trial).
Section D. Adverse Dropouts
Adverse Dro outs in Com leted Stud 190-028 of 22 Randomized —
Patients.

None were reported in this sole completed trial.

 

Adverse Dropouts in Ongoing, Blinded Trials.

Study 190-050 Primary Insomnia, 6-month Placebo Controlled Study of 504
Randomized Patients: Adverse dropouts (ADO) include the following: several ADOs
of somnolence or fatigue mild insomnia, one ADO of depression in a patient with pre-
existing depression and other psychiatric conditions, headache (2 Ss), GI upset (IS), back
pain (IS), unpleasant taste (1), worsening ofdiabetes (IS, this event continued after
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treatment cessation), a transient globus sensation (primary term: dysphagia) in which

treatment was not stopped, but was later stopped when fatigue and arthralgia were

reported (stopped on Day 49), erectile dysfunction (in a 48 year old after 7 days of

treatment), elevated thyroxine (which continued after stopping the drug), syncope (in a 60

year old taking atenalol, hydrochlorthiazide, later found to have hypokalemia).

Study 190-029: A Sperm Motility Study of 92 Randomized Subjects: No adverse

dropouts (ADOs) were reported.

Studies 190-052: A Placebo Controlled Study of 133 Randomized .__. Patients

with Insomnia. The following were the ADOs reported in this study (in 1 subject each,

unless otherwise specified): insomnia, increased agitation, headache and nausea and

accidental injury. Additional events are described in the following.

A 45 year old female reported a lump on her breast on Day 22 of treatment, but

mammography, ultrasound were negative and a “breast" surgeon gave the diagnosis of

breast cyst.

The following are additional ADOs, due to their unexpected nature (in the opinion of this

reviewer) in the absence of underlying conditions, risk factors or non-drug related

etiologies.

Sexual dysfunction was reported in 3 males on Days 3, 4 and 8 of treatment. One subject

had mild thrombocytosis on the day of randomization which resolved after 2 weeks

(levels drawn one week after receiving one week of study drug).

Reviewer Comments Regarding Unexpected ADOs ofSexual Dysfunction. Sexual

dysfunction is unexpectedfor the study drug or drug class, yet it occurred in 3 subjects.

A total 0f133 subjects were randomized to blinded study drug. Safety findings of trials

for the Chronic Insomnia program did not include a signal for sexual dysfunction (as

described in Section VIII of the Clinical Review of the original NDA). It is likely that

these events are unique to the study population (not observed in other populations) and

may be expected event in this particular patient population { -— patients).

Furthermore, the study drug remains blinded.

Studies 190 -OS4 and -055 with Approximately 30 Randomized Subjects in Each:
No ADOs were reported in these two studies.

Item 15. Worldwide Experience with Eszopiclone

Approvable Letter Comment

Provide a summary ol‘worldwidc experience on the safety of this drug. Include an updated
estimate of use for drug marketed in other countries.

Response to Item 15 on Worldwide Experience

The sponsor only describes experience with zopiclone and not with eszopiclone, since the
latter has not been marketed (see Item 16 below).
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Reviewer Comments Regarding Worldwide Experience (Item 15)

Zopiclone postmarketing data was previously reviewed by the Safety Group with their

primaryfocus on neoplasia.

In the current submission the sponsor identified no cases of neoplasia in the updated

period report review or in a literature reviewfor neoplasia.

Item 16. English translations of Foreign Approved Labeling for Eszopiclone

Approvable Letter Comment

Provide English translations ofcurrent approved foreign labeling not previously submitted.

The sponsor explicitly states under Item 16 of the response submission (on page 1008 of

the clinstat\iss.pdf file) that “eszopiclone is not marketed din any country at this time.”

However, copies of English translations of approved foreign labeling for zopiclone are

provided in the submission.

The racemic drug has not been withdrawn from the market due to regulatory reasons (any

discontinuations from the market were due to “commercial decisions”).

The following additional information regarding the foreign marketing of the racemic drug
is provided in the submission (the Sponsor obtained this information from Aventis):

o A list of 65 countries in which the racemic drug is currently marketed

o A list of countries where the drug is not marketed (either discontinued or never
marketed)

0 Countries in which Aventis withdrew approved applications.

Reviewer Comment and Conclusions. The sponsor indicates that eszopiclone is not

marketed in any non—US country, such that there is no approved labeling to provide, as
requested in the Approvable letter.

Zopiclone has not been withdrawnfrom the market due to regulatory reasons, but has
been withdrawnfor non—regulatory, commercial reasons, as described above.

V. Items Related to Other Specialties in the Approvable Letter (Items 4-5, 17, 18,
and 19)

Item 4. Controlled Substance Category

Approvable Letter Comment

We have determined that Estorra should be placed in Category IV of the Controlled
Substances Act.

Sponsor’s Response to Item 4.

The sponsor acknowledges this classification and includes the Category IV classification
in their proposed labeling.

CMC Item 5.

Approvable Letter Comment
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You wiil need to develop a 1 mg tablet strength, or altematively develop a scored 2 mg

strength. The 1 mg dose was clearly effective (for sleep latency) in elderly patients, and

should also be used in severely hepatically impaired patients, whose exposure is twice that

of normal patients. We believe that it would be important to have available the 1 mg

dosage strength for these and other sensitive patients.

This item is under review by CMC and CMC input remains pending at the time of this

writing.

Item 17. OCPB items.

OCPB consultant Dr. Andre Jackson has not expressed in unresolved issues from an

OCPB perspective. Refer to Dr. Jackson’s review of the 6/ 14/04 submission for details

(pending final Team Leader signature at the time of this writing).

Item 18. CMC item.

CMC input is pending at the time of this writing.

Item 19. DMETS, Nomeclature Item.

The DMETS review is pending at the time of this writing.

VI. Pediatric Research

Item 20. Pediatric Research Quit! Act jPREAL

The sponsor requests a deferral of pediatric studies of adolescents is requested because

 

"f They request a deferral

since the indication for adults is currently under review _'-—~

. They
suggest a defer date of ._._

A waiver for pediatric studies on younger children (<12 years old) is requested, since the

sponsor does not anticipate “that a sleep hypnotic should be considered for this younger
group.”

Reviewer Comments and Recommendations. According to a communication between

this reviewer and Team Leader, Dr. Paul Andreason (who was also the reviewer of the
..__ ,, an Advisory Committee meeting was held that recommended that a

pediatric indication not be consideredfor the pediatric population, given that insomnia
or a disorder of Chronic insomnia remains poorly understood and ill-defined. It is this
reviewer's opinion that insomnia, potential causalfactors, diagnostic criteria and
diagnostic methods for revealing the etiology andfor making a diagnosis in children also
rcqairesfurther development.

Deferral for consideration in conducting adolescent trials is reasonable given that this
NDA is not yet approved and if it is approved at the Agency level, then some
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postmarketing experience would be advantageous before considering an adolescent

development program. Furtherrnore, if and when the NDA is approved, consideration

should be given to safety concerns that may be identified as needing further Phase IV or

postmarketing, epidemiological investigation and that may need to be addressed before

considering an adolescent development program.

VII. Promotional Materials

Item 21. Promotional Materials and Advertising, DDMAC Item. ‘
These materials were not included in the submission, as they will be sent later, upon

request.

VIII. Overall Conclusions and Additional Key Labeling Recommendations, Not
Addressed in Previous Sections

Refer to the Approvable Letter regarding the issues being addressed in this review.

Aside from the concern of neoplasia, the current submission does not describe any

remarkable new safety finding that this reviewer considers to be present a non—approvable
issue. That is, the current submission does not provide any new reason(s) for

considering eszopiclone as not being adequately safe or efficacious for approval of the
NDA, as described in more detail below.

In light of the Agency action for giving this NDA an approvable action the following are
comments and recommendations to be considered before the Agency grants an approved
action on this NDA (comments and recommendations provided in this review are from a

clinical perspective).

Key Labeling Issues and Recommendations, not provided in Previous Sections

Refer to previous sections of this review for labeling recommendations relevant to

each clinical item and clinical labeling item addressed in the current approvable
response submission. The following provides additional key labeling
recommendations.

All labeling recommendations in this reviewer are based on labeling proposed by the
sponsor in the labeling\other.pdf file (a highlighted version). Annotations to labeling
changes were provided in an annotated version (in a pdf file) in the current
submission.

The following are the additional key labeling recommendations:

1. Neoplasia and Gynecological Events. Consultations were requested

regarding neoplasia and gynecological events (from Divisions of oncology and
reproductive urological drug products). See questions sent to the consultants in this

review. under Clinical Item I. Input from the consultants.

2. Sleep Maintenance and other Proposed Efficacy Claims. Preposed
labeling has the terms maintenance under “Indications and Usage" and in other
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section of labeling. ItIS recommended that this section only specifies the indication

for _- ,rather than —-

for sleep maintenance —- for reasons that follow. It is also more

accurate to describe actual primary and key secondary variables than to make

inferences on validity, specificity and reliability as measures of different aspects of

sleep of sleep disturbances. Results of variables that were not declared a priori as

primary and key secondary variables should not be includedinlabeling. Finally,
the emphasis of treatment should be for _

(as described1n a separate item below).

Proposed labeling specifies that F“

/

Under the Geriatric Use Section of labeling indicates that *1"

There are several unresolved issues regarding claims of sleep maintenance .__

-—/ . (in the opinion of this reviewer). as described in the following
paragraphs.

The issue of difficulties ir ’ _, in sleep maintenance as distinct subtypes

of sleep disturbances of Chronic/Primary Insomnia to be includedin proposed
labelingIS complex and the proposed nomenclature f ' ' .-—-— sleep
maintenance)13 not clearly definedin the submission. The following are some
additional commentslissues that would need to be addressed:

0 The DSM—IV does not specify diagnostic subtypes of sleep disturbances in
patients with Primary Insomnia.

0 Any proposed nomenclature for labeling needs to be clearly and operationally
defined with a clear, established scientific and clinical basis.

0 It is not clear if the two subtypes of sleep disturbances (sleep maintenance

' /
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The following are some additional concerns regarding the sponsor’s trials with

respect to making claims in demonstrating efficacy for sleep “maintenance“ during

the night. —-#- ' ' '-_—-

0 Aside from the problem regarding established diagnostic criteria for

subtypes of Chronic Insomnia and in establishing an adequate

characterization of subgroups of Chronic Insomnia patient populations, the

sponsor‘s Chronic Insomnia trials did not distinguish subjects according to

the Specific types of sleep disturbances or combinations of sleep

disturbances (cg. did not include only one subtype in a given trial or include

parallel groups of patient populations with each subtype, and/or combination

of subtypes).

o The concern for overlap between various primary efficacy and key

secondary variables and whether or not the variables can adequately

rlictinollin'l (with reliability and validity) between ..—H

0 The sponsor’s proposed maintenanc _. 7 slaims are based on

subjective, as well as objective sleep measures. Aside from previous issues,

it is not clear if subjective measures reflect the same type of sleep

disturbances that are reflected by objective measures (assuming they are

specific to a given sleep disturbance). So assuming a given objective sleep

measure is valid, specific and reliable in detecting efficacy on a Specific

sleep disturbance in the Chronic Insomnia population, is there a subjective

sleep measure that is also specific, valid and reliable in detecting efficacy on

this same specific measure.

Given the concerns, as described above, it is difficult to interpret the results of the

sleep measures in objective or in subjective sleep studies with regards to specific

sleep effects. A discussion of potential issues, with a rationale as to why such

issues were not a concern to the sponsor, cannot be found in the original or current
submission.

Instead of adopting new nomenclature and making inferences as to the

interpretation of this nomenclature, it is recommended that the language in pertinent

sections of approved labeling fo' "‘
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In addition to the above, also refer to previous items regarding recommendedh...

indication and regarding an emphasis on

Alternatively, consideration should be given to an Advisory Committee meeting to
address this issue and concerns, as described above.

The above were similar issues raised with the sponsor of IND «r at meetings

with the sponsor and as described in clinical reviews under the IND. This IND was_.-—-

3. Description of Efficacy Results under “Clinical Trials.” As described in

more detail under Item 98 in this review, the sponsor describes results on a number

of efficacy variables under “Clinical Trials” that included variables that were not

primary or key secondary variables. This includes the first paragraph of this

section, as well as subsequent sections describing results of specific studies. As

previously indicated in the Approvable Letter, it is recommended that the results of

only the primary and key secondary variables of each trial in labeling be described

for all Phase III trials (elderly and non-elderly) in all relevant sections of labeling.

Furthermore, it is recommended that only the specific primary and key

variable term be used and that these terms are not replaced by another word

such as in the following examples. Sleep maintenance appears in several

places under the description of study results in the “Clinical Trials” section.

This term is used in place of the actual variable employed in the given trial

(sleep efficiency). Sleep maintenance should be deleted. Any trial using

sleep efficiency as a primary or key secondary variable should describe the

actual variable, “sleep efficiency” rather than replacing with another term,

such as sleep maintenance. See the above discussion regarding additional

concerns in making sleep maintenance claims.

Finally, not all key secondary results were positive (reached a level of

significance) and should be described as such in labeling. For example,

Objective WASO in Study 190-045 showed a p value of 0.328 when

comparing the 3 mg group to the placebo group. Revise the description of

each study to Show the actual study results.
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5. Recommended Starting Dose, Maximum Dose in Elderly and Non-

Elderly Adults. The starting dose levels should be at the lowest possible

efficacious dose, as well as specifying a maximum, not-to-exceed dose-level for

non—elderly adults and for elderly adults.

Given the above recommendations, the “Dosage and Administration” section of

labeling should includf .—-—-
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6. Patient Information Section. The proposed labeling shows few changes in

this labeling section from the Approvable Letter version of labeling. However, a

few exceptions are noted below. In summary, this section of labeling should reflect

other safety concerns and recommendations described elsewhere in this review and

in labeling. The following focuses on revisions from those of the Approvable
Letter version.

The sponsor's prOposed labeling revisions include a change in language

describing '1‘“ 1n the Patient Information section

are not recommended if the NDA is approved at the Agency level. The sponsor

deleted the phrase describing the 1"“

The revised paragraph (as above) should remain as specified in labeling'attached to
the Approvable Letter, which is also the .—

.__._

Given previous recommendations regarding a maximum recommended dose—level

in other labeling sections, it is important to note the following regarding the Patient

Information section. This patient labeling section includes a bulleted item under

/

Another revision of the patient information section of labeling is previously

described under Clinical Labeling Item 9G in Section III of this review.

”I '__"__.' In I .a .._r _ __

/
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8. Accidental Injury. Refer to Section II, Item 2 B for labeling
recommendations.

9. Possible New Onset Depression Under Warnings and Precautions. See

additional cements below regarding a signal for depression, primarily with long
term use, as observed in the longterm study (190-049) in which a number of ADOs

of depression occurred in patients that had no prior history. One caveat to

interpreting the results on depression is that undiagnosed Major depressive disorder

in patients with a chief complaint of insomnia (particularly in the primary care
setting) is not uncommon. See a more complete discussion of this observation

below and refer to the Section VIII of the original review.

Given the observations of ABS and ADOs of depression, the last sentence of the

10. Hallucinations in Patients with a History of Benzodiazepine Abuse. The

Precautions, Warning and Drug Abuse and Dependence sections of labeling should
include a description of the high incidence of hallucinations in subjects in a study of
this population (refer to Secion VIIIQ of the original review). This is an issue for

consideration by CSS.

11. Respiratory Drive Effects. The sponsor describes the results of a respiratory
drive study 190—012 in the second paragraph of the “Use in Patients with
Concomitant Illness” subsection. It is recommended that this section be revised to

/
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12. Nursing Mothers. The sponsor’s proposed labeling indicates that caution

should be exercised in treating breastfeeding mothers. However, it is recommended

/
f

13. Studies Pertinent to Safety Concerns for Sedative/Hypnotic Drugs.” See
previous labeling recommendations under Items 8—9 in Section III of this review.

The following are additional recommendations for this section.

3) Under the “ r"- . subsection on withdrawal

AEs. It is recommended that withdrawal AEs (AEs that occurred after cessation of

double—blind treatment) in '""

f

4

b) Under the -—-— ‘ "’ subsection. In addition to previous

recommendations for this subsection it is also recommended that the following

statement appear in the last paragraph of this subsection:

/ _ _ J
I

14. Recommendations for the Adverse Reactions Section of Labeling
3) Refer to Item 9 in Section III of this review

b) The section on adverse drOpouts (“Adverse Events Resulting in...”) under Adverse
Reactions should be revised as follows:
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0 To show the incidence of ADOs for the elderly trials, combined (as the sponsor

has done in their first sentence in this subsection of labeling, see the bottom of page

13114 of the pdf file). However, this sentence should be revised to specify that the

/

/

0 The second sentence ___ _.,-

"'___J r"“"‘"‘"“

o The last statement of this section specifies that ‘ .m 7'"

/

/
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d) Dose related AEs should also be noted under the Adverse Events subsections of

labeling using the following criteria: ABS with an incidence of at least 2% in the

high dose ESZ group and at ' __.;. observed in placebo, and is also

numerically greater than the incidence in the low dose ESZ group.

Consequently, Table l of labeling should be followed by a -=-——

15. Drug Abuse and Dependence section in addition to the above

recommendation regarding hallucinations, the following is noted. The sponsor
changed this section of labeling which deviates from standard language for this
section of labeling for the drug class. Dr. Syliva Calderon (the CSS reviewer)

recommends standard language regarding tolerance, abuse and dependence.

16. Geriatric Use Section.

Also, see previous recommendations relevant to the section of labelino
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18. Inconclusive Thyroid Function Results. In the opinion of this reviewer,

thyroid results (as descried in the original clinical review) are inconclusive (in part
due to studies not designed to examine thyroid effects) but are not a reason for not

considering ESZ treatment unsafe in the population, dose—levels and duration
“-' j of treatment discussed in this section of this review. Consideration

should be given to resolving these inconclusive findings either by seeking

consultative input in the Agency or by further investigation and by postmarketing
monitoring for related events. '

The above recommendations for labeling do not address the issue of neOplasia and

gynecological adverse event findings, as consultative input is pending at the time of
this writing, as previously discussed in this review.

A Pharmacology Toxicology related Change Proposed by the sponsor.

The following is a change in describing pharmacodynamic properties of the drug in
preposed labeling:

Th9. nnnnsor added the following:

/
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Therefore, consideration should be given to revising this section of labeling as

suggested by Dr. Atrakchi.

The following are additional comments regarding potential safety concerns and

are additional reasons for . ”___—7., "a, W", _ __ ______ __________,, _.
--- (as previously recommended):

1. Hyperglycemia and Decreased Platelet Count. The original review describes a

possible association between hyperglycemia and decreased platelet count in subjects

with supra-therapeutic plasma levels of eszopiclone in special population PK studies

(hepatic, renal impairment PK studies). For reasons previously described in the

original review, these results are difficult to interpret.

More subtle findings on the incidence of outliers on hematuria and on glucose

related laboratory parameters were observed in elderly subjects treatment daily for 2—

weeks (see Section VIII of the review of the original NDA).

Other subtle platelet findings were observed in a non—elderly long term trial (190—

049), of small magnitude, as previously described.

While potential effects on platelets were small in the above trials, effects on

glucose were of sufficient magnitude in the Phase I special pepulation PK trials and

these trials included diabetic patients, that one should consider drug effects on

increasing glucose in diabetic patients. An SAE (also an ADO) of “new onset

diabetes mellitus" was reported in the longterm non—elderly study (190—049) and one
of the ongoing longterm Chronic Insomnia trial (190—500) described in Section IV of

this review had “worsening" of their diabetes.

2. Psychiatric and CNS Effects

Refer to the original NDA review for details and concerns (Section VIIIQ) in

treatment group differences on incidence of CNS AEs (such as agitation, memory
impairment of all trials combined, depression and others) appeared somewhat greater
in eszorriclone Chronic Insomnia trials than that described for Phase III trials of

SonataTM (refer to approved labeling). Also there were 3 SAEs of agitation or hostile
behavior (SAE term in the latter was neurosis) and 5 ADOs of agitation in the 6—

month DB phase of Study 190-049. The Warning section of labeling includes
precautionary statements relevant to these neuropsychiatric concerns.

One concern is regarding depression during treatment. Depression was an

AB in 4.6% eszopiclonesubjects compared to 1.5% placebo subjects of the DB phase
of the same study and there were 2% ADOs of depression (12/593 subjects) in the
eszopiclone group compared to 0 placebo subjects. Most of the 12 ADOs were in

patients with no prior psychiatric history. While, it is not uncommon for patients to

present with a chief complaint of insomnia to have an undetected, underlying mood
disorder, one cannot assume this in these reported ADOs. Therefore,

recommendations are made above, regarding the Warning and Precuations section ob
labeling.

Confusion and other AEs are previously described in Section VIIIQ of the

original NDA review, that were observed even at therapeutic dose-levels several trials

whereby a maximum dose-level and treatment duration for non-elderly and elderly
adults should be provided in appropriate labeling sections.
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4. Tolerance and Rebound Effects. Refer to the original NDA review regarding

observations and discussions of potential tolerance and rebound effects (primarily in

Section VIB, such as Study 190—046). However, potential tolerance effects, if

present, appear to be small. Yet, possible rebound effects would suggest that

tolerance could develop. These potential concerns provide further support for the

above labeling recommendations f0 —— or reconunended starting

dose-levels that are generally the lowest dose—levels in pivotal trials and were found

to show significant treatment group effects compared to placebo.

Karen L. Brugge, MD.

Medical Review Officer, DNDP

FDA CDER ODE] DNDP HFD 120

cc: IND

HFD 120

P Andreason/K Brugge/R GujreellM Millefl" Laughrean Atkrachi/A Jackson/G Gill-

Sangha/N Khin/ S Calderon
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MEMORANDUM DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION
CENTER FOR DRUG EVALUATION AND RESEARCH

DATE: February 24, 2004

FROM: Director, Office of Drug Evaluation I, I-[FD-IOI

SUBJECT: Action on NDA 21-476, eszopiclone (Estorra), for treatment of insomnia

TO: File, NDA 21-476 ,

I. Introduction

Division reviews and memos clearly define what is, and what is not, clear about eszopiclone.

A.
It is clearly an effective treatment of insomnia. This has been shown in younger and
older patients, for periods up to 6 months, and the dose is reasonably well defined. [I

should note that study 045, despite its short treatment periods, seems to me to be an

adequate and well-controlled study supporting effectiveness, despite reservations of Drs.
Katz and Andreason. It really makes no difference whether a study is “phase 2” or
“phase 3,“ if it‘s adequate and well-controlled, which this was. I also note our

longstanding preference for parallel, rather than x-over studies, and believe it could use

reconsideration rather than further endorsement] Doses of 1-3 mg are all effective and

there is at least some evidence that3 mg is more effective than 2 mg, but with increasing
rates of unpleasant taste, lost libido, dry mouth, and perhaps hallucinations and dizziness

in the elderly. I believe the starting dose should be 2 mg (1 mg in the elderly). The odd

findings of infections and accidental injury deserve further attention, improbably drug-
caused as they seem and the human tumors also need further examination. The concern

that the unpleasant taste caused by eszopiclone might have unblinded the studies

sufficiently to have affected their credibility, while interesting, does not seem persuasive
to me, as the rate of this reaction at low doses (where effect is still shown), while still
substantial, does not seem nearly high enough to account for the effectiveness seen. I

would also be very astonished to learn that there is a placebo response measurable on
polysomnography. The analyses of this issue suggested by Dr. Katz (page 12 of his
February 20, 2004 review) seem reasonable.

The main issue is the possible rodent carcinogenicity. I accept the conclusion of Drs.

Rosloff and Atrakchi that the fibromas and sarcomas in male mice and thyroid follicular
cell Ca in male rats have been adequately explained and do not represent a risk to
humans. This leaves the pulmonary adenomas and adenocarcinomas in female mice and
mammary adenocarcinomas in female rats for further consideration.



 
II.

III.

Findings

A.

 

  

The results of concern in female mice with respect to pulmonary tumors are from a

racemate study:

 
No early onset.

No tumors in study of eszopicione at exposures 12 times higher than S-
zopiclone in the racemate sudy in a different mouse strain.

The 23.1% is >historical range, but is based on many more sections. In fact, every group
in the study, except for 10 mg/kg, but including the two control groups, had adenorna
rates outside the historical range of 1.7-6.8%. All groups were within historical rates of
carcinoma (Gt-5.8%).

The breast adenocarcinoma results of concern in female rats are also from a racemate

study:

_- C2 lm-Jk-
22%  10m-/k- m

36%    

HD is significantly greater than the combined control groups but I believe this is an

incorrect analysis. The purpose of having 2 discrete control groups is to allow

examination of their variability. a purpose that is utterly defeated by pooling them. (If
you wanted a larger control group,just make it larger, don’t have 2 groups.) In fact,
using C2, there would seem to be no significant difference between HD and C2 and

(eyeballing) no positive trend test either. Put another way, only one of two identical

racemate studies (with common treatment groups but separate controls) had a “finding.”

Note also that the % difference between C, and C2 (14%) is quite similar to the
difference between C; and 10/100 (8% and 14%). In other words, and for unclear

reasons, the rates of these tumors are highly variable.

The sponsor‘s explanation — that the drug induces senescence and senescence causes
tumors — does not appear very satisfying.

The rat single isomer study at doses up to about 1/2 the racemate dose showed nothing at
all.

Discussion, carcinogenicity

I believe, as does Dr. Rosloff, who is extremely experienced in these matters, that the
carcinogenicity findings are very weak, short ofwhat would be needed to reach a NA conclusion

at this stage, and similar to findings in drugs we have approved for symptomatic conditions. (Dr.

Rosloff states this too, but we would need to find such cases to support this point fully.)

l.
The pulmonary tumors in mice are not seen in a second mouse study at 12 times the
exposure of S-isomer (or 6 times exposure to combined isomers). While it is a different



 

IV.

strain, one expects some consistency in results and I believe this substantially weakens
the observation, as does also the negative P-53 mouse study.

2. With respect to rat breast tumors, as noted above, the point of having 2 controls is to
examine the variability of the control. Indeed C2 is well outside the upper limit of the
historical range, greatly weakening the importance of the observation that the mid- and

high-dosage groups are outside that range. In addition, the S-isomer study showed
nothing at a dose of 50% of the total racemate dose, a dose well above the mid dose of

the racemate study. Once again, the racemate finding is not replicable.

I should note that I fully agree with Dr. Katz’s conclusion that there is no good reason to accept a

human risk for a hypnotic drug with no advantage over alternatives that lack this risk. My
conclusion that the drug can be considered approvable is based on my view that l) the

carcinogenicity findings with the racemate are very weak in the first place and 2) are simply not

present in the single enantiomer studies. I do not believe that an unreplicated weak finding should
lead us to conclude that there is a human risk.

Conclusions

I believe the NDA should be considered approvable for reasons similar to those put forth by Dr.

Rosloff and elaborated above. Obviously, any matter on which the pharm/tox and clinical groups
disagree among themselves deserves continued attention.

As noted above, the questions posed to resolve the human neoplasia reports (Dr. Brugge’s
principal reason for recommending NA) should be answered.

[I note that I can‘t find reviews of the new eszopiclone rat or mouse studies. Also, there appear to
have been consultants on the rodent carcinogenicity studies (pharm/tox, page [52); what do we
think of their views?]

Appears This Way

On Original
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MEMORANDUM

DATE: February 20, 2004

FROM: Director

Division of Neuropharmacological Drug Products/HFD-120

TO: File, NDA 21-476

SUBJECT: Recommendation for action on NBA 21—476, for the use of Estorra
(eszopiclone) Tablets in the Treatment of Insomnia

NDA 21-476, for the use of Estorra (eszopiclone) Tablets in the Treatment of
Insomnia, was submitted by Sepracor on 1/30/03. Eszopicione is the s—isomer of

racemic zopiclone, a hypnotic marketed in 85 countries. The sponsor of

zopiclone (Rhone Poulenc Rorer) was told by this division a number of years ago
that thatt '"' , , _ 7

‘ ' ' -- The issue of carcinogenicity with
zopiclone/eszopiclone has been the subject of numerous discussions between

the division and Sepracor over time. Based on these discussions, and the

sponsor's generation of data that they believe establish that the animal findings
with zopiclone are not relevant for humans, we decided that the application could
be filed and reviewed. The sponsor submitted data from new carcinogenicity
studies with eszopiclone in the last 3 months of the original review cycle, so the
current PDUFA due date is 2/29/04.

The application contains the results of 6 controlled trials (5 in patients with
chronic insomnia, one in a transient insomnia model), safety data meeting iCH
guidelines for exposure at appropriate durations, and the required pre-clinical,
CMC, biopharmaceutic, and abuse liability data. The application has been
reviewed by Dr. Karen Brugge, medical officer (review dated 9/15/03), Dr. Ohidul
Siddiqui, statistician (review dated 11/14/03), Dr. Gurpreet Gill—Sangha, chemist
(reviews dated 9/30/03 and 11/6/03), Dr. Aisar Atrakchi, pharmacologist (review
dated 2/19/04), Dr. Barry Rosloff, supervisory pharmacologist (memo dated
2/19/04), Roswitha Kelly, statistician (review dated 12/4/03), Dr. Andre Jackson,
Office of Clinical Pharmacology and Biopharmaceutics (reviews dated 9/23/03
and 2/19/04), Dr. Silvia Calderon, Controlled Substances Staff (review dated
11/25/03), Carol Pamer, Division of Drug Risk Evaluation (review dated 9/2/03),
Linda Y. Kim—Jung, Division of Medication Errors and Technical Support
(DMETS; review dated 12/9/03), Drs. Tamal Chakraborti and Nilufer Tampai,
Division of Scientific investigations, Dr. Ni Khin, Division of Scientific

investigations (review dated 11/10/03), Dr. Gerard Boehm, safety reviewer
(review dated 10/8/03), and Dr. Paul Andreason, Psychiatric Drugs Team Leader
(memo dated 11/7/03). Drs. Brugge. Andreason, and Atrakchi recommend that

the application be Not Approved, though Dr. Rosloftconcludes that the pre- -
clinical data not serve as a reason for a Not Approvable action. In this memo, |

 



 
will offer a brief review of the relevant data, and the recommendation of the

division for action on this application.

Effectiveness

As noted above, the sponsor has submitted the results of 6 controlled trials; 5 in

patients with chronic insomnia and 1 in a transient insomnia model.

1) Study 045 was a 6 period cross—over study, each treatment period of 2 days

of treatment, employing doses of 1, 2, 2.5, 3 mg of esz, zolpidem 10 mg, and

placebo.

2) Study 046 was a parallel group study in which patients with chronic insomnia

were randomized to receive 2 mg, 3 mg, or placebo for 44 days.

3) Study 049 was a parallel group study in which patients with chronic insomnia

were randomized to receive either 3mg or placebo for 6 months.

4) Study 047 was a parallel group study in which elderly patients with chronic

insomnia were randomized to receive 2 mg or placebo for 2 weeks.

5) Study 048 was a parallel group study in which elderly patients with chronic

insomnia were randomized to receive 1 mg, 2 mg, or placebo for 2 weeks.

6) Study 026 was a parallel group study in which normal volunteers were

assessed in a sleep lab (transient insomnia model). ln this study. patients

were randomized to receive 3 mg, 3.5 mg, or placebo.

All studies except for Studies 049 and 048 used as their primary outcome

measure Objective Latency to Persistent Sleep (LPS) as measured by

polysomnography (PSG). Studies 049 and 048 used subjective sleep latency as
their primary outcome measure. The following tables provide the relevant data

for the primary outcome measures in each of these studies. The completion rate

in all studies, save Study 049, was 90% or greater. In Study 049, the completion
rate was about 60% in both treatment groups.

Study 045

1 mg 2 mg 2.5 mg 3 mg Zol Pbo

N 63 63 65 64 64 63

Mean 25.2 20.1 18.6 18.3 16.6 37.8

P—value <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001 <.0001



Study 046

N

Mean

P-value

Study 047

Mean

P-value

Study 26

N

Mean

P-value

Study 049

N

Mean

P-value

Study 048

Mean

P-value

2mg

104

23.0

<.0001

2mg-

136

19.3

<.0001

3mg

98

9.1

<.0001

3mg

593

46.7

<.0001

1mg

70

54.7

.009

105

18.0

<.0001

Pbo

128

40.8

3.5 mg

96

6.6

<.0001

Pbo

195

64.7

2mg

79

50.7

.003

Pbo

99

33.0

Pbo

98

17.9

Pbo

79

87.6



 
The following p—vaiues were obtained in the following studies for the key

secondary outcome measures, Objective Sleep Efficiency (OSE). Objective
Wake Time After Sleep Onset (WASO), and Subjective Total Sleep Time (TST):

Study 045
OSE

WASO

Study 046
OSE

WASO

Study 049
TST

Study 047
WASO

Study 048
TST

Study 026
OSE

Safety

1mg

.27

2mg

<.0001

.018

.0059

.26

.035

.0003

2.5 mg

<.0001

.012

3mg

<.0001

.33

<.000‘l

.0055

<.000‘l

<.0001

3.5 mg Pbo

<.0001

A total of 1839 subjects received at least one dose of eszopiclone; 1076 subjects

received at least one dose of 3 mg. A total of '360 patients received 3 mg for at

least 6 months, and 296 patients received 3 mg for at least 1 year.

There were no deaths in patients receiving eszopiclone in the NDA database.

There were few serious adverse events reported in controlled trials that could

reasonably be attributed to treatment. There were 185% (3%) SAEs in drug

treated patients in Study 049 (6 month controlled trial) compared to 21195 (1%) in

placebo patients. No single ADR among these in the drug—treated group

occurred in more than 3 patients (chest pain, G] disorder [2 appendicitis]

occurred in 3 patients each; agitation occurred in 2 patients).



Adverse Dropouts

In the 6 month study (Study 049), 13% of patients discontinued due to an

adverse event compared to 7% of placebo patients. Only Depression occurred in

at least 2% of eszopiclone treated patients and with an incidence twice that of the

placebo patients. No single adverse event responsible for discontinuation met
these criteria in the other controlled trials.

Adverse events

The following chart displays the adverse events occurring in at least 2% of

eszopiclone treated patients with an incidence at least twice that in the placebo

patients in the 2 week studies in elderly patients:

ADR ESZ PBO

N=315 N=208

Unpleasant taste 10% 1%

Dry Mouth 5% 2%
Dizziness 4% 2%

Pain 4% 2%

Accidental injury 2% 1%
Back Pain 2% 0%

Abnormal dreams 2% 1%

Nervousness 2% 1%

Pruritis 2% 1%

The following chart displays the adverse events occurring in at least 2% of

eszopiclone treated patients with an incidence at least twice that in the placebo

patients in the 6 week study:

ADR ESZ PBO

N=209 N=99

Unpleasant Taste 26% 3%

Somnolence 9% 3%

Infection 8% 3%

Dry Mouth 6% 3%
Rash 3% 1%

Viral Infection 3% 1%

Anxiety 2% 0%

Depression 2% 0%

Hallucinations 2% 0%

 



The following chart diSplays the adverse events occurring in at least 2% of

eszopiclone treated patients with an incidence at least twice that in the placebo

patients in the 6 month study:

ADR ESZ PBO

N=593 N=195

Unpleasant Taste 26% 6%
Infection 16% 7%

Dizziness 10% 3%

Pharyngitis 10% 5%
Somnolence 9% 3%

Back Pain 8% 3%

Dry Mouth 7% 2%

Depression 5% 2%

Anxiety 4% 2%

Arthralgia 3% 1%
Fever 2% 1%

Neck Pain 2% 1%

Peripheral Edema 2% 1%

UT! 2% 1%

Otitis Media 2% 1%

The following ADRs can reasonably be considered to be dose related:

Two Week Studies in Elderly Subject

ADR Pbo 1 mg

Dry Mouth 2% 2%
Dizziness 2% 2%

Unpleasant taste 1% 7%

Six Week Study in Non-elderly Adults

ADR Pbo 2 mg

infection 3% 5%

Dry Mouth 3% 5%

Hallucinations 0% 1 %

Libido Decreased 0% 0%

Unpleasant taste 3% 17%

 

2mg

7%

6%

12%

3mg

10%

7%

3%

3%

34%



 
Vital Signs and EKG findings

There were small mean decreases in systolic blood pressure (mean decrease of

5-6 mm Hg at 3 mg [N=123] vs essentially no change from baseline in placebo

patients [N=124]) measured close to Tmax. There appears to have been no

presentation of the proportion of patients by treatment group who met outlier

criteria for vital signs. There were no orthostatic vital sign data submitted.

There were no important mean changes in any EKG parameters measured at

approximate Tmax in 57 patients treated with 3 mg in a Phase 1 study. There

also appears to have been no presentation of the proportion of patients who met
outlier criteria for EKG intervals.

Laboratory tests

There were no important between-treatment mean changes in routine laboratory

tests in the 6 month controlled trial, nor were there any important between-

treatment differences in the proportion of patients who met outlier criteria for

routine laboratory tests in this study.

Next Day Effects

The sponsor performed two formal cross-over studies (each with N=12), one in

healthy volunteers, one in patients with chronic insomnia, in which patients

received one night each of Estorra 2 mg, 3 mg, flurazepam 30 mg, and placebo.

Each patient was tested with a battery of computerized cognitive tests that

ostensibly assessed numerous domains of functioning (e.g., various measures of

attention, speed of recognition, responses, etc.) at both 9.5 and 12 hours after

dosing. In general, there were numerous decrements in functioning on drug

(some dose related) compared to placebo, though few reached formal statistical

significance (see Dr. Brugge's review, appendix, Tables VllAi—VilA12, pages
202-214).

Formal testing of next day effects in chronicaily treated patients was not done.

Withdrawal effects

The sponsor presented withdrawal adverse events for three two studies: Study

046, the 6 week trial in non-elderly adults, Study 048, a 2 week trial in elderly

patients. and Study 049, the 6 month trial. For the latter study, as Dr. Brugge
notes, the sponsor reported spontaneously reported adverse events within the 2

weeks after drug discontinuation; therefore, this cannot be considered an

adequate assessment of potential withdrawal effects.

In Study 046, the sponsor assessed various sleep parameters throughout the

treatment period and on the first and second nights after drug discontinuation. ln



 
general, patients withdrawn from drug demonstrated a worsening on these

measures compared to their last on-study measurements, as well as a worsening
on these measures compared to their pro-study baseline (this latter is usually
considered as the definition of "rebound"). Some of these changes, both within-

treatment as well as drug-placebo differences were statistically significant, more

commonly on the first post-discontinuation night. These changes were resolving
by the second post-discontinuation night.

Adverse events after drug discontinuation were those reported the day after drug
discontinuation if the patient completed the study or within 48 hours after early
discontinuation. Only Abnormal Dreams (0%, 0%, 2% in the placebo, 2 mg, and
3 mg groups, respectively) appeared to increase with dose.

In Study 048, there also appeared to be a worsening on several sleep
parameters on the first night after drug discontinuation compared to the last on-
treatment night, but in general the post-treatment values were about the same as

those at baseline. Although several adverse events occurred at a greater
incidence in the 2 mg group compared to placebo within the first 1-2 days after
treatment discontinuation, any specific event appeared to have occurred in no

more than a few patients.

Other Potential Safety Issues ,'

As Dr. Brugge notes, there appears to be an increased incidence of "Infection"

on drug compared to placebo, but the sponsor has included under this preferred
term only a restricted set of verbatim terms (e.g., the sponsor did not include
pharyngitis, bronchitis, etc. in their incidence calculations). While it is not obvious
why there should be an increase in the incidence of various kinds of infection on

drug compared to placebo, we cannot ignore the finding, if it is one.

Further, there also appears to be an increased incidence of "Accidental injury" on
drug compared to placebo, but, as in the case of "Infection", it is not clear that the

sponsor has included all possibly relevant verbatim terms in this calculation

("accidental injury" is a preferred term under which sponsors often do not
subsume all potentially relevant verbatim terms, in my experience).

Carcinogenicity

As noted above, the issue of carcinogenicity has been prominent in the

development of this drug. The division had previously informed RPR that the

/

in this application, the sponsor has submitted the carcinogenicity studies
previously performed with zopiclone, as well as additional studies they have



performed with eszopiclone itself. These latter studies include two year studies
in mice and rats, as well as a p53 study in mice (eszopiclone and a primary
metabolite, S-desmethylzopiclone, are genotoxic). As Drs. Atrakchi and Rosloff
note, all of the studies done with eszopiclone itself are negative. The two year
mouse study, however, is considered technically inadequate, because an MTD
was not reached; in this study. though, exposure to S-zopiclone was greater than
that in the study with the racemate. The two year rat study reached an MTD, but
the exposures to s—zopiclone in this study were less than those achieved in the
rat study with the racemate.

As noted, alt of the tumor findings were seen only in the studies with the
racemate.

Four tumor types were seen: fibromas and sarcomas in male mice, pulmonary
adenomas and adenocarcinomas in female mice, mammary adenocarcinomas in
female rats, and thyroid follicular cell carcinomas in male rats. The sponsor has
provided arguments to support their conclusions that these tumors are not
relevant for people.

Regarding the fibromas and sarcomas in male mice, the sponsor argues that the
increase in these tumors was secondary to aggression in mice that were group—
housed (fighting resulted in the production of encrustations leading to tumors).
Studies done in animals caged individually showed no such tumors. Both Drs.
Rosloff and Atrakchi agree that the sponsor’s explanation is acceptable.

Regarding the thyroid follicular cell carcinomas in male rats, the sponsor argues
that these tumors are a result of increased circulating TSH that is related to a
decrease in circulating thyroid hormone that is itself secondary to induction of
hepatic metabolizing enzymes. This is a commonly proposed mechanism
presumed to underlie this tumor type in animals, and it is also generally agreed
that this mechanism is irrelevant for humans. Both Drs. Atrakchi and Rosloff

agree that this argument reasonably supports the conclusion that this tumor type
is not relevant for humans.

Regarding the pulmonary tumors in female mice, the relevant incidences are
given below (taken from Dr. Roslofi‘s memo of 2119704):

Control 1 Control 2 1 mg/kg 10 mglkg 100 mgfkg

Adenoma 9.6% 7.7% 9.6% 5.7% 19.2%

Carcinoma 0% 0% 1.9% 0% 3.8%

Ad or Ca 96% 7.7% 11.5% 5.7% 23.1%



 
The trend test for the combination of adenomas and carcinomas is statisticaliy

significant, although the tests for adenomas and carcinomas individualty were
not.

The incidence of adenomas in me high dose group was outside the range of the

historical control for the lab (upper limit 6.8%), but, as Dr. Rosloff notes, this may

be misleading; in this study, the sponsor performed 10 sections per animal,

while in the studies that constitute the historical control, the more typical 2-3

sectionslorgan were performed. Further, the incidences given in the table above

were obtained from a Pathology Working Group (PWG), which diagnosed fewer

tumors than the labs pathologists (suggesting that historical control values, had

they been determined by the PWG, might have been different than those

quoted).

In addition, there were no earty onset of tumors, and, as noted, there were no

such tumors seen in the study of s—zopiclone, in which exposures at the high

dose were about 10 times those achieved in this study of the racemate (although.

as Dr. Rosloff notes, this study used a different strain and dosing regimen). '

Regarding the mammary adenocarcinomas in female rats, the following chart,

again taken from Dr. Rosloff’s memo, presents the relevant incidences:

Control 1 Control 2 1 mg/kg 10 mglkg 100 mg/kg

8% 22% 18% 30% 36%

The incidence of these tumors in the high dose group was statistically

significantly greater than that in the combined control group, and the incidences

in the mid and high dose groups were greater than the upper limit (18.6%) of the
historical control from this lab.

The sponsor argues that these tumors are the result of a state of drug-induced

early senescence in these animals, with attendant constant estrogen secretion

(specifically, reproductive senescence is presumably initiated by a blockade of
LH surges, which results in persistent estrus and constant estrogen secretion;

this mechanism does not occur in humans). However, as both Dr. Rosloff and

Atrakchi conclude, this mechanism is not well supported by the sponsor’s
argument for the following reasons:

They have not adequately documented that zopiclone produces consistent LH
blockade.

While some drugs (e.g., atrazine) do produce LH blockade and early senescence

and mammary tumors. other drugs (e.g., zaleplon and zolpidem) produce LH
blockade but are not associated with mammary tumors.

IO



 
While treatment with the racemate did result in early senescence (diagnosed

histopathologicaliy) in rats, treatment with s—zopiclone resulted in an even greater

degree of early senescence, but was not associated with mammary tumor
formation.

Other mechanisms (as Dr. Rosloff suggests, for example, changes in estrogen

levels secondary to actions other than LH blockade) could account for similar

results, but were not investigated.

Although no mammary tumors were seen in the study with eszopiclone, the

exposures to s—zopiclone in that study were about 50% of those seen in the study

of the racemate. Still, the exposure at the high dose in the s-zopiclone study is

about 80 times that at the proposed human dose. However, assuming linearity,

the exposure to s-zopiclone at the dose associated with a numerical, but not a

statistically significant, increase in tumor incidence in the racemate study (10

mglkg dose) is about 16 times that achieved in the human (in particular, if the

margin is 80 fold in the high dose s—zopiclone study, and this exposure is 50% of

that seen in the high dose group in the racemate study, the exposure margin to

s-zopiclone in the racemate study would be 160 told at the 100 mg/kg dose. This

implies that the exposure margin at the 10 mg/kg dose would be about 1/10 of

this, or 16 fold).

As noted by the clinical review team, the number of tumors seen in the data base

is unclear. It appears that the number of tumors (benign and/or malignant)

diagnosed in either the double—blind portion of Study 049 (the 6 month controlled

trial) or the open-label experience is not clearly reported. It appears, from my

reading of the reviews, that a total of 7 patients were diagnosed with tumors in

the open-label experience, but anywhere from 16-24 patients were diagnosed

with tumors in the 593 drug treated patients during the controlled portion of Study

049, compared to 0/195 placebo patients. The sponsor has not provided a

comprehensive report of the tumor incidence in their database, nor have they

provided sufficient details about the individual cases for the team to be able to

adequately assess this issue (clearly, the team is not even able to

unambiguously determine the number of such potential cases). Dr. Boehm has

reviewed the sponsor's report of post—marketing cases for zopiclone (based on

PSURs and PEM data); while he concludes that there is no affirmative signat, he

also concludes that these data are not adequate to assess the risk for cancer.

Other issues

DMETS has concluded that the sponsor should not be permitted to use the brand

name Estorra, because of the similarity to Estrace, a treatment for moderate to

severe vasomotor symptoms associated with menopause, marketed as a tablet

and a vaginal cream. Both drugs are available in a 2 mg strength. Their
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assessment reveals a fairly striking similarity between the appearance of both

names when written in script.

COMMENTS

The sponsor has submitted the results of five randomized controlled trials in

patients with chronic insomnia, as well as one randomized trial in normal

volunteers in a mode! of transient insomnia. These trials document highly

significant between-treatment differences for all doses (2 and 3 mg in non-elderly

adults and 1 and 2 mg in the elderly) on their respective primary outcomes, either

objective or subjective measures of sleep latency. Both 2 and 3 mgs also have

shown significant differences from placebo on measures of sleep maintenance

(either objective WASO or subjective total sleep time) in the non-elderly, and 2

mg has been shown to result in a significant drug-placebo difference on sleep

maintenance in the elderly. in the non-elderly, the 3 mg dose appears to provide

a superior effect (as measured by numerical advantage over the 2 mg dose) for

both sleep latency and maintenance.

i believe that the sponsor has submitted substantial evidence of effectiveness of

Estorra as a hypnotic that can effect sleep latency and maintenance. I also

agree with Dr. Andreason that Study 045. a 6 period cross—over study, while also

highly "positive" by protocol, may not be considered a criticat study because the

design is not typically relied upon as appropriate for a trial contributing to a

finding of substantial evidence of effectiveness.

Dr. Brugge raises a number of objections to the sponsor's conclusion that

effectiveness has been demonstrated. I agree with Dr. Andreason that

effectiveness has been demonstrated, and find most of Dr. Brugge‘s objections
less than compelling (in particular, for example, i do not find the mistaken

administration of "stock solution" to 6-8% of patients in Study 026 particularly

problematic, given the overwhelming statistical significance seen in this, and all

other studies). I do agree, however, that the large incidence of "Unpleasant

taste", especially in the higher dose group, is potentially problematic with regard

to the maintenance of the blind. Although I believe that this has not irreparably
damaged the studies (for example, in some studies the incidence of the ADR

was relatively iow in the drug group), I also believe that the sponsor should be

asked to address this question. For example, they might perform an exploratory

analysis of the patients who did not report this ADR; while this would be, of

course, an analysis of non-randomized patients, subject to all of the expected

problems, the results might be of interest. Further, a fuller explanation of the

time course of this ADR might be helpfui (for example, if the unpleasant taste

resolved soon after treatment initiation, it might be considered less likely that this

would have an effect further out in time during the trial).

The sponsor has also accrued sufficient experience in the relevant population at

the relevant closes with which to adequately assess the safety in use of Estorra.
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As far as I can teil, given the data as presented, there appears to be no obvious
finding that would, alt other things being equal, preclude approval.

However, I believe the sponsor has not provided sufficient details of some

adverse events in order to allow us to conclude that the safety data are adequate
for approval at this time.

Specifically, the sponsor has not provided an adequate assessment of the

adverse events "Infection" and "Accidental injury". in each case, preliminary
examination suggests an incidence greater than in the placebo group, but the

sponsor has not adequately identified all events that could potentially be
classified in these categories. Dr. Brugge describes in detail how this is true for

"infection", and I believe it is equally true for "Accidentat injury". In particular, a
detailed examination of the verbatim terms that might reasonably be considered

appropriate to subsume under this preferred term (e.g., bruising, laceration, etc.)
has, in other settings, given a clue to drug-related hypotensive related events.

This is particularly important in this case, given that the sponsor did not provide
any orthostatic vital sign data. 1 recommend that the sponsor examine their

database for all verbatim terms that couid reasonably be related to these two

preferred terms, and perform a detailed analysis of any drug (and dose) related
events.

Further, as noted, the sponsor has not provided any orthostatic vital sign data. i
believe they should, or justify why this should not be necessary. While it is true
that patients should take the drug immediately before going to sleep, it is
certainly possible that this will not happen uniformly were the drug to be widely
available.

Of course, the review team is particularly concerned about the apparent
increased incidence of neopiasia in the 6 month controlled trial. The cases are

not adequately characterized, and the team cannot even be certain of the total

number of such cases. i agree that the sponsor should perform a
comprehensive examination of these cases, and provide us with a coherent

analysis of the issue of tumor (benign and malignant) occurrence in the
controlled trial database. Until this issue has been further clarified, it is difficult to

state whether or not this is an issue of concern (while i admit that it is difficult to

imagine that Estorra has either caused‘or promoted tumor formation, especially
of multiple types as reported, in this extremely short time frame, i still believe that

the sponsor has not adequately addressed this issue, an issue, as the review

team notes, about which we had expressed considerable concern prior to the
submission of the application). This "finding", however, would not preclude the
issuance of an Approvabie letter.

i also agree with DMETS' conclusion that the trade name Estorra has the

potential to result in medication errors related to its similarity in appearance to
Estrace, which also is available a 2 mg dosage strength. In my view, it is more



 
appropriate to prevent these errors from occurring by changing the name prior to
marketing rather than trying to deal with the errors after the fact, an outcome that

is often difficult to achieve, and the success of which is equally difficult to assess.
Finally, however, we are left with the issue of the carcinogenicity findings in

animals. I agree with the pharmacology review team that the skin and thyroid
tumors are dissmissabie.

However, the pulmonary tumors in the female mouse are not as easily ignorable.
As Drs. Atrakchi and Rosloff note, the combined incidence of adenomas and

carcinomas is statistically significantly greater in the high dose group than in the

placebo group. Dr. Rosloff concludes that the signal for drug induced tumors is

real but small, given that it only occurred in one sex of one Species, and that

there was no evidence of early onset of tumor formation. Further, the tumor was

only seen in the study of the racemate, and although the study of the s-isomer

did not reach an MTD, the exposure to the s-isomer in that study at the high dose
was about 12 times the exposure to the s-isomer at the high dose in the

racemate study. 1 agree that the signal for this tumor type is small, although, as
Dr. Rosloff notes. it is not negative.

The female rat mammary tumors pose a bigger problem, in my view.

As noted. the incidence of tumors in the high dose group is significantly greater
than in the combined control groups (combining the control groups is, in my view,
the appropriate maneuver when considering the control rate). As Drs. Rosloff

and Atrakchi both clearly describe, the sponsor has not adequately documented

that their proposed mechanism of tumor formation (early senescence caused by
blockade of LH surges resulting in constant exposure to estrogen) is responsible
for the occurrence of these tumors (had they been able to establish this
mechanism, it would likely have convinced us that the tumors were irrelevant for

people). i completely agree with the team that this mechanism has not been
established.

The question, then, is whether or not the tumor signal is of concern for patients.

The tumor was not seen in the study of the s-isomer, and the margin between the
exposure to the s—isomer in that study and the recommended human dose is

about 80. This margin would be important if the tumor formation was attributable

to a non-genotoxic mechanism, as Dr. Rosloff suggests it might be.

However, i have discussed this issue with Dr. Rosloff, and he acknowledges that
we do not have strong evidence that the tumor formation is as the result of a non-

genotoxic mechanism. Further, as l described earlier, making some apparentiy
reasonable assumptions about dose linearity, the exposure to the s-isomer in the

racemate (tumor positive) study at the 10 mg/kg/day dose, not, in my View, a true
NOEL, would be expected to be only about 16 times greater than the exposure in
the human at the recommended dose.
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Further, we know the drug and its major metabolite (the desmethylzopiclone) are
clastogenic, so it is at least reasonable to suggest that the tumor formation might
be via a genotoxic mechanism. '

i am aware that the p53 mouse study was negative; this assay is presumed to be
sensitive to genotoxic compounds, but based on my discussions with Drs. Rosloff

and Atrakchi, it seems that this assertion is not particularly well supported by
evidence. In summary, the arguments in favor of concluding that these tumors

pose no risk for humans is that they did not appear in the study of the s-isomer,

the safety margin at the highest dose in that study is about 80, and the p53 study
was negative. On the other hand, the margin at the NOEL in the study in which
the tumor did occur is (or is expected to be) on the order of about 16, we have no

good evidence (from the study itself) that the mechanism of tumor formation is

tumor promotion, the drug and its major metabolite are clastogenic so it is
reasonable to raise the possibility that the mechanism of tumor formation is, in

fact genotoxic (in which case the notion of a safety margin is presumably much
less relevant), and the evidence is weak that the p53 is adequately sensitive to
genotoxic carcinogens.

l conclude from this that the finding is not ignorable, and can be considered of

concern for people. While, as stated, there is much to support the view that this
is of no concern clinically, l believe that the arguments in favor of considering this
a potential signal of concern are more powerful. I acknowledge that this is
somewhat conservative, but it seems appropriate in my view.

Of course, the question then becomes whether or not the signal is sufficient to
preclude approval.

in considering this question, we must consider the strength of the signal, the
indication for which it is being proposed, and, even, perhaps, the risks of other
available treatments.

Considering the latter point first, Dr. Rosloff notes that the labels for the two most

recently approved hypnotics, zolpidem and zaleplon, mention tumor findings,
albeit not strong ones. I would only add that in both cases the Agency seemed to
have determined that these findings were not relevant for humans. In particular,
although he states that there is a cryptic statement about the relationship
between renal tumors and zolpidem, my reading of the label suggests that the
Agency considered this not to be a "real" finding at all.

i think that the mouse tumors (and, to a lesser degree) the rat pulmonary
findings, are true findings, and pose at least a potential risk for humans, for the

reasons given above. Given this conclusion, it is, of course, impossible to predict
how significant a risk (if any) this poses for humans. but it would appear small. I
would argue, however, that a risk of this sort (carcinoma), in the setting of



 
recently approved drugs without such a potential risk, for the indication insomnia,

for a treatment with no evidence of a benefit of any sort compared to other

available treatments, is too great a risk to justify approval. For this reason, I

recommend that the application be considered Not Approvable, and the attached
Not Approvable letter be issued.

Because there is however, also a reasonable argument to be made for

considering the application Approvable (this would entail, in my view, a
conclusion that the animal carcinogenicity findings are not relevant and/or pose

an acceptable risk to humans. conclusions with which I obviously disagree), we

are fonzvarding a draft Approvable letter, as well as draft labeling.

Russell Katz, MD.
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M E M O R A N D U M DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION

CENTER FOR DRUG EVALUATION AND RESEARCH

DATE: November 7, 2003

, @”W”
FROM: Paul J. Andreason,‘ MD. 1 ’

Team Leader, Psychiatric Drug Products

Division ofNeuropharmacological Drug Products
HFD-l 20

SUBJECT: Recommendation for Non—Approvable Action for Eszopiclone for the Treatment of
Insomnia

TO: File, NDA 21-476'

[Note This memo should be filed with the January 30, 2003 original
submission ofthese NDAs.]

10 BACKGROUND

Eszopiclone (Estorra®)IS the S—enantiomer of zopiclone Zopicloneis marketedin
several non—US countries as a hypnotic,' .__—

appeared to be a strong signal ofagrimal carcinogenicity. This pre-clinical signal consisted
of skin, thyroid, lung and mammary tumors. Racemic (RS)-zopiclone was originally
developed by Rhone-Poulenc Rorer (RPR) andIS currently marketed by RPR1n 85

countries, including Great Britain, France, Germany, Canada, Norway, Sweden, and Japan

under the trade names Arnoban®, Datolan®, Datovane®, Foltran®, Imovane®,

Limovane®, Siaten®, Ximovan®, andZimovane®

It is my understanding that the original approval outside of the US was based on the

judgment that the animal findings ”Were irrelevant to humans and that zepiclone was not

mutagenic. Recently, however, eszopiclone mutagenicity studies were positive and S-

desmethyl zopiclone, a major metabolite of eszopiclone was found to be clastogenic. The
relevance of the animal findings to humans in zopiclone remains controversial. The

Division‘s position has been that there are multiple effective hypnotics on the market that

do not have animal cancer signals and we need not approve one that does.

I note that the review of this NDA was difficult for many of the review disciplines

including the clinical reviewer. Some critical items were missing at filing that the sponsor

provided very close to the filing decisio'ri'deadline. In some cases, items from the 75-day

letter arrived very late in the review cycle. One 'of these was the post-marketing analysis

of cancer cases for zopiclone.

The application itself was difficult to navigate. The original application was provided in

what I can only describe as a drafi format with multiple errata documents appended to it.

These did not appear to be trivial changes at the time of filing. These errata documents

were merely attached to the original submission and were neither incorporated nor
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hyperlinked into the electronic document. As a condition for filing we required the
sponsor to replace the incorrect sections in their submission. The finished filable
submission arrived to us within a few days of the filing date. In the end, time ran out on

the review cycle and an action was due. This is the reason that we are still not certain as
to the number of reports of neoplasia in study 190-049; we did not have time to clarify this
with the company given the multiple problems leading up to the action deadline.

2.0 CHEMISTRY

The Chemistry Team has issued a CMC deficiency letter and judged that the submission

was approvable item a chemistry standpoint.

3.0 PHARMACOLOGY

The Pharmacology Toxicology reviewer, Dr Atrachi, recommends that eszopiclone not be

approved from a pro-clinical standpoint. She states that the pro-clinical profile for for RS-

zopiclone and S—zopiclone leaves incompletely explained mammary tumors in rats,

positive clastogenic responses in in vitro mammalian assays for RS-zopiclone, S—
zopiclone, and the active metabolite S—desmethyl zopiclone, and marked reproductive

toxicity and adverse effects on male and female rat fertility. She states that the results to
date from the mechanistic studies only partially support the theory that the mammary

gland tumors were induced as a result of early onset reproductive senescence. Her

conclusion is supported by the fact that zaleplon and zolpidem, both GABA agenists from

the same drug class cause estrus cycle disturbances, but neither drug induced mammary

tumors or any relevant tumors in two-year carcinogenicity studies.

4.0 BIOPHARMACEUTICS

The OCPB review Team found that there was sufficient data to take an approvable action

fiom an OCPB standpoint. Their recommendations for labeling and recommendations to

the sponsor are outlined in their review.

5.0 CLINICAL DATA

5.1 Efficacy Data

The Sponsor makes a claim for efficacy in, for both transientvand chronic-insomnia. They support the

claim for chronic insomnia based on the results of five studies. Two of the five pivotal studies were

performed in elderly patients (190-047, 190-048) while the remaining three pivotal chronic insomnia

studies were performed in adults (190—045, 190-046, 190-049). Their claim for transient insomnia is

based on the results of one positive study (190-026).

5.1.1 Summary of Studies of Chronic Insomnia

The design ofeach of the trials supporting the claim for chronic insomnia in adults follows in tabular
form: ‘

Protocol! Study Study Design Treatment Groups N(Completers) N (ITT Efficacy)
Population {oral tablet unless otherwise (% of HT Safety)

specified)

190-045 PSG Cross—Over Trials in Non-Elderly Adult Patients with Chronic (Primary) Insomnia
MC (7 sites), DB , 2—Day 2-Day Dosing: Total: 63 (97%) “MlCondition

Efficacy PSG Study dosing per Treatment 1 mg ESZ
Non-Elderly Adults with ConditioniVisil, 6-Way X- 2 mg ESZ
Chronic [Insomnia over, Random, PC 2.5 mg E82.

3 mg ESZ
Placebo group
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190-046 6-Week (44 nights) PSG Parallel Group Trial in Non—Elderly Adult Patients with Chronic (Primary)
Insomnia

Efficacy and Safety, MC (51 sites), MD (44 Days),DB, 44 Days Treatment- Last PSG visit
PSGJOW Study Parallel, Random., PC on Treatment Day 29:
Non-Elerly Adults with 2 mg E82 97 (93%) 104
Clmmic [mm]: 3 mg E82 101 (96%) 105

Placebo group 94 (95%} 99
Total: 292 Total: 308

190-049 Long Term (6 months DB, 6 months Opel Label Extension) Sleep Diary, Outpatient, Parallel Group Trial in
Non-Elderly Adult Patients with Chronic (Primary) Insomnia
A Safety & Ellicacy Sleep MC (69 sites), Random, PC, MD, 6-1110th DB Phase: 6-month; DB Phase: 6-month DB Phase:
Dilr'yIOdp-thlt Study 6-month DB- Parallel, then 6-
Non—Elderly Mulls with month Open label Extension
Chronic [Insomnia

3 mg E82. 360 (61%) 593
Placebo group 11 1 (57%) 195

Total: 47! Total: 788

6—mon1hs Open label lip—mulls 0L ESZ: 6-months 0L ESZ:
Extension Phase (0L): 332 (31%) 471

3 mg 1582 DB & 01.. ESE: DB & 0L ESZ:
12 mo. E82: 296 12 mo. E82: 360

I 6 mo. Placebo & 6 me 6 mo. Placebo & 6 mo.
E52: 86 E82: 1 1 1

MC- mold-center, MD- multiple dose, PC- placebo controlled, 0L» open label, DB- double blinded, Parallel~ Parallel Group Design,
ESZ-eaopiclone

Study 190—045 was a double-blind six—treatment cross-over study. Though the Division views
crossover studies as supportive, we do not usually view them as pivotal studies in sleep trials. These
are usually considered as part of the phase II dose finding portion of the development program. This
is because sleep parameters measured later in the study will be improved over baseline merely due to
the better sleep hygiene practices that are enforced by the course of the study. Likewise, as Dr Brugge
notes, there is an unpleasant taste associated with eszopiclone that is reported in a dose dependent
fashion. Given the nature of the crossover study, this potential source of unblinding will have a
greater chance of biasing a crossover study where the taste of one treatment may be compared against
that of another L

Nonetheless, in study 190045 the sponsor's primary efficacy variable was the objective
(polysomnographically measured), average 2-night value of the latency to persistent sleep (LPS).
They claim a "key secondary variable" of Sleep Efficiency (total time slept ltime in bed). Both items
were significantly better than placebo at all doses. Sleep parameters usually improve in all groups
over the course of the study

Stud 190-045 Laten to Persistent Slee:

_ Em iclone
Objective . .
Latency to
Persistent Slee I

 

 

 

Overall Effect 

Pairwise p—Vallle
vs Placebo

 
 

Key secondary variables of wake-time-after-sieep-onset MASO) and sieep efficiency were also
analyzed. Sleep efficiency was significantly improved over placebo at all doses for Eszopiclone and
zolpidem. WASO was significantly better than placebo for 2.5 (p=0.02) and 3.0-mg (p—0.01) groups
but not for 1.0, 2.0, or for zolpidem lO-mg.
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Study 190-046 is a double-blind, parallel group 44-night study of eszopiclone at 2 and 3—mg in
patients with chronic primary insomnia; however, the primary efficacy variable was PSG
measurement of LPS, the last ofwhich was on night 29. At the time points of 1, 15 and 29 days of
treatment both 2 and 3-mg doses significantly separate from placebo on LPS by PSG (the primary

efficacy variable.

  

  
  

 

 
 Stud 190-04611’81) PSG

Objective 2.0-mg BID-mg
Latenqto
PersistentSlee
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 Pairwise p-Value 50.0001 50 0001

vs Placebo -N' -_ ht 29

—_-fi‘-E_

20.5 _
Pairwise p—Value 0.0009 50.0001
vs Placebo

_—_—
 ANOVA on rank transformed data usin_ MIXED nrocedure

The key secondary variables of WASO and sleep efficiency were not uniformly positive throughout all
time points in the 3-mg group. Though the 3—mg group was positive at all time points for sleep
efficacy, it failed only at night 15 for WASO. WASO was only positive on night 1 in the 2-mg group.
Sleep efficiency failed at night 15 but was positive at other time points.

Study 190-049 was a 6—month double-blind, placebo controlled study of adults with chronic primary
insomnia. The primary efficacy variable was subjective sleep latency (often referred to as time-t0-
sleep—onset [TSO] in the literature). 593 patients were assigned to the eszopiclone treatment groups
and 195 to the placebo group. According to table VIC19 in the appendix ofDr, Brugge's review, 69%
of the eszopicione treated patients received at least 5-months of double blind therapy. The sponsor
averaged months 1—3 and 4-6 as well as each month individually. All of these analyses of mean TSO
were significantly less than placebo with the mean effect size varying from l4«20 minutes of
improvement (pSOOOOI). The key secondary variable of total sleep time was also positive at ali time
points (pSODOOl).

Elderly Patients with Chroriic Insomnia
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The following table outlines the design and enrollment characteristics of the two controlled studies of

elderly patients with chronic primary insomnia.

Chronic Insomnia Trials in Elderly Adults
Protocol No and Study Study Design Treatment Groups N- Completels N— ITT Efficacy

(“/o of ITT Efficacy
Population)

l90—047—2-chk PSG Elfincy and Safety Study MC (48 US sites, 2 Canada 1.5 mg ESZ. (aborted) Aborted @ 11:28
Elderly Adults (65—36 yo) with Chronic sites), BBQ-week MD, Parallel
Insomnia erp, PC

2 mg 1332 133 {98%) 136
Placebo group I22 (95%) 128

Total: 283 Total:264

190-048-2-Week Sleep Diary Efficacy and Safety MC (32 sites), DB, $ka 1.0 mg E82 67 (91%) 72
Study Elderly Adults (64-85 yo) with Chronic Mo, Parallel Group, PC
Insomnia

2 mg 1332 70 (89%) 79
Placebo 73 (90%) 80

Total: 210 Total: 231

Study 190-047 was a study of 292 65-85 year—old patients with chronic insomnia. It was a multi-center

double blind, placebo controlled, fixed dose parallel group, two~week study that used PSG as a
primary efficacy measure. The Sponsor analyzed two co-primary PSG variables— median LPS and

median Sleep Efficiency of the 2-mg group. Both were significantly better than placebo at nights 1
and 14 (ngDOOl). They also designated WASO in the 2-mg group as a key secondary variable that
was significantly less than placebo.

Study 190-048 was a study of 231 65-85 year-old patients with chronic insomnia. It was a multi-center

double blind, placebo controlled, fixed dose parallel group, two-week study that used sleep diaries
administered via an interactive voice response system ([VRS) as a primary efficacy measure. The
Sponsor analyzed two co-primary sleep diary variables- median subjective sleep latency and median
sleep efficiency of the 2-mg group. Both were significantly better than placebo at nights 1 and 14
(p50.001). They also analyzed a key secondary variable, subjective total sleep time in the 2-mg group,
that separated from placebo at both nights 1 and 14.

5.1.2 Summary of Studies of Transient insomnia

Study 190-026 of transient insomnia used the test model of healthy volunteers during their first night
in the sleep lab. In Dr Brugge's review she was concerned about the sponsor using a post-study
blinded committee to determine which patients could be considered for evaluation. She was mistaken

in her belief that this applied to the analysis of the primary efficacy variable. This post—study
exclusion of patients applied to their analysis of the DS ST, a safety measure. Though the use of such
a board is questionable for the DSST analysis, the sponsor did in fact analyze the ITT patient
population in the efficacy analysis.

Tabular results of this study follow:
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5.l.3 Conclusions Regarding Efficacy Data

The sponsor presents 5 studies in support of the efficacy of zopiclone in the treatment of chronic
insomnia. All patients had placebo exposure either through a placebo control in the cross-over study
or a placebo run-in. This presents a setting where the unpleasant taste of the zopiclone can be detected
and compared. Had there been no placebo run-in in the parallel group studies then the bitter taste
could still be considered behind the blind, because patients would be less informed as to if it were the
pill or the active ingredient in the pill that was responsible for the taste. Generally speaking,
unblinding is a common practical problem in clinical trials. It is unfortunate that the sponsor did not
control for the unpleasant taste in their formulation as the Division had suggested.

The review of the studies from the Division of Biometrics and Statistics confirmed the results of the
sponsor's analysis. Given the weight ofevidence, I conclude that eszopiclone is effective in the
treatment ofboth transient and chronic insomnia.

5.2 Safety

Clinical Exploration of Pre—clinical Carcinogenicity Signal
The unresolved clinical safety concern that I have about eszopiclone has its root in the preclinical
carcinogenicity findings discussed above in section 3. These preclinical carcinogenicity findings with
the racemate kept zopiclone from the market in the US. The sponsor had not included a post—
marketing analysis of reports of cancer associated with zopiclone in the original NDA. In the context
of the preclinical findings and as a'condition for filing the NDA for eszopiclone, the Division asked
the sponsor to do an analysis of the reported cases ofneoplasia in post-marketing adverse event data
for zopiclone. Additionally, given the 6—month double-blind treatment period it was incumbent on the
clinical reviewer to look for any cancer signals in the controlled trial database as well as the extended
open label experience.

The analyses ofpost-marketing experience of zopiclone and 6-month controlled trial data of
eszopiclone are necessary for the work-up of this drug. The reason being that even though this work-
up does not offer mitigation for preclinical findings that are viewed as positive, these analyses if
positive for a human cancer signal would confirm the concerns of the preclinical reviewer, even if
those concerns were ambivalent. '
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The review of the spontaneous adverse event reports for racemic aopiclone was performed by Jerry
Boehm, MD of the Safety Team. He stated that the presented data did not provide evidence for an
increased risk of cancer in patients taking zopiclone, but that this post marketing information was not
helpfill in ruling out a contribution zopiclone to a potential cause for cancer.

Dr. Brugge‘s review of the spontaneously reported adverse events in the 6-month placebo controlled
study (190-049) revealed that we need clarifying information. Due to inconsistencies in the tables, Dr.
Brugge is unable to tell if there are 16 or 24 line listing reports of "neoplasia" in the 593 eszopiclone
treated patients. There are 0/195 reports ofneoplasia for the placebo treated patients in 190-049. It is
difficult for me to gain a sense of perspective on these reports. Many seem benign from their verbatim
terms but why they were coded as neoplasia is a mystery without an explanation from the sponsor.
The lack of firrther explanation might lead one to believe that nothing ofconcern occurred; however,
there are at least three cases that seem to deserve more than the perfirnctory description that they were
given.

One case (80450024) which, by its description seems to be a progressing work-up to rule out a
diagnosis of disseminated cancer, appears lost to follow-up after she drops out of the study because of
her findings of nodules and neoplasia. This is not reported as a serious adverse event even though the
reason for her discontinuation is coded as "neoplasia". Another event coded as Breast Neoplasm was
reported in subject 0406001, a 57 year old Caucasian female with no history of medical conditions
who experienced a “lump” in her lefl breast after approximately 1 '/2 months of double-blind
treatment. It was considered “benign,” presumably based on ultrasound and mammography that were
conducted, but the results were not described. The course of her breast lump overtime were not
described yet study drug was discontinued upon discovery of the “lump”. Neoplasm was reported in
subject 0421004, a 62 year old female with no medical problems at screening who had a “nodule in
throat” after approximately 5 months ofdouble-blind treatment. This nodule was described as being
resolved 10 days afier cessation of treatment. The narrative provides no other information (eg. if any
diagnostic tests were conducted). Though these are coded as neoplasm and though they lead to
dropout, no detail is provided and they were never coded or reported as "serious" by the sponsor at any
time during the course of the studies.

The sponsor did not seem to note the inter~group discrepancy in the number of spontaneous adverse
event reports of neoplasia and perhaps consequently provided no explanation for the imbalance in their
occurrence in the eszopiclone treated patients. On the other hand, I note that the entry criteria
specifically restricted patients with an increased risk for breast, lung, or thyroid cancer unless they had
a negative thyroid scan, chest X—ray, or mammogram within a year of the study's start. It appears from
this exclusion criterion that the sponsor was aware of the animal cancer signal and made plans to limit
the number of spurious cases of canoer that might crop up. Therefore if carcinoma is confirmed in any
of these adverse event reports of neoplasia, then they can not be viewed in the same way we might
usually look at background rates of neoplasia in clinical trials.

1 do not say that these cases represent a human signal for cancer in this data, but in the end, I believe
that all of these cases need to be thoroughly explained prior to considering this drug for approval given
the pro-clinical findings of thyroid, mammary, skin, and lung tumors with zopiclone.

Safety Concerns related to Drug Class

Eszopiclone possesses the expected adverse event profile of the other hypnotics with comparable
plasma half-lives. Dr. Brugge addresses these in her review. These included but are not limited to
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hallucinations, amnesia, difficulty concentrating, memory impairment, depression, somnolence, and
accidental injury. Ofnote, Dr. Brugge did not find any report of seizure or drug dependence.

Other Safety Concerns Raised by Dr. Brugge

Dr. Brugge raises concerns about the increased incidence of thyroid abnormalities, increased incidence
of reports of infection, and differences in mean platelet counts in some of the short term controlled

trial data. It is not clear to me what these findings may represent, but given the data from the 6-month
controlled trial, it appears that if there is a drug effect on these parameters in the short term, then it
seems to disappear or be of no clinical significance. Though the group difference in platelets remains
in the long-term study, the eszopiclone patients do not have a mean decrease in their values, but the
placebo group has a mean increase. There are no serious adverse events that could be attributed to
decreased platelets.

6.0 WORLD LITERATURE

The sponsor performed a review of the world literature for eszopiclone and zopiclone. Our review of
the zopiclone literature provided by the sponsor focused on potential carcinogenicity in humans.
There are no other outstanding safety concerns with either zopiclone or eszopiclone besides
carcinogenicity and clastogenicity that are not expected from the drug class as a whole.

7.0 FOREIGN REGULATORY ACTIONS

I am not aware ofany foreign regulatory actions regarding the use ofeszopiclone. Zopiclone is
marketed in 85 countries by RPR. To my knowledge zopiclone has not been removed fi'om any non-
US market for safety reasons.

8.0 PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGICAL DRUGS ADVISORY COMMITTEE (PDAC)
MEETING

We decided not to take this drug to the PDAC; however, the Pharmacology Toxicology Team did take
this drug to the Executive CAC for review. This is outlined in the Pharmacologyffoxicology review.

9.0 NON-APPROVAL LETTER

A non-approval letter acknowledging our decision is attached to the package.

10.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Though zopiclone appears to be effective in the treatment of insomnia, its safe long-term use remains a
point of as yet unresolved concem. I recommend that the Division issue a not—approved action for
NBA 21—476 from a clinical point of view. The reasons for this action are:

I. There appears to be a disproportionate number of reports ofadverse events of neoplasia in the
long-term double blind study ofeszopiclone in patient with chronic insomnia (190—049). We
are confused on the count of reports. Depending on the tables we consult there are somewhere
between 16 and 24 reports of neoplasia in the 593 eszopiclone treated patients and 0/195
reports in the placebo group. Please clarify the actual numbers of reports of neoplasm in study
I90—049. We recognize fiom the verbatim terms that many of these reports may have been
improperly coded; however, in the absence of the patient data or a clearer explanation, we can
not make that assumption. We are particularly curious about three cases:

a. Subject 0450024— by your description, this patient seems to be progressing steadily in a
work up for disseminated cancer and then appears lost to follow-up after she drops out
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ofthe study. This case was not reported as a serious adverse event even though the
reason for her discontinuation is coded as "neoplasia".

b. Subject 0406001— dropped out of the study for an adverse event coded as Breast

Neoplasm. The summary reports that she experienced a “lump” in her left breast after

approximately 1 ‘/2 months ofdouble-blind treatment. It was considered benign,
presumably based on ultrasound and mammography that were conducted, but the
results were not described. The subsequent course ofher breast lump over time was not
described yet study drug was discontinued upon discovery ofthe lump.

c. Subject 0421004- a 62 year old female with no medical problems at screening who
reported a “nodule in throat” after approximately 5 months ofdouble—blind treatment.

This nodule was described as resolving 10 days after cessation of treatment. The

narrative provides no other information and she appears lost to follow-up.
We do not say that these cases represent a human signal for cancer; however, the numerical
imbalance of the reports of neoplasia and case histories that these numbers represent need to be
thoroughly explained prior to considering eszopiclone for approval given the pre-clinical
findings of thyroid, mammary, skin, and lung tumors with zopiclone, and the as yet unresolved
concern about mammary tumors, mutagenicity, and clastogenicity with eszopiclone and S-
desmethyl~zopiclone

There is an unresolved pre-clinical signal of mammary tumors in the rat that may be relevant to
humans. The pre-clinical profile for RS-zopiclone and S—zopiclone leave incompletely
explained mammary tumors in rats, positive clastogenic response in in vitro mammalian assays
for RS-zopiclone, S—zopiclone, and the active metabolite S-desmethyl zopiclone, and marked
reproductive toxicity and adverse effects on male and female rat fertility. Results to date from
the mechanistic studies only partially support the theory that mammary gland tumors are
induced as a result of early onset reproductive senescence. Zaleplon and zolpidem, both
GABA agonists from the same drug class, cause estrus cycle disturbances, but neither drug
induced mammary tumors or any relevant tumors in two-year carcinogenicity studies. The
Division policy has been that there are effective hypnotics on the market without animal cancer
signals and that there is no reason to approve a hypnotic with such a signal. There is no
compelling evidence that eszopiclone offers anything therapeutically beyond what is offered by
already marketed drugs without this potentially relevant cancer signal.

After this action is taken, this NDA is transferred to HFD-l70. The entire hypnotic drug group was
transferred to HFD—l70 in September 2003. It was decided that HFD-120 would complete the review
of this submission since the drug~group transfer occurred well into the review cycle.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of this review and summary are to assist the Team Leader and Director of the 7

Division of Neuropharmacological Drug Products in the regulatory processing ofNDA 21-476.

The summary provides a brief overview of the Clinical review of NDA 21-323 (refer to the

review for more complete and detailed clinical information and clinical recommendations).

Eszopiclone (ESZ) is the S—enantiomer of zopiclone (the racemate). Zoplicone (ZOP) is a

cyclopyrrolone approved in 85 foreign countries for the market (since 1987) and is primarily

prescribed as a sedative hypnotic agent. 582 is a pyrrolopyrazine derivative of cyclopyrrolone

and binds to the GABAA receptor/macromolecular complex that is believed to act as a positive

allosteric modulator of the GABA receptor complex. The sponsor is seeking approval for a

... Several deficiencies were found in the original

submission before filing, as described in this review.

A number of clinical, preclinical and chemistry/manufacturing issues were also identified

before filing of the submission, as described in this review. One major issue raised before filing

of the NDA was regarding preclinical observations of potential carcinogenicity effects of

zopiclone and the need for preclinical data examining these potential effects with ESZ. These

issues are currently under review by the Pharmacology Toxicology Review Team. At the time of

this writing, the CMC Reviewer was still waiting additional information and such as DMFs on
some of the formulations used in the Phase [[I clinical trials.

Aside from the issues to be addressed by other reviewers, a number of Clinical issues are

described in this review. From a clinical perspective, it is recommended that this NDA not be

approved (and not be given an approvable status). The basis for this recommendation is

summarized in Section XI with some of the major issues briefly outlined here.

One major issue was a remarkable number of events of neoplasia or related events which

were primarily reported as adverse events (3 events were reported as adverse dropouts). The

grand total of events was at least 17, if using a line listing of ABS for the long-term study, Study

190—049 or at least 24, if using other tables and data sources as described in this review. These

events were reported in ESZ treated subjects in the long-term study, Study 190-049 (in which a

total of 593 subjects were randomized to ESZ in the 6—month double-blind phase and a subset of

these subjects entered in the 6- month open-label phase), while no events of neoplasia or related

events were reported in placebo subjects during the six-month double-blind phase of this trial
(out of a total of approximately 195 randomized placebo subjects). These observations were

revealed despite stringent and atypical criteria for screening subjects and excluding subjects with

a risk for neoplasia, as described in more detail in this review.

While, the sponsor provides postmarketing data on the racemic agent, zopiclone (which is

data under review by the Safety Group of the Division), it is the opinion of this reviewer that if

no signal for neoplasia is revealed from this data, that the results cannot be interpreted as

providing evidence for an absence of an association between the development or progression of

neoplasia (also consider potential effects in patients with pre-existing conditions andfor risk for

neoplasia prior to treatment). However in the opinion of this reviewer the utility of examining

this data to establish adequate safety is not adequate regarding the concern of neoplasia with ESZ

treatment. The data are only useful, if results are positive or suggestive ofa signal, as such a

finding from this type of data would be quite alarming, even ifthe given drug were a known
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carcinogen. The rationale for these conclusions and comments are provided in Section XI of this
review.

Other sedative hypnotic agents already exist on the market that are effective and

adequately safe in which there is no evidence or a suggestion for carcinogenic effects (or any

suggestion for effects as a potential promoter for development of neoplasia).

Other safety concerns that appeared to be unique to ESZ in contrast to other a sedative

hypnotic agents already on the market are also discussed in this review. One of the concerns is

regarding potential endocrine-related effects as described in this review that were first raised

during the pre—NDA phase of drug development, yet the sponsor had chosen to submit the NDA

prior to reaching resolution with the Division on these endocrine-related issues and on the need

for further study in this area (as discussed with the sponsor during pre-NDA meetings).

it is noteworthy that preclinical issues also include concerns regarding neoplasia and

endocrine-related effects, which are issues under review by Phannacology/Toxicology Reviewer.

Major concerns regarding efficacy data and the interpretation of the results as provided

by the sponsor are also raised in this review. For example, a drug-related and dose-dependent

association of the study drug with unpleasant taste was revealed in which approximately 10 to

30% of ESZ treated subjects were reported this adverse event compared to future none of the

placebo subjects (the higher incidence in ESZ subjects is associated with a dose level of 3 mg at

bedtime which is the proposed recommended dose in nonelderly adult patients). Based on these

findings which were reproducible among the clinical trials, this reviewer does not consider the

double-blind design of the clinical trials to be adequate (e.g. the placebo was not adequately

matched to the study drug in taste). Another concern is regarding methods employed in at least

some of the studies in which a subgroup of subjects identified as ”evaluable" subjects for the

purpose of using data from these selected subjects for the primary versus secondary analyses of

efficacy measures. A number of additional problems and limitations regarding, not only the

efficacy data, but also some of the safety data are also discussed in this review. One of the

concerns is that the quality, accuracy, and completeness of the submission are not adequate, in
the opinion of this reviewer.

Another issue is that it is not clear why events of neoplasia were not categorized as

serious adverse events by the sponsor (three of the events were categorized as adverse dropouts

and all others were categorized as adverse events). Furthermore, the rationale for using

stringent screening methods and eligibility criteria regarding patients at risk of neoplasia in the
only long-term ESZ trial conducted by the sponsor (Study 190-049) is not clear. These stringent

methods are atypical for atrial intended to provide evidence of adequate long-term safety of the
study drug.

Appears This Way

0n Original
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I. Introduction and Background.

This review is to assist the Team Leader and Director of the Division of Neurophannacological
Drug Products in the regulatory processing ofNBA 21-323.

A. Indication and Proposed Direction of Use

Eszopiclone (ESZ) is the S-enantiomer of zopiclone (the racemate). Zoplicone (ZOP) is a
cyclopyrrolone approved in 85 foreign countries for the market (since 1987) and is primarily
prescribed as a sedative hypnotic agent. ESZ is a pyrrolopyrazine derivative of cyclopyrrolone
and binds to the GABAA receptor/macromolecular complex that is believed to act as a positive
allosteric modulator of the GABA receptor complex. The sponsor proposes that the drug is
effective for “treatment of insomnia” ir _ -..

‘- _as in proposed labeling). The recommended dose is a _ - tablet at bedtime
and a ’ —#_, tablet in the elderly and in patients with severely impaired liver function. Later
sections of this review describe the preposed insomnia ._a and direction of use in greater
detail.

The sponsor reports that ESZ shows approximately 50 times greater affinity for the
GABAA receptor complex than the observed affinity of R~zopiclone isomer. Preclinical and
clinical trials are reported to show that compared that at half the dose of ZOP, ESZ is at least

equally effective to that of ZOP. Among the 85 foreign countries where ZOP is approved for the
market the recommended dose is generally a bedtime dose of a 7.5 mg tablet, although some
countries approved an additional lower dose (a 3.75 or 5 mg dose). Some countries have the 5

mg dose level as the recommended starting dose (Canada, Sweden and Norway). 20? was first
approved in [984 in France (by Rhone-Poulenc Rorer).l

B. State of Armamentarium for Indication

Classes of pharmacological drug products currently approved for treatment of Chronic Insomnia

disorder or for short term insomnia include several non-benzodiazepine GABAA agonists (e.g.
zolpidem and zaleplon) and Estazolam.

A number of benzodiazepines and other classes of drugs are on the market, several of which are
often used off~label for treatment of insomnia. Other drugs or drug classes include those that are
indicated for Major Depressive disorder (e.g. Tricyelic agents such as amitriptyline and
trazadone, and other drug classes), drugs indicated for Anxiety disorders, and other drugs for
other indications such as, antihistamines, among others. Other marketed drugs are used for
sedative hypnotic effects when conducting surgical procedures.

C. Administrative History and Related Review

1. The Prefiling Phase of the NDA

The following are Clinical issues raised at the Prefiling phase of this NDA:
o A number of Clinical Study Reports (CSRs) had a number of errors in which these CSRs had

one or several Errata documents (provided as separate documents) in the original submission
listing uncorrected errors that existed within each given CSR. The sponsor was informed of
this deficiency and later responded by providing corrected CS Rs for several studies in a

lThis information is described in Section 3.H.5.2 ofthe sumarypdffile ofthe submission.
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3/25/03 amendment submission (CSRs incorporating errors listed in errata documents).
Other errors were found in the CSRs, but were generally clarified or corrected.

0 The majority of safety results in the 188 were provided in shift tables (the incidence of
subjects in a given treatment group shifting from normal at baseline to high or low on a given
safety parameter during or after treatment) and not as the incidence of outliers (the incidence
of subjects with abnormal value during treatment on each clinical assessment parameter).
More importantly these results, as well as descriptive statistical results for the majority of
integrated studies included values obtained for days and sometimes approximately a week
after treatment cessation. See section VIII for further details.

a A literature search, methods of the search, a description of the review of the literature and a

publication listing on E82 could not be found in the submission. However, the sponsor later
clarified that no articles on the S-enantiomer were found in the literature. Only a brief

statement regarding a review of the literature for the racemate ZOP could be found in the
original submission in which no new or unexpected findings were reported as being revealed
in the literature. However, the methods of the search and a complete description of a review

with a publication listing showing results of the literature search could not be found. The
sponsor later provided some additional'information from the literature for ZOP in a lZO-Day
Update Submission (6/30/03 submission).

0 Postmarketing data was provided as periodic safety update reports. The sponsor had not
summarized the incidence of safety alerts by AE terms and did not provide a description of

any unexpected findings or did not conduct specific searches for events that may be of
concern (e.g. potential hormonal effects and reports of neoplasia, given the observations in
preclinical trials).

A number of Chemistry/Manufacturing and Preclinical issues or deficiencies were identified, as
described under Section II below.

2. The IND Phase of ESZ Development.

582 studies were conducted under IND 58,647. A pre—NDA meeting was held on 12/ 17/02 in

which preclinical issues and findings of neoplasia were discussed.
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II. Clinically Relevant Findings from Chemistry, Animal Pharmacology and Toxicology,
Microbiology, Bi0pharmaceutics, Statistics, and/or other Consultant Reviews.

The submission provides information that is currently under review by the Office of Clinical
Pharmacology, Biopharmaceutical (OCPB), Pharmacology Toxicology (Preclinical), Biometrics
and Chemistry Manufacturing and Controls (CMC) reviewers. Abuse liability information is
also under review by CSS (Controlled Substance Staff). The NBA is also under consultative
review by DSI (Division of Scientific Investigation).

So far the CMC reviewer and Preclinical Reviewers have expressed major issues and
deficiencies at the prefiling meeting (e. g. need DMFs for some of the tablet formulations used in

clinical trials). The CMC reviewer requested the information, but is still waiting for a response
to their inquiries at the time of this writing.
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The Preclinical Reviewer expressed major deficiencies in the original submission and

major issues at the filing meeting that primarily focused on the issue of potential carcinogenicity
or on a potential adverse effect on the risk for developing neoplasia (e.g. as a oncogenic
promoter). The following briefly describes preclinical observations with the racemate, as there

were no preclinical trials of ESZ that adequately addressed the potential for carcinogenicity in
the submission at prefiling (e.g. the sponsor was to provide preclinical information on studies
with ESZ, but the original submission did not contain this information).

Racemic zopiclone CA studies were described by the Preclinical Reviewer Dr Aisar Atkrachi

(as described in the filing meeting, in personal communications with Dr. Atkrachi, and in
meeting minutes, as well as in other sources, ' ,_.'.—- '

__— 7 _ , ,. These studies revealed the

following: ‘

0 Pulmonary tumors (adenocarcinoma in one gender of mice)
0 Skin tumors (in one gender in mice),

1- Thyroid tumors in male rats (believed by the sponsor to be secondary to increased
LFTs), but pituitary tumors were also found in rats (as previously described),

0 Mammary gland tumors (in female rats),

0 In vitro CA ESZ studies show some positive results for genotoxicity.

The sponsor had plans to submit preclinical study results on E82, sometime in the NDA review

cycle. It is not clear at the time of this writing if the sponsor has provided all necessary
preclinical information.

At the time of this writing the Clinical Pharmacology, Biopharmaceutical (OCPB)
Reviewer has not expressed any key issues (refer to their review for details and

recommendations). Proposed labeling is for 2 mg and 3 mg 1382 tablets. However, the efficacy
and safety clinical trials to support proposed labeling used tablets of ESZ (cg. 1 mg, 1.5 mg) or
an oral solution formulation. The sole pivotal transient insomnia trial used an oral solution

formulation. Only a few of these trials included the 2 mg or 3 mg tablet, but even those trials
generally used the other tablet sizes (in mg’s), as well. However, according to an 8/14/03 e-mail
communication with the OCPB Reviewer, the tablet and oral solution formulations are not a

concern regarding the interpretation of the clinical results in these trials (i.e. the formulations can
be considered bioequivalent based on pharmacokinetic results of Phase I trials).

During the prefiling meeting, the CSS reviewer expressed concerns regarding a high
incidence of subjects with a history of benzodiazepine abuse that had hallucinations with ESZ

treatment compared to placebo or diazepam treatment in Study 190—016. These observations are
described under Section VIIIG of this review.

The Biometric Reviewer is also reviewing efficacy data. The following are biometric-
related Clinical issues described in this Clinical review (as noted by the Clinical reviewer):

0 An unpleasant taste associated with ESZ treatment and as reported in over 30% of
subjects in some trials and generally reported in over 10% of ESZ treatment subjects in a
given trial compared to approximately less than 1% (up to approximately 3%) in placebo
subjects in the trials. This observation was reported in an atypically large incidence of
[382 subjects in single dose trials, as well as in multiple dose trials and was a dose-

dependent effect. The issue is an adequate double-blind to the study drug, due to an
inadequate placebo tablet (no adequately matched in taste to the E82 tablet). In the
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opinion of this reviewer, one could not argue that if efficacy results were to reveal dose—
dependent effects on efficacy measures, that the double-blind would then be adequate.
since this drug effect on unpleasant taste was found to be dose-dependent in multiple
trials

0 The data from an "Evaluable" population appears to have been analyzed for primary and

key secondary analyses, at least for some trials (e.g. Study 190-026, a pivotal transient
insomnia trial). This “Evaluable” population was defined in the study report for Study

190-026 as follows: this population was identified by Availability Committee based on

blinded review ofprotocol deviations prior to unbiinding. A number of efficacy trials

(includes pivotal trials) selected subjects who were identified as “important” protocol
deviators which consisted of the majority of subjects in some major efficacy trials (e.g.

66% of subjects in Study l90-046). Some protocol deviations in some studies included

giving active ESZ drug to placebo subjects. It is not clear which subjects were selected
for inclusion in the data analyses of primary and key secondary variables of the efficacy
trails in this submission. This is an issue that needs to be addressed.

0 Statistical methods, described in the study reports of several efficacy trials were not clear

or a clear rationale for using the statistical methods selected for primary analyses in

efficacy trials, generally could not be found (e.g. a clear statement as to whether the last—

carried-forward observation was used for the primary analyses, whether mean or median

values were used for the primary analyses, among other aspects of the statistical

methods).

Given the above biometric-related issues this reviewer describes efficacy results and statistical

methods as found in the corresponding sections of the study reports.

Refer to the reviews of each respective reviewer for details, conclusions and recommendations

(their reviews are pending at this writing).

III. Human Pharmacokinetics and Pharmaeodynamics

This submission is under review by the OCPB Reviewer. The following summarizes

information, as provided by the sponsor.

A. Pharmaeodynamics

The ESZ is a non-benzodiazepine pyrrolopyrazine derivative of cyclopyrolone, which is believed

to primarily act as an indirect GABA agonist. ESZ binds to the macromolecular, GABA-

benzodiazepine—receptor complex and is believed to act by indirectly potentiating
GABA stimulated chloride conductance. increased chloride conductance results in a

hyperpolarization and in turn, inhibition of normal transmission. ESZ is reported to Show greater

affinity for alpha-l and alpha-3 GABA subunits, with a weak affinity to alpha-2 and alpha-5

subunits. The alpha-3 GABA subunit is found in the brainstem based on preclinical results

showing greater expression of this particular subunit in the brainstem. The regulation sleep,
involves brainstem structures.

B. Human Pharmacokinetics

Pharmacokinetic (PK) studies of young healthy adults using single doses of up to 7.5 mg in

multiple daily doses of i, 3, and 6 mg administered over seven days revealed the following

results as summarized by the sponsor:
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Tmax = approximately 1 hour-

Tm = approximately 6 hours.

No accumulation with multiple daily dosing over seven days.

Dose proportional kinetics at doses ranging from 1 to 6 mg.

ESZ is metabolized by:
- Oxidation.

0 Demethylation.

In vim; studies Show the following hepatic CYP enzymes involved with metabolism of ESZ:
- CYP 3A4

0 CYP 2E1 .

The following summarizes results on excretion of either the racemic compound (zopiclone) or
ESZ (as specified in the following):

o 75% of racemic (zopiclone) administered orally, is found in the urine, primarily as
metabolites.

o 10% of ESZ, administered orally, appears in the urine as parent compound.

The following describes food effects after high~fat diet in PK parameters observed in trials on
ESZ:

- No change in T112

0 No change in AUC

o Decreased Cmax by 21%.

0 Increased Tmax by 1 hour.

According to the Biopharmaceutical Reviewer (OCPB) studies show evidence that

interconversion between isomers does not occur with ESZ or with ZOP (per e-mail
communication dated 8/4/03). Also, the OCPB reviewer considers a 3 mg 1332 dose equivalent
to a 7 mg dose of ZOP on PK parameters.

5. Drug-Drug Interaction Results.

The metabolism of ESZ was previously described above. The following results are described in
proposed labeling:

- No PK or PD interaction was observed with coadrninistration of E32 and each of the

following drugs: paroxetine, digitoxin, warfarin, and lorazepam.

- While, no interaction effects on PK were observed with E82 and olanzapine an
interaction effect on a pharmacodynamic measure of psychomotor function.

0 A 22-fold increase in exposure to ESZ occurred during coadministration of E82 and 400
mg ketoconazole (a potent CYP3A4 inhibitor).

0 The clearance of drugs metabolized by common CYP 450 enzymes is not expected to be
altered by coadministration with E82.

6. Special Populations.

Age Effects.
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A 41% increase in AUC is observed in elderly subjects (over 65 years old) compared to

young subjects. Elimination of the study drug was also prolonged to approximately nine hours,

while Cmax showed no change. Given these results the sponsor recommends the dose of 2 mg in
the elderly, as compared to a recommended dose of 3 mg in non-elderly adults.

Gender Effects.

No gender effects on PK of ESZ were observed.

Effects of Hepatic and Renal Impairment. Subjects with severe hepatic impairment
demonstrated an increase in AUC by approximately 74% and in Tl/Z to 14 hours, but no change
in Cmax or Tmax, compared to healthy subjects. Based on these findings the sponsor
recommends a 2 mg dose in patients with severe hepatic impairment.

A 29—47% increase in AUC and an 8-25% increase in Cmax were observed in subjects
with renal impairment. HOWever, because of a large overlap on PK values between these

subjects and healthy subjects, the sponsor does not recommend a dose adjustment in patients
with renal impairment.

Other PharmacodynamicProperties of ESZ or ZOP

Sections Vl-VIII of this review describe pharmacodynamic (efficacy and safety) results of
clinical trials.

IV. Description of Clinical Data and Sources

A. Overall Data: Materials from NBA/IND

The foilowin items Were utilized durin_ the course of this clinical review:
Documents Utilized in Clinical Review

DATE DESCRIPTION

January 30, - NDA 21-476, an electronic submission and also a hard c0py of volume 1 (cover letter, table of
2003 contents, References 1-16) and of volumes of the Study report for Study 190-016 (the abuse

liability study under review by CSS). The electronic submission includes the following major
sections: 2(labeling), 3 (summary), 4 (CMC), 5 (pharm/tox), 6 (hpbio), 8/10 (clinstat), l3 and
14 (Patent information and certification), 16 and 17 (Debarment and Field Copy certification),
18 (User Fee cover sheet), 19 (Financial information) and 20 (Other). Case Report Tabulations
and Case Report Forms (CRFs) are in sections 1 1 and E2 of the submission.

- Amendment submissions dated: 3/ “3/03, 3/ 19/03, 3/24/03, 3/25/03, 5/29/03, 6/13/03, 6/18/03,
6/30/03, 7/ 15/03, and 7/25/03. Some of these submissions were responses to questions from
other reviewer's and were not reviewed by the Clinical Reviewer (refer to CMC and
Pharmacology reviews).

OThe 6/30/03 submission was the 120-day Safety Update submissioa. Several amendment
submissions were revised study reports with information about errors that were found in clinical
and non-clinical sections in the original submission.

IThe 5/29/03 Amendment submission was regarding PSG data listings that were
“inadvertently" not included in the study report of Study 190-046 of the original submission.
The sponsor provides an amended study report for this study, containing "all data sets for PSG
results". However, the review of the study reports submitted with the original NDA was already
review by the time the amended study report was received. Since, the omissions in the amended

version did not involve summary tables and text sections of the study report (as described in the
cover letter ofthe 529/03 submission) this review reflects study results as described in the
ori - inall submitted stud re nort for Stud 190-046.
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B. Tables Listing the Clinical Trials

Phase I trials are described in Section VIII on “Integrated Safety Information” involving 295
E82 treated subjects and 124 Placebo treated subjects in the FIT Safety Population. 226 of the
295 E82 treated subjects received at ieast a single dose of ESZ at a dose level of at least 3 mg
(some subjects received dose levels as high as 7.5 mg). Table VIIIAl in the appendix,
enumerates subjects in the Safety Population in each trial (as provided by the sponsor).

Phase III Efficacy or Safety Trials. The following Tables IV.B.] .a-c shows the breakdown of

the ITT Safety Population by dose-groups or dose-levels for Studies of Non-Elderly Healthy
Adults (Table IV.B. la), Chronic Insomnia Trials of Non-elderly Adults (Table lV.B.lb), and
Chronic Insomnia Trials in Elderly Adults (Table IV.B.lc).

Tables IV.B.la Clinical Studies in Health Non-Elder! AdultsT
Studies on Next-Da Effect Studies Cross-over and Parallel Grou .

Protocol! Study Study Design Treatment (Tx)
Population (popn) Groups (Grps) or

Conditions (oral
tablet unless otherwise

  
  

 
  

 

 
 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

N(Completers)/Tx
Grp or Condition
(% of HT Safety

Popn)

N (ITT Efficacy
Popn)"/I'x grp or

Condition

N (I'I'T Safety
Popn)**ITx grp or

Condition

 
 
  
 
 
 

  

 
 

 

  

  

  

 
 

  
  
   

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
  

Hill! SC, DB, SD, 4-Way X-over, 2 or 3 mg ESZ ll
.uatient Study on Next- Random, Plac Ctled in Males 30 mg Flurazepam

Day Performance Effects in and Females Placebo
Health Non-Elderl Adults
190-025

Inpatient Study on Next-
Day Performance Effects
Non-Elderly Adults with
Chronic Insomnia

Transient Insomnia PSG Studies Parallel Gran o

  

 
 
 
 

  

  

Single Center, SD, 4-Way X-
over, DB, Random, Plac
Cited in males and females

2 (H3 mg ESZ
3'3 mg Flurazepam
Placebo

 

 

 
  

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
   

 
 
  

 
 

   
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
190-026 MC (15 sites), SD, DB, fl
Efficacy and Safety, Parallel Grp, Random, Plac l mg ESZ solution 47 (100%) 47 47
First Night Effect Study Cded 2 mg ESZ solution 97 000%) 97 9'}
Healthy non-Elderly Adults 3 mg 582 solution 98 (100%) 97 98
(25-50 yo) 3.5 mg E82 solution 96 000%) 96 96

Placebo 97 {99%) 98 98
Total: 337 Total: 337 Total: 338   

1 Abbreviations: Ctled=controlled, DB = Double-bind, Grp=group, MD = multiple-dose, MC=multicenter, OL=Open-label, Plac=placebo, Popn
= population, PSG=polysomnograpl1y, rand: randomized, SD=single~dose, Tx=treatment, x-ovchrossover, yoflzears old
‘ITI' Efficacy population: randomized subjects having at least one dose ofdouble blind study drug and at least one post-baseline MontgomeryAsberg Depression Rating Scale assessment.

“FIT Safety Population: randomized subjects having at least one dose of double blind study drug,
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Table IVBlb. Chronic Insomnia Trials in Non-Elderl Adultsl
PSG Cross—Over Trials in Non-Elder Adult Patients with Chronic Prima

Protocol] Study Study Design Treatment (Tx)
Population (popn) Groups (Grps) or

Conditions (oral
tablet unless otherwise

 
 
 

 
 
 

  

  
 
 

 

   

 

Insomnia

N(Completers)fl'x
Grp or Condition
(% of I’l'f' Safety

Popn)

 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 
 N (111‘ Safety

Popn)**!Tx grp or
Condition

 
 
 
 

N (I'I'l‘ Efficacy

Popn)*f'l‘x grp or
Condition

 

 

 

 
 
 

  
 
 
 

Totai: 6] (97%) 63-64ICondition Total: 63-
fislconditiun

190-045
Eflicac ud

Non-Elderly Adults with
Chronic Insomnia

MC (7 sites), DB , 2-Day
dosing per Treatment
COnditioanisiL 6-Way X-
over, Random, Plac Ctled

Placebo group

  
  

 6-Week 44 nihts PSG Parallel Grou Trial in Non—Elderl Adult Patients with Chronic Primal Insomnia

190-046 ‘ MC (51 sites), MD(44 Days), 

 
 

 
 

  

 
 

 

 
 
 
  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  

Efficacy and Safety, DB, Parallel Grp, Random, Last P vi it on
PSGIOutpatient Study Plac Ctled Treatment Day 29:
Non-Elderly Adults with 2 mg E52 97 (93%)
Chronic Insomnia 3 mg E32 101 (96%)

Placebo group 94 (95%)
Total: 292

 Long Term (6 months DB, 6 months Open Label Extension} Sleep Diary. Outpatient. Parallel Group Trial in Non-Elderly Adult Patients with
Chronic Prima Insomnia
190-049 MC (69 sites), Random, Plat:

  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

6‘months DB Phase: 6-1110an DB th' 6-month DB Phase: 6-month DE Phase:  

 
 
  
 
 

 

A Safety & Efficacy Sleep Ctled, MD, 6—month DB— 3 mg E32. 360 (61%) 593 593
Diayylflutpatient Study Parallel Grp Phase, then 6- Placebo group 111 (57%) 195 195
Non-Elderly Adults with month Open Label Extension Total: ‘71 Total: 788 Total: 738
Chronic Insomnia non-Plac Ctled, Phase 6-months Open Label 6~m0nths 0L ESZ: 6-months 0L ESZ: 6-months CL 1332:

Extension Phase (CL): 382 (81%) 471 471
3 mg ESZ DB & QL ESZ: DB 152 CL ESZ: DB 8:: 01. $2.-

l2 mo, E82: 296 12 mol 1382.: 360 12 mo. E82: 360
6 mo. Placebo & 6 6 mo. Placebo dc 6 mo. 6 mo. Placebo dc 6 mo.
mo, E82; 86 ESZ;111 532? Ill 

1 Abbreviations: Ctled=controlled, D3 = Double~bind, Grp=group, MD = multiple-dose, MC=multicenter, OL=Open~labeL Plac=p|acebo, Popn
= population, PSG=polysomnograpby, rand: randomized, SD=Singie-dose, Tx=treatment, x-ovchrossover, yo=years old
‘lTT Efficacy population; randomized subjects having at least one dose of double blind study drug and at least one postibaseline Montgomery
Asberg Depression Rating Scale assessment.
"‘l'l'l' Safety Population: randomized subjects having at least one dose ofdouble blind study drug.

Table IV.B.lc. Chronic Insomnia Trials in Elderl AdultsT
2-Week Slee ' or PSG Parallel Grou 1 Studies in Elderl Outuatients with Chronic Prima Insomnia

Protocol No and Study Study Design Treatment ('I'x Groups N (Completers) per N (I'IT Efficacy N (I'I'l‘ Safety
Population or Conditions (Oral) Tx group or Pop.) * per Tx Pop.) ** per

Condition (% of ITT group or Tx group or
Eflieac Po I .* Condition Condition

190-1147 MC (48 US sites, 2 Canada 1.5 mg ESZ (aborted) Aborted @ n228 28
2—Wech PSG Efficacy and sites), BBQ-week MD, 2 mg E82 133 (98%) 136 136
Safety Study Parallel Group, Random, Placebo group 122 (95%) 128 128
Elderly Adults (65-86 yo) Plac Ctled Total: 283 Total:264 Total: 292
with Chronic Insomnia

1904348 MC (32 sites), DB, 6-week 67 (91%) 72
2-Week Slegp Qiag MD, Parallel Group, 70 (89% 79
Efficacy and Safeg Study Random, Plac Ctled 73 (90%) 30
Elderly Adults (64-85 yo) Total: 210 Total: 231
with Chronic Insomnia

‘1 Abbreviations: Ctled=controlled, DB : Double-bind, Grplgroup, MD = multiple-dose, MC=multicenter, OL=0pen-label, Plac=placebo, Popn
I population, PSG=polysornnography, rand: randomized, SDrsingle-dose, Tx=treatment, x-ovemrossover, yo=years old
*ITT Efficacy population: randomized subjects having at least one dose ofdouble blind study drug and at least one post—baseline Montgomery
Asberg Depressron Rating Scale assessment,
“HT Safety Population: randomized subjects havmg at least one dose ofdouble blind study drug
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Studies 190-012 and 190-016 are not shown in the above in-text tables. These studies were

small trials focusing on specific safety issues (respiratory drive effects or alcohol-ESZ

interaction effects on psychometric test performance) and are described later in this review.

C. Post-Marketing Experience

The sponsor has the following active applications for the development of ESZ submitted to

foreign countries (INDs): ‘ _, 1 The sponsor also
has the US INDs that are currently active (INDs 58,647 ~—-* , There are no other active

investigational or marketing applications described in the submission. The submission also does

not describe any past foreign applications on E82, although this is not explicitly stated (only
reference is made to “active” submissions).

Zoplicone (ZOP) is a cyclopyrrolone approved in 85 foreign countries for the market

(since [987). Also refer to section IA for approved dose/formulation and indication. In the
cover letter of the submission the sponsor states that ZOP has “never been withdrawn from the

market for reasons related to safety.” Approval of ZOP in a foreign country is not pending (as of
1/2002), and approval of an application in a foreign country (referred to by the sponsor as a
“registration dossier”) has never been refused (as described in Section 3.C of the summarypdf of
the submission).

/

D. Literature Review

The Sponsor was informed during the prefiling stage of this NDA that a complete review of the
literature (with a description of methods employed and the results of a review of the literature)
could not be found in the submission. The sponsor responded to this deficiency in a 3/24/03
amendment submission in which they state that they have conducted a "comprehensive review of
worldwide literature on racemic zopiclone." The sponsor indicates that any potential safety
signals revealed from the literature review, are "commented upon in section 8 .f 10 .B . l .4 of the
original submission. Section 8.110 of the submission is entitled, clinical Data/Statistical Section

and the subsection 8.!10.B. l .4 is entitled "Potential Efficacy and Safety Issues of
SedativelI-Iypnotics" on pages 87—88 in the clinsum.pdf file. Instead, the section focuses on a

description of the symptoms of insomnia, and on the efficacy trials that were conducted on E82

to support the proposed indication. A listing of study reports is provided. This section also lists

sections of the submission related to specific aspects of safety, primarily citing study reports or
the 188 which describe results of clinical trials (not a review of the literature).

Subsection 8./10.B. l .4 also provides a listing of topics citing other sections of the
submission on the following topics, but a review of the literature is not listed: drug abuse and
overdose information, pregnancy and lactation, and psychiatric populations were among topics
that were listed. This subsection also cited study reports and other subsections, but does not
describe a review of the literature or reference a section on this topic.

Attachment [I of the 3/24/03 amendment submission, provides some discussion of
selected articles in the literature on the racemic zopiclone. However, a review of the literature on
ESZ and a discussion of what exists in the literature on this enantiomer cannot be found in this

amendment submission (after filing of the NDA) or in the original NDA submission. During
teleconference communications with the sponsor (during the prefiling phase of the NDA), the
Sponsor clarified that no publications on E82 could be found.
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Section VIII.P of this review describes the information provided by the sponsor in the 3/24/03
amendment submission and in section 8 ./10. B .1.4 section of the original submission.

V. Clinical Review Methods

A. Materials Reviewed.

Refer to Section IV, above, regarding materials utilized for this review and for a summary of the
clinical trials described in the submission.

B. Adequacy of Clinical Experience.

The sponsor’s trials meet [CH guidelines for overall, 6-month and 1-year exposure for the 3 mg
dose ( —.; ' , based on an enumeration of subjects in
the sponsor's clinical trials, as described in more detail in Section VIIIC of this review (also
provides additional information on drug exposure in the trials). The NDA includes a number of
efficacy trials on non-elderly and elderly patients with Chronic Insomnia, a transient insomnia
trial, a number of Phase I trials, and trials focusing on specific safety issues as described in the
previous Section lVB. The ITT Efficacy and Safety Populations were of adequate size (as
previously shown in summary tables in Section IVB). Therefore, the Sponsor’s experience with
ESZ at the recommended dose level of 3 mg for short term treatment in patients with Chronic
Insomnia appears to be adequate.

C. Data Quality and Completeness

A number of problems were found with this NDA submission impacting on the quality and the
completeness of the submission that in the opinion of this reviewer was not adequate (refer to
Section XI for conclusions and recommendations) regarding this issue. The following outlines
some of these problems (additional problems are also provided in other sections of this review):

1. Errors in Study Reports. A number of Clinical Study Reports (CSRs) had a number of
errors in which these CSRs had one or several Errata documents (provided as separate
documents) in the original submission listing uncorrected errors that existed within each given
CSR. In response to this issue, the sponsor provided CSRs for several studies in 3 3/25/03
amendment submission incorporating corrections to the errors listed in errata documents. Other

errors were found in the CSRs, but were generally clarified or corrected. However, other
problems regarding the data and concern about the accuracy of the information that were found
in the submission, as described in various sections of this review with some of the problems
described below.

Subsequent to the above, the sponsor submitted an amendment under the NDA, later in the
review cycle (dated 5/29/03) with polysomnography data listings of subjects that were
“inadvertently” not included in tabular listings in the 190-046 Efficacy Study CSR.

Also see some other examples below.

2. Problems with the 188. The [SS of the submission had several problems with regards to the
quality and completeness of this part of the NBA. The following are examples:

- For example, the incidence of subjects who had abnormal values on clinical assessments
in each treatment group could not be found for most trials in the [38. For most studies
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(or integrated trials), shift tables were provided, but this information or information on

outliers could not be found for all parameters.

0 Descriptive statistical results generally included a post randomization time point afier

double-blind treatment was discontinued (several days to approximately one week post-

dose). The sponsor provided some selected descriptive statistical results that included

on-treatment data in the [20-Day Safety Update submission dated at 6/30/03.

0 information (with data and results) on potential dwg effects on orthostatic vital sign

measures could generally not be found.

0 One area of concern to the Division, as expressed to the sponsor during pre-NDA

meetings, is potential endocrine effects of the study drug, such as effects on reproductive

hormones (as observed in some preclinical studies). Yet when a spot check on the

incidence of gender specific AEs was conducted by this reviewer for Study 190-049 the

incidence provided in several tables had values consistent with using the entire sample
size of subjects in the denominator (rather than using the appropriate gender for sample
size in the denominator for determining the incidence of the given AE). These

observations are described in greater detail in Section VIII of this review.

0 Other problems with the 188 are described in the safety section of this review (Section
VIII). Some safety data that is generally found in the 188 was scattered and found in

other places (such as the study report) or in amendment submissions or could not be

found (refer to Section VIiI).

0 Refer to Section VIII for additional problems and a more detailed description of problems
with the [SS.

3. A review of the literature could not be found in the submission as follows. A complete
review of the literature on ESZ and ZOP cannot be found in the original submission. In response
(in a 3/24/03 amendment submission) to inquiries regarding a review of the literature, the
sponsor Specifies subsection 8 .l 10 .B. 1.4 as the location where a review of the literature could be

found in the original submission. While this subsection listed topics with citations (e.g. study
reports and other errors sections of the submission), this listing did not include a review of

literature for either the racemic or enantiomer of the study drug. It appears that any mention of
the literature in the submission is scattered throughout various sections in the submission, such

that the information is fragmented. A description of the results of a review of the literature on

the enantiomer cannot be found. The following is described in Section VIiIP of this review

regarding information the sponsor provided in response to our inquiry regarding a review of the
literature for both ESZ and zopiclone:

This section describes the contents ofAttachment [1 ofthe 3/24/03 amendment submission

responding to inquiries about a review ofthe literature on ESZ and zopiclone, since a section on
a review ofthe literature could not befound in the original submission. Section 8 ./10. 3.1.4., is

cited (in the 3/24/03 amendment submission) as the location where a review ofthe literature can
befound in the original submission. This subsection ofthe review summarizes the information
that wasfound in Section 8 .llO .B. I .4. In summary the information found in this subsection
appear to be a mixture of information obtainedfi‘om difierent sources (results ofthe sponsor’s
clinical trials, results oftrials on zopiclone, pharmacovigilance data or postmarketing data on
zopiclone, andperhaps informationfrom the literature, although this is not clear, as described

below). Since it is not clear to him to this reviewer at what information was Specifically
informationfiom a review ofthe literature in Section 8 . UO .3. l .4, the information found in this
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section and in subsections cited in Section 8.l10 .B. I. 4 are described below, independent ofthe

source from which it was obtained.

Furthermore, methods of a search on either the racemate or the enantiomer with a listing of

publications as a result of this search could not be found. Although, the 3/24/03 amendment

submission provided some summary information on particular topics based on a review of the

literature on ZOP (but was not complete). The sponsor indicated verbally during a pre-filing

meeting that no articles on E82 could be found in the literature (although a statement regarding a

literature search on ESZ and methods employed for the literature search could not be found in

the submission).

4. Enumeration of events of neoplasia and classifying the events as adverse events or

adverse dropouts, with none of these events classified, as serious adverse events. Refer to

Section VIII and XI for details on problems with the information or the manner of the

information provided on this topic. Aside from problems in enumerating these events, it is not

clear why events of neoplasia were not classified as SAEs (only classified as adverse dropouts or

adverse events), as described in more detail in Sections VIII and XI of this review.

It is also notable that the one longterm trial conducted by the sponsor (Study 190-049)

employed stringent eligibility criteria and screening methods for patients at risk of neoplasia that

is not generally used for trials intended to examine longterm safety. A rationale for the use of

these unusual methods could not be found and these eligibility criteria were not listed under the

section on inclusion and exclusion criteria in the study report, but rather, were found in a section

on methods for each study visit, as described in more detail later in this review (Sections Vi and

VIII).

5. Multiple problems with efficacy data, the study design relevant to the quality of the

study and the data. Some of these problems are the following but refer to other sections of

this review for more problems (such as those described in Section XI and Attachment I of

this review and other sections):

0 Some subjects given a stock solution of “zopiclone” of an un3pecified dose when subjects

in the study were to receive placebo or ESZ, per protocol.

0 Some subjects were selected in some studies as “evaluable” while others were identified

as “important protocol” deviators, despite the protocol already having pre-specified

criteria for protocol violators. Some data from some of these subgroups was used for

some of the primary efficacy analyses and other data was used for secondary or “key”

secondary analyses (see sections below and Section XI for details).

0 Despite results on unpleasant taste for an drug-related and dose-dependent effect (on

incidence of this event), a discussion of these results relative to the impact such an effect

can have on the double-blind study design could not be found in the submission. See
Section XI for details.

6. Investigator listings do not match. The following comparisons were made with the results

of these comparisons described:

0 The investigator listings for Studies 190-045 and [90-049 compared to the list provided

in the financial information section of the submission (Table 19.1-l on page 4 of the
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other\financial.pdf file) revealed the following three investigators is being listed in the

financialdisclosure table, but not in the study site/investigator summary tables:

0 Scott Bonvallet, MD. of Study 190-049 .

0 Martin Scharf, PhD. and James Walsh, PhD. of Study 190—045.

Perhaps the above investigatorisites did not have any randomized subjects and were therefore not

listed as an investigator site for their corresponding studies. Further clarification on this isn't

consistency should be obtained, as described in the final section of this review (Section XI).

7. Postmarketing data was provided as periodic safety update reports. A summary of the

incidence of safety alerts by AE terms and did not provide a description of any unexpected

findings or did not conduct specific searches for events that may be of concern (e.g. potential

hormonal effects and reports of neoplasia, given the observations in preclinical trials).

8. See Section XI and other sections of this review, as well as Attachment 1 for other areas

relevant to data quality and/or completeness. Also, at the time of this writing the sponsor a

response to all items in the 74-Day Letter cannot be found including the amendment submission

that was subsequently submitted with reference to this 74-Day letter (the lZO-Day Update Report
submission).

9. Information that is typical of an NBA or is required could not be found in the original
submission or was presented in the fragmented manner that was difficult to decipher. See
above for some examples and examples can be found in other sections of this review.

D. Evaluation of Financial Disclosure

In summary, the sponsor does not provide any significant financial disclosure information

that would be considered as significantly impacting on the interpretation of safety and efficacy
findings in their trials, as described in the following.

The sponsor reports that noneofthe investigators of their trials received financial

compensation under any of the four categories (Categories 1-4) on the Financial Disclosure

Form, Form FDA 3454 (note that Categories 2 and 4 specify a cut-off amount exceeding $25,000
and $50,000, respectively, for a given investigator to be considered as receivinga significant
payment or equity interest, respectively). This statement pertains to all principal investigators
and subinvestigators (as well as, to any spouses or dependent children of these investigators) of
all completed, and ongoing ESZ studies. A summary table listing the principal investigators that
completed to the financial disclosure form is provided in the financial disclosure section of the

submission. The sponsor only lists three study sites (listed by principal investigator) from which
they attempted to contact for update information and received no response (updated information
was requested since the original financial disclosure forms were completed before the cutoff date

for the NDA). All three sites were study sites for the only transient insomnia trial, Study 190-
026, for this NDA intended to support the proposed transient insomnia claim. These sites

completed the forms upon the sponsor‘s initial request, and at that time, indicated they had no
disclosable financial interest (they did not check any of the four categories).

A few inconsistencies between investigator listings (based on a spot check comparison
for Studies 190-049 and [90-045 as described in the previous section of this review on data

quality and completeness (subsection C). However, the information as provided by the sponsor
does not reveal any remarkable findings that would significantly impact on the safety or efficacy
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results of the sponsor's trials in this submission. Although, clarification on these inconsistencies

should be sought (as discussed in the final section of this review, Section XI).

VI. Integrated Review of Efficacy

A. Review of Studies for Which Efficacy Claims Are Made

Section [VB outlines Phase III efficacy trials that were used by the sponsor to support proposed

insomnia claims. A transient insomnia claim is proposed based on polysomnography (PSG)

efficacy data from Study 190-026. This trial was a multicenter, single-dose, placebo controlled,

parallel group, double-blind, randomized trial conducted. The study employed a first night

effect, transient insomnia model to examine effects of a single-dose of ESZ (l, 2, 3, and 3.5 mg

of ESZ oral solution) compared to placebo treatment on primary and secondary PSG measures.

Several short-term and longer term trials were conducted to support insomnia efficacy

claims of ESZ (a tablet formulation) in patients with Chronic Insomnia. These multi-center trials

employed a randomized, placebo-controlled, double—blind study design using PSG objective

efficacy measures and/or subjective efficacy measures from sleep questionnaires. These studies

are summarized in the following paragraphs. Some trials examined next-day effects or rebound

effects of the study drug compared to placebo.

Study 190-045 was a PSG trial that involved six treatment conditions using a 6-way

crossover in which subjects received two consecutive nightly doses of each of the following

doses: placebo, l, 2, 2.5, and 3 mg of ESZ. Study 190—046 was a 6-week, parallel group trial

with the following three treatment groups (assigned study drug taken at bedtime): placebo, 2 mg
and 3 mg ESZ. While sleep diary efficacy measures were obtained over the (5-week double-blind

phase of the trial, PSG efficacy measures were obtained at multiple time-points with the last

time-point at Day 29 of treatment. Therefore, the primary analyses from which proposed
efficacy claims only reflected data collected at 4 weeks and not at 6-weeks of treatment, as the

primary analyses was conducted on PSG data and not on subjective sleep diary data (which was

collected over the 6-week treatment phase).

Other Phase III trials were two 2-week trials that were conducted to support proposed
efficacy claims for the treatment of Chronic Insomnia in elderly patients (Studies 190-047 and —

048). Study 190-047 employed PSG efficacy variables, while Study 190—048 employed sleep
diary measures.

A long-term trial was employed in non-elderly patients with Chronic Insomnia that had a

6-month double-blind phase followed by a 6-month open-label ESZ phase. This trial employed
sleep diary efficacy measures and was primarily intended to establish long-term safety.

B. A Description of Investigators/Sites, Subject Disposition, And Overall Demographic
Features in “Pivotal" and "Supportive" Efficacy Trials.

1. Investigators and Sites of Efficacy Trials

See Tables VLB. l-VIB3 in the appendix (as provided by the sponsor) for the listing of study
sites and the investigators for selected efficacy trials 190—026, 190-045 and 190-0492 (as
provided by the sponsor). Investigator listings for other efficacy trials were provided in the
submission.

Because ofthe number of efficacy trials, investigator listings ofonly 3 trials are shown in the appendix ofthis
review.
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2. Subject Disposition in Efficacy Trials

Refer to Tables VI.B.4—VIB9 in the appendix for the enumeration of subjects by disposition

categories for each efficacy trial. Treatment groups were generally similar on the incidence of

subjects within each disposition category among the studies with some exceptions as discussed

in the following (and as shown in the summary tables in the appendix), As shown in the

summary tables it generally appears that any treatment group difference observed in the overall

incidence of dropouts in a given study was primarily reflecting group differences in either or

both of the following disposition categories:

0 Incidence of ABS (generally occurring more often in the E82 groups with an incidence of

up to 13% compared to placebo which had an incidence of up to 6%) and/or

0 The incidence of voluntarily withdrawals (e.g. 26% of ESZ subjects compared to 14% go to
placebo subjects in Study 190-049).

It is not clear what the “voluntary withdrawal” category represents. Perhaps, this category
includes subjects that withdrew due to lack of efficacy, as this disposition category was not

found in most of the disposition tables (except for Table VI.B.6 of Study 190-046, as shown in

the appendix). Several subjects in some of the trials (generally 1% or less in a given treatment

group) fell under the category of "other." It is not clear what this category represents (an
explanation for this category could not be found in).

Finally, one critical observation is that two subjects in Study 190—047, each participated in the
study at two different sites under different subject identification numbers for each of the two

sites as follows (presumably these subjects underwent the study on two separate occasions rather
than participating at two sites, simultaneously):

0 Subject 172710 at study site 172 received 1.5 mg E32 and also received 2.0 mg at study
site 186 under the subject number of 186704.

0 Subject 169705 received 2.0 mg of ESZ at site 169 and also received a placebo at site 174
under the subject number of 174729.

The sponsor does not specify that the data from the subjects were deleted from the efficacy data-
set.

Further clarification is needed from the sponsor regarding the disposition categories of "other"
and "voluntary withdrawal." Also clarification on how efficacy data was handled from these

subjects is needed. A discussion of determining "evaluable" subjects was found in the study
report of some studies as previously described in Section WC and in sections that follow.

3. Overall Demographic Features of Subjects in Efficacy Trials.

Refer to Tables VIB 10-VIB 16 in the appendix for a summary of demographic features (age,
gender, race, height, weight, and BMI) of subjects in each treatment group of each efficacy trial
(as provided by the sponsor).

Demographic Features In Non—Elderly Chronic Insomnia Trials 1 190-045, 190-046, 190-
Qfl). As shown in the summary tables in the appendix, the majority of subjects in the three
trials of non-elderly patients with Chronic Insomnia were female. The mean age of subjects was
approximately 40 years old. Demographic features were generally similar across treatment
groups and across efficacy trials involving non-elderly patients with Chronic Insomnia with

some exceptions noted in the following. Some of the efficacy trials varied in the following
categories:
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- in the distribution of subjects across ethnic categories (the majority of subjects were

Caucasian, white the studies differed primarily in the incidence of subjects within the

"Hispanic" and "Black" categories).

0 In the mean and median age of subjects in nonelderly adult Chronic Insomnia trials (subjects

in the long-term trial Study 190-049 had a mean age and median ages of 44 and 45 years old,

respectively, with a range of 21 to 69 years old, compared to subjects in other adult patient

trials, 190-045 and 190—046 in which the mean and median age of the subjects was

approximately 39 and 40 years old, respectively).

0 Small differences across trials in the distribution of subjects by gender.

0 As shown in the summary tables some studies showed significant treatment group

differences in some of the demographic features (BMI, incidence of male and female in

subjects, and weight). However, most of these differences were small in magnitude.

Demographic Features In Elderly Chronic Insomnia Trials (Studies 190-047 and 190-048).

Tables VIB14—VIB 15 summarizes demographic features in the two efficacy trials in elderly

patients with Chronic Insomnia. These trials generally appear to show similar results on

demographic features across the trials and across treatment groups within each trial. Subjects

were approximately the mean age of 72 years old (median age of approximately 71 or 72 years)

and were primarily Caucasian (generally over 90%) and female (approximately 60%).

Demographic Features in the Transient Insomnia Triai 1190—026). As shown in Table VI. B. 16.

in the appendix (as provided by the sponsor), subjects in the Transient Insomnia trial (a study on

healthy adults) had a mean age of approximately 34 years old (age range of 20—54 years), with

the majority is subjects being Caucasian and female.

C. Non-Elderly Chronic Insomnia Trials (Studies 190-045, 190-046 and 1904149)

Objectives, Study Design and Efficacy Results. Studies 190—045, 190-046 in 190-049 are

multicenter trials conducted on nonelderiy adults (21-64 years old) with Chronic Insomnia (by

DSM—IV criteria). The primary objective of these trials was to demonstrate efficacy on latency

to persistent sleep (LPS), as assessed by polysomnography (PSG; in Studies 190-046 and 190-

045) or by subjective LPS, as assessed by sleep diaries (in Study 190—045). All three trials used

a fixed—dose design with nightly bedtime doses of ESZ ranging from 1 mg (in Study 190—045) to

a dose of up to 3 mg.

One key difference between these non-elderly Chronic Insomnia trials was in the duration

of the double-blind treatment phase. The double-blind phase of the PSG parallel group Study

190-046 was for 44 nights compared to only two nights (for each treatment condition) employed

in the cross-over trial, Study 190-045. However, the last PSG recording conducted in Study 190~

046 was on Day 29, such that primary efficacy results only reflect observations out to 4-weeks,
rather than 6-weeks of double-blind treatment.

Study 190-049 was a long-term study of six months of double-blind treatment followed

by a six month open label phase. Another primary difference between these trials is that the

sponsor employed a parallel group design in Studies 190-046 and 190—049, while employing a 6-

way cross-over design in Study 190-045.

All of the trials examined next-day effects using morning questionnaires. The 6-week

trial (Study 190—046) also examined next-day effects on the Digit Symbol Substitution Test
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(DSS'I) and rebound effects over two consecutive nights of single-blind treatment following the
double-blind treatment phase.

These trials and study results on efficacy, next-day effects, tolerance, and rebound effects (as
examined in Study 190-46) are described in more detail in the following subsections.
Withdrawal AEs was found in the study report of Study 190-046 and 190-047 and these results

are also summarized below. Withdrawal AEs for Study 190-049, the longer term trial, which did
not have a single-blind withdrawal phase (the study had a follow-up phase) were provided in a
lZO-Day Safety Update report (amendment submission dated 6/30/03). These results are
described in the Integrated Safety section of the review (Section VIII). Refer to Section VIII for
other safety results from these efficacy trials.

1. Study 190—045

This study is described based on an amendment submission that provided a corrected version the
study report for this study, since the original. submission had attached listings of errors within the
study report (referred by the sponsor as ”Errata" attachments).

Study 190-045: Objectives

The primary objective of this study was to show efficacy on LPS as determined by PSG
measures in adults with Chronic Insomnia.

Study 190-045: Study Design and Subjects

This was a multicenter (7 study sites), double~blind, placebo-controlled, randomized, active
comparator (10 mg zolpidem), PSG study employed a Williams crossover design (a balanced
residual effects design in which every order to pair of treatments occurred an equal number of
times over successive treatment periods). The study was conducted on 21 to 64-year-old,
generally healthy, patients who met to DSM-IV criteria for Chronic Insomnia and other

eligibility and PSG criteria (after undergoing a 3-night PSG screening phase). The study
involved the following phases:

0 A 3-night, single-blind placebo, PSG screening phase.

0 Six double-blind treatment conditions with each condition involving 2 nights of PSG and
nightly doses of assigned study drug for the given treatment condition (a 3—7-day washout
period occurred between each treatment condition).

Subjects who met PSG eligibility criteria after the three night screening phase, returned to the
study site three to seven days later to be randomized to a double-blind treatment sequence (of 6
treatment conditions) and to begin their first treatment condition. Each subject received each of
the following treatment conditions (they received their nightly dose with 240 ml of water, given
as two tablets, at bedtime which occurred 30 minutes prior to the start of the PSG recording):

- Placebo

- 1 mg E82

0 2 mg E82

0 2.5 mg E82

0 3 mg E82.

0 i0 mg Zoipidem
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ESZ was administered as 1 mg or 1.5 mg tablets of the clinical service tablet formulation

containing a number of excipients, as specified in the submission. The matching placebo

contained all excipients.

Zolpidem was given as 10 mg tablets, but did not appear to contain the same excipients
as the E82 and placebo tablets (although this was not clearly described in the submission). The

"observer" dispensing the study drug was partially blinded to the zolpidem. Individuals

dispensing the study drug were not associated with other aspects of this study (i.e. did not

conduct evaluations or were not responsible for the subject’s care).

Subjects were randomly assigned (in a l:l:l:l : l :1 ratio) to one of six treatment

sequences ACBEFD, BDCFAE, CEDABF, DFEBCA, EAFCDB, and FBADEC (where A =

placebo, B = 1.0 mg ESZ, C = 2.0 mg ESZ, D : 2.5 mg ESZ, E = 3.0 mg E82, and F = 10 mg
zolpidem).

Eligibility criteria included the following requirements regarding the subject's sleep pattern over
a period of at ieast one month prior to study entry:

o 56.5 hours of sleep/night

- > 30 minutes to follow sleep each night

Subjects also had to meet the following criteria over the 3-night PSG screening phase:

I An LPS of 3 20 minutes over at least two nights that was not < 15 minutes on any of the
three nights.

0 Either a total sleep time ofS 420 minutes on at least 2 nights Q; a WASO of 2 20

minutes on at least two nights that was not < 15 minutes on any of the three nights.
Additional criteria are described in the submission that include criteria for excluding patients
with other sleep related conditions or specified psychiatric conditions (non-psychotic Axis I
disorders were considered an individual basis, except for dementia and delirium), in addition to

other criteria. The submission also includes exclusionary criteria regarding concomitant
medications or other types of therapies. Subjects taking psychotropic agents or other
medications known to affect sleep within three days prior to screening were excluded from the
study.

Safety and efficacy assessments were conducted during this study according to the

schedule shown in Table VIC] in the appendix (as provided by the sponsor). On the PSG nights
lights were turned off at 30 minutes prior to be getting the PSG recordings at a time-point that
also corresponded to the median bedtime for the given subject (as determined from a daily sleep
log completed by the subject over seven to 10 consecutive days prior the first PSG screening
night on Visit 1). PSG recordings were conducted over an eight hour period after lights-off,
upon which subjects that were still asleep at the end of the recording were awakened.

“Post-dosing” safety assessments (vital signs, AE recordings, and others) as shown in

Table VICl, were conducted on the morning after receiving the bedtime dose of study drug (at a
timepoint that ranged from 9.0 to ID hours after the previous night of dosing, and corresponded
to 8.5 to 9.5 hours after lights-out, which was also 30 minutes-l '/2 hours after awakening in the
morning). A standardized breakfast was given at 9 to 9.5 hours after dosing on the previous
night (within 30 minutes after awakening). The Romberg test and heel-to-toe gait test were
conducted after breakfast at 9.0 to 9.5 hours after lights—out. Orthostatic vital sign measures are
not described among vital sign assessments conducted in this study.
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“Next-Day Effects” Measures. The following "Next—Day Effects" were also obtained from data

collected using the Morning or Evening Questionnaire (100 mm analog scales), or as otherwise
specified (as shown in Table VIC2):

0 Morning sleepiness in mm units (0 mm = "very sleepy" and 100 mm = "not at all

sleepy").

0 Daytime alertness in mm units (0 mm = "very sleepy" and 100 mm = "wide awake in
alert").

0 Daily ability to function in millimeters units (0 mm = "poor" and 100 mm = "excellent").
0 Profile of Moods States questionnaire (POMS) that was modified in a manner of

inquiring the subject about a time period of interest, rather then asking the subject about
the previous week (as described in greater detail in the submission). Another

modification of this scale for the purposes of the sponsor’s trials was that scoring was
based on the 1—5 scale, rather than and using the 0-4 scale of the original version of the

POMS. Factor scores were obtained for each mood-state category (tension-anxiety,
depression-dejection, anger-hostility, vigor—activity, fatigue-inertia, confusion~

bewilderment). These factor scores, excluding the vigor-activity factor score, were
summated. A Total Mood Disturbance Score was obtained by subtracting the vigor—
activity score from the summated factor score.

Study 190-045: Efficacy Assessments

Efficacy parameters included objective PSG, as well as subjective measures obtained from the

Morning Questionnaire. These measures are described in more detail in Tables VIC3-VIC4 (in
the appendix, as provided by the sponsor).

Sleep architecture was also examined in the trial.

Primary Efficacy Variable:

- LPS (PSG)

“Key Secondary” Efficacy Variable:

0 Sleep Efficiency (PSG)

o WASO (PSG)

Study 190-045: Statistical Analysis of Primary and “Key Secondary” Variables
Data from the ITT population (randomized subjects who received at least one dose of study
drug) was used for the primary statistical analyses. Data was ranked transformed for the primary
analysis. Primary analysis was conducted to compare the three highest ESZ dose levels to
placebo on the efficacy variable using an ANOVA model with treatment, sequences and visit as
fixed effects. Subject nested within sequence was used as a random effect in this model. To

determine an overall treatment effect this analysis was conducted for the three highest dose
levels pooled (2.0 mg, 2.5 mg and 3.0 mg, using weights of— 3, 0, l. l, 1, 0, respectively)
compared to placebo. Pair-wise comparisons were also conducted using the same ANOVA
model to compare each of the four ESZ treatment conditions, and the zolpidem condition to
placebo on the efficacy variable. To adjust for multiple comparisons. a Fisher’s protected
approach was used in which planned pairwise comparisons of each ESZ treatment condition to

placebo were conducted after showing an overall treatment effect in the primary analysis at the
level of significance of p <0.05 (two-sided).
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Secondary analyses were generally conducted using the same ANOVA model except that

there was not an analysis for an overall treatment group effect before conducting pairwise
comparisons, as described in the submission.

Study 190-045: Efficacy Results

Table VICS and Figure VICl in the appendix, summarizes the primary efficacy results showing
highly significantly greater treatment effects on LPS in which the median LPS value was

significantly less in each of the ESZ dose levels compared to placebo. Increasing dose levels of
ESZ showed numerically decreasing median LPS values suggesting a dose dependent effect.
The zolpidem condition was associated with the numerically smallest mean LPS value and

median LPS value and a median LPS value that was smaller than all other treatment conditions,
except for the high dose level of ESZ.

Additional efficacy measures including the objective WASO and sleep efficiency parameters, as
well as other objective and subjective sleep parameters showed results that were generally
similar to those revealed by the primary efficacy variable. The objective measure of Wake-
Time-After-Sleep failed to show any significant treatment group effects for each of the E82 dose
levels or the zolpidem treatment condition compared to placebo. These results are summarized

in Tables VICS-VIC7 and Figures VICl-VIC2 in the appendix (as provided by the sponsor).

Study 190-045: Results on the Incidence of Unpleasant Taste.

The following results are described since they may impact on the adequacy of the double-blind
study design. The incidence of unpleasant taste in each treatment condition was as follows:

0 3 mg E82: 8%

o 2.5 mg E82: 9%

o 2 mg E32: 5%

0 1 mg E82: 5%
0 Placebo: 2%

o 10 mg Zolpidem: 0%

Study 190-045: “Next-Day Effects”

The "next-day effects" parameters generally showed results suggestive of a greater subjective
sense of daytime alertness and ability to function, and less morning sleepiness with ESZ
treatment conditions compared to placebo, except for POMS factor score, which generally
showed no significant difference between active treatment conditions and placebo. These results
are shown in Tables VIC8 in the appendix (as provided by the sponsor).

Study 190-045: Sleep Architecture Results.

Table VIC9 Panel A in the appendix summarizes these results and results of Study 190-046 (a 6—
week non—elderly patient trial) are also shown in Panel B of this table for comparison, a study
that is described later in this review. Significant treatment group effects between E32 and
placebo on Stage 2 sleep were observed (as % total sleep time or total time in minutes), that were
dose-dependent (based on numerical comparisons showing increased % or time in Stage 2 with
increasing ESZ dose—levels). Significant decrease in % total time in REM was also observed

with ESZ treatment compared to placebo, in a dose-dependent manner. The absolute time in
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REM only showed small trends for a treatment effect with ESZ, whereas, 10 mg zolpidem

treatment was associated with a significant increase in total time in REM compared to placebo.

Study 190-045: Conclusions

Pending confirmation by the biometric reviewer, Study 190-045 provides at face, positive

results for a treatment group effect on sleep initiation, as reflected by the median value of LPS

obtained by PSG recordings in which the value was less in each of the E82 dose levels compared

to placebo. Secondary results generally showed similar treatment condition effects.

Despite the sponsor’s results, several problems exist regarding the interpretation of the

results. This study was a crossover study, rather than a parallel group trial, which introduces

several potential confounding variables. Results on the mean change in LPS from a baseline or

placebo condition compared to an ESZ condition were not described. The rationale for

statistical methods described in the study report is not clear, but this is primarily a Biometric
issue.

Another potential problem with interpreting data in this trial is that unpleasant taste was

reported that was ESZ treatment—related (lower incidence or no reports in placebo and zolpidem

conditions) and was 1382 dose-dependent. These results were revealed despite that subjects only

had a single dose over a 2 night period in a given treatment condition and despite the limitations

inherent with a cross-over design. Consequently, a major concern is that blinding methods to

the study drug may not be adequate in this trial.

The issue of a compromised double-blind study design is of greater concern in other trials

in which unpleasant taste was reported in approximately one-third of subjects at the

recommended therapeutic dose-level of 3 mg in subjects of the multiple-dose, non—elderly

Chronic Insomnia trials, as described later.

2. Study 190-046

Study 190-046 was very similar to the previously described study (Study 190-045) except for a

few major differences in the study design. Study 190—046 used a parallel group design, rather

than a cross—over design. The trial was employed a longer duration of double-blind treatment

(44 days of nightly-bedtime treatment) allowing for the examination of potential tolerance to

treatment effects on sleep parameters. Furthermore, this trial included a two-day washout phase

following double-blind treatment to examine potential rebound effects on PSG and other sleep
parameters upon abrupt treatment cessation. However, preposed efficacy claims were based on

PSG data last obtained on Day 29 of double-blind treatment (4-weeks of treatment). Hence, the

sponsor’s proposed efficacy claims do not apply to a full 6—week treatment period.

Study 190-046: Objectives

As with the previously described study (Study 190-045), the primary objective of Study 190-046

was to show efficacy of ESZ compared to placebo in the treatment of Chronic Insomnia in

nonelderly adult patients using objective LPS (as determined by PSG) as the primary efficacy

variable (PSG recordings were conducted on Days 1, 15 and 29 of treatment).

Secondary objectives of the study included an examination for potential tolerance or rebound

effects, and potential effects on subjective ratings of daily functioning assOciated with 44

consecutive days of daily ESZ treatment compared to placebo.
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  Study 190-046: Study Design and Subjects
This study is a multicenter, randomized, placebo-controlled, PSG and outpatient study
employing a parallel group design and a 44 day double-blind treatment phase. A total of 308
generally healthy adults (between ages 2! to 64 years old) with Chronic Insomnia (by DSM-IV
criteria) were randomized to one of the following treatment groups (in a 1:121: ratio):

0 Placebo group: 3 tablets po th (at bedtime with 240 ml of water).
a 2 mg ESZ group: 2 E82 tablets (l mg/tablet) and l placebo tablet p.o. th (at bedtime

with 240 ml water).

0 3 mg ESZ group: 2 E82 tablets ( i .5 mg/tablet) and l placebo tablet p.o. th (at bedtime
with 240 ml water).

Double-blind treatment was for a period of 44 days. The lot numbers of £82 tablets used
for this triai were identical to those used in Study [90-045. The eligibility criteria used in both
studies were also almost identical. Refer to the corresponding section for Study is 190-045 for

details on eligibility criteria and prohibited medications.
A 2-night single-blind placebo lead-in phase (Visit 1) preceded the double-blind

treatment phase. Unlike other efficacy trials, a post-treatment wash-out phase of the study was
employed, following the double—blind treatment phase and invoived a 2-nights of single-blind,
placebo treatment (on Visit 6 corresponding to the nights of study Days 45 and 46). Nights 45
and 46 are also referred to as Rebound Nights 1 and 2 or R1 and 2.

PSG recordings were conducted on the tw0 consecutive nights of each of the Placebo
Lead-in and Washout phases. The lead-in phase allowed for PSG screening of the subjects to
determine if they met PSG eligibility criteria, similar to the methods and criteria used for Study
190-045 (except that PSG recording was for only two, rather than three, nights of bedtime
placebo dosing and PSG recording). The 22-day Washout phase allowed for examination of
potential rebound effects on PSG and other sleep measures upon cessation of treatment in the
double-blind phase. Subjects completed Morning Questionnaires on the mornings of the last two
days of double-blind treatment (Days 43 and 45) before undergoing the 2-night washout phase
(Visits 6).

PSGs were also conducted at various time points during the double-blind treatment

phase, as described in the following. Subjects were instructed to return to the study site within 2
to 5 days after the lead-in phase, to undergo two nights of PSG recordings (Visit 2). Subjects
received single-blind placebo on the first night of Visit 2 (data that was collected on this night, as
well as in the following morning, served as baseline data for the rebound effects analyses,
described later). On the second night of Visit 2 subjects received their first dose of their assigned
study drug (refer to as Day 1). Subjects returned to the study site for additional PSG recordings
during the double~blind treatment phase on Days 15 and 29 (Visits 4 and 5) of treatment. It
should be noted that the final onvtreatment PSG recording was conducted on the night of Day 29

corresponding to a period of 29 days of nightly treatment, rather than on the last night of double-
blind treatment. According to the study report in the submission, the original protocol included a
Visit 3 for PSG recording during the double-blind treatment phase of the study (the time point
for Visit 3 was not specified in the submission). However, Visit 3 was later deleted in a protocol
amendment dated February 28, 2001 (as described on page 51 of the 190-046.pdf file; the study

report file). The rationale for this protocol amendment could not be found in the submission.
Safety and efficacy assessments were almost identical to those employed in the previously

described study (Study [90—045) and were conducted according to the Schedule Study
Assessments shown in Table VIC l 0 in the appendix (as provided by the sponsor). Unlike Study
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190-045, the present study, 190—046, included the Digit Symbol Substitution Test (DSST), which
was conducted between 9.0-9.5 hours after the previous night dosing (corresponds to l to l '/2

hours after morning awakening). Romberg and Heel-to—Toe test were also conducted during this

time period, as in Study 190-045. As shown in Table ViClO, monitoring of subjects continued
during the washout phase and final safety assessments occurred between five to seven days after
the last dose of study drug. Morning Questionnaires were completed on each study Visit (in the

sleep laboratory) and Evening Questionnaires were conducted in the sleep laboratory on study
Visits, as well as at home by the subjects each night between each study visit, as shown in Table

VIC 10 which includes other safety assessments that were conducted.

Study 190-046: Efficacy Assessments

Primary, key secondary, and other secondary assessments are described in the study report of the

submission and were generally the same as those in the previously described study (Study 190-

045), in which the primary efficacy variable was LPS (as assessed by PSG). Secondary variables

included subjective and objective sleep measures (objective PSG measures, sleep architecture

measures, and subjective sleep ratings from the Morning Questionnaire). Tables VIC2-4

provides a listing of efficacy and safety-related sleep measures (“Next Day Effects” measures

from the Evening Questionnaire and the POMS) and for definitions ofeach variable used in

Study 190-045 that are generally the same as those employed in Study 190—046.

Study 190-046: Statistical Analysis of Primary and Secondary Variables

The lTT population dataset was used for the primary analysis and most of the secondary

analyses. The primary efficacy variable was LPS (in minutes) over the double-blind treatment

phase (the mean of LPS on Visits 4, 5 and 6). As in Study 190-045, the data was ranked-

transformed and an ANOVA model with treatment and site as fixed effects was employed.

However, unlike Study l90-045, the present study did not pool the E82 groups for an initial

ANOVA analysis. Instead, the primary analysis in the present study, was a comparison between

the 3 mg ESZ group to placebo using the ANOVA model (with u = 0.05; two-tailed). Using this

same ANOVA model the 2 mg ESZ group was then compared to placebo on the primary efficacy

variable, as well as on various secondary variables. Secondary comparisons between each ESZ

group and the placebo group on LPS were conducted for each double—blind phase visit (Visits 2,

4, and 5).

Additional secondary analyses were conducted on both objective and subjective measures

generally using the same statistical methods as for the primary analysis, unless otherwise

specified in the results section (secondary analyses was conducted on PSG measures, Evening

Questionnaire measures, Sleep Architecture measures and on "Next Day Effect" parameters:

Morning Questionnaire and POMS scores).

It is important to note that data from 20 subjects on several secondary efficacy parameters

were not included in the statistic analyses. These subjects had values on subjective sleep latency,

subjective WASO, subjective total sleep measures (secondary variables) that were considered by

the sponsor to be extreme (values exceeding 599 minutes). Therefore, data from these subjects

on these particular parameters were deleted from the dataset analyzed for the secondary analyses.

These subjects and their corresponding values are listed in Table 1 1.1-1 in the study report (page

55 of the 190-046.pdf study report file in the submission). The exclusion of these data from the

dataset appears to be reasonable for data analysis on these variables for a number of reasons.

The values exceeded 599 minutes, yet such values are not likely given the nature of the study
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population (i.e. patients with Chronic Insomnia meeting specified DSM-[V and study criteria),
along with the cut-off values for subjective and objective sleep measures used to determine
eligibility for the study.3 Finally, the analyses conducted on these variables were secondary or
exploratory in nature.

Study 190-046: Results on Demographic Features, Exposure, Protocol Violations

Before describing efficacy results, results on demographic features, exposure to double-blind
treatment and protocol deviations are described in this subsection.

Overall demographic features were described previously in Section VI.B.3, while this

paragraph focuses on salient observations of these results (as shown in Table VIBl l in the
appendix). The 3 mg ESZ group had the greatest incidence of female subjects (73% compared
to 57 to 64% of subjects in the other group) with overall treatment group effects on the incidence

by gender being significant (p=0.03). Treatment groups also showed a significant effect on
mean BMI (for female and male subjects combined) but the magnitude of treatment group
differences was numerically small (only 1 to 2 kg/m2 between any given two groups).

The following description of exposure is based on results shown in Tables 14.1.5 and

14.1.6 (on pp.113 and 114 in the Study Report of the original submission, in 190-046.pdf file).
Double-blind treatment compliance ranged from the 97 to 99% in mean compliance and was

100% in median compliance among the treatment groups (calculated according to methods

described in the tables). The minimum compliance among the treatment groups ranged from
67% to 87%.

Using the number of tablets returned at each study visit to calculate exposure results on

exposure by number of days and number of doses (number of doses was divided by 3, since

subjects received 3 tablets per dose). The methods for these calculations and the results were

provided in Table 14.1.6 in the study report of the original submission. As shown in this table,

the mean number of days and mean number of doses of double-blind treatment for each

treatment group was 43 days and 42 doses, respectively (SD ranged from 4 to 7 among the

groups, the median number of days and doses was 44 days and 43 doses in each group).

The majority of subjects (66% of subjects) were identified as having "important" protocol

deviations. Yet, 90% of subjects were reported as completers yet on p. 25 of CSR proto viol’s

resulted in DC of study. It appears from these incidence rates that “important” protocol deviators

are different from protocol violators and that the former subgroup remained in the study, while

the later subgroup were withdrawn from the study. it appears that a committee identified

subjects as protocol deviators. This selection process is not clear to this reviewer (e.g.

prespecified, a priori criteria for “important” deviations cannot be found and a priori methods

regarding the analysis of the data from these subjects). The categories of these "important"

protocol deviations (categorized by type of deviation) found in an end-of-text summary table

showing the incidence of subjects by type of deviation showed the following results for

categories in which the incidence was at least 5% in any given treatment group:

0 Testing positive on the urine drug screen (including Visit 2), which occurred in

approximately 6% to 7% of subjects in any given group.

0 The closing time in the sleep laboratory deviated by at least 15 minutes from the onset of

PSG recording: in approximately 10 to 14% of subjects in any given group. 

3 Specified subjective sleep and PSG cutoff eligibility criteria were employed which included a requirement that
subjects reported no more than 6.5 hours a sleep each night for at least one month prior to study entry.
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- Caffeinated food was consumed after 1500 hrs in the sieep laboratory: in 6% to 7% of

subjects within any given treatment group.
0 Exceeded the three cup minimum of caffeinated beverages in any given day while in the

sleep laboratory: approximately five to 9% of subjects in any given treatment group.
0 A deviation in DSST administration by > 15 minutes: in 17% to 23% of subjects in any

given treatment group.

One important observation is that distribution of subjects among the various categories of
"important“ protocol deviations was generally similar across the treatment groups for each given
category (as shown in Table 14.1.2 in this study report file 190-046.pdf, starting on p. 106).
Furthermore, it is noteworthy that only 3% of the ITT Efficacy population received prohibited
concomitant medication.

Clarification on the above is needed to be able to draw conclusions on at least the

efficacy results of this study.

Study 190-046: Efficacy Results
Tables V1 C. 11-12 and Figure VLC. 3-4 in the appendix summarizes the primary and secondary

efficacy results in the results by study visit during the double-blind phase on the primary efficacy
variable, LPS. Note that while the median number of minutes of LPS appears to be fairly stable
over time in the two 1352 groups (on Days 1, 15, and 29 of the double-blind phase), the median
LPS in the placebo group shows a gradual decline from Day 1 (Night 1) to Day 15 (Night 15)
and a more dramatic decrease on Day 29 (Night 29). Nevertheless, pairwise comparisons

between each of the E82 groups to the placebo group were highly significantly different on each
of these days of the double-blind treatment phase (p< 0.001 to p < 0.0001).

Results on objective Sleep Efficiency and on median objective WASO generally appear

to show the greatest treatment group differences (in both the magnitude of the effect and the p
value for a significant effect) for both the low and high dose ESZ groups compared to placebo on

Day 1 (Night 1) compared to Nights 15 and 29. The high dose ESZ group showed more
consistently, than the low dose group, a significant treatment group effect (compared to placebo)
on these parameters for the overall period of the double—blind treatment phase (Days 1, 5, and
29) and by each study visit.

The median objective WASO only showed a treatment group effect in the high dose ESZ

group compared to placebo for the “overall” period (averaging the data from each visit during .
the double—blind phase; Days 1, 15 and 29). The low dose group only showed significant effects
on Day 1, and not on Days 15 and 29. DeSpite effects for the overall period in the high dose
group, this high dose group failed to show a consistent significant treatment group effect
(compared to placebo) over time (no significant treatment group effect was observed on Night
15). In fact, the numerical values for the median objective WASO on Night 15 were in the
negative direction compared to placebo in each of the E82 groups (values were numerically
greater in each ESZ group than the value in the placebo group). However, numerical trends
appear in the opposite direction (Le. for a positive effect in each of the E82 groups compared to
placebo) at other time points (Nights 1 and 29) On WASO and at all time points (Nights 1, 15 and
29) on the median objective Sleep Efficiency parameter.

The results of other objective and subjective secondary sleep measures and analyses were

generally similar to those observed for the primary and key secondary measures. The results of
secondary measures are shown in Tables VIC12 and Figures VIC 3-4 in the appendix (showing
results either for the overall, double-blind phase over Visits 1, 15 and 29 or by each of these
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visits, as provided by the sponsor). However, as shown in these tables, some objective and
subjective measures (primarily those variables reflecting the wake time after sleep) failed to
show significant treatment group effects upon pairwise comparisons (either overall; over Visits
1, 15 and 29 or by study Visit). Some variables showed at least trends for treatment group
differences (between a given ESZ group compared to placebo) in a direction that is opposite of
the direction expected for a beneficial ESZ treatment effect (values reflect at least a numerically
greater positive effect in the placebo group compared to either of the ESZ groups, such as the
results on objective Number of Awakenings).

When significantly greater effects were observed on several of the above secondary
variables in the high dose ESZ group the greatest effect or the most significant effect (upon
pairwise comparison to placebo) was observed on Night 1 (compared to Nights 15 and 29, based
on visual inspection of the summary tables). The low dose group showed significant treatment
group effects on Night 1 but generally showed a similar pattern for a lesser effect on subsequent
nights. These observations pertain to the following parameters: the primary efficacy variable
(LPS), “key” secondary variables (median objection sleep efficiency and WASO), objective
Wake Time After Sleep, objective Number ofAwakenings, and most subjective sleep measures:

subjective Number of Awakenings, subjective WASO, subjective Quality of Sleep, and
subjective Depth of Sleep. These results suggest development of tolerance within the 29 Day
period while noting that the sponsor only chose to conduct PSG recordings out to Day 29 rather
than throughout the double-blind treatment phase in this 6-week trial (also note protocol changes
of dropping a visit of PSG recording, as previously described).

Study 190—046: Unpleasant Taste Associated with ESZ
Because of concern that an unpleasant taste associated with the study drug could influence the

integrity of the double-blind design of the study, the incidence of the adverse event of unpleasant
taste is provided in the following for each treatment group:

0 Placebo group: 3 subjects (3.0%).

o 2 mg ESZ group: 17 subjects (16.3%).

o 3 mg ESZ group: 36 subjects (34.3%).

These results show a rather marked dose-dependent and treatment group effect on the incidence

of unpleasant taste (based on numerical comparisons). These observations pose a serious
problem as to the integrity of the double—blind design which could be compromised to the extent
ofjeopardizing the interpretability of the efficacy results. A discussion regarding this potential
issue cannot be found in the study report.

Study 190-046: Subgroup Analysis of Efficacy Results
Potential subgroup differences on efficacy are suggested by results described below, but are only
considered preliminary and did not appear to be reproducible in other trials.

Summary tables on subgroup analyses (by age, gender and ethnicity) of the primary efficacy

variable (objective LPS) by study visit (Days 1, 15, and 29) and for the overall, double—blind

assessment period (the average of Days 1, 15, and 29) are provided in the study report of the

original submission (Tables 14.17.144.273 starting on p. M3 in without l90-046.pdffile). As
shown in these tables, the following subgroups showed similar results to those for the subgroups,

combined (as described in the previous subsection). That is each ESZ group had significantly
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lower median LPS than the placebo group for the overall assessment period, as well as for each

study visit (p < 0.001 and a most every comparison):

- > 35-year-old age group.

0 Female gender group.

0 Each ethnic subgroup (categorized as Caucasian or Noncaucasian) .

The subgroups not listed above, generally showed a significantly lower median LPS in each of
the E82 groups compared to placebo, but for only one time point, which was Day 1 (each ESZ
group generally did not show significant or in some cases, even a trend for, lower median LPS
than the placebo group on subsequent study visits or for the overall assessment period). These
subgroups are listed below:

0 < 35-year-old age group-

0 Male gender group.

The above observations for these two subgroups may be reflecting a small sample size effect (as

these were smaller subgroups than their corresponding comparison subgroup and sample sizes
were only approximately 40 subjects/treatment group). However, this reviewer believes that a

small sample size effect on reaching a level of significant in these subgroups is unlikely for the
following reasons. Firstly, both subgroups showed a consistent pattern over time that may be

suggestive of a tolerance effect, yet the sample size did not vary over time (in some cases the
trends were in the opposite than predicted direction). Secondly, the non-Caucasian subgroup
consisted of only 33 to 36 subjects in a given treatment group, yet consistently showed

significant treatment group effects over time (p< 0.001 for most time points). Variance in
standard deviations does not seem to explain the results, as the non—Caucasian subgroup had a

very large standard deviation in each of the E82 groups on Day 29, but still showed a highly

significant treatment group effect. Examination of the standard deviations in the summary tables
for other subgroup analyses also failed to show any consistent pattern that might explain the
above observations.

One possibility that needs consideration is the possibility that the male subgroup could
consist of primarily subjects who are < 35 years old and that the above observations are real,
rather than due to an artifact. Another consideration is that the above results represent a real

direct or secondary effect on both age and gender on treatment group effects of LPS over time

(also consider a possible interaction effect). For example consider the possibility that the

subgroup differed in the incidence of subjects with unreported ethanol/substance abuse disorders

(as a positive urine drug screed was a common protocol deviation in subjects of the trial). Also
consider undiagnosed sleep apnea which is more common in older men. Consider menopausal

status effects on sleep. Also consider differences in BM[. In conclusion these comments can

only be considered speculative, as the study was not designed to focus potential subgroup effects.
Also the above observations did not appear to be reproducible in other trials.

Study 190-046: Results on Next-Day Effects

Unlike, PSG and several other sleep assessments, assessments for “Next-Day effects” were

conducted throughout the 6—week double-blind phase. Figure VICS in the appendix shows

results on parameters obtained from the Evening Questionnaire for each week of the 6«week

double—blind treatment phase (Daytime Alertness and Daytime Ability to Function, as provided

by the sponsor). In summary, only the high dose ESZ group showed significantly greater median
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scores on each of the two parameters during week 2, but not on the other weeks. However, there

were small trends for greater median scores over increasing dose-levels on each parameter on

each week during the double—biind phase (based on numerical comparison between the 2 mg and

3 mg ESZ groups)- Trends for greater median scores of each ESZ group compared to placebo
were also observed on each week of the double-blind treatment phase (based on numerical

comparisons between each of the E82 groups compared to placebo). The results on the POMS
generally failed to show remarkable or significant treatment group differences between each 1382

group compared to placebo.
Despite the above results on Daytime Alertness and Daytime Ability to Function, results

on the Morning Sleepiness parameter obtained from the Morning Questionnaire revealed trends

_ for higher scores (greater morning sleepiness) in each of the ESZ groups (median score of 51

mm in each group) compared to placebo (in median score of 48 mm). However, these group

differences between each ESZ group and placebo were small magnitude and failed to reach a

level of significance.

Study 190—046:DSST Results. The sponsor describes DSST results under the safety section of

the study report. It is not clear to this reviewer why performance on the DSST was not

considered a "next—day effects" parameter. Table VIC13 (in the appendix) summarizes the

results (as provided by the sponsor). A rationale for using ranked transformed data for statistical

analysis for a treatment group effect could not be found in the study report. Upon examination

of the results in this table, the mean or median scores (or the change from baseline in mean or

median scores) generally showed a numerically increase in value over time in each treatment

group (baseline, Days 1, 15, 29, and on both rebound days, combined; Days 45 + 46). These

results suggest a learning effect over time, independent of treatment. Despite a potential learning

effect the following treatment group showed trends for greater impairment in ESZ groups

compared to placebo were observed. The 2 mg ESZ group has numerically lower values than the

placebo group on the last assessment in the doubledblind phase (Day 29) and the 3 mg ESZ

group has numerically lower values than the placebo group at almost all time points.

The absence or diminished learning effect in ESZ groups relative to placebo needs

consideration in the interpretation of DSST results, as the results could reflect a greater adverse

effect of the study drug compared to placebo, that is not apparent in the statistical methods

employed by the sponsor.

Study l90-046:Sleep Architecture Results. Results are generally similar to those observed in

Trial 190-045, as shown in Table VIC9B in the appendix.

Study 190—046: Results on Rebound Effects

Results of Rebound Effects on Efficacy Variables Figure VIC6 (in the appendix) provides

results on median objective LPS, sleep efficiency and WASO at baseline and on each study Visit

during the double-blind treatment phase (Nights one, 15, and 29) and the washout phase (Nights

45 and 46 or referred to as Rebound Nights 1 and 2), as provided by the sponsor. Results are

also shown in tabular form in Table VIC 14 (in the appendix). These tables show the mean and

median change from baseline (the baseline night of Visit 2, prior to double-blind treatment) to

each rebound in night (Nights 45 and 46) and results of various statistical analyses (as provided

by the sponsor).
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As shown in the summary tables, statistical comparisons between each ESZ group and

placebo, generally failed to consistently reach a level of significance (particularly in the high

dose group) on the median change from baseline to the 2-night rebound period (when averaging
results from both rebound nights)4. However, significant treatment group differences were
generally revealed on the first rebound night on the median or mean change in values from

baseline. These results revealed that the low and high dose ESZ groups consistently showed a

numerical worsening of objective sleep efficiency and WASO from baseline to the first rebound

night (the first night afier double-blind treatment cessation). it is also notable that this worsening

(on each of these parameters) was numerically greater on Rebound Night 1 (Night 45 of the

study) compared to Rebound Night 2 (Night 46). If these observations in the E82 group were

due to lack of efficacy, one would not expect that this worsening would abate or diminish on the

second rebound night- Note that in the placebo group, not only showed a numerical or

significant improvement from baseiine to each of the two rebound nights, but also, this numerical

improvement was greatest on Rebound Night 2 (compared to Rebound Night 1).

The above observations of a potential rebound effect can be more easily seen upon

examination of Figures VIC6, while noting a rather marked worsening in each parameter

between Day 29 of the double-blind treatment phase to Rebound Night 1 (corresponding to Night

45 in the figures) that is numerically greater in the high dose ESZ group, while the placebo group
either shows no change or trends for greater improvement between these same sleep laboratory
nights. Furthermore, the 2 mg ESZ group shows values on each rebound night (Nights 45 and
46 in the figures) that are numerically different (worse) than the values at baseline (Table VICl4

shows significant differences in the 3 mg ESZ group for some of the variables). The placebo
group either showed numerically greater improvement or no change in these parameters
compared to baseline.

Rebound Effects Sleep Architecture. PSG recording were conducted on the two Rebound

Nights, yet results on sleep architecture on these nights could not be found in the study report.

Rebound Effects on AEs (Withdrawal AEs) in Study 190-046

Treatment groups (placebo; n = 99, 2 mg E82, :1 = 104, 3 mg 532, n = 105) were generally
similar on the incidence of withdrawal AEs (total ABS and in each AE‘, category). The incidence

of withdrawal AE's (AE's for ali categories, combined) was 8%, 8%, and 9%, in the placebo, 2
mg, and 3 mg ESZ groups. The incidence of each category of ABS was less than 2% in any
given treatment group with the exception ofNervous System AE's: 2%, 1.9%, and 2.9% in the

placebo, 2 mg, and 3 mg ESZ groups. Among nervous system AE's in the ESZ groups or the
following (the incidence in placebo, 2, mg 3 mg ESZ groups are showu):

- Abnormal dreams: 0%, 0%, to 1.9%

0 Anxiety: 0%, 1.9%, l.0%.

The above AE's reflect those that were reported on the first single—blind placebo day at Visit 6 or
within 48 hours or between 24 to 48 hours after the last dose in subjects who withdrew early
from the study.

4 As described in the summary in the appendix, the change from baseline and sleep parameters
was analyzed using the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test. Pairwise comparisons were conducted with
rank-transformed change from baseline data using an ANOVA model with treatment and site as
fixed effects.
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Study 190-046: Conclusions
Overall the results as presented by the sponsor show a significant treatment group effect on
several variables including the primary efficacy variable, but the greatest effects appear to be on

Night 1. Consistent with a possible development of tolerance to efficacy effects over time are
the results on the rebound nights, that evidence suggestive of rebound effects. Rebound effects
of EEG could not be found in the submission. The results on withdrawal AEs showed minimal

to no rebound effects on the incidence of ABS.

A major concern in the interpretability of these results is a marked dose-dependent effect on the
incidence of unpleasant taste that occurs in one third of subjects at the recommended dose level
in proposed labeling.

Another major concern is regarding a subgroup of subjects identified as “important protocol”
deviators, as previously described. As the methods employed and the actual data included in at
least the analysis of efficacy data can impact on what conclusions may be drawn from the results,

as presented by the sponsor and the ability to interpret the results.

Adverse effects of 582 on DSST performance is also suggested by the results of this trial.

Consideration also needs to be given to potential drug effects on practice effects over time, as

previously described.

3. Study 190-049

Study 190—049: Objectives

The primary objective of this 12-month trial was to examine long-term safety of ESZ treatment

(3 mg taken orally, each night at bedtime) using a placebo controlled design during a 6-month

double-blind treatment phase that was followed by a 6- month open-label ESZ phase (3 mg po

th).

The study report in the original submission specifies that the examination of efficacy

(using subjective sleep measures) in patients with Chronic Insomnia was a secondary objective

of this trial (using subjective sleep latency as the primary efficacy variable).

Study 190-049: Study Design and Subjects

This trial is a multicenter (70 sites), parallel group, fixed dose, long-term outpatient trial using

subjective efficacy measures. A 6—month double—blind phase was followed by a 6-month open

label ESZ phase (3 mg of 582 th at bedtime). 791 eligible subjects (21-64 years old, generally
healthy men and women, with Chronic Insomnia by DSM-lV criteria) were randomized to one of '

the following two treatment groups:

0 Placebo group: 2 tablets po th (at bedtime).

0 3 mg 1382 group: 2 tablets po th (either two 1.5 mg tablets or one I mg tablet and one 2

mg tablet, taken at bedtime).

Subjects were instructed to have dinner at least two hours prior to their bedtime dosing. Subjects

were required to take at least 3 daily bedtime doses per week or 15 daily bedtime doses per

month to remain in the study (compliance was assessed at each monthly study visit using the
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number of tablets returned minus the number of tablets missing or stolen, divided by two

tablets/dose).

Subjects who completed the six month double-blind treatment phase were eligible to
enter into a 6-month ESZ open-label phase. A total of 471 ITT efficacy subjects participated in

this phase. During the open—label phase ail subjects were instructed to take one tabiet (a 3 mg
ESZ tablet) orally every night at bedtime.

Lot numbers of the placebo, 1 mg E82, and 2 mg ESZ tablets used in the previously

described trials were the same as those employed in Study 190-049. However, two additional lot

numbers of ESZ tablets were used in this longer term trial (corresponding to the 1.5 mg and the

3.0 mg tablets).

Subjects underwent clinical assessments for screening on Visit 1, according to the

Schedule of Assessments Table VIClS in the appendix (as provided by the sponsor). A

maximum screening period of 14 days was employed to determine eligibility. Eligibility criteria

used in the trial were generally similar to those employed in Study 190-046. Women were

permitted to use hormonal therapy and hormonal contraceptive agents (women considered as not

having childbearing potential were those who were surgically sterilized or who had post-

menopausal amenorrhea for at least one year). Hepatitis B and C screening was employed and

subjects who participated in any investigational study within 30 days prior to the screening visit

were excluded from the study.

The following outlines some key differences1n eligibility criteria used1n Study 190-049
that were generally not employedin other Chronic insomnia studies:

0 Eligibility criteria of self-reported sleep patterns differ somewhat from other Chronic

Insomnia Trials. In other trials, subjects meeting DSM-IV criteria for Chronic Insomnia

also had to report both of the following sleep characteristics, while in this longer term

trial (190-049) subjects (who also had to meet DSM-IV criteria for Chronic Insomnia)

only had to meet either of these criteria on self-reported sleep patterns (during at least

one month prior to the study):

0 Reports no more than 6.5 hours a night of sleep and (as stated in previous

Chronic trials), “and/or” (as stated in Section 9.3.1 of the Study Report of

Study 190—049)

- Takes more than 30 minutes to fall asleep at each night over the previous
month.

0 In previously described trials, subjects were excluded if they had previously participated

in an ESZ trial, while in Study 190-049 subjects were excluded if they participated in a

trial within 30 days prior to screening.

Another unique feature of the eligibility criteria in Study 190-049 that was not employed in

other trials involved screening subjects for cancer (as other trials were short—term trials):

0 Subjects with "history of, or current malignancy except for non-melanomatous skin

cancer” were excluded from Study 190-049.

0 More restrictive screening criteria were employed regarding subjects with active thyroid

disease, women "considered at risk for breast cancer," and "all subjects at risk for lung

cancer." These additional, unique, eligibility criteria could not be found in the listing of

inclusion and exciusion criteria in Sections 9.3.1 and 9.3.2 of the study report. Instead,

the criteria were found in a section describing procedures for Visit 1 (Section 9.5.1.! of

the study report). The following text was taken from this section of the study report:
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0
Documentation ofa negative mammogram was required within the past 12

monthsfor allfemales considered at riskfor breast cancer. 19“
documentation ofa negative mammogram was not available, the subject

was not eligiblefor the protocol. A mammogram was notprovided or paid

for by the sponsorfor the purpose ofparticipating in this protocol.

Documentation ofa negative thyroid scan in the past 12 months was

requiredfor all subjects with evidence ofactive thyroid disease. 17
documentation ofa negative thyroid scan was not available, the subject was

not eligiblefor the protocol. A thyroid scan was notprovided or paidfor by
the sponsorfor the purpose ofparticipating in this protocol. Exceptions were

made on a case-by-case basisfor subjects receiving thyroid replacement

therapy at a stable dose for at least 3 months.

Documentation ofa negative chest x-ray in the past 12 months was required

for all subjects at riskfor lung cancer. This included subjects with significant
(per Investigator ’s discretiorr) exposure to asbestos, and those with more

than l-packper dayfor a year (1 pack-year) ofcigarette smoking. 17

documentation ofa negative chest x-ray was not available, the subject was

not eligiblefor the protocol. A chest x-ray was not provided or paidfor by

the sponsorfor the purpose ofparticipating in this protocol.

The following outlines the study visits, including a brief description of the procedures for each

visit (refer to Table VICIS in the appendix for details on the assessment schedule):

0 Baseline Visit (Visit 2): eligible subjects were randomly assigned to double-blind study

drug and underwent safety assessments according to the schedule shown in Table VICIS.

- Double-blind Phase (Visits 3—8): these visits occurred monthly (i5 days) while subjects
WBTC

receiving their double—blind treatment. Safety and compliance assessments were

obtained and subjects received their monthly refill of study drug at each of these visits.

0 Open-Label Phase (Visits 9-14): these monthly visits (:5 days) occurred over the open-
label phase of the study and involved similar procedures to those employed on visits

during the double—blind phase (as shown in Table VlClS).

o End-of-Study Visit (Visit 15): subjects were to return within approximately one week

after their last dose of study drug (within 5-7 days post—dose) and underwent final

assessments, as shown in Table VIClS.

In addition to assessments shown in Table VlClS, women were inquired about their menstrual

history and use of hormonal therapy at each monthly study visit.

The protocol was amended (in Amendment 3) to only include vital sign measures that

were obtained while seated (orthostatic measures were deleted, as described in the study report

of the submission). The rationale provided for deleting orthostatic measures during vital sign

assessments was that measures were being obtained at time points near minimal or trough levels

(as described on pp.62—63 of this study report 190-049.pdf file).

Study 190-049: Efficacy Assessments

Primary and secondary assessments were obtained from the Evening Questionnaire using an

Interactive Voice Response System ([VRS). Subjects completed a questionnaire via [VRS on a
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weekly basis throughout treatment. Subjects were to complete the questionnaire in the evening
on the same day of each week (i1 day).

The primary efficacy variable was sleep latency (in minutes), which was defined as the
subjective average time to fall asleep over a given week. Table VIC 16 in the appendix provides
a listing of the efficacy variables and each corresponding definition (as provided by the sponsor).

According to the study report the key secondary variable was the mean total sleep time over the
last three months of the double-blind treatment phase.

Study 190—049: Statistical Analysis of Primary and Key Secondary Variables
The mean of the monthly averages over the last three months of the double-blind phase on sleep

latency was determined for the primary efficacy variable (the mean of the monthly averages for
months 4, 5 and 6). Secondary analysis was conducted on the monthly averages on sleep
latency throughout the double-blind phase.

The following describes how missing values were handled in calculating monthly mean

sleep latency values. The LOCF approach was used for calculating each monthly average (at
least two values in a given month were required to calculate the monthly mean value). At least
two values in a given month were required to calculate the monthly mean value, while the
following describes methods when only one value existed on a give month. If only one value
existed for the first month, then the first month mean value was considered missing. On

subsequent months, if only a single value existed for given month, then the value was summated
with the mean value of the previous month, divided by two, to obtain that given month’s average

(as described on p.51 in the l90-O49.pdf file). These methods were also generally employed for
determining results by each month on each secondary variable.

An ANOVA with treatment and site as fixed effects was conducted to compare the 3 mg

ESZ group to placebo on the primary efficacy variable. The data was ranked-transformed for
this analysis. This same approach was generally used for the statistical analysis of each
secondary variable, unless otherwise specified in the results section of this review.

Study 190-049: Results on Demographic Features, Exposure, and Protocol Violations.

Subject di3position, demographic features and exposure are described elsewhere in this review.
This section focuses on salient features regarding these aspects of the study population.

Almost 100% of the randomized subjects were in the {IT population of the double-blind

treatment phase of the study. Approximately 60% of randomized subjects completed the 6-
month double-blind treatment phase of the trial. The distribution of subjects within each

disposition category was generally similar across treatment groups in the double-blind treatment
phase, with the following exceptions. Approximately 13% of the E82 group discontinued
double-blind treatment due to an adverse event compared to Only 7% of placebo subjects. The

placebo group had almost twice the incidence of subjects who voluntarily withdrew from the
study compared to the E82 group (26% of placebo subjects compared to only 14% of 1332

group). Only approximately 3% of subjects withdrew from the study due to a protocol violation.
A total of 471 subjects were in the ITT efficacy population. Approximately 81% of these

subjects completed the Open-label treatment phase of this study. Refer to Table lV.B.l.b. in
Section IV of this review for further details on the enumeration of subjects in a given population

and treatment group. This table also provides a number of subjects who received a total of six
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  months or 12 months of ESZ. Only 4% of the ITT population withdrew prematurely due to an

adverse event during the open-label treatment phase of the study.
Treatment groups were generally similar in demographic features (mean or median age

and height) and in the distribution of subjects across gender or ethnic categories. However, the

E82. group had a significantly greater mean weight (by 5 kg) and BMI (by only approximately 2
kg/m ) than the placebo group of the double-blind treatment phase.

Tables 17-20 in the appendix provide results on the exposure of subjects during the
double-blind treatment and open label phase in addition to overall exposure to ESZ treatment

throughout both phases of the study. Approximately 50% of ESZ subjects received a mean daily
dose of at least 2.75 mg and approximately 50% of placebo subjects received treatment over a

period exceeding five months during the double-blind treatment phase (a mean of 2.75
tablets/day in the placebo subjects and 2.75 rug/day in ESZ subjects). Approximately 12% of
ESZ subjects received a daily mean dose of at least 2 mg over this time-period during the
double-blind treatment phase. The results on exposure during the open-label phase revealed
generally similar observations on the incidence of subjects within each mean daily dose category

(mean daily dose categories of 2 2 mg or}? 2.75 mg over a period of at least 5 months). The
mean compliance within each treatment group during the double-blind phase and open label
phases was approximately 95% (the number of tablets taken, divided by the number of tablets to
be taken). Over 43% of the subjects were within 100 to 119% range of compliance during the
double—blind (in each treatment group) or open label phase.

Approximately 35% of subjects in each treatment group of the double—blind treatment
phase deviated from the protocol. Common protocol deviations (at least 5% of subjects within
any given group) were the following:

0 Did not meet eligibility criteria (approximately 6% of subjects in each group).

0 Reported a sleep history of < 16 minutes of sleep latency (8-9% in each group).

0 Tested positive on the urine drug screen (5-6% per group).

Despite these common protocol deviations, the distribution of subjects across treatment groups

within any given protocol deviation was generally similar.

Study 190-049: Efficacy Results

Results on the Primary Efficacy Variable. As shown in Table VIC21 in the appendix (as

provided by the sponsor) the E82 group had a significantly shorter subjective sleep latency than

placebo (averaging values over months 4-6 of the double-blind treatment phase, using rank-
transformed data for the statistical analysis). This table also shows secondary results on the

primary variable at other time-points of the double-blind treatment phase (mean and median
values over months 1-3 and by each month of the 6-month phase). These results show highly

significantly shorter subjective sleep latency values (median values, ranked-transformed data)
consistently over each month of the deuble—blind treatment phase.

See Figure VIC7 in the appendix showing the results on median subjective sleep latency

for each treatment group over time, for each month of the double-blind and open label treatment

phases (as provided by the sponsor).

Results on "Key" Secondary and Other Variables .

The sponsor refers to subjective total sleep time over months 4-6 (the mean of the monthly

values, data ranked-transformed) as the “key” secondary efficacy variable. Table VIC22 in the

appendix shows the results of this secondary variable. Also shown in Table VIC22 are results of
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subjective total sleep time averaged over months 1-3 and by each month of the double-blind
treatment phase (as provided by the sponsor). Significant treatment group effects for a greater
median subjective total sleep time in the ESZ group compared to placebo was revealed with each
pairwise comparison (over the first 3 months or the last 3 months of the double-blind phase or by
each month over the 6 months). Figure VIC8, also shows these results, as well as results during

the 6-month open label phase of the study (as provided by the sponsor).

Similar observations were generally revealed for other secondary variables including the
subjective WASO, subjective number of awakenings, subjective quality sleep, and subjective
number of nights awakened per week, as shown in Table VIC23 and Figures VIC9-VIC12 in the
appendix (as provided by the sponsor).

Results of Subgroup Analyses.

Subgroup analyses were performed on the basis of gender and ethnicity on the primary efficacy
variable and on the "key" secondary variable (subjective sleep latency and subjective total sleep

time, respectively). Despite, some subgroups having small sample sizes either significant
treatment group effects or trends for a treatment group effect were still revealed in each subgroup

on these efficacy parameters (averaging values from the first 3 months or from the last 3 months

of the double-blind phase).

Results on the Incidence of Unpleasant Taste

Given that unpleasant taste associated with the active drug could impact on the integrity of the

double-blind design the following describes the incidence of subjects reporting "unpleasant
taste."

During the double-blind phase 10 E82. subjects (out of 593 total ESZ subjects) and no

placebo subjects (out of 195 total placebo subjects) dropped out of the study due to unpleasant
taste. The incidence of unpleasant taste reported as an AB in this phase of the study was 26% of

subjects in the E82 group compared to only 5.6% of placebo subjects during this phase (ITT

Efficacy Population).

During the open label phase 7% of the subjects reported unpleasant taste (32 total

subjects). The majority of these subjects who reported unpleasant taste in the open-label phase

(22 out of the 32 total subjects) had previously received placebo during the double-blind phase.

20% of subjects who were previously on placebo reported unpleasant taste during the

open-label phase of the study (out of l l 1 subjects in the ITT Efficacy Population for the open

label phase). Only 3% of subjects who were previously assigned to double-blind ESZ reported

unpleasant taste during the open label phase.

Study 190-049: Results on "Next Day” Parameters

The following results are on subjective daytime ratings. The results on daytime alertness,

daytime ability to function, and sense of physical well-being, are shown in Figure VICl3 in the

appendix (as provided by the sponsor). These parameters were obtained on a weekly basis in the

evening using IVRS. Significantly greater values (greater benefit) were obtained in the E82

group compared to placebo at each month of the trial throughout the double-blind and open label

treatment phases (refer to the figures for details). However, the treatment group differences were

very small and were consistently less than 1 unit on a 10 unit scale for each of these parameters

at each of these time points (0 = very sleepy or poor and 10 = wide awake or excellent, for
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daytime alertness and ability to function ratings, respectively). The results on the number of
days of napping and on nap time failed to show even trends for a greater benefit with ESZ
compared to placebo for virtually all the time points throughout the study. However, subjects
generally reported one day to less than one day of napping (perhaps reflecting a floor effect).
The mean or median number of hours of napping was approximately 27 to 30 minutes or

approximately 40 minutes, respectively, at each monthly time point throughout the study in each
of the groups.

This study did not include DSST assessments.

Study 190-049: Conclusions

Based on the results described in this study report for Study 190-049 the sponsor shows

significant treatment group effects for greater benefit in the E82 group compared to the placebo
group on the primary efficacy variable and the “key" secondary variable (subjective sleep latency
and subjective total sleep time, respectively, with values averaged over the last three months of
double-blind treatment, ranked-transformed data). Generally similar results were observed for

other secondary variables. Secondary analysis over time generally revealed similar results at

each time point throughout the double-blind and open label phases (by monthly visits).

While, significant treatment group effects were revealed, almost one third of the ESZ group

compared to only 5.6% of the placebo group reported unpleasant taste. Furthermore, 20% of
subjects who were previously on placebo reported unpleasant taste in the open label phase when

treated with the active drug compared to only 3% of open-label subjects who previously

receiving double-blind ESZ. These results are consistent with unpleasant taste being associated
with the active drug and present a problem in interpreting efficacy results. Consequently, the

trial is not adequately designed to establish efficacy, in the opinion of this reviewer.

Because of significant group differences 0n BMI and weight, consideration should be given to

the potential influence on these variables on efficacy results. However, group differences were
small.

Significantly higher scores in the 1382 group compared to placebo were described for subjective

ratings on daytime alertness and ability to function (in the direction of greater alertness and

function in the E82 group). However, these group differences were very small (less than one

unit on and IQ unit scale for each of these parameters) and the level of significance was not

corrected for multiple comparisons. These small differences are not in the opinion of this

reviewer, clinically significant and are not adequate to establish greater daytime alertness and

function with ESZ treatment. No treatment group differences were observed on subjective

parameters on napping. Finally, the study did not employ any objective assessments for potential

"next—day" effects (e.g. DSST, assessment of alertness).

D. Elderly Chronic Insomnia 2—Week Trials (Studies 190-047 and 190—048)

Objectives, Study Design and Efficacy Results of Studies

1. Studies 190-047 and 190-048

Study 190-047 and -048 Objectives.
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Both of these 2-week trials had the primary objective of examining efficacy and safety of fixed

daily bedtime doses (1 mg or 2 mg) of ESZ compared to placebo in elderly (65 to 85-years 01d)

patients with Chronic insomnia. Study 190-047 employed PSG efficacy measures, while Study
190-048 employed subjective efficacy measures.

Studies 190-047 and -048: Study Design and Subjects

Subjects. Both studies were conducted on 65 to 85-year-old generally healthy adults with

Chronic Insomnia by DSM-IV criteria using eligibility criteria that were similar to the criteria

employed for the short-term trials conducted on nonelderly patients with Chronic Insomnia

(Studies 190-045 and 190-046). The total number of randomized subjects in Study 190-047 and

Study 190-048 was 292 subjects and 231 subjects, respectively. PSG screening-eligibility

criteria were similar to those employed in other PSG trials. Subjects could not have active

thyroid disease, but subjects taking a stable dose of thyroid replacement hormone for at least

three months were eligible to participate in the study.

Subjects could not have a history of, or Current, malignancy except for non-melanoma

this skin cancer (as required in the other short-term trials). The more stringent cancer-related

criteria (involving the lung, breast or thyroid) that was employed in the longer term study (Study

190-049) was not employed in any of the shorter-term trials, including trials on elderly patients.

However, unlike Study 190—049, the elderly trials excluded patients with severe chronic

obstructive pulmonary disease.

Study Design. Both elderly trials were multicenter, randomized, double—blind, placebo—

controlled, two-week trials employing a fixed-dose, parallel group design. Both studies had a 2

mg ESZ group (2 mg th at bedtime) and a placebo group in which subjects took their bedtime

dose every night throughout the 2-week double—blind treatment phase. Study 190-048 had an

additional ESZ treatment group that received a 1 mg bedtime dose each night over the two

weeks. Study 190-047 initially had a 1.5 mg ESZ group that was later dropped from the

protocol, since similar efficacy results were anticipated between the 1.5 mg and the 2 mg dose

levels. A total of 28 subjects were randomized to the 1.5 mg dose level at the time of this

protocol amendment (these subjects continued in the trial). Efficacy data from this aborted ESZ

group were not included in the submission.

A major difference between the two elderly trials was that Study 190-047 employed PSG

measures, while Study-048 employed subjective [VRS sleep measures.

Tables V101 and VID2 in the appendix show the overall schedule assessments in study

visits in each respective trial.

Study visits for Study 190-047 (the PSG trial) were as follows:

a Visit 1 (Screening Visit, Z-Nights of PSG Screening and Single-blind placebo

treatment): subjects underwent screening assessments and two consecutive nights of

PSG screening with bedtime single-blind placebo treatment given each night, during this

PSG screening visit. Subjects were to have completed a sleep log for 7-10 consecutive

days prior to this visit to determine the median bedtime of each subject (lights-out).

- Visit 2 (Nights 1 and 2): subjects underwent PSG monitoring for two consecutive nights

in the sleep laboratory and started their first dose of double-blind treatment at bedtime on

Night 1. Subjects were randomized to a treatment group: placebo, 1.5 mg or 2 mg ESZ

groups (in a 121:] ratio). As previously described, the 1.5 mg ESZ dose-level was
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aborted after randomization of 28 subjects to this group. Visit 2 was to occur within 21

days after Visit 1.

0 Visit 3 (Nights 13 and 14): subjects underwent PSG monitoring for these two

consecutive nights, which corresponded to the last two nights of the 2-week double—blind

treatment phase.

I Visit 4 (End-of-Study Visit): subjects underwent final safety and [VRS assessments on

this visit, which was to occur within 5-7 days after completing the double—blind treatment

phase.

Subjects also completed [VRS subjective assessments each morning and evening, starting on
Visit 1 and continued completing these assessments throughout the remainder (the last

assessment was on the morning of Visit 4).

Study visits for Study 190-048 (the subjective sleep iVRS trial) were as follows:

0 Visit 1 (Screening Visit): subjects underwent screening assessments on this visit.

0 Visit 2 (Baseline Visit):'subjects underwent additional screening assessments and safety

assessments on this visit. Subjects began [VRS assessments in which they were

instructed to make their [VRS calls every morning and evening throughout the remainder

of the study. Visit 2 was scheduled within 14 days after the screening visit.

0 Visits 3 and 4 (Weeks 1 and 2 of Double-blind Treatment): Visit 3 was to occur on

Day St] of double-blind treatment and Visit 4 was to occur on Day 15—17, which

corresponds to i-3 days after completing the double-blind treatment phase. Subjects

underwent various safety assessments during these visits, as well as continuing their

[VRS assessments. Visit 4 was the final study visit for safety assessments.

Studies 190-047 and 190-048: Efficacy Assessments and Statistical Analysis Methods

These trials employed virtually the same subjective or objective primary, "key" secondary, and

additional secondary variables, as employed in other trials of nonelderly Chronic Insomnia

patients. The following outlines these parameters for each study.

Co-primag and “Key” Secondary Variables in the PSG Study [90-047:

- (Io—primary variables.

0 Objective LPS was a primary efficacy variable.

0 Objective Sleep Efficiency was a coprimary variable in this trial, rather than this

variable being selected as a “key” secondary variable, as in the nonelderly PSG

trials (190-045 and l90—O46).

0 “Key” Secondary Variable:

0 Objective WASO was a “key” secondary variable, as in the nonelderly PSG
trials.

Refer to Tables VlC3-4 which provide the definitions of various efficacy variables employed in

Study 190—045, which are generally similar to those employed for Study 190-047.

Data from the ITT popuiation on the 2 consecutive PSG nights of the each visit (Visits 2

and 3) during the double-blind phase were averaged (referred to as Nights 1 and 14,

respectively). This data was used for the primary analysis on each co—primary and "key"

secondary variable. The data was rank-transformed and an ANOVA model with treatment and

sites as fixed effects was employed to determine if significant treatment group effects could be

revealed between the 2 mg E32 and placebo groups on each efficacy variable. If each coprimary
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variable showed a significant treatment group effect at the 5% significance level (for each
variable), then the sponsor proceeded to conduct the same analyses on the "key“ secondary

efficacy variable (objective WASO).

Prima_ry and “Key” Secondary Variables in the Subjective IVRS Sleep Study 190-048 (subjects
called the IVRS to provide a subjective response to questions for each subjective sleep

parameter):

Primary Variable:

o Subjective sleep latency {minutes}: the subjective time after lights out until sleep onset

(as assessed each morning, after arising via IVRS). Subjective sleep latency was also the
primary variable in the longterm subject sleep study in non-elderly patients (Study 190-

049)

“Key” Secondary Variable

- Subjective total sleep time (minutes): the subjective total duration of the sleep using data

collected in the mornings via [VRS (also the “key” secondary variable in 190-049).

Refer to Table VID3 for the definition of other secondary efficacy measures, including measures

of subjective ratings or responses to questions via lVRS (completed each evening): daytime

alertness, number of naps, nap time, daily ability to function, and sense of physical well-being.

Table VID3 also shows definitions of subjective sleep measures, as well as evening

questionnaire measures (“Next Day Effects” parameters) employed in Study 190-048 (as

provided by the sponsor).

Statistical analysis was conducted on data from the ITT p0pulation (data of each efficacy

variable was averaged over the double-blind treatment phase). The statistical test employed, to

determine if significant treatment group effects could be revealed between the 2 mg ESZ group

and the placebo group on each efficacy variable, was an ANOVA model with treatment and sites

as fixed effects (with data rank-transformed).

Studies 190-047 and 190-048: Results on Disposition, Demographic Features, and

Treatment Exposure

The disposition of subjects was previously described elsewhere in this review.

Approximately 97% of subjects completed Study 190-047 and 91% of subjects completed Study

190-048. Treatment groups were generally similar on the incidence of subjects within each

disposition category in both trials with the following exceptions. in Study 190-047 the incidence

of placebo subjects who voluntarily withdrew from the study or who withdrew due to an adverse

event were numerically greater (2.3% and 1.6%, respectively) than the incidence of subjects in

the E82 group (1.5% and 0.0%, reSpectively). Consequently, the placebo group had an overall

incidence of 4.7% of subjects who discontinued from the study for any reason compared to only

2.2% of the 2 mg ESZ group.

Results on the disposition of subjects in Study 190-047 showed a higher incidence of

subjects who voluntarily withdrew for any reason was in the 2 mg ESZ group (i1.4%) compared

to the placebo group (8.8%). The incidence in the 1 mg ESZ group was 6.9%. Surprisingly, a

numerically greater percentage of placebo subjects withdrew from the study due to an adverse

event (6.3%) compared to on 1.4% and 2.5% in the 1 mg and 2 mg 1382 groups, respectively.

Another atypical finding was a somewhat large incidence of subjects who withdrew voluntarily

in the 2 mg ESZ group (8.9%) compared to the low dose ESZ group and the placebo group

(2.8% and 2.5%, respectively). An explanation for these atypical results cannot be found in the
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study report (the corrected version of the study report, as provided in an amendment submission

dated 3/25/03).

Treatment groups in each of the studies were similar on each demographic feature (the

mean age, mean height and weight within each gender group, and in the distribution of subjects

in gender and ethnic categories). The mean age of the subjects in each trial was approximately

72 years old and the majority of them were female (approximately 6i to 71% of subjects in each

group of Study 190-047 and approximately 54 to 61% of subjects in Study 190-048). The

demographic features of subjects in these trials were previously described in greater detail.

Treatment compliance of each treatment group in each of the trials was generally,

approximately 99%. The mean exposure of the placebo group was 13.9 doses for 14.0 days and

in the 2 mg ESZ group the mean exposure was 14.2 doses for 14.3 days. In Study 190-048 each

treatment group had a mean of 13.1 to 13.3 doses of study drug for mean of 13.3 to 13.4 days.

Studies 190-047 and 190-048 Efficacy Results.

Since one trial was 3 P80 study and the other trial was a subjective sleep study (using IVRS),

efficacy results are provided for each study, separately (as separate subsections below). Results

on next-day and other sleep-related safety parameters from each trial follow, thereafter (in

subsections after the efficacy result subsections). Refer to Section VIII for other safety
information obtained from these trials.

Study 190—047 Efficacy Results.

Significantly shorter objective LPS and greater objective Sleep Efficiency was observed in the 2

mg 1382 group compared to the placebo group (p< 0.0001). These results were revealed when

averaging data from both double—blind PSG visits (referred to as Nights 1 and 14, for each
corresponding 2-night PSG visit).

Upon examination of Figure VIDl treatment group differences between the 2 mg ESZ

group and the placebo group were numerically diminished over time and were no longer
significant on Night 14 on the "key" parameter (objective WASO). Table VID4 in the appendix
summarizes these results in tabular form (as provided by the sponsor).

The results on other secondary objective and subjective efficacy variables are

summarized in Table VIDS and Figure VID2, respectively, in the appendix (as provided by the
sponsor). These results were generally similar to those observed for the co-primary and "key"
secondary variables. It is noted that the objective Wake Time After Sleep showed greater wake
time in the E82 group compared to the placebo group, which may be reflecting an earlier
morning awakening observed in the ESZ group. Although, an explanation for these results
cannot be found in the study report.

Figure VID2 shows objective cumulative wake time on Night 1, but results on Night 14
are not shown or described in the study report, where this information is described (section
1 1.4.1 .4.1). Although, cumulatively wake time in the E82 group appears to be less than that of
the placebo group, the magnitude of the treatment group difference is primarily due to a '
shortened latency to sleep, as described by the sponsor in the study report (p. 60 of the 190-
046.pdf file).

Results on Sleep Architecture

Table V[.D.5.I. summarizes results on sleep architecture. In summary these results generally
showed small to absent treatment group differences on each parameter, in which some of these
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differences reached a level of significance (without correcting for multiple comparisons). The

greatest treatment group difference appeared to exist in non-REM stage 2, when examining

differences on the actual median total sleep time in that sleep stage (in minutes). The ESZ group

showed a longer sleep time spent in Stage 2 by 24 and 38 minutes longer than the placebo group

on Nights 1 and 14, respectively. Treatment group differences on other parameters tended to be

only a few minutes or no greater than 10 minutes in magnitude, as follows. A small increase in

Stage 1 and small decreases in Stages 3/4 and REM (expressed as % of total sleep time and/or

absolute time) in the E82 group that were not observed in the placebo group.

“Next day” and "discontinuation" effects are discussed in a separate subsection that follows the

next subsection on efficacy results in Study 190-048.

Study 190—048 Efficacy Results.

Results on the subjective primary efficacy variable (subjective sleep latency), the "key"

secondary variable (subjective total sleep time), and on the secondary variable subjective

WASO, generally showed trends for an effect that were similar to those observed in the objective
PSG trial (Study 190-047). As in the PSG trial, treatment group differences showed a time—

dependent decline, based on numerical comparisons between Weeks 1 and 2 (the greatest

numerical treatment group difference on a given parameter appeared on Week 1 and generally
became minimal to absent on Week 2). Neither the high dose nor low dose ESZ groups showed
significant treatment group effects on Week 2 on the primary efficacy variable. These results are

shown in Table VlD6 and Figure VID3 (as provided by the sponsor).

The following describes important observations on primary and secondary variables, in

more detail. Significant treatment group effects were not observed for the low dose 882 group
(1 mg group), and were not consistently revealed on all variables on all time-points (on Week 1
and 2) in the high dose [382 group (2 mg group). Significant treatment group difference
between the 2 mg ESZ group and placebo on the primary variable for the overall double-blind

phase (averaging data from Weeks 1 and 2), appear to be primarily reflecting group differences
found on Week 1 and not on Week 2. in Week 2, all three groups (placebo, 1 mg and 2 mg ESZ
groups) were similar on median subjective LPS (see Figure VID3). Furthermore, the subjective
results on each of the three parameters showed a similar time-dependent diminution or absence

for significant treatment group effects on Week 2 compared to Week I (as shown the summary
Figures in the appendix). These observations are similar to those revealed on objective PSG
measures in Study 190-047.

A diminished effect over time may be reflecting a placebo effect between Week 1 and 2

of treatment. Based on numerical comparisons between Weeks 1 and 2 on results from the

placebo group, the placebo group tended to show an improvement on a given parameter over
time (between weeks I and 2), while the E82 groups failed to show little to no change over time
on median sleep latency and total sleep time. However, a potential placebo effect would not
account for results on median WASO since a further decrease in this parameter occurred between

Week 1 and 2 in all three treatment groups (placebo, I mg and 2 mg ESZ groups), as shown in
Figure VlD3. Furthermore, the median decrease in the 2 mg ESZ group over time (between
Weeks 1 and 2) was numerically similar to (if not slightly greater than) the decrease in the
placebo group.
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A potential placebo effect also did not appear to explain a similar pattern for a diminished

ESZ effect over time (between week 1 and 2 of double-blind treatment) in Study 190-047. In

Study 190-047 the placebo group generally showed no change over time and in some cases
showed a worsening over time (between Nights 1 and 14) on primary and secondary PSG

variables, as shown in Figure VlDl in the appendix. Another difference between this PSG study

and the subjective sleep study (Study 190-048) is that the PSG study only had a 2 mg ESZ group,

while Study 190-048 included a 1 mg ESZ group. This lower dose group was not significantly
different from placebo on all three subjective sleep parameters (but showed small trends for an

effect) except for on week 1 on the primary variable (median subjective sleep latency) in which
effects were significant. This observation would suggest a dose-dependent effect on the

diminution of an ESZ effect over time (that is a possible dose-level by time interaction effect on

efficacy).

The secondary variable (subjective number of awakenings) failed to show any significant

treatment group differences between either the 1 mg or 2 mg ESZ groups and placebo for the

overall double-blind treatment phase, or for each week (Weeks 1 and 2) in Study 190—048.

Results on Next Day Effects and Rebound Effects (Studies 1913-047 and 190-048).

Next-day effects were examined in Studies 190-047 and 190-048. Rebound effects were only

examined in Study 190-048. Results of Study 190-047 are first described below, followed by

results of Study 190-048.

Next Day Effects in Study [90-047. As shown in Table VID7A in the appendix (B shows

results of 190-043 for comparison), treatment groups were generally similar on subjective “next-

day effects” parameters (data collected in the mornings via iVRS): daytime alertness, total nap

time, daily ability to function, and sense of well-being. The sponsor describes results on

morning sleepiness (data from morning [VRS assessments) and on the number of naps, as

showing significant treatment group effects in favor of ESZ treatment over placebo. However,

these comparisons were not corrected for multiple comparisons, and they only showed a level of

significance of the either p301 or $0.05. Furthermore, treatment group differences were very

small, if not clinically insignificant. Any small differences that were observed occurred

primarily at Week I, and not at Week 2. Therefore, in the opinion of this reviewer, there were

no treatment group effects on any of these "Next Day Effect" parameters. Similar results were

revealed for Insomnia Severity Index parameters (as shown in Table 11.4.1.4.5-1 on p.65 in the

l90-047.pdf file).

Study 190-047 Results on Rebound Effects.

Results on Rebound Effects on Efficacy Parameters. As shown in Figures VID4 in the

appendix treatment group differences on each subjective sleep parameter (median sleep latency,

median total sleep time and median WASO) on treatment discontinuation nights (Nights 15 and

16) appeared to exist on Night 15 on each parameter, and on both nights on the median WASO.

Some of these differences reached a ievei of significance as shown in the summary tables

(figures were provided in the study report ofthe original submission but were modified by this

reviewer to include all efficacy time-points for comparison). When numerically comparing these

results to results on Nights 14 during the double—blind phase of the placebo, the ESZ groups

showed a fairly marked change between Night 14 (at the end of the 2-week double—blind
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treatment phase) and Night 15 (the first night after cessation of double-blind treatment) on each

of these parameters. As anticipated this change was a worsening on a given efficacy parameter
over time between these two time-points. While these results suggest a lack of efficacy

associated with cessation of treatment, the placebo group showed a marked improvement

between Night 14 (the end of treatment) and Night 15 (the first night after treatment cessation),

suggesting that observations in the E82 group could be reflecting rebound effects (instead of a

lack of efficacy). Furthermore, the treatment groups merged (were similar) on median values of

two of the three parameters on the second rebound night (median sleep latency and total sleep

time, but not on median WASO). [t is also important to note that on median WASO failed to

reveal a significant treatment group effect between ESZ and placebo on Night [4 of the double-

blind treatment phase (but trends for an effect did appear to exist). Consequently, the results

show that while the ESZ group showed a worsening, the placebo group showed an improvement

upon treatment cessation on each of these parameters based on numerical comparisons of the

data. While the E32 group showed values on Night [5, similar to those at baseline, one cannot
assume that this is evidence for the absence of rebound effects due to observed differences in the

placebo group. Furthermore, other confounding variables and limitations in the study design

must also be considered when making such a conclusion (e.g. subjects did not receive single-

blind placebo during the rebound nights).

Because of the observations on both placebo and E82 groups, discontinuation effects

must be considered, particularly since the most prominent treatment group differences occurred

0n the first, rather than on the second night after treatment cessation on at least two of the three

parameters. It is noted that neither groups received a single-blind placebo treatment during these

two discontinuation nights. Other potentially confounding variables were not controlled for in

this trial. Therefore this trial has a number of limitations in the interpretation of the results.

It is not clear why the study report does not describe any results on sleep efficiency on

the discontinuation nights (in text section 11.4.1.4.6 on this topic), since sleep efficiency was a

co-primary variable.

Results from an insomnia scale (Insomnia Severity Index) are shown for Day 14 and

End-of-Study Visits and failed to reveal any remarkable findings.

Results of Rebound Effects on Sleep Architecture. Results of potential rebound effects on

sleep architecture could not be found in the study report.

Results of Rebound Effects on AE's (Withdrawal AE's).

Table VID8 in the appendix shows the incidence of withdrawal AEs reported between

24-72 hours after the last double-blind dose. Withdrawal AEs were reported in 16.2% in the

E82 group compared to only 10.9% in the placebo group. The following Body System AEs had

an incidence that was numerically greater in the E82 group compared to placebo (the incidence

in the placebo and the 2 mg ESZ groups is shown):

0 Body as a whole (5.5%, 9.6%): accidental injury (0%, 3%), back pain (0%, 2.2%), pain

(0.8%, 2.9%)

- Digestive System (0.8%, 1.5%)

0 Musculoskeletal System (0%, 1.5%)

- Nervous System (0.8%, 3.7%): abnormal dreams, anxiety, dizziness, insomnia,

nervousness, and somnolence each occurred in one ESZ subject and in no placebo

subjects.
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Study 190—048 Results on Next Day Effects (Rebound Effects Were Not Examinedin this

Stud ).

TableyVID'IB shows the results on morning subjective IVRS ratings (each rating was on a scale
from 0 to 10, with 10 representing the best outcome and 0 representing the worst outcome).

Only very small trends for a higher scores in only the high dose ESZ group (the 2 mg group and

not in the 1 mg group) compared to placebo were revealed. None of the pairwise comparisons

revealed p values beyond a p of <0.05 (without correcting for multiple comparisons) and the
treatment group differences were less than one unit on each 10 point scale. Nap time, expressed

in minutes, only revealed trends for shorter nap time in each ESZ group than nap time in the

placebo group. There are treatment group difference was only approximately seven minutes. In
the opinion of this reviewer, these results do not support a significant treatment group effects on
"next day effects" for greater improvement with ESZ treatment, but rather show that ESZ is

similar to placebo on these parameters.

Withdrawal AE's. A description of withdrawal AE‘s cannot be found for Study 190-048.

Perhaps, withdrawal AE's were not examined in this trial since the last study visit occurred on

Day 15 to 17 (the end of the double-blind treatment phase). However, it is not clear why the
subjects were not followed for withdrawal AE‘s over a few days after Day trial with treatment
cessation.

Studies 190-047 and 190-048: Results on the Incidence of Unpleasant Taste.

Since unpleasant taste may compromise the double—blind to the study drug, the incidence of this
AE in subjects of each study is showu below:

0 Study 190-047: 0 and 13%, in placebo and the 2 mg ESZ groups, respectively. -

a Study 190-048: 1.3% (1/80 subjects), 8.3% and 11.4%, in placebo, 1 mg and 2 mg ESZ
groups, respectively.

As in previous trials, these results Show a drug-related and dose-related effect on the incidence of

unpleasant taste. Given these observations, the double-blind study design was compromised,
whereby impacting on the interpretability of efficacy, next-day and discontinuation results (e.g.
that subjects and investigators/research staff believed that an unpleasant taste was due to ESZ,
such that subjects having bad taste were assigned to ESZ).

Studies 190-047 and 190-048: Conclusions

These studies, showed at least trends for an effect of 2 mg ESZ over placebo on subjective or
objective sleep parameters, but the effects diminished over 2 weeks or became absent by
treatment endpoint (between Weeks 1 and 2 of treatment). Results on the two rebound nights
suggest a potential rebound effects of the study drug in both trials, as previously described. In
study 190-047 the value of efficacy parameters in the E52. groups were numerically greater than
values at baseline, which is evidence that further supports the potential for a rebound effects with
the study drug.

In the opinion of this reviewer the interpretability of the results of both trials is seriously
compromised, as in other trials, due to unpleasant taste associated with the study drug.
Unpleasant taste was a common AE showing a dose-dependent pattern in ESZ subjects (the
incidence in 2 mg ESZ subjects was numerically greater than the incidence in the 1 mg ESZ
group in both trials). This observation is reproducible (as described for other trials in this
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review), occurs in single-dose trials (see Study 190-026, below), as well as multiple-dose trials,
and in some studies the incidence of ESZ subjects with this AE is over 20 to 30% at the proposed

recommended dose-level of 3 mg for non-elderly patients. The impact of unpleasant taste

associated with the study drug, which is commonly reported among ESZ subjects (with no to

only few placebo subjects with this AB) is a serious concern regarding the integrity of the

double-blind study design, and in turn the interpretability of study results.

E. Healthy Non-Elderly Adults in a Study 190-026 Using 3 Transient Insomnia Model

Study 190-026: Objectives

The primary objective of this study was to examine "hypnotic efficacy, safety and tolerability“ of

a single dose of ESZ treatment (an oral solution formulation) compared to placebo in healthy

adults using a first night effect model for transient insomnia.

Study 190-026: Study Design and Subjects

This multicenter, double~blind, placebo-controlled trial employed a parallel group design in

which 436 generally healthy 25 to 50-year-old male and female subjects were randomized (using

a 2: l 22:22 ratio) to receive a single dose (30 minutes before the subject’s average bedtime) of

one of the four following treatments (using an oral solution of active drug will and placebo):

Placebo, 25 ml (the vehicle: a sodium phosphate buffer)

1.0 mg/25 ml ESZ will

2.0 mg/25 ml ESZ

3.0 rug/25 ml ESZ

. 3.5 mg/25 ml ESZ

Screening occurred within 14 days of dosing. Eligibility criteria were similar to those in Phase I

trials in that the subjects were 25 to 50 years old, generally healthy, and did not have any

clinically significant abnormal findings on clinical assessments at screening. Subjects could not

have symptoms consistent with a sleep disorder (and could not have regular shifts in their sleep

schedule). PSG screening was not employed to rule out sleep apnea, periodic leg movements

syndrome or other sleep disturbances (the study used a first-night—effect, transient-insomnia
model). Any previous experience in a sleep laboratory, or previous exposure to ESZ treatment

are additional key exclusionary criteria. To be eligible in the study subjects had to report a sleep

pattern that met the following criteria:
0 A usual bedtime between 21:00 and 24:00 hours.

0 Sleep onset < 30 minutes.

0 Sleep duration = 6.5 to 10.0 hours/night.

0 Does not report, a decrease in daytime function due to sleep disturbances.

- Lights-out Time between 21:00—24:00 hours (based on results from five consecutive

Morning Questionnaires obtained prior to the dosing visit).

Women of childbearing potential had to practice an acceptable contraceptive method (could use

oral contraceptive agents but must be on a stable dose). Subjects were screened for Hepatitis B
and C.

Table VIEl in the appendix shows the schedule of assessments during the study (as provided by

the sponsor). Subjects were to arrive at a sleep laboratory at 2.5 hours prior to their mean time of

lights—out (bedtime) which was time-point determined from bedtime data from five consecutive
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Morning Questionnaires completed prior to the study. Subjects were instructed to have dinner

prior to arrival.

Pre-dose assessments (including vital sign measures, DSST, and others) were obtained in

the evening prior to dosing. Subjects received their assigned, double-blind treatment at 30

minutes prior to lights out (lights out were scheduled to occur at :15 minutes of the mean iights-

out time, calculated from Morning Questionnaires, as previously described). Subjects underwent

PSG recording. PSG recording occurred over a period of 8 hours, upon which subjects were

awakened if necessary. After morning awakening subjects underwent post-dose assessments as

shown in Table VIE]. This included completion of the Morning Questionnaire and the
administration of the DSST.

Study 190-026: Efficacy Assessments

The definitions of objective sleep measures (including sleep architecture measures), subjective

sleep measures from that Morning Questionnaire were generally similar to those of previously
described trials.

Study 190-026: Statistical Analysis of Primary and Key Secondary Variables

The primary efficacy variable was Latency to Persisting Sleep (LPS). The primary analysis was

conducted on the ITT population using statistical methods similar to those employed in previous
trials. As in previous trials, an ANOVA mode! was employed with treatment and site as fixed

effects on rank-transformed data. The primary analysis was conducted on data from the two high

dose ESZ groups (3.0 and 3.5 mg groups) and placebo group. If a significant treatment group
effect was revealed (p < 0.05), then pairwise comparisons between each of the higher dose ESZ

groups (3.0 and 3.5 mg ESZ groups) and the placebo group was conducted using the ANOVA
model.

According to the study report objective sleep efficiency was a key secondary variable, but
instead of analyzing data from the ITT population, data was analyzed from an "evaluable"

population, as defined later. It is also not clear in the statistical analysis section of the study
report (9.7 in the l90—026.pdf file) which treatment groups were included in the statistical

analysis of data on the "key" secondary variable (i.e. if only the 3 and 3.5 mg ESZ groups and
the placebo group, were included for the primary variable). A secondary analysis on the primary
and other non-key secondary variables was conducted using the Evaluable population data set.

The rationale for using one dataset for the primary analysis on the primary variable (as

well as on non-key secondary variables) and using another dataset for analyzing data on the

“key” secondary variable cannot be found in the study report (ITT population was the data set
used for the primary and all other secondary variables).

The "Evaluable" population (from which data was used for the primary analysis of the
“key” secondary variable) is defined elsewhere (not in the section on the primary statistical

analysis) in the study report as follows: this population was identified by Evaluability Committee
based on blinded review ofprotocol deviations prior to unblirrding.

The above definition does not clarify which subjects of the ITT population were excluded

from the “Evaluable” population and why these subjects were excluded (Le. selected over other

subjects that deviated from the protocol). However, Section 1 1.1 in this study report indicates
that two subjects who were randomized twice to double-blind treatment (it appears these two
subjects participated in the study on two occasions at two different study sites), who were
included in the ITT population but were not included in the “Evaluable” population. The
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following observations regarding this population are noted, based on an examination of the end-

of-text summary tables of the study report (Tables 14.1.1 and 14.1.2). The number of evaluable

subjects in each treatment group (as provided in the disposition summary table) matches the

number of subjects in each treatment group that was identified as having an "important" protocol

deviation. The categories of protocol deviations shown in Table 14.1.2 were the following: has a

usual sleep latency > 30 minutes or usual sleep time < six hours, deviated dosing time by at least

15 minutes relative to lights-out time, a PSG recording time of $7.5 hours, subjects dosed with

“zopiclone” stock solution < 80%, subjects who violated sleep pattern criteria on the night before

closing, subjects participating more than once in the study. Based on these observations it

appears that the “evaluable" population was the lTT population excluding subjects identified by

a committee as having an “Important” Protocol deviation.

Based on the results shown in the End-of—Test Summary table (Table 14.1.2) it is

noteworthy that 9% to 16% of subjects in any given treatment group had an "important" protocol

deviation. it is particularly remarkable that 4% to 6% of subjects in any given treatment group
were dosed with “Zopiclone stock solution <80%” (refer to Table 14.1.2 on p. 74 of the Study

report pdf file). It appears that "zopiclone” listed in the summary table was actually ESZ, since

the text section of the study report (Section 10.2 on p. 42 in the l90-026.pdf file) refers to the

stock solution as the “(S)-zopiclone stock solution <80%”. In Section 9.4.2 of the study report
(on p. 22 of the PDF file), the stock solution had a 0.5 mg/ml concentration of ESZ. However,

further clarification is needed to verify this information, as well as the actual dose that was

received by the subjects. Further clarification is also needed regarding the selection of subjects
who were excluded from the “Evaluable” population and why the primary analysis was not

consistently conducted on the same dataset for both primary and key secondary variables.

Study 190-026: Results on Disposition, Demographic and Treatment Exposure

All subjects completed the trial except for one placebo subject left prematurely due to a family
emergency. Therefore, all the remainder subjects received a single dose of double-blind

treatment. Yet, given the results on protocol deviations that included up to 6% of subjects

receiving an active drug stock solution in a given treatment group, it is not clear which subjects
in which treatment group received what drug (placebo versus E82 and at what dose).

Common types of “important” protocol deviations (showing an incidence of >3% in any
given group) were the following (the incidence of placebo, 1 mg, 2 mg, 3 mg and 3.5 mg ESZ
groups as provided):

0 An " important" protocol deviation of any type (14%, 15%, 14%, 16%, 9%,

respectively).

0 A usual sleep latency > 30 minutes or sleep time < six hours (2%, 6%, 5%, to percent,
0%).

- Dosing time deviated > 15 minutes relative to lights-out time (2%, 0%, 3%, 4%, 1%).

- Dosed with "zopiclone” stock solution <80% (6%, 4%, 5%, 4%, 4%).

- Violated sleep pattern criteria on the night before dosing (3%, to percent, 0%, 4%,
3%).

As previously mentioned some subjects received a stock “zopiclone” solution instead of their

assigned study drug. Another protocol deviation worth noting is regarding subjects who
participated in the study twice, of which their data was included in the ITT population (as four
subjects), as previously described.
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See Table VIB4 in the appendix for demographic features of the subjects. Treatment

groups were generally similar on each demographic feature (in mean age, and mean height,
weight and BMI in each gender subgroup and in the distribution of subjects in each gender and

ethnic subgroup). Unlike trials on patients with chronic insomnia, subjects were younger and

consisted of fairly equal numbers of men and women in each group.

Study 190-026: Efficacy Results

Given, serious problems with the interpretability of the data efficacy results are not described as

they cannot provide clinically meaningful results as presented by the sponsor, in the opinion of

this reviewer. The serious problems have been previously described, and are also outlined in the
conclusion section on this trial below.

Study 190-026: Results on DSST. Based on visual examination of the results summarized in

Table 126-1 in this study report (p.65 in the l90-026.pdf file), a drug-related impairment on

DSST of the E82 treatment was revealed, as described in the following. The greatest mean

improvement in performance (mean change in the DSST score) from pre-dose (60 minutes

before dosing) to post-dose ([0 hours after treatment) was observed in the placebo group

(6.4:7] units or 13% improvement). Each ESZ group generally showed less improvement (the

1 mg, 3 mg and 3.5 mg groups, mean change of 2.5il 1.6, 53:12.6, 1.3111, respectively or 4-

7% percent change among the groups), except for the 2 mg ESZ group. The 2 mg ESZ group

had a similar mean change to that of the placebo group. The least improvement was observed in

the 3 mg ESZ group (mean change of 1.3ill or 4% improvement). Treatment group differences

between each ESZ group and the placebo group reached a level of significance of p< 0.02-

0.000], with the exception of the 2 mg ESZ group (p = 0.63).

Study 190-026: Conclusions

The following presents a serious problem in the ability to interpret the results of this study. A

subgroup of subjects received a stock solution ofan active drug (the active drug received was

either zopiclone or ESZ as an 80% stock solution), instead of their assigned study drug. The

incidence of subjects receiving this stock solution ranged from 4% to 6% in any given group.

The sponsor analyzes data collected from these subjects for the primary analysis of the primary

variable, while it appears that the data used for the analysis on the ”key secondary" variable
excluded these subjects along with subjects who had other types of "important" protocol

deviations. [t is also not clear why some protocol deviations were considered "important" and

why these were used in selecting subjects for the primary analysis of the "key" secondary

variable. It is also not clear why different a dataset was used for the primary analysis (and for

other non-key secondary variables) than on the primary efficacy variable than the dataset used

for the analysis of the "key" secondary variable. Therefore, the results as presented are not, in

the opinion of this reviewer, interpretable. Perhaps, consideration may be given to conducting

an analysis of the ITT population that only excludes data from the subjects who received a stock

solution of active drug, rather than their assigned study drug.

Another serious problem with the ability to interpret the study results is that

approximately 20% of subjects in each ESZ group reported unpleasant taste. Not surprisingly,
7.1% of placebo subjects reported unpleasant taste, given that 6.l% of placebo subjects received

a stock solution of active drug (either zopiclone or ESZ) instead of placebo.
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Another potential problem in the interpretation of the study results of Study 190-026 is

that an oral solution formulation was used, instead of the tablet formulation that is proposed in

labeling. However, based on a 7/31/03, e-mail communication with Dr. Jackson, OCPB

Reviewer, the oral solution used in Study 190-026 is acceptable from a pharrnacokinetic

perspective whereby efficacy and safety results of the trial can be extrapolated to being

applicable to the marketed tablet formulation (i.e. absorption of the oral solution is comparable to

that of the tablet formulation).

Finally, DSST results in Study 190-026 show less improvement on performance in ESZ

groups compared to placebo.

F. Results of Subgroup Analyses of Efficacy Data in Demographic Subgroups.

These results were described for most individual studies on selected demographic features (e.g.

depending on the distribution of subjects within a give demographic subgroup and sample size).

Integrated subgroup analyses were not conducted (data from multiple trials were not pooled).

Individual study analyses generally failed to reveal any remarkable findings and generally

showed trends for efficacy in a given subgroup, with some exceptions previously noted in this

review. However, the trials were designed to specifically examine effects of ethnicity, gender

and age on efficacy, and subgroup sample sizes were often insufficient, such that most of the

results on subgroup analyses are considered preliminary or exploratory in nature.

G. Overall Conclusions.

Efficacy results of the Phase III trials generally revealed highly significant treatment group

effects in favor of £82 treatment in Chronic Insomnia patients over placebo at the proposed dose

levels (3 mg bedtime dose for non-elderly patients and a 2 mg bedtime dose for elderly patients)

on primary and key secondary PSG and sleep diary measures. However, several problems were
observed regarding the interpretability of the efficacy results from all or most of these trials, as
follows:

0 Unpleasant taste was associated with the study drug when given as either single or
multiple doses and was reported in up to approximately one-third of 3mg 1382 the treated

subjects in a given Phase III trial, while the incidence of unpleasant taste in placebo
subjects was generally ranged from <l% to 3% among the trials. The incidence of

unpleasant taste was dose-dependent in trials using multiple dose levels of ESZ.

Therefore, the placebo was not adequately matched to the 1382 study drug, such that the

integrity of the double-blind design of the study was likely to have been seriously
compromised. Consequently, the interpretability of efficacy and other results of these

trials is of grave concern that in the opinion of this reviewer, needs to be addressed, as
further described in Section XI on Conclusions and Recommendations in this review.

0 A subgroup of subjects were selected in at least some of the trials as "evaluable” subjects
from which the .data was used for the primary efficacy analyses, but not used for other

efficacy analyses (as described for Study 190-026). A committee identified subjects who
had "important" protocol deviations from which their data was not considered

"evaluable." See Section VC, above, for further details, as well as sections below. It is not

clear if these methods for selecting “evaluable” subjects were used for selecting a

subgroup data for conducting primary versus secondary analyses was used in other Phase
[II trials. If indeed this method was employed as described in this review then the

interpretability of the efficacy results is in the opinion ofthis reviewer compromised.
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Rebound, Tolerance and Next—day effects were previously discussed, but in summary generally

showed these effects on the basis of that previously described.

Refer to Section XI of this reviewer for additional concerns with these studies and for overall

conclusions and recommendations.

VII. Studies on Specific Safety Assessments Relevant to the Drug-Class: Studies 190-024

and 190-025 on “Next-Day” Effects, Study 190-012 on Respiratory Drive Effects,

and Study 190—015 on Alcohol Interaction Effects.

Studies 190-024 and 190-025 were studies on next-day performance effects of ESZ on

psychometric measures in healthy volunteers. Next-day effects were also conducted in several

efficacy trials, as previously described. - However, since Studies 190—024 and 190-025 were not

efficacy trials and were among trials focusing on specific drug—class safety issues, these trials are
described in this section of the review.

Studies 190-012 and 190-015 are also studies focusing on specific drug-class safety concerns and

are also described in this section. The former trial examined ESZ effects on respiratory drive

parameters, while the latter study examined potential ESZ-alcohol interaction effects on

psychometric parameters.

A. Next Day Performance Trials (Studies 190—024 and 190-025)

Objectives

Studies 190-024 and 190—025 were four-way crossover studies examining the effects of a single

dose of 882. (2 mg or 3 mg) to placebo on next-day performance on a battery of

neuropsychological tests. Both studies included a single-dose treatment condition of 30 mg

flurazepam, as an active comparator.

These studies were virtually identical except that study 190-024 was conducted on

generally healthy male and female subjects, while study 190-025 was conducted on patients with

Chronic insomnia (by DSM—IV criteria).

Study Design and Subjects in Studies 190-024 and 190-025.

Study Design. Both studies employed a single-center, double-blind, randomized, placebo-

controlled, four-way crossover design in which subjects were randomized to a treatment

sequence of four treatment conditions, as follows:

0 Treatment condition A: placebo (2 placebo tablets and 1 placebo capsule).

a Treatment condition B: 2 mg E82 (2 tablets of 1.0 mg ESZ/tablet and I placebo

capsule).

0 Treatment condition C: 3 mg E82 (2 tablets of 1.5 mg ESZ/tablet and one placebo

capsule).

- Treatment condition D: 30 mg flurazepam (1 capsule of 30 mg/capsule and 2 placebo
tablets).

Subjects were randomized to one of the following treatment sequences (in a 1:1:l:l ratio):

0 Sequence 1: ABDC

0 Sequence [1: BCAD

0 Sequence III: CDBA
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0 Sequence IV: DACB

Subjects received a single dose of assigned study drug on the first night of Visits 2 through 5 of
the study (each of these visits was over two days). The methods for each study visit is
summarized in the following and also shown in Table VIIAI , in the appendix (as provided by the

sponsor):

a Visit 1. Subjects underwent screening, training sessions on Cognitive Drug Research

(CDR) computerized assessments (practice sessions could also occur on Day 1 of Visit 2,
described below).

- Visits 2—5. Eligible subjects returned to the ciinic, 20 days after Visit 1. On Visit 2

subjects were randomized to their assigned treatment sequence. Visits 2 through 5 were

each 2 days long and visit was separated by a wash-out period of 141:2 days. Subjects

were fed standardized meals during their visits.

On Day 1 of each visit subjects were given dinner at no later than 18:00. CDR

assessments were conducted at 60 minutes prior to administration of the assigned study

drug. Study drug was given (as a single oral dose) on the first evening of each visit (at

22:00). Subjects were required to go to bed with the lights out at 30 minutes postdose.

On Day 2 subjects were awakened in the morning at 8.5 hours postdose and were

given breakfast. CDR assessments were re—administered at two time-points on Day 2: at

9.5 hours and 12.5 hours postdose. CDR assessments are described in more detail below.

A list of the CDR computerized assessments and a description of each of the tests is provided in

Tables VIIA2-4 of the appendix. Table VIIA2 lists the tests in the order that they were

administered. Parallel forms of the tests were used for each testing session. The following

information could not be found in the study reports: the duration of each testing session,

references and a description of the reliability and validity of these tests. Also, a description on

methodology for controlling for potential practice and test-order effects could not be found in the

study report.

Subjects underwent additional safety assessments as shown in the Schedule of

Assessments in Table VIIAl. Vital sign measures do not include orthostatic measures.
Pharmacokinetic measures were not obtained in these studies.

Subjects. The subjects of both studies were male and female generally healthy subjects between

the ages of 21 to 64 years old. Screening assessments and other eligibility criteria were generally

similar to those employed in other trials.

Subjects in study 190—025 were required to meet DSM-IV criteria for Chronic insomnia, as

well as, meeting the following criteria on reported sleep patterns for a period of at least one

month prior to study entry:

0 No more than 6.5 hours of sleep each night.

0 Sleep latency > 30 minutes each night.

The patients in Study 190-025 could not have other types of sleep disturbances (e.g. sleep apnea,

restless legs syndrome, periodic limb movements, and could not be rotating or third—shift

workers).

Subjects in Study 190-024 were required to have no sleep disturbances as in the following:

0 Could not have a reported average sleep duration < 9 hours/night.

0 Could not have difficulty in sleep initiation or maintenance associated with a knowu

sleep disorder.
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- Could not be a rotating or third-shift worker.

Studies 190-024 and 190-025: Next Day Performance Assessments

Primary and secondary “Next-Day Performance” variables consisted of composite measures

using data collected from the CDR assessments. These composite scores are described in Table

VlIA4 in the appendix (as provided by the sponsor). As previously mentioned, Table VIIA2 lists
the CDR assessments and Table VIIAB describes each assessment.

As described in Table VIIA4 the “Quality of Working Memory" composite measure (a

secondary variable) was calculated using "Sensitivity Indices." These indices are defined on

page 22 in the study report (and that 190-024.pdf file). A nonparametric sensitivity index is

based on a calculation using a formula by Frey and Colliver (date could not be found for a

specific reference in the section of the study report describing this index measure). Accuracy

scores to original and novel (destructor) information on tests of working memory and recognition
tasks were summated before calculating the index score using the Frey and Colliver formula.

The sensitivity index was intended to reflect both, the ability to identify previously presented
items, as well as correctly rejected items that were not previously presented to the subject. The
sensitivity index score ranged from zero to one. A score of zero was intended to represent
chance performance (no sensitivity to the task information) and the maximum score of one was

intended to represent perfect recognition performance.

Primary and Key Secondary Variables on Next-Day Performance

Primary Variable:

0 Power of Attention was the primary variable and is defined as the sum of each of the

following scores: Simple Reaction Time, Choice Reaction Time, and Digit of Vigilant
Detection Speed scores.

Secondary Variables.

Secondary variables were the following composite measures: Speed of Memory Index, Quality
of Working Memory, Quality of Secondary Memory, and Continuity of Attention. Refer to
Table VIIA4 for a description of each composite measure. Digit Symbol Substitution Test
(DSST) score was also a “next-day” secondary measure.

Statistical Analysis Methods on Next-Day Performance Variables.

An ANCOVA was employed to determine treatment, sequence and period effects on the change
from baseline to 9.5 hours postdose on primary and secondary composite measures, with the

baseline score as a covariate. This analysis was conducted with subjects nested within sequence
as a random effect. Secondary analyses were also conducted on the mean change from baseline
to 12.5 hours postdose on the primary and secondary measures. These analyses were conducted
using data from the ITT population (randomized subjects who had at least one dose of study
drug).

Studies 190-024 and 190-025: Disposition in Demographic Features of the Subjects.
Demographic features of subjects in Studies [90-024 and l90~025 are summarized in Table

VIIA6 in the appendix (as provided by the sponsor). Differences in demographic features
between subjects in Study 190-024 and subjects in Study 190—025 are described in the following
and are generally consistent with differences in the eligibility criteria employed in these two
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studies (Study 190-024 was conducted on generally healthy adults and Study 190-025 was

conducted on patients with Chronic Insomnia). Subjects in Study 190—024 had a mean age 39

years old (ranging from 28 to 53 years old) compared to a mean age of 46 years (ranging from 28

to 64 years old) in subjects of Study 190-025. There were equal numbers of men and women in

Study 190-024, while in Study 190-025, approximately 70% of the subjects were women. All of

the subjects in Study 190-025 were Caucasian, while 75% of subjects were Caucasian and 25%

were "Black" in Study 190—025.

All 12 subjects in each of the two trials completed the study. However, one subject described in

Section 10.2 of the study report of Study 190-025, voluntarily withdrew early after only

receiving one dose of placebo. But later, this subject reentered in the study and completed the

protocol. After initiating the study, the protocol was revised due to concerns "over the adequacy

of the drug blinding procedures for the active comparator.” This revision occurred after

randomizing and treating four subjects (as described in section 9.8.1 in the study report). One of

these four subjects, reentered the study and is the same subject as the above-described as subject

who voluntarily withdrew early, but then returned and completed the trial. A description of the

protocol revisions to improve drug blinding procedures cannot be found (the revision is only

mentioned, yet it is not described, in section 9.8.1).

Studies 190-024 and 190-025: Results on Next-day Performance Measures

Results on primary and secondary variables are shown in Tables VIIA7-8 for Study 190-024 and

in Tables VIIAlO-l l for Study l90—025 in the appendix (as provided by the sponsor). Results

on the statistical analysis for an overall treatment effect using an ANCOVA (as described in the

statistical methods section of the study reports), cannot be found in the study report. Instead,

only the reSults of pairwise comparisons between each active treatment condition to the placebo

treatment condition on each variable are shown in the sponsor‘s summary tables. The results in

the summary tables generally show no significant treatment group differences with a few

exceptions. In the few exceptions a significant (p<0.05) worsening on performance was

observed in either the 3 mg ESZ treatment or the 30 mg flurazepam treatment compared to
placebo at 9.5 hours or 12.5 hours postdose.

It is important to note that while significant treatment group differences were not revealed on

many parameters at either of the two postdose time-points, several parameters did show trends

for a treatment effect and in some cases the trends were dose-dependent between the low and

high dose ESZ treatment conditions. Furthermore, some of these trends for an effect were large
in magnitude with large treatment group differences. Perhaps, failure of these large group
differences to reach a level of significance was due to a large variance observed on these
measures.

The exceptions to failing to reveal significant treatment group differences on a given parameter
are described for each study in subsections below.

Study 190—024 on Healthy Subjects and Study Results. One exception, in which a significant
treatment group effect was revealed in Study 190-024 was on the primary variable, Power of

Attention (in milliseconds). The 3 mg ESZ treatment showed significantly worsening from
baseline to 9.5 hours postdose on this parameter compared to placebo (LS means of 51.0 and 5.2
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msecs in 3 mg ESZ and placebo treatment conditions, respectively). This treatment effect was

no longer observed at 12.5 hours postdose as shown in Table VIIA7.

The 2 mg ESZ treatment condition also failed to show significant treatment effects on

each variable, except for Speed of Memory in Study 190-024 in which there were significant

worsening at 9.5 hours postdose, but only trends for worsening at 12.5 hours postdose compared

to placebo. The 3 mg ESZ group showed similar significant effects on this parameter in Study
190-024.

Study 190-025 on Patients with Chronic Insomnia and Study Results. A significant

treatment group effect on the primary variable, previously observed in healthy subjects in Study

190-024, could not be reproduced in Study 190-025 on patients Chronic Insomnia. Furthermore,

results for treatment group effects on Speed of Memory observed in Study 190-024 were also not

reproducible in Study 190-025. instead, the Chronic Insomnia patients showed significant

worsening on Quality of Secondary Memory from baseline to 12.5 hours postdose, but not at 9.5

hours postdose in the 3 mg ESZ treatment condition compared to placebo. No other parameters

showed significant treatment group effects between either the high or low dose ESZ treatment

conditions compared to placebo.

Results on flurazepam in Studies 190-024 and -025 are noted in this paragraph, as this

treatment condition can be potentially viewed as an internal standard or control in each study.

The flurazepam treatment condition showed significant worsening on a few of the parameters

and time—points as follows (based on the previously mentioned summary tables in the appendix):

0 Study l90-024 - Power of Attention at 9.5 hours, Speed of Memory at 9.5 and 12.5
hours.

0 Study 190-025 - None of the variables at any time point, except for trends for a

worsening on the following variables: Quality of Secondary Memory at 9.5 hours

(p<0.08), Speed of Memory at l2.5 hours (13 < 0.068).

It is important to realize that the above results need to be interpreted with caution, given the

possibility for a Type Ii error due to multiple comparisons. Yet, the above variables showing
significant effects, or trends for an effect, are the same variables that showed significant effects

of ESZ treatment compared to placebo in each respective trial.

Parameters that failed to show significant effects for either ESZ or Flurazepam in Studies

190-024 and -025. An absence of significant treatment group effects for any of the pair-wise

comparisons between each active treatment condition to placebo could be reflecting the absence

of assay sensitivity in that given study. Therefore, this paragraph describes parameters that

failed to show any treatment group effects for any of the time points. The following parameters
failed to show any significant treatment group effects at any of the time points (refer to
previously mentioned summary tables in the appendix for further details):

0 Study 190-024 - Quality of Working Memory, Quality of Secondary Memory, Continuity
of Attention.

- Study 190—025 — The primary variable; Power of Attention, Quality of Working Memory,
Continuity of Attention.

Since, Quality of Working Memory only has a range values from 0 to 1, it would appear that an

absence of significant treatment group effects could be due to floor effects on this parameter.
While, other parameters listed above, failed to show treatment group differences that reached a
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 level of significance (i.e. p < 0.05), some of these parameters did showed trends for a worsening
effect of ESZ compared to placebo and/or flurazepam treatment compared to placebo as shown
in the summary tables in the appendix. Furthermore, none of the parameters appeared to show
any trends or values in the direction of improvement from baseline to each postdose time point in
the 3 mg E82 and flurazepam treatment conditions. Nevertheless, only a few variables showed
mean changes in the direction for improvement in the placebo treatment condition, as well.

Results on DSST in Studies 190-024 and 190-025. Results on DSST performance are shown in

Tables VIIA9 and VIIAIZ and were generally similar to the results on other Next-Day

parameters. No significant treatment group differences were revealed on the mean change from
baseline to each post-dose time-point (at 9.5 hours and 12.5 hours post-dose).

Studies 190-024 and 190-025 Next Day Performance Trials: Conclusions

Trends and in some cases significant effects of ESZ compared to placebo on worsening of test
performance was observed on some of the variables in the two studies. Upon visual inspection
of the summary tables of results on each variable, trends for large group differences on test

performance were observed in the trial on healthy subjects on a number of parameters (in the
direction of worsening from baseline to post-dose with ESZ treatment compared to placebo).
Similar trends were observed in the trial on patients with Chronic Insomnia, except the numerical

group differences were smaller. These studies had several limitations, such that the results are
not considered by this reviewer as clear evidence for the absence of next-day effects. These
limitations are outlined below.

The following are some problems with the study design of both studies or are issues that
did not appear to be addressed (a discussion or description of methodology employed to
minimize these potential issues or confounding Variables):

- Potential practice, test-order and time-of-day effects on test performance. Regarding the
concern of potential time—of~day effects on test measures note that baseline values were
obtained on the night before, and next-day values were obtained in the morning and [2.5

hours postdose with correspondent with afternoon-time.

0 References and a discussion on the reliability and validity of each cognitive or

neuropsychological test could not be found in the study reports.

0 Similarly, references and a discussion on the reliability and validity of composite scores
could not be found in the study reports.

0 Some parameters showed fairly consistent and large values for a mean decline in
performance compared to placebo, yet did not reach a level of significance. Yet, variance
was large, suggesting that potential confounding variables were not adequately controlled
for in the studies. Another consideration on at least some parameters is the potential for

floor effects. The lack of adequate assay sensitivity should also be considered, since

flurazepam treatment failed to show significant effects compared to placebo on many of
the parameters, including the primary variable in one of the trials, while showing effects
(or trends for an effect) on parameters that also showed significant effects with 1382

treatment compared to placebo.

0 Other methodological problems are described in previous sections.

Other potential concerns were described in the study report, as in the following. Exploratory
analyses for treatment sequence effects and treatment—by-baseline interaction effects are
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  described in the study reports. Treatment-by-baseline interaction effects were observed on some
secondary variables and DSST, although, baseline scores were a covariate in the ANCOVA
analyses. Missing data were not “imputed” and a last-observation-carried-fonvard approach
was not employed for primary and secondary analyses.

B. Study 190-012: Effect of ESZ on Respiratory Drive in Healthy Male Adults.
Summary of the Study Design. The primary objective of this trial was to examine the effects
of single oral doses of ESZ compared to placebo, on measures of respiratory drive in healthy
mates. A codeine treatment condition was included in this crossover study, as an internal
control.

This trial was a single-center, randomized, double-blind, placebo-and active-controlled, four-

way crossover trial conducted on a total of 14 generally healthy, 18 to 45 year old males.
Subjects who smoked tobacco products were excluded from the trial. Subjects were randomized
to a sequence of four of the following treatment conditions:

0 3 rug/30 ml solution of E82

7 mg/JO ml solution of E82

60 mg codeine sulfate tablet
Placebo tablet or 30 ml solution

Subjects received each of the above single-dose treatment conditions at 9 am. on each of four
study days. A 72-hour washout interval was employed in between each study day. Respiratory
function was assessed on each study day using a spiromctric rebreathing testing procedure at 45

minutes pre-dose, and at 2, 4, and 6 hours post-dose. Other safety assessments were also
conducted which included lZ-lead EKG at screening and at 1.5 hours postdose on each study

day. Vital sign assessments were conducted at various time points, pre-and post—dose. Other
safety assessments were included, as described in the protocol.

The primary respiratory drive measures were the following:

- Ventilatory Response to C02

0 Mouth Occlusion Pressure Response to C02.

The slope of the change in each of these measures in response to the change in a partial pressure
of C02 was determined.

An analysis of covariance model was employed to examine treatment, sequence, subjects

nested within sequence, and period main effects on each respiratory drive measure, using the

baseline value on the given parameter as a covariate. Prior to conducting this analysis, a test for

first order carryover effects was conducted using the 10% significance level. If significant

carryover effects were revealed, than this variable would be included in the primary analysis.

There were no missing data from l3 of 14 subjects who completed the trial (1 subject was

withdrawn from the study due to a protocol violation).

Study 190-012: Summary of Results on Respiratory Drive Measures.

Table VlIBl in the appendix summarizes the results (as provided by the sponsor). Neither of the

E82 treatment conditions showed significant treatment effects compared to placebo on

Ventilatory Response as shown in Table VIlBl Panel A in the appendix. A small decrease in

Ventilatory Response was observed at two hours foliowing codeine treatment (p< 0.03), with no

significant effects observed at other time points. The baseline value (the covariate in the
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ANCOVA model) was significant at 2, 4 and 6 hours post-dose for each respiratory drive

parameter (p<0.025).
None of the active treatment conditions (ESZ treatment conditions or the codeine

treatment condition) showed a statistically significant reduction in Mouth Occlusion Pressure

Response compared to placebo with one exception (as shown in Table VIIB l). The exception
was at 6 hours after receiving the lower ESZ dose in which a small reduction (p<0.03) was

observed compared to placebo.

Other safety results (vital sign, reported ABS and others) were unremarkable.

Study 190-012: Conclusions

It is difficult to interpret the results on respiratory drive parameters in this study given that

multiple comparisons were conducted on multiple parameters, at multiple time points and

between multiple treatment conditions. The sponsor describes results based on comparisons

between each active treatment group and placebo, while results on the overall ANCOVA for a

treatment condition effect (other main effects) could not be found in the study report.

Another problem in interpreting the study results is that a crossover design was

employed. The sponsor reports no significant first order carryover effects based on the initial

analyses conducted by the sponsor on each of the parameters (determined for first order

carryover effect was subsequently removed from the ANCOVA analysis). However, this

analysis does not fully address the problems in interpreting results of cross-over trials.

Finally, the sponsor revealed a significant influence of the baseline value of the

Ventilatory ReSponse measure.

Given the above caveats, the trial generally did not reveal significant or remarkable

treatment effects on impairment in either of the two primary respiratory drive parameters. Yet,

the trial appears to have inadequate assay sensitivity for detecting a drug related effect. While, a

small reduction in one of the parameters was observed at two hours after codeine treatment

compared to placebo (p<0.05), a small reduction in the other primary measure (p<0.03) also

occurred with a low dose of E82 (and not with the other treatment conditions) compared to

placebo at 6 hours post-dose (long after the known Tmax for E82). These observations appear

more likely, to be spurious findings, given that a cross-over design was employed, that the

observed group differences were small, at a level of significance that was only at p<0.03 or 0.05

(without correcting for multiple comparisons).

in conclusion caution must be given in interpreting the results of Study l90-0l2, such

that one cannot conclude that the results demonstrate an absence of an adverse effect of ESZ |

treatment on respiratory drive. In the opinion of this reviewer, this study is a failed study, rather l
than a negative study for potential effects on respiratory depression. Yet, if such an effect were to

exist, it would appear to be a small effect, at least on the parameters selected for this trial.

C. Study 190-015: Alcohol Interaction with ESZ in Healthy Subjects.

Summary of the Study Design. The primary objective of this trial was to examine potential

interaction effects with coadministration of alcohol and ESZ on cognitive performance and on

postural stability in healthy adults.
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 This four-way crossover, single-center, inpatient, double-blind, single-dose trial was conducted
in generally healthy male and female subjects who were 21to 64 years old. Subjects had to score
as a Smoderate drinker on the Alcohol Dependence Scale to be included in this trial.

A total of 24 subjects were randomized to a treatment sequence such that each subject
received each of the four treatment conditions:

0 Placebo tablets plus alcohol-placebo

o Placebo tablets plus alcohol (0.70 g/kg)

0 3.5 mg E82 and alcohol-placebo

o 3.5 mg E82. and alcohol (0.70 gfkg)

Subjects received their assigned study drug with 240 ml of orange juice, after an overnight fast
of approximately 10 hours. Subjects were not permitted to consume any alcohol for a 48 hour
period prior to and after each clinic visit and were instructed not to consume more than five
alcoholic drinks each week between visits. A 7~day washout period occurred between visits.

Subjects underwent various safety assessments, as well as psychometric assessments.

The following computerized “cognitive” assessments were administered in the following order:
Immediate Word Recall, Picture Presentation, Simple Reaction Time, Digit Vigilance Task,

Choice Reaction Time, Tracking, Spatial Working Memory, Numeric Working Memory,

Delayed Word Recall, Word Recognition, Picture Recognition, and Bond Lader Visual Analogue
Scales of Mood and Alertness. Postural Stability was conducted as the last assessment in this

battery. Parallel forms were used for each of the psychometric tests. information and the

rationale on selecting these tests could either not be found or was limited in the study report.

Psychometric data was analyzed by first subtracting the pre—treatment score from the post-
treatment scores for each study day to determine the mean change from baseline on each

parameter. Descriptive statistical analyses were conducted. Data from all randomized subjects
was included in this analysis.

The sponsor used a “linear model” to determine treatment, sequence, and period main
effects on the mean change from baseline to each time point on performance on each assessment,

with subject nested within sequence as a random effect in this analysis (a SAS procedure PROC

MIXED).

Study 190-015: Summary of Results.

A total of 22 out of the 24 randomized subjects completed the trial. One subject withdrew

consent after Dosing Period II, and another subject discontinued due to a positive urine drug

screen at the Dosing Period [1 visit.

See Figure VllCl in the appendix summarizing results on 10 parameters that were found to have

significantly greater combination effects then individual effects (as provided by the sponsor).

Upon visual examination of these figures, ESZ treatment appeared to be associated with

impairment on most the parameters listed below, with the greatest numerical decline in

performance at one-hour post-dose (from baseline performance) that generally diminished over
time:

- Numeric Working Memory-Speed

0 Spatial Working Memory-Sensitivity index
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Immediate Word Recall—Percent Words Recalled

Word Recognition-Sensitivity Index

Picture or Recognition-Speed
Power of Attention

Quality of Secondary Memory

The mean change in each of the above parameters was numerically the greatest in the

concomitant aicohol-ESZ treatment condition compared to other treatment conditions (placebo,

ESZ alone, and alcohol alone). SelffiRated Calmness also showed significantly greater
combination-treatment effects than individual-treatment effects. However, examination of the

results in Figure VIICI reveals that mean changes varied inconsistently over time, suggesting
that results are due to artifact.

Additional safety results of this trial are described in the following. None of the subjects had

SAE‘s or were adverse dropouts. Reported AE's generally failed to reveal any unexpected

findings with some possible exceptions. As is expected for this drug class, alcohol intolerance

was reported in 9% of subjects in the placebo/alcohol treatment condition compared to a greater
incidence of subjects after the ESZ/alcohol combination treatment (26%), while the incidence in
other treatment conditions was 0%. Most of these AE's were described in brief narratives. Most

subjects with alcohol intolerance reported as an AB are described in the narratives were generally
associated with an earlier onset and a prolonged durationflof CNS AE's (AEs of intoxication) in
the ESZ/alcohol condition compared to the alcohol-alone condition. In other subjects reported to
have alcohol intolerance, AE were reported during the ESZ/alcohol condition and not in the

alcohol-alone condition. Confusion and depression were each reported in one subject during the
ESZ/alcohol condition.

One 22-year-old male with an unremarkable medical history who was reported to have

alcoholic intolerance (as an AB) also had marked elevations in ALT and AST levels (up to
approximately a 10-fold increase from baseline) and marked elevation in CPK associated with

muscle soreness after a fall. Elevations were first revealed one day after the final treatment
condition. The final treatment condition given to this subject was the alcohol/E82 combination

treatment. Both ALT and AST levels peaked two days later to values of 176 U/L (0-47 U/L
WNL) and 385 UJ’L (0-30 U/L), respectively. Upon repeat testing, levels declined and

eventually normalized within approximately 12 days (LFTs were conducted every two days over
this period). Baseline laboratory results that were considered abnormal or clinically significant
(ALT and AST Were within normal limits at screening). This subject also complained of muscle
soreness about six hours after his last treatment and had fallen on his bed hitting his chest- CPK
levels were dramatically elevated on the first assessment conducted four days after his final
treatment in which levels reached 11270 lU/L (35-232 IU/L WNL), but declined over time and

eventually returned to normal. Elevated CPK appeared to be associated with muscular injury
associated with the patient’s fall after dosing and the fall was likely to be drug-related
(alcohol/ESZ). The LFT results could be reflecting an effect of two treatment conditions of

alcohol. A possibility is that this subject was abusing alcohol, between study visits, but not
reporting it and suffered alcoholic hepatitis. However, an effect of ESZ or the combination of
the study drug with alcohol on liver function tests cannot be ruled out.
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Study 190-015: Conclusions.

The study has a number of limitations from a methodological perspective impacting on the

interpretability of the results. Firstly, the rationale for selecting specific psychometric measures

(including a discussion of psychometric properties such as reliability, validity, potential practice

effects and others) could not be found in the study report. References for each test and

references with data to support conclusions about the utility of these tests for meeting study

objectives could not be found. Another limitation, as noted by the sponsor, is that numerous

statistical comparisons were conducted (e.g. a total of I44 interaction comparisons were made in

addition to others), such that the potential for making a Type [I error is of concern.

DeSpite, these and other limitations, a significant combination ESZI’alcohol treatment

effect was observed on primarily memory—related tests, and tests that are dependent on attention

and speed. These observations appear to reflect a real combination effect (ESZ/alcohol) for

several major reasons.‘ Firstly, observations were in the direction that would be predicted, with

greater impairment following combination treatment compared to other treatment conditions

(alcohol alone, ESZ alone or placebo treatment) and in most cases in a direction predicted for

each mono-treatment condition (Le. ESZ alone and alcohol alone, conditions). Placebo

treatment generally showed either improvementover time suggestive of practice effects or little,

to no change. Secondly, impairment with combination treatment or mono-active treatment

(particularly with alcohol alone treatment) was time-dependent, in that the observed effects

generally peaked near Tmax and diminished over time, thereafter, as would be predicted if

effects were drug-related. However, results on Self-Rated Calmness were inconsistent over time

and across treatment groups, such that observations on this parameter were likely to be
artifactual.

A discussion about potential practice effects on test performance, cannot be found in the

study report, as the test battery was administered on multiple time points on a given study day

and on multiple study days (a total of four study days). One concern is that the results as

described by the sponsor may be an underestimation of the potential adverse effects on test

performance. That is, a potential drug effects on impairment on a learning curve associated with

practice effects may exist, but may not be revealed in the statistical methods employed in the
trial. Therefore, potential adverse effects on psychometric performance were not adequately
examined in the study.

It is important to note that the study report does not describe results on parameters

showing significantly greater impairment with 582 treatment given alone, compared to placebo
treatment on psychometric measures. The following observations regarding the E82 treatment

condition are noted and are based on visual examination of Figure VIICl showing results of

parameters that the sponsor chose to describe in the study report (the parameters that showed

significant effects with combination treatment). ESZ mono~treatment showed greater
impairment than placebo on several parameters (Numeric Working Memory, Immediate Word

Recall, Word Recognition, Picture Recognition, Power of Attention, and Quality of Secondary

Memory). This impairment was time-dependent in that impaired performance was greatest near
the anticipated Tmax for E82 and diminished over time, while little to no impairment was
observed after approximately four to eight hours after treatment. Therefore, it is important to

determine if a similar impairment was observed with other parameters (e.g. performance speed,
attention, motor function among others). In conclusion, these observations provide evidence for
adverse effects of ESZ appears on memory function, as well as on other on other aspects of
psychometric performance.
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Results on postural stability were not described in the study report, other than that this

parameter did not show significant combination treatment effects on performance. Since,

impairment on performance may be anticipated following treatment with ESZ, alone, as well as

after treatment with alcohol, alone, a description of these results would be useful. '

VIII. Integrated Safety Information

A. Background Information

1. Safety Information Provided in the [88 of the Original Submission. Safety data was

integrated across ESZ studies within each of the following study-type categories in the [SS

(Table VIIIAI in the appendix enumerates subjects in each trial):

0 Daytime (1-7 days) Phase I studies in healthy volunteers: Studies 190-001, -002, —005, -010,

-011, -012, -015, —018, -019, -020, -02[, and -023. One of these trials (-005) was conducted

on elderly healthy adults while other trials were generally conducted on young male and
female adults (most were younger that 40 years old).

This does not include Phase I studies involving:

0 Special populations ([90-13, -014 and —016 on hepatically or renally impaired subjects or
on subjects with a history of benzodiazepine abuse, respectively)

0 Concomitant treatment: [90-022

0 Nighttime (1-7 days) studies. in Non—Elderly Adult healthy volunteers: Studies 190-024 and
190-026

0 Nighttime (1-7 days) studies in Non-Elderly Adult patients with Primary (Chronic) Insomnia:
190-025 and 190-045

- Nighttime 2-week studies in Elderly patients with Primary (Chronic) Insomnia: 190-047 and
190-048

Non-integrated safety data from each study was provided in Study Reports for each individual
study.

Non-integrated safety data was provided in the 18$ for the following large Phase III studies
which were longer term studies:

I Nighttime 6-week study in Non-Elderly patients with Primary (Chronic) Insomnia: 190-046

0 Nighttime Longterm study in Non-Elderly patients with Primary (Chronic) Insomnia: 190-
049

See Section IV.B. and tables of trials in this previous section (Tables IV.B. La—c) for overall
study design and numbers of subjects in each trial. See Table VIII.A1 in the appendix for the
enumeration of the [TT Safety Population for each study and for each integrated study type.

Chronic insomnia trials in elderly patients consisted of two 2-week trials (190-047 and 190-048).
As shown in Table IV.B.1c. (in Section IV.B of this review), these trials had 228 ESZ
completers.

All trials in the submission were completed (no ongoing trials).

2. Safety Information Provided Elsewhere

Some safety information that is typically included in the ISS of a submission could not be found

in the [38, but were sometimes found in the Study Report of a given trial as described in sections
below. The majority of results on clinical assessments in the [SS were based on data that was
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primarily collected after cessation of double-blind treatment (e.g. days to weeks post-treatment)

rather than showing results in which only the on—treatment data was included in the analyses (e.g.

at treatment endpoint and On each study visit during the double—blind treatment phase compared

to pre-dosefbaseline values). This deficiency of the [SS was raised with the sponsor at pre-filing.

In response to some other problems regarding the [88 that were raised with the sponsor

during prefiling, the sponsor provided results of safety data using some on-treatment data from

selected trials in their 120-Day Update Report. These results are described in subsections below,

as specified.

Subsections below also include additional safety results on a re-analyses of ABS from the

[20-Day Update Submission (as specified).

The Update report submission did not show results of analyses of any new data, as all

trials in the original submission were completed (no ongoing trials).

3. Safefl Information on Zopiclone

Information on zopiclone (the racemate) was provided in submissions under this NDA and is
under review by the Safety Group in the Division, since most of this information is

postmarketing data. Because of some evidence for effects of the study drug on testicular

function in preclinical trials (as described in personal communication with the Preclinical

Reviewer, Dr. Atkrachi), the results of a zopiclone trial that examined parameters a testicular

function in males, is described in this review. Other safety information on zoPiclone were not
reviewed by this reviewer (because they were under review by the Safety Group, some trials

examined safety measures similar to those in ESZ trials, or were results or descriptions of results
that were not considered by this reviewer as interpretable or meaningful).

B. Demographic Characteristics

Demographic features of subjects in Efficacy trials (190-025, ~45, -46, -047, -048, -049) and
Special Safety Trials (Studies 190-012, -015, -024 and —025) were previously described under
Sections VI-VH. Most Phase I trials were conducted on young healthy adults who were
primarily Caucasian.

C. Extent of Exposure

Overall exposure by [CH Guidelines and in Patient Years:

[CH Guidelines were met for exposure at dose levels of 2 3 mg (3 mg is the proposed
recommended daily dose) as follows (the number of subjects required by [CH guidelines is
provided in the parentheses):

0 Overall exposure (1500 subjects at single or multiple doses per ICH guidelines): 1076
subjects (ITT Safety population)

0 6 month exposure (300-600 subjects per ICH guidelines): 360 completers during the
double-blind phase of Study 190-049 (593 [IT Safety subjects)

0 1 year (at least 100 subjects per ICH guidelines): 296 completers in Study 190-049 (these
subjects were among the 360 subjects above who completed 6 months of double—blind
ESZ treatment).

Exposure expressed in patient years could not be found in the submission. This
information, as well as other information, that could not be found in the submission
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were itemized in the 74-Day letter dated 4/14/03 (Clinical items 1-4 in the letter). The

information on exposure under item 4, as well as information specified in items 2 and 3

in the letter could not be found in subsequent amendment submissions.

The following describes the information on exposure that could be found in the original

submission. Among subjects in the Safety Population, 3 total of 1839 subjects received at least

one dose of at least I mgrof study drug and 1206 subjects received at least one dose of 3 mg or

above of study drug as shown in Table VIIIAI (in the appendix). This table enumerates subjects

of the ITT Safety population by dose-level and by duration at each dose-level, in each category

of integrated studies (as provided by the sponsor). Table VIIICI in the appendix provides the

average daily dose within each dose-range category for each subset of integrated trials.

Section IVB of this review and Tables IVBla—c (located in Section IVB) enumerates

completers, as well as subjects of the safety population in the trials. As shown in the summary

tables, each trial generally had over 90% of subjects in the ITT safety population who were

completers, except for the long-term trial, Study 190-049. In this longer term trial approximately

60% of subjects in the ITT safety population were completers are the six—month double-blind

phase, of which most of these subjects (approximately 80%) completed the six—month open label
3 mg ESZ extension phase of the trial.

D. Deaths

No deaths were reported among ESZ treated subjects (out of approximately [839 E82 treated

subjects). Two deaths (involving myocardial infarction) occurred either, during screening, or
during placebo treatment (in Studies 190-048 and 190-049).

E. Serious Adverse Events (SAEs)

See Tables VIII.E.l-3 for a listing of SAEs for all studies (for Integrated Studies, The Open—
Label Phase of Study 190-049, and Non-Integrated Studies in each table, respectively, as
provided by the sponsor).

Short-term studies (Days 1-7, nighttime or daytime studies).

None of the short term nighttime or daytime studies (1-7 day trials) that were integrated in the
188 had SAEs. SAEs were not reported in any of the non-integrated studies, as well, except for
[882 S (listed in Table VIII.E.3) in a small Phase I Study 190-013 examining the effect of

impaired hepatic function on PK. This subject was in the normal hepatic function group of this
trial who had gastroenteritis.

2 to 6-Week Chronic Insomnia Studies (2-week Elderly Trials and a 6-Week Non-Elderly
Adult Trial).

As shown in Tables VIIIIE. l, a few SAEs occurred in the 2-week Studies 190—047 and —048 in

elderly subjects with Chronic Insomnia (subjects with SAES were 2 out of 208 1382 subjects; 1%,
and 2 out of 315 Placebo subjects; <l%). Yet, no SAEs were reported in a longer term (6-week)
study in non-elderly patients with Chronic Insomnia (Study 190-046).
One elderly S (8427004 in study 190-048) who had several cardiac—related events that included

an SAE of chest pain. This subject is described in Table VIIIE4 in the appendix.
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6-Month Double-blindlé-month Open—Label Study 190-049 in Non-Elderly Adults with
Chronic Insomnia

The longer term trial, a 12-month study (Study 190—049) had the most SAEs among all shorter-

terrn clinical trials. The following enumerates the total number of subjects with SAEs in each

treatment phase of Study 190-049 (with the incidence in parentheses):

o 6—month double-blind phase: 17 SAE's out of 593 ESZ subjects in the Safety Population

(2.9%), 2 SAE‘s out of 195 Placebo subjects in the Safety Population (1%)

o ESZ Open-Label extension phase: 11 SAE's out of 471 subjects in the Safety Population

(2%).

Table VIIIEl-Z lists all SAE's reported in the study. A description of ESZ subjects with

SAEs of enlarged uterine fibroids during both phases (the double-blind and open-label phases) of
this longterm 12-month study is provided later in this section.

Common SAE's in the Double-blind Phase of Study 190-049. The following SAE's were types
of SAE‘s were the most common SAEs in the 6—month double-blind phase of Study 190-049

were the following (sample sizes of Safety populations were 195 Placebo subjects, and 593 ESZ

subjects at a 3 mg daily dose level):

- Psychiatric-related SAEs (4 ESZ subjects; 1% and no Placebo subjects; 0%): 2 subjects
had agitation as the SAE (0415007, 0443005), 1 S had overdosed on ESZ (80087013)
and the fourth S (0471021) had “neurosis” as an SAE but was also reported to exhibit

hostile behavior. All subjects but the S with overdose, had a history of psychiatric illness

or a history of similar events. While pre-existing psychopathology was reported in 3 of
the 4 subjects, one cannot rule out a potential role of study drug.

The fourth S (overdose) did not allow release of her records to the sponsor and
information on this subject was limited, as described in the narrative. The S ingested an
estimated amount of 18 to 36 mg of ESZ on her first day of treatment. The etiology of this
event is unclear. She was a 27 year old female who could have had underlying

psychopathology. However, in the absence of more information, a role of the study drug
cannot be ruled out.

0 Chest pain (3 ESZ subjects; 0.5% and 1 Placebo S; 0.5%). 2 ESZ subjects (0317033,
0448024) with chest pain had pre-existing cardiac conditionss or risk factors (the latter S
had atypical chest pain and a negative work-up for cardiac or gastrointestinal conditions
and restarted open label ESZ treatment taken over 6-momths after the SAE). The former

S (0317033) voluntarily withdrew from the study 5 days after his chest pain resolved.

The etiology of the chest pain in the third ESZ S (0439001) is unclear, but did not appear
to be a cardiac event based on information in the narrative. This S had atypical, intermittent
chest pain unresolved with nitroglycerin. The S was hospitalized. Cardiac enzymes, ECG
and two stress tests yielded results that were within normal limits. The chest pain resolved
and the S withdrew from the study (last dose of ESZ was on the day when the event began).

5 30317033 had a history of bypass surgery and myocardial infarction, two angioplasty procedures, diabetes, and
other risk factors.
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0 Gastrointestinal (GI) disorder or G1 related SAEs (4 ESZ subjects; 1% and l Placebo

S; 0.5%): These events were probably not drug-related since pre-existing conditions

appeared to exist, or the conditions were chronic, or the SAE's were not atypical of the

general population (appendicitis occurred in 2 of the E82 subjects). These ESZ subjects
completed the study following their events.‘5

SAEs of Uterine Fibroids, Enlarged During the Double-blind and Open-Label Phases of

Study 190-049. Enlarged uterine fibroid SAE's occurred in a total of 3 .ESZ subjects and no

placebo subjects in both phases of the trial as follows:

0 Double-blind Phase: 1 E82 S (out 593 subjects) and no placebo subjects (out of 195

subjects).

0 Open-Label Phase: 2 subjects (out of 471 subjects).

These subjects underwent hysterectomy (also bilateral oopherectomy in 80456007) resulting in

at least a temporary cessation of ESZ treatment. Because one of these subjects (0409009)

discontinued double-blind treatment and withdrew from the study she is described later (she
withdrew 4 days before her “elective” surgery).

Since these 3 E82 subjects had pre-existing conditions and/or risk factors,7 a potential
relationship of study drug may be unlikely. Yet, one cannot be certain that they developed new
tumors de novo (during treatment) or that their condition worsened with treatment. The

narratives do not provide clear objective descriptions of the course of their condition overtime

during treatment (based on diagnostic tests or other objective measures). For example, the
narratives do not describe how the number of tumors or the size of the tumors may have

changed, by conducting serial imaging (or using imaging results prior to study entry compared to
imaging at the time of the SAE), or how the frequency or severity of symptoms may have
changed using objective assessments (i.e. by having subjects keep daily logs). See verbatim

taken from the narrative on the ESZ subject of the double-blind phase, below, as an example of
the information provided in the narratives. The preferred terms for these SAE's did not include

“enlarged” tumors but simply refer to the disorder (eg. fibroid tumors) as shown in Table
VIIIEZ.

One S ((0458007) was reported by the investigator as showing no worsening of her
condition from baseline. However, it is not clear from the narrative how this was determined (or
if it was determined by objective measures and other details).

A description of the subject with enlarged uterine fibroids in the double-blind phase of
the trial used described in detail below. The 2 subjects in the open-label phase are described in
Table VIII. [3.4 in the appendix on selected SAES in the trials.

A Description of Subject 0409009 with the SAE of Uterine Fibroids Enlarged in the
Double-blind—Phase in the Esopiclone 3 mg treatment group (the following is verbatim
from the narrative on p.316 of the ISS.pdt):

6 Gl-disorder SAES: 2 E82 subjects (0439026 and 0093025) and [ Placebo S (04720] 1) with GI disorder had
appendectomies. l ESZ S (0317030) had an SAE of abdominal pain and had abdominal adhesions found on

laparoscopy who had a history of diverticulitis and heartburn. A fourth E82 5 (0462002) had cholelithiasis (who
had risk factors, history of indigestion, with diagnosis ofchronic cholecystitis on pathology, and completed the 6-
month open label phase after cholecystectomy).

7 All 3 subjects Were between 44 to 55 years old and had pre-existing conditions andi’or risk factors (perimenopausal
or postmenopausal irregular heavy and painful menstrual bleeding, taking hormonal replacement therapy, and
others) or had a history of fibriods.
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S 0409009zThis subject was a 48—year-old Caucasianfemale. The subject was perimenopausal-
menopausal and reported having irregularpainfitl, heavy menstrualperiods (ongoing sincc
August 1996). She was scheduled to have an elective hysterectomyfor uterinefibroids on -

""‘ She was randomly assigned to receive esopiclone 3 mg on 07 May 2001. The
subject had surgery on -— (as scheduleaDfor uterinefibreids enlarged (“uterine
fibroids ”). The event was severe, serious, and the relationship to treatment was not related, and
the subject was discontinued. The date oflast dose was 04 October 2001 and the date oflast
contact with the subject was 29 November 2001. (Reference: CSR 1 90-049; [ND Safety Reports
submitted on 21 November 2001 [Serial No. 071] and 21 February 2002 [Serial No. 081].)

6-month Open Label ESZ Treatment Phase of Study 190-049

Uterine Fibroids, Enlarged. This SAE was reported in 2 subjects out of 471 subjects in the
Safety population (all subjects in the open-label phase were receiving 582 treatment at the 3mg
daily dose level). These subjects were described in the previous section (also in Table VIIIE4 of
selected SAEs). Table VIIIE2 shows all SAE's reported during the open-label phase of the trial.
These SAE's are generally not unexpected for the population and given that subjects were
undergoing multiple assessments over a 12-month period. This phase of the trial did not employ
a placebo control group for comparison, which limits the interpretation of the results on SAE'S
reported during the open-label phase of the trial.

Other More Common SAEs Among All Studies Combined (not previously described).

As shown in Tables VIIIEI-3 in the appendix, accidental injury occurred in several subjects that
were probably not drug-related. This conclusion is based on either of the following reasons or
combination of reasons: the nature of the event (as described in narratives), the time of dosing
relative to the event (some events occurred several days after treatment), the overall incidence of
the SAE did not show a predominance towards ESZ compared to placebo subjects in a given trial
or among the trials, combined.8 Other common SAE‘s, were previously described, and occurred
primarily in the long-term trial (Study 190—049).

F. Dropouts due to Adverse Events

See Tables VIII.F. 1-3 for an enumeration of the adverse dropouts (ADOs) categorized by
Preferred Term AEs among the trials (except for a non~placebo controlled Open-label phase of
Study 190-049 in which ADOs are discussed below). Subsections below describe overall results
on ADOS for each study—type category of these trials.

Adverse Dropouts (ADOs) in Short-Term Integrated Trials in Non-Elderly Adults (1-7
Daytime or Nighttime Studies).

No ADOs were reported.
 

8 Accidental injury (reported as an SAE) occurred primarily in the long-term study 190-049 as follows: a total of 3
E82 subjects and no placebo subjects during treatment phases, 1 Placebo S and a 582 S over 30 days post
treatment. This SAE was reported in 1 E82 S and 0 Placebo subjects in a 2—week study of elderly Chronic Insomnia
patients (Study 190-047). These SAE's were primarily associated with work-related events or events that were
probably not drug-related as follows: had a heavy object fall on a limb, injury with heavy lifting, and others, the
event occurred after 2 days in a subject (169714) with risk factors for falling or the injury Occurred over 30 days
after treatment (041600 I ).
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Adverse Dropouts (ADOs) in Short-Term Integrated Trials in Elderly Adults with Chronic

Insomnia (2—week Studies, 190-047 and 190-048).

The overall incidence rates of ADOs were 1.9% of ESZ subjects and 3.8% of Placebo subjects.

Table VHI.F.1 in the appendix shows the following events that occurred in more ESZ subjects

than placebo subjects, while noting that the incidence in ESZ subjects for a given AE term did
not exceed 1%:

Diarrhea Ataxia

Nausea Dizziness

Pruritus Vertigo
Somnolence '

These events are generally not unexpected for the drug class, for clinical drug trials or for the

study population.

Adverse Dropouts (ADOs) in the 6-week Study in Non-Elderly Adults with Chronic

Insomnia (190-046).

Table VIIIFZ in the appendix shows the incidence of ABC's in Study 190-046. ADOs in this

study did not reveal any remarkable AES or events that appeared to be clearly drug-related. The

few events that occurred were in the low dose ESZ group (a 2 mg bedtime dose level, N=104)

and not in the high dose ESZ group (a 3 mg bedtime dose-level, N=105). However, a possible

drug-relationship for these ADOs may be considered given that none of the placebo subjects

(among 99 Placebo subjects) were ADOs compared to 1% of the 882 subjects (low and high

dose groups, combined). The incidence of the A005 by AE Preferred term in the low close 1382

group (2 mg ESZ group) was as follows: headache (1.9%), nausea and vomiting (each in 1% of

subjects).

ADOs in the Longterm Study 1904149 in Non-Elderly Adults with Chronic Insomnia

6-Month Double-blind Phase of Study 190-049 13 mg group; N=593 and placebo; N=195 1.

As shown in Table VIII.F.3, 13% of ESZ subjects and 7% of Placebo subjects were ADOS

during the double-blind study phase.

A description of specific ADOs other than a table of the incidence of ADOs by Preferred

AB Terms cannot be found in the 188 for either the Double-blind phase or the Open-label phase

of this large longterm safety study. However, narratives were provided that included additional
information.

Some ADOs were not unexpected, either. for the study drug or drug class, for the study

population, or for clinical drug trials (e.g. unpleasant taste, erythema multiforme in 1 E82 S,

pruritis or rash in 4 E82 subjects, blurred vision or dizziness, asthenia, somnolence, nausea,

abnormal thinking, sleep walking in 2 582 subjects, among others). Other ADOs were not likely

to be drug related.

Narratives of some of the ADO's had limited information, whereby it was difficult to

determine whether or not the events were drug-related, such as the following ADO's. One S

(80317045 had mild to moderate elevations in liver enzymes (Preferred Term was “liver
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damage”) resulting in an ADO.9 Another S (804007044) had chest pain resulting in treatment
cessation. Since the narratives provide no other information regarding the event or regarding any
diagnostic tests, one cannot determine the likelihood that these ADO's could be drug—related.

Abnormal thinking which occurred in 3 E32 subjects and no Placebo subjects included
the following descriptive terms: impaired cognition, difficulty concentrating or “abnormal
thinking.” None of the Preferred terms or descriptive terms in the incidence summary table or
line listing were hallucinations and there were 2 E82 subjects (no Placebo subjects) with ADOs
of memory impairment. A section later in this review focuses on AEs of hallucinations and

memory impairment. ADOs of special interest (AEs are serious in nature and/or more common

with greater frequency in ESZ subjects compared to placebo subjects) are described in a
subsection, below.

One noteworthy observation, that is not described below, is that ADOs of unpleasant
taste was reported in 10 1382 subjects and only 1 Placebo S as the either the only AE that
resulted in discontinuation of the study drug, or was reported with other AEs resulting in study
withdrawal.

ADOs of Special Interest in the 6-month Double-blind Phase of Study 190-049 ADOs
described in this section were selected (by this reviewer) for one or several of the following
reasons: the ADOs were more common (generally did not occur in any placebo subjects, but
occurred in several ESZ subjects), were particularly serious in nature, and/or were of interest
based on preclinical findings.

Examination of Table VIIIF3 in the appendix, which shows the incidence of A1303 by
Preferred Term in each treatment group, revealed the following events of special interest during
the double-blind treatment phase. A few ADOs as specified below were of subjects with ABS
during double-blind treatment that ultimately lead to termination of treatment during the open-
label phase and a few other ADOs occurred only during the open—label treatment phase (these
ADOS are clearly specified, as such).

Neoplasia.

While none of the l95 Placebo subjects (0%) were ADOs for events of neoplasia, 3 ( and
possibly more as described below) of the 593 E32 subjects (0.5%) were ADOs during the
double-blind treatment phase due to the following respective events (Preferred Terms per
narratives):

o Hepatic Neoplasia in 80450024 who appeared to develop multiple tumors in multiple organs
and tissues: the breasts, lung, kidney and liver (based on mammography, ultrasound and
abdominal and chest CT scans). This obese (236 lbs) 43 year old female smoker had a
previous history of a normal mammogram and pap smear (approximately one year or less
prior to starting doublewblind treatment). Approximately one year prior to treatment she had
a hysterectomy for endometriosis and ovarian cysts. See the narrative below (under the
narrative subsection), describing the chain events before, during and after double-blind
treatment. This ADO may be drug—related.

 

9 The narrative oftliis 303 I 7045 only describes an elevation in liver enzymes (ALT and AST) observed at baseline
and screening that increased during open-label treatment (from 106 at baseline to 167 on treatment) resulting in an
ADO (no mention of any additional diagnostic tests).
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0 Breast Neoplasm in S 0406001 in a 57 year old Caucasian female with no history of medical

conditions (and appeared to take no concomitant drugs) who experienced a “lump” in her left

breast after approximately l 1/2 months ofdouble-blind treatment. It was considered

“benign” but it is not clear how this was determined (no mention of biopsy). However,

ultrasound and mammography were conducted (results not described). The menopausal

status of this S and the subsequent course of her breast tumor overtime is not described

(study drug was discontinued upon discovery of the “lump”). This event could be drug-
related.

- Neoplasm in S 0421004 in a 62 year old female with no medical problems at screening who

had a “nodule in throat” after approximately 5 months of double-blind treatment that

resolved 10 days after cessation of treatment. The narrative provides no other information

(e.g. if any diagnostic tests were conducted). This event could be drug—related.

It is not clear why the above ADOs of neoplasia were not reported as SAEs.

Subject 0398013 was reported to have thyroid disorder as an adverse event leading to treatment

discontinuation during the open label phase of the study. This subject was described as having
"nodule on the left side of the thyroid." It is not clear if this nodule was further assessed.

Therefore it is not clear if the nodule reflects the presence of neoplasia.

Uterine fibroids enlarged in S 0409009 that lead to termination of treatment were previously
described under Section E on SAEs. It is not clear of the diagnosis of uterine fibroids was

confirmed by histopathological examination of tissue following the hysterectomy in this subject
or in others with SAE's of enlarged uterine fibroids (see Section on SAEs).

Gynecological-related ADOs.

No placebo subjects (0%) and 6 E32 subjects (1%) had the following events leading to ADOs
listed under urogenital body system (except “cyst” below was listed under “Body as a Whole”)
during the double-blind treatment phase of the study:

0 Breast neoplasia (see above)

- Uterine fibroids, enlarged which was also an SAE (see above)

0 Metrorrhagia in S 0460013 who was a 29 year old female with had “interrupted menstrual
flow” approximately 10 days after starting double-blind treatment that “resolved” 5 days
later. Study drug was discontinued due to multiple AEs that included metrorrhagia among
others (abdominal pain, asthenia, anorexia, diarrhea, headache, ecchymosis, abnormal

thinking/difficulty concentrating, rash and others). This S had no medical history or
concomitant medications that would explain her disruption of menses. The outcome of
subsequent menstrual cycles after resolution of this event and after treatment cessation is not

described in the narrative. The metrorraghia could be drug-related.

0 Breast Pain in S 0421013 who was a 60 year old female with a history of fibrocystic disease
who developed breast pain after about 24 days of double-blind treatment that resolved

approximately 4 days after cessation of treatment. This shows a time course suggestive of a
relationship to study drug.

- Cyst which was an “ovarian cyst” occurred in S 0432002 after about 2 1/2 months of double-

blind treatment (diagnosed by ultrasound) leading to the ADD. This S was a 35 year old
Caucasian female with no medical conditions at screening and no concomitant drugs
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described in the narrative. There is no other information or follow-up information described

in the narrative. This event could be drug-related.

Endocrine System ADOs. Some of the previously described events could be endocrine related

(e.g. some of the gynecological ADOs). The following describes ADO's listed under Endocrine

System ADO is in the summary Table VIIIF3 in the appendix.

One placebo S and one ESZ S had hypothyroidism leading to an ADO during the double-

blind treatment phase. An additional S (80398013, previously described above) was a 61 year
old female (healthy at baseline) participating in the open-label phase of the trial, who

discontinued ESZ treatment due to “thyroid disorder” (“nodule on the left side of the thyroid”)
after approximately 7 months of treatment (6-months double-blind E82 and approximately 1
month of open-label ESZ).

Psychiatric-Related ADOs.

The following psychiatric related AEs leading to ADOs (listed under Nervous System AEs) were
observed among a total of 22 1382 subjects (3-7%) compared to no placebo subjects (0%) based
on data from Table VHIF3 (in the appendix) during the double-blind treatment phase (unless
otherwise specified):

0 Depression in 12 subjects (2%) and Emotional Labiiity in 2 subjects (0.3%). An additional
ADO of emotional lability started during double-blind ESZ treatment but treatment was not
terminated until the open-label phase (in S0428012).

- Depression in 1 S leading to discontinuation was listed as having depression more than 14
days after treatment (S 049-256-004) in Listing 4.3.3 in the ISS. Apparently this S did not
continue on to the Open-label phase and was therefore identified as an ADO.

0 Overdose in 1 S (0.2%) which was also an SAE (in S 087013 who was previously described
in section E)

0 Anxiety in 5 subjects (0.8%) and Nervousness in 1 subjects (0.2%). 2 additional subjects had
anxiety during double-blind ESZ treatment but discontinued treatment during the open label
phase (S0448027, 80416016). One of these subjects had “increased irritability.”

0 Agitation in 4 subjects (0.8%) and Hostility in 1 S (0.2%). 2 of the subjects with agitation
were coded as SAEs and also had panic attacks and/or disorder (8415007 and 8443005) who
were previously described.

- Neurosis in l S (0.2%) which was also an SAE in S 471021, who was previously described.

Some subjects had several of the above AEs leading to an ADO such that some of the above
enumerated subjects are counted more than once across AEs. However, the total number of

subjects with any one of these ABS, or any combination of the AEs, was 22 E82 subjects, as
previously described.

Additional Psychiatric-related ADOs during Open-label Treatment were:

u 2 subjects with Anxiety and 1 S with depression '

Other Nervous System ADOs.

Dizziness and memory impairment resulting in ADDS occurred in 4 (0.7%) and 2 (0.3%) ESZ
subjects for each AE, respectively, compared to l (0.5%) and no (0%) placebo subjects for each
event, reSpectively.
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As previously described, 3 E82 subjects and no Placebo subjects had “abnormal

thinking” with the following descriptive terms reported in each subject, respectively: impaired

cognition, difficulty concentrating or “abnormal thinking.” An additional S with abnormal

thinking (“difficulty concentrating”) among other AEs resulted in an ADO during open-label

treatment. Also 2 832 subjects (no placebo subjects) had sleepwalking leading to study
withdrawal.

Selected Narratives of ADOs of Special Interest [verbatim from Section 16.1.1331.
. Hepatic Neoplnsia: Subject 0450024 [Double-blind Esopiclone 3 mg]: Neoplasm (2 events; possibly related);

Hepatic Neoplasia (possibly related)

This subject was a 43-year-old Caucasianjemale who was randomly assigned to receive esopiclone ’9' me on 18 May
2001. She had a reported history oflumps in her lefl breast (in H ) and ovarian cysts(in '-" l;

she had a hysterectomyin .— (endometriosis and ovarian cvsts) She was53 inches and 236 lb at study
entry. She had a mammogram in — 1nd Pap smear in _ "' vhich were within normal limits

Smoking history indicates that she was a smokerfor 28 years (1.5 packs/day) and stopped smoking on 06 March
2000. There was no history ofalcohol or drug abuse.

At study entry, thefindings and impression ofthe subject 's bilateral mammogram were asfollows. Small
fairly well-defined nodular densities in both breasts had become less prominent since the earlier outside

mammograms. There were no new or suspicious masses, clustered microcalcifications, skin or nipple
changes, The Bi-Rads Category 2 had a benignfinding The nodular densities in both breasts were benign.
The one on the right had resolved since earlierfilms. At study entry, thefindings and impression ofthe

subject is left breast ultrasound were asfollows: The two small nodular densities seen on the mammogram
were not identified ultrasonographically. No identifiable mass was seen with ultrasound Therefore, they
were considered solid. The masses, however, had remained stable on mammographic criteria consistent
with a benign etiology.

An abdominal CT scan was performed on t’ "- which revealed nodules on the right kidney
(preferred term: neoplasm), right lung (preferred term: neoplasm), and liver (prefiarred term: hepatic
neoplasia). The subject 's ALTwas 42 U/L at screening, but was found to be elevated to 52.0 U/L

(ULN=‘4 7. 0 U/L) on -— and 54.0 U/L on -— 'he CT scanfindings
prompted the Investigator to discontinue the subjectfromfurther participation in the study (study drug was
discontinued on 09 November 2001). An Early Termination visit was performed on 15 November 2001.

The physical examination at this visit was within normal limits. There were no adverse events/symptoms
described by the subject at that visit. The events were moderate, not serious, the relationship to treatment
was possible, and the subject was discontinued

Furtherfollowupfor this adverse event was obtained afler the subject was discontinued A follow-up
chest CT scan performed on ‘5 revealed that there was a nonspecific 4 mm sofi‘ tissue nodule
in the right lower lobe which appeared well-circumscribed but with no evidence ofcalcUication. No
additional nodules were identified, and there was no evidence ofhilar or mediastinal adenopathy.

Intro-abdominal structures were unremarkable as visualized The nodule appeared slightly larger than a
preceding CT scan ofthe abdomen, which included the lower thorax. There was an apparent slight interval
increase in size that may have been due to a slight difi'erence in patient positioning

“-r' anotherfollow-up CT scan ofthe chest was performed with lV contrast with images
compared to a prior CT ofthe chest dated "' and a prior C T abdomen, which showed the
small nodule at the right lung base, dated ’ . The nodule in the right lower lobe was
unchanged compared to the most recent CT ofthe chest. It actually appeared slightly smaller, but this may
have represented a slightly difiérent slice selection, clearly there was no progression. In "" , an
MR1!r ofthe spine was performed Only postoperative changesji'om the spinefusion surgery (cervical) were
observed (References: Appendices [6.2.]. l, l6.2. 1.2, 16.2. 2, 16.2. 5, l6.2.8, l6.2.12, 16.2.24, 16.2.25, and
16.2.33; Data on file with Sponsor.)

ADOs during the 6-month Open-Label ESZ Phase of Study 190-049.

This subsection describes additional ADOs during the open—label phase of the study that were
not among ADOs of special interest (described above). These additional ADO's include the
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following and generally failed to reveal any remarkable or unexpected events (for the study
population, for the study drug or for the drug class): atrial fibrillation (an SAE in an elderly S
with a positive history for syncope and hypertension), hemoptysis (“spit up blood” in a 39 year
old female with negative chest x—ray who had other AES of asthenia, “difficulty concentrating”
and nausea resulting in the ADO), hepatitis (later diagnosed as hepatitis B), cardiovascular

disorder (“regurgitation of heart valves” in a 23 year old female), unpleasant taste in 2 subjects
of which 1 S had dizziness, insomnia and headache, as well.

Dose Dependent ADOs in Clinical Trials

The trials below are multiple dose trials in patients with Chronic Insomnia that employed an ESZ

multiple, dose-ranging, parallel group design.

In the 6-week non—elderly trial, 190-046 the following ADOS showed an incidence of at least 1%

in a ESZ group in which the high dose ESZ group had an incidence that was also at least twice
that of the low ESZ dose and placebo groups (incidence in placebo, 1 mg E82 and 2 mg ESZ

groups, respectively, are shown):

0 Headache (0%, 0%, 1.9%)

o Nausea (0%, 0%, 1.0%)

o Vomiting (0%, 0%, 1.0%)

Nervous system AEs met the above dose-dependent incidence criteria in the two 2—week elderly

trials (trials 190-047 and 190-048, combined) with the incidence in placebo, 1 mg and 2 mg ESZ

groups as follows: 1%, 1%, and 1.9%. Most of these events were dizziness, but also hypertonia

and somnolence each occurred in one subject.

G. Specific Search Strategies on AES Conducted by the Sponsor

1. AE Search Strategies Described in the [SS of the Submission. The [SS enumerates ABS of

special interest among the clinical trials. These AEs, as follows, were chosen as common AES

for the drug class:

Memory impairment: AE'S described below.

Convulsions: no reports of this AE.

Drug dependence: no reports of this AE.
Hallucinations: AE‘S described below-

0 Respiratory compromise: no reports.

Also refer to the next subsection H for the incidence of specific ABS (i.e. psychiatric-related

AES, neoplasia-related, and others) that were not a focus in the ISS but are areas of focus for this
review.

Memory impairment AEs. This type of AB was reported in a total of 44 out of 1839 E82

subjects and in only 1 placebo S in the clinical trials, combined. 2 of the E82 subjects were

ADOS (one S dropped out due to multiple ABS including memory impairment). Both of the

subjects who were ADOS started having memory impairment within days of treatment, were

non-elderly and did not have pre-existing conditions or any apparent risk factors for memory

impairment. These two subjects continued to have memory impairment during most of the

treatment period until study drug was discontinued. There were no SAEs due to memory

impairment.
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The largest incidence of memory impairment occurred in the study ofpatients with

history of benzodiazepine abuse (study 190-0l6). Almost all of these subjects (26 out of 28
subjects) who were also primarily male subjects (22 out of the 26 total subjects were male)
reported memory impairment in this 14-day, 6-way cross-over study. This AE was in only 1 S
during placebo treatment and in 5 subjects during diazepam treatment compared to 13 subjects
during 1382 treatment in this study. This study used 3 mg, 6 mg and 12 mg dose levels of 1382.

None of the subjects reported memory impairment after the 3 mg dose.

Subjects in daytime and other nighttime studies reported memory impairment at the 3 mg
dose or at lower dose levels (as low as 1 mg). In the large long term study (190-049) of Chronic

' insomnia patients this AE was reported in 8 ESZ subjects during double-blind treatment (this
study used the 3 mg dose, N=593, and a placebo group; N = 195). 4 subjects reported memory
impairment during the 3 mg ESZ open-label phase (N: 471).

Memory Impairment in the Two 2-Week Elderly Trials (190-047 and 190-048)
Upon examination of the incidence of AE's described in study reports for each of the two 2-week
elderly trials, the following results are noted. In the 2-week PSG study (190-047), none of the
128 placebo subjects reported memory impairment, while 2 out of 136 E82 subjects (l.5%)
reported memory impairment. Both ESZ subjects reporting memory impairment (477710 and
637701) complained of being "forgetful" after receiving approximately one week or two weeks
of treatment, which lasted for approximately one day in each subject. Both subjects also
complained of intermittent nervousness during treatment ("irritable/cranky" or "feeling restless").

in the 2-Week subjective sleep study (190-048), only one in subject reported memory
impairment. The subject was in the high dose 832 group (2 mg/day, 79 subjects in this group)
and experienced "forgetfulness" approximately 10 days after the onset of the 2-week double-
blind treatment phase. This AE resolved within approximately one day after cessation of
treatment (this healthy, 72-year—old female completed the trial as planned, and required no
medication).

Two subjects in the 2 mg group (out of 79 subjects) had the AE of confusion. No SAE’s
of confusion were reported in any of the 80 placebo subjects in this group or in any of the 72
subjects in the 1 mg ESZ group. Both subjects were women (ages 69 and 74 years old) who
began experiencing confusion within a day to a few days of treatment. In one of the subjects,
confusion occurred on three occasions, each on three separate days, at 7:00 and resolving by
10:00 each day. The other subject experienced confusion only on a single day at 10:00 which
resolved on the same day. Both subjects had unremarkable physical exams and past medical
histories, and neither of them required treatment for their episodes of confusion.

One 2 mg ESZ treated subject had abnormal thinking as an AB that started within a few

days of double-blind treatment and continued until the end of the study (it was reported as
ongoing, on her last study visit). This subject was a healthy 76-year-old female. The event was
considered mild and did not require medication and the subjects completed the study is planned.

Hallucinations.

A total of 15 E52 subjects (out of 1839 E32 subjects; 0.8%) and no placebo subjects reported
hallucinations in the clinical trials, combined. The largest incidence of subjects reporting this
AB in a given trial was in Study 190-016, the study of subjects with a history of benzodiazepine
abuse that also had the largest incidence of subjects with memory impairment, as previously
described. A total of 7 out of the 26 subjects had hallucinations after ESZ treatment (2 subjects
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after 6 mg and 5 subjects after 12 mg). 2 of these subjects had additional episodes of
hallucinations at the 12 mg ESZ dose—level or during treatment with 20 mg of diazepam.

There were no ADOS or SAES due to hallucinations. The above AEs of hallucinations

were generally brief episodes and occasionally intermittent episodes of primarily visual
hallucinations that occurred as soon as 30 minutes to an hour after the first dose of ESZ or after

weeks or longer of treatment. subjects were young or old, male or female and several had no

previous history of pre-existing conditions. However, the largest proportion of subjects were in
Study 190-016 involving subjects with a history of benzodiazepine abuse who underwent 14

days of treatment at dose levels above 3 mg of ESZ in a 6-way cross-over design.

Hallucinations in the Two 2-Week Elderly Trials (190-047 and 190-048) .

Upon examination summary table of the incidence of AE's for Study 190-047 no AE‘s of

hallucinations were reported. However, several other nervous system-related and psychiatric-

related AEs were reported. The overall incidence for nervous system events in this trial was

8.6% in the placebo group and 15.4% in the E82 group. The incidence by type of AB is provided

in the following for AEs that showed an incidence in the E82 group that was at least 1% and at

least twice that of the placebo group:

0 Anxiety: 0%, 2.2% in the placebo group and the E82 group, respectively.

0 Emotionally ability: 0%, 1.5%.

o Nervousness: 1.6%, 3.7%.

One ESZ subject reported agitation (no placebo subjects reported this AE).

Anxiety was only reported in one subject in Study 190-048 (I out of 72 subjects in the 1

mg/day ESZ group). Depression was reported in one 2 mg ESZ treated subjects and in no other

subjects in the trial. Hallucinations or other psychiatric-related events were not reported.

However, abnormal dreams were reported in 2.8% and 1.3% of subjects in the low and high [582

groups, respectively and in no placebo subjects.

2. AB Search Strategies Described in the nil-Day Safety Update Report.

The following describes additional analyses of selected ABS and their association with other

events provided in the 120 Update Safety Report. Results of additional analyses of laboratory,

vital sign and EKG data are also described in the Update Report and are described later in this

review (subsection J—L). The sponsor had no ongoing studies, and therefore had no new safety

information to provide. However, they provided results (primarily safety information) based on

additional analyses conducted on the safety data from the clinical trials described in the original
NDA submission. This review focuses on safety-related observations that may be considered

interpretable results or were potentially salient findings.

a) Results of an Analysis on AE's of Infection. Because of higher rates of infection reported

in ESZ subjects compared to placebo subjects in several clinical trials, the sponsor conducted

additional analyses of infection AE‘S, based on a categorization of these ABS by the type of

verbatim term. This reanalysis was conducted for Studies 190-046 and -049. As previously

described, Study 190—046 (a 6-Week nonelderly Chronic Insomnia Trial) showed an incidence of

infection (as a Preferred Term) of 3%, 4.8%, and 10.5% in the Placebo, 2 mg E82 and 3 mg 1382

groups, respectively. Study [90-049 revealed in incidence of infection of 6.7% in the placebo

group compared to 15.9% in the 3 mg ESZ group of the (5-month double-blind phase, as
previously described.
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The sponsor conducted their reanalysis by first examining the verbatim terms in these

subjects (subjects with the AE of infection, as a Preferred Term). These subjects were

categorized into the following subcategories based on the verbatim term that was used: cold

symptoms, common cold, head/chest cold, upper respiratory infection, respiratory or chest
infection, and other infection.

Before describing the results of the sponsor's reanalysis of data from subjects with the

reported Preferred Term AE of infection, it is important to note one major caveat regarding the

interpretation of the sponsor‘s results. The sponsor only conducted the analysis on subjects with

the Preferred Term-AB of infection, which does not capture a number of other subjects that also

had infection that was reported using a different Preferred Term (e.g. bronchitis, pharyngitis,

rhinitis, urinary tract infection, flu syndrome, fever, vaginal moniliasis, and others). It is noted

that some of these other events showed an incidence in treatment groups, suggestive of a drug-

related effect and in some studies a dose-dependent effect (i.e. in a trial using multiple dose

levels). Therefore, the ability to interpret the results of the sponsor's analysis is limited and the

sponsor's results and any conclusions from these results can only be considered preliminary.

The following summarizes the results of the sponsor's reanalysis of Preferred Term infection

AE's. The incidence of the subjects within each verbatim term category in Studies 190-046 and

190-049 was first determined by the sponsor. Based on the results, the sponsor concludes that

the majority of subjects in either treatment group were in the first five categories (common

cold/upper respiratory infection-related categories), as very few subjects were in the "other

infection" category.

The sponsor also determined the incidence of subjects having both of the following AE's (as

Preferred Terms): rash and infection. These results showed no evidence for a relationship

between these two AEs. However, the sample size of subjects within several categories was

small, such that this conclusion can only be considered preliminary. Also this analysis does not

include subjects reported to have rash-related signs or symptoms (e.g. pruritus, erythema

dermatitis, among others). Furthermore, the analyses does not capture all subjects who may have

had infection, as other infection-related Preferred Terms were used on a number subjects (e.g.

rhinitis, pharyngitis, and others), as already mentioned.

A further analysis of subjects within the verbatim-term AE category of “cold/upper

respiratory infection” was conducted to determine the frequency of this type of an event in each

subject. This category of verbatim term ABS was only reported once in a majority of the subjects

with this type of AE. Treatment groups were also similar on the incidence of subjects
completing the trial who were within this category of ABS.

The sponsor also determined the duration (in days) of infection in the subjects in the

common cold/upper respiratory infection-related verbatim-term AE categories and both studies

showed similar results as follows. The 3 mg ESZ subjects generally showed numerically greater
mean days of infection, greater number of days at the 90th percentile, as well as a greater

maximum number of days of infection, than the placebo subjects. {n the longer study (Study
190-049), 1382 subjects had a mean duration of 18 days of infection compared to 8.5 days in the

placebo subjects and a maximum number of days of 156 compared to 33 in the placebo subjects.
Treatment groups were similar in median days of infection in both studies, suggesting that a

prolongation of cold/upper respiratory type of infections may occur in a subgroup of patients

treated with ESZ compared to placebo. The sponsor also examined the mean change from

baseline on WBC count, % neutrophils and % lymphocytes in subjects with infection in each

treatment group. However, in most cases sample sizes were small (in the placebo group), such
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that results are difficult to interpret, in addition to the problem of the timing of blood sample

collection to the time when peak effects associated with a given infection can be anticipated.

Other analyses were conducted that in the opinion of this reviewer, did not yield meaningful

results primarily due to inadequate sample sizes. Furthermore, studies were not specifically

designed for examining potential effects of the study drug on infection or related events.

Therefore, other results provided in the 120-Day Report are not described in this review.

b) Results of an Analysis of the Incidence of Accidental Injury in Subjects With or Without

a CNS AE. Because the incidence of subjects with the AE of accidental injury was greater in

ESZ subjects compared to placebo subjects in four trials, the sponsor determined the incidence of

these subjects who also had a CNS AE compared to those who did not have CNS AE, and the

incidence of subjects with only a CNS AE without accidental injury. The incidence of

accidental injury in treatment groups in each of the four Chronic Insomnia efficacy trials was as
follows:

0 Study 190-046 (the 6-week non-elderly adult trial):

5.1% in placebo subjects, 6.7% in 3.0 mg ESZ subjects.

0 Study 190—049(6-month double-blind phase in non-elderly adults):

5.6% in placebo subjects, 7.3% in 3 mg ESZ subjects.

0 Study 190-047 (2-week elderly trial):

1.6% in placebo subjects, 2.9% in 2 mg 1382 subjects.

0 Study 190-048 (2-week, elderly trial):

0.0% in placebo subjects, 2.5% in 2 mg ESZ subjects.

Since, the sponsor’s analysis on the incidence of accidental injury and CNS AES is difficult to

interpret for a number of reasons (e.g. insufficient cell size, the temporal relationship between

CNS events and accidental injury and the type of CNS event were not considered, among other

limitations). One finding that may be notable, is that the incidence of subjects with a CNS AE

who also experienced accidental injury was generally numerically greater in the E82 groups

(particularly in the high dose group of each trial) compared to the placebo group in each trial

(based on results in Table 9.3.6.2—1, on page 1 18 in the ISS.pdf file). Results on from the open—

label phase of Study 190-049 are not described, since this phase of the trial was not placebo

controlled and open—label. The following shows the incidence of subjects in the high dose

group with CNS and accidental injury AEs compare to placebo in each trial:

0 Study 190—046:

0% in placebo subjects (0/5 total subjects with accidental injury),

20% in 3 mg ESZ subjects (1/4 total subjects with accidental injury).

0 Study-049 (double-blind phase):

18.2% of placebo subjects (2/9 total subjects with accidental injury),

30.2% of 3 mg ESZ subjects (13/30 total subjects with accidental injury).

0 Elderly Studies 190-047 and 190-048 (pooled):

0% of placebo subjects (0/2 total subjects with accident injury),

17% of 2 mg ESZ subjects (1/5 total subjects with accidental injury).

However, most of these results can only be considered preliminary as the cell sizes were

generally small.
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H. Treatment Emergent AEs

It is important to note that the incidence of gender specific urogenital AEs did not appear to
calculated properly in the summary tables in the 188 (such as summary Tables VIIIHl-IO in the

appendix of this review, as provided by the Sponsor) and in at least some of the study reports

(this error was also revealed from a spot check of a summary table of ABS in the study report for
Study 190-049). Rather than using the number of subjects within the appropriate gender group
for the denominator when determining the incidence of a gender specific AE, the sponsor

' appeared to use the total sample size of males and females in the denominator. Since a number
of ESZ subjects (contrasted to only a few placebo subjects) reported various urogenital AEs (e.g.

breast tenderness, menstrual-related AEs, among others) the sponsor will need to recalculate the

incidence of urogenital AE's using the correct denominator.

One of the most common and consistently drug-related and dose-dependent AB in each

trials and in trials, combined, was unpleasant taste. This AE was generally reported in

approximately 10 to over 30% or more ESZ subjects (dose-levels combined) compared to only a

few placebo subjects (refer to Tables VIIIHl-IO in the appendix for values). At the

recommended dose level of 3 mg, up to 34% of 3 mg ESZ treated subjects reported unpleasant

taste. Unpleasant taste resulted in 10 E82 subjects (given 3 mg/day) terminating treatment

compared to only one placebo subject who stopped treatment due to this AE, during the 6-month

double-blind phase of the longer term trial (Study 190-049). The incidence of this AB in

individual efficacy trials was previously described under Section VI, as this AB is of particular

interest regarding the integrity of the double blind study design of the sponsor's trials, as

previously discussed. Conclusions and recommendations regarding this issue are addressed in
the final section of this review.

The overall incidence of ABS generally showed the greatest numerical treatment group

difference (between placebo and E82 groups or treatment conditions) in the short-term daytime

trials (Phase I trials). The greatest treatment group differences also appeared to be associated

with trials using the highest daily dose-level (23.5 mg ESZ), which included daytime and night-

time short-term Phase [ trials. Results on specific AEs are described for each study-type

category, below.

Search strategies for specific AEs of memory impairment, hallucinations and others, were

conducted by the sponsor and described in the [$8. The incidence of these AEs was previously

provided in Section G of this review and will not be a focus in sections below. However,

additional search strategies for AEs of special interest that could not be found in the submission

were conducted by the author of this review. The results of these search strategies of the use of

special interest are described below. AEs considered to be of special interest are those that-were

either unexpected for the drug-class, or particularly serious in nature, and/or were prominent AEs

(e.g. more common AEs that also show treatment group differences and are potentially serious in

nature).

The Incidence of AEs in Daytime Short—term Trials (1-7 day long Phase I trials). Some of

these trials generally used single dose levels of ESZ above 3.5 mg and the pooled data showed

the following samples sizes for each treatment group or treatment condition (several trials used a

cross—over design): placebo (N424 subjects), 1 mg ESZ (N=24), 2 mg (N:52), 2.5 mg (N=6), 3

mg (N=l35) and 2 3.5 mg (N=9l). All ESZ treatment conditions/groups showed a greater

incidence in overall ABS (by approximately 20-30% greater) for most groups than placebo. One
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AE that did not appear to be prominent in other trials was “hiccup” occurring in 4-6% of subjects
in the 2 highest dose groups compared to 0% in all lower dose groups and placebo.

CNS AE's were the most common AE's in these trials (an incidence of 24%, 56%, 62%,

69% in placebo, 2 mg, 3 mg, and? 3-5 mg ESZ groups, respectively). Dizziness was common
and most common in the 3 mg and above 3.5 mg groups (25% and 34%, respectively) compared

to 17-19% in lower dose groups and 11% in placebo. Confusion occurred in 3% of subjects in
each of the two highest dose~levels with 0 to less than 1% of subjects reporting confusion in
lower-dose and it placebo groups. Similar incidence rates were observed with abnormal gait and
“speech disorder” (each AE was in 3% of subjects in the highest dose level and 0 to <1% in all
other groups). Refer to Table VIIIHl for additional AEs that were generally not unexpected for

this drug-class.

The incidence of psychiatric related AEs were greater with ESZthan with placebo
treatment (including mood changes such as depression, emotional lability and euphoria, AEs of

anxiety or nervousness and hallucinations which occurred in only 1 S at the 23.5 mg dose-level)
as follows:

0 Only 0.8% with placebo

o 6.1% at all ESZ dose-levels, combined

0 4.4% at the 3 mg dose-level (which is the recommended dose-level in proposed labeling).

Abnormal thinking was a common AE at the dose levels of 3.5 mg of E82 and above (5.5%;

5/91 subjects) compared to 1.5% (2/ 135 subjects) in the 3 mg ESZ dose-level, and 1.6% of

placebo subjects, as shown in Table VlIlHl.
Accidental injury occurred in 2.2% of subjects with the two high ESZ dose levels (3 mg

and 2 3.5 mg dose levels), compared to 0% at the lower dose levels and with placebo (only 24

subjects were at the 1 mg dose level, such results in this group are not described here).

The Incidence of AEs in the Night-time Short-Term Trials (healthy volunteers, Cross-over

Study 190-024 and Parallel Group Study 190—026, combined).

Table VIIIH2 in the appendix summarizes the results. Approximately 100 subjects were in the

placebo, 2 mg, 3 mg and 23.5 mg ESZ treatment conditions/groups and approximately 50

subjects in a 1 mg ESZ group/condition in these two trials, combined. The results shown in the

summary tables did not reveal any new or remarkable AEs showing treatment group differences

than already were observed in the short-term daytime trials. One exception is that the overall

incidence rates of ABS (total AEs) were generally lower in the night-time trials compared to the

day-time trials at the same dose—level. This observation is not unexpected given that subjects in

night-time studies receive 1382 at bedtime and are expected to be asleep by Tmax when most

AEs are likely to occur.

Most Preferred Term AE's showed an incidence of < 2% in more commonly < 1% of

subjects in each ESZ group. The following AE'S are some notable exceptions. Dizziness

occurred in up to 4% of subjects at the highest dose—level (2 3.5 mg) compared to 0 subjects

with lower doses and with placebo. Abnormal vision and diplopia were each reported in 3% or

2% of subjects (respectively) at the highest dose level compared to few to no subjects at lower

dose levels and in subjects with placebo treatment. Nystagmus was reported in a few subjects at

high dose-levels.

Psychiatric-related AEs did not appear to be as prominent as observed in the night-time

trials in this healthy volunteer population (occurred in approximately 3% of subjects at the 3 mg

dose—level compared to 1.8% of placebo subjects and 0.9% at lower ESZ dose-levels).
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Digestive system AE's were also common and appear to be drug-related compared to

placebo treatment as shown in Table ViIiHZ. These AE's included dry mouth, anorexia,
constipation, diarrhea and abnormal stools.

Unpleasant taste was reported in 34 to 46% of subjects at all ESZ dose—levels except for
the lowest dose level of 1 mg (4.2% of subjects), while unpleasant taste was reported in 8.9%
(1 1/124) subjects treated with placebo.

The Incidence of AEs in the Night-time Short-Term Trials in Patients with Chronic

Insomnia (Studies 190-025 and 190-045, combined).

These two trials, combined had approximately 60 to 70 subjects in each group/condition
(primarily single dose trials) as follows: placebo, 1 mg, 2 mg, 2.5 mg and 3 mg dose-levels. The
overall sample size for all ESZ subjects, combined, was a total of 77 subjects, as the trials were
cross-over studies.

The results in Table VIIIH3 in the appendix fail to reveal any remarkable or new findings
not observed in other short-term trials. Not surprisingly, the overall incidence rates of ABS (total
ABS) and AEs that appeared to be dose related were greater in this patient population than in the
healthy volunteer population in short-term night-time trials.

An AE not previously reported in the other short-term trials was migraine, which
occurred in 2 E82 subjects.

Some gastrointestinal AEs, such as diarrhea, dyspepsia and nausea appeared to be more
marked (more common in ESZ subjects, as well as occurring with twice the incidence compared
to placebo subjects). These AEs occurred in 6.5%, 4% and 9% (for each AE, respectively) in all
ESZ subjects (at all dose-levels, combined) compared to approximately 1 % of subjects with
placebo treatment for each of thesc AEs (except for nausea; 4% with placebo compared to 9%
with ESZ treatment). Dry mouth was also more prominent among subjects within this study-
type category showing an incidence of approximately 3% at the 2.5 mg and 3 mg dose-levels
compared to about 1% with placebo treatment.

Psychiatric related AEs occurred in 4% of the 3 mg ESZ treated subjects compared to
no subjects with placebo treatment.

The Incidence of ABS in the Night-time 2-Week Trials in Elderly Patients with Chronic
Insomnia (Studies 190-047 and 190-048, combined). These two trials employed a parallel
group design with the following treatment groups: placebo (N=208), 1 mg ESZ group (N=100),
and a 2 mg group (N:215). Table VIIIH4 summarizes the results of ABS that showed an

incidence of at least 2% in ESZ treated subjects and was greater than the incidence in placebo
subjects. As expected some AEs appeared to be more prominent in this elderly insomnia patient
population contrasted to results from the trials of non—elderly patient populations, noting that the
highest dose employed in the elderly 2—week trials was only 2 mg (compared to the 3 mg and
higher dose-levels in other trials). The AEs that show treatment group differences in Table
VIIIH4, are generally similar to the ABS observed in the other trials.

Several AEs involving pain that were not generally observed in the short-term trials

showed treatment group differences in these 2-week elderly trials: pain, back pain and chest pain
had an incidence of 24% in at least the2 mg ESZ group compared to 0-1 9% in the placebo
group).
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Dry mouth was a more common AE at the 2 mg dose-level (7%), than observed in non-

elderly trials, and occurred with twice the incidence in this ESZ group compared to the placebo
roup.

g CNS AE's included AEs of ataxia, stupor or confusion that were reported among 4 ESZ
subjects (not shown in the summary table).

Hypothyroidism was only reported in one 2 mg ESZ S, which was not obserVed in the
shorter-term non-elderly adult trials.

Accidental injury was reported in 3% of subjects in the 2 mg ESZ group compared to
1% of subjects in the placebo group and 0% of subjects in the i mg ESZ group.

Psychiatric—related disorders were common in these 2 elderly 2—week trials showing an
incidence of S to 6% even at these lower dose levels of 1mg and 2 mg ESZ groups compared ts
1.4% of placebo subjects. These AEs were previously described in greater detail in the section
on AEs of Special interest.

Refer to Table VlIIH4 for additional AEs showing treatment group differences that were
generally, also observed in previously described trials.

Since the sponsor’s summary tables in the ISS only showed AEs of at least 2% in ESZ subjects
for the studies combined, the following paragraphs describe AEs observed in each individual
trial that revealed an incidence of at least 1% in ESZ subjects and was at least twice that of
placebo.

AEs in Study 190—047. When examining the summary table on the incidence of AE's for Study
190-047 (the 2—week PSG elderly trial) the following AEs showed an incidence of at least 1% in

the ESZ group and was also at least twice the incidence of the given AB in the placebo group
(see under the previous section and an east of special interest regarding nervous system related
AEs, except for dizziness which is provided below):

0 Peripheral edema (0%, 2.2% in the placebo group and E82 group, respectively).
Arthralgia (0.8%, 2.2%).

Dizziness (1.6%, 6.6%).

Dry mouth (1.6%, 8.8%).

Thirst (0.8%, 1.5%).

Accidental injury (1.6%, 2.9%).

Back pain (0%, 2.2%).

Pain (3.1%, 5.9%).

A common AE of unpleasant taste in ESZ subjects but not in placebo subjects was observed in
almost all of the trials described in this review and as discussed elsewhere in the review.

Results on AEs in Study 190-048 (the other 2-week elderly trial, a subjective sleep study) are
described here. The following are AEs is that occurred in at least 1% of subjects in either of the
E82 group (one and 2 mg groups, r1272 subjects, n= 79 subjects in each group, respectively) and
showed an incidence that was at least twice that observed in placebo (the incidence in the
placebo, 1 mg E82, and 2 mg ESZ groups, respectively, is provided):

0 Abnormal dreams (0%, 2.8%, 1.3%).
- Dizziness (3.8%, 1.4%, 3.8%).

s Accidental injury (0%, 0%, 3%).
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Neuralgia (0%, 2.8%, 0%).

Paresthesia (0%, 0%, 1.3%).

Vertigo (0%, 1.4%, 1.3%).

Dyspnea (1.3%, 0%, 2.5%).

Pruritis (0%, 4.2%, 1.3%).

Dry eyes (0%, 0%, 1.3%).

Urinary incontinence (0%, 0%, 2.5%).

Urinary tract infection (1.3%, 2.8%, 0%).

The above does not included memory impairment, psychiatric-related or other neurological

events previously described under the section on AEs of special interest. As in other trials

unpleasant taste was a common A13 in the E82 groups and is described in more detail elsewhere
in this review.

One subject in the 2 mg ESZ group had an event of hypothyroidism, but this subject had

a history of hypothyroidism upon entry into the study.

The Incidence of AEs in the 6-Week Trial in Non—Elderly Patients with Chronic Insomnia

(190-046). Table VIIIHS in the appendix generally shows no new or unexpected AEs, than

already obserVed in previously described trials with some exceptions in which some AES

appeared to be more common than observed in previous trials, or were AE's that were generally

not observed in previous trials, as follows. Some of the information below was taken from end-

of-text summary tables showing the incidence of all AE‘S (as Table VIIIHS only shows the

incidence of AE‘s occurring in at least 2% of ESZ subjects that were greater in the subjects than

placebo subjects). It is important to note that potentially related AEs, when combined may be

more common and may not appear in the in the sponsor’s in—text summary table (Table VIIIHS)

which is the reason for describing observations below on the basis of these end-of-text table and

providing these more complete tables in the appendix (this was also provided for other efficacy

trials below).

Infection and skin/appendage system AEs of primarily rash and pruritus were not as

prominent in previously described trials, but were common in ESZ subjects Ge. 25% incidence)

in this longer term, six-week trial, and occurred with twice the incidence in ESZ subjects

compared to placebo subjects. The skin/appendage system AEs showed an incidence of 2%, 9%

and 8% in placebo, 2mg and 3 mg groups and represent primarily AEs of rash and pruritis.

Infection which is not an expected AE for the drug—class, showed an incidence of 11.5% in the 3

mg ESZ group, 4.8% 2 mg ESZ group and only 3% in the placebo group. Viral infection

showed an incidence of 3% in each ESZ group compared to only 1% in the placebo group.

Migraine was reported in 1.9% of 3 mg subjects, 1% of 2 mg subjects and no placebo

subjects.

Dry mouth and dizziness showed treatment group differences, similar to that observed

in previous studies. The incidence of each of these AEs increased numerically with increasing

dose (each AB occurred in 7% of subjects in the high dose group, 5% in the low dose group and
3 or 4% of placebo subjects).

Ulcerative stomatitis and thirst were generally not observed in previously described

shorter-term trials but were reported in a few ESZ subjects in this 6-week trial. This AB is noted

since additional 1382 subjects had similar AEs in the longterm trial during the 6—month double-

blind treatment phase (Study 190—049) which is described later. These AEs could be reflecting
clinical features of dry mouth associated with long term treatment. Ulcerative lesions can be
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considered severe AE‘s in that they are not only painful, but can ultimately lead to infection or

other complications, particularly in higher risk populations (i.e. patients at risk for infection,

among others).

Psychiatric AEs may not be unexpected for the drug-class but are described in the

following because of their common occurrence in the E82 groups at the therapeutic dose-level

being proposed by the sponsor for labeling and due to the potentially serious nature of these

events. The incidence of psychiatric—related AEs in this 6-week trial of non-elderly insomnia

patients was 6 or 10% of subjects in the E82 groups compared to 3% of placebo subjects. These

AEs included agitation in l S in each of the two 882 groups (and no placebo subjects),

hallucinations in 3%, 2% of subjects in the 3 mg and 2mg groups and no placebo subjects,

depression, anxiety, nervousness and emotional iability.

Additional central nervous system-related events that are not unexpected for the drug—

class but are serious in nature were the following. Abnormal thinking which was not counted

among psychiatric related AEs, above, was reported in a 3mg ESZ S. Confusion was reported in

3% of subjects in the 3 mg group compared to no subjects in the low-dose and placebo groups.

Stupor and abnormal gait were each reported in one S in the high—dose group.

Hepatitis and melena were each reported in one S in the high-dose group and not in

other groups and are noted due the serious nature of these events.

Due to some preclinical data showing reproductive hormonal changes in animal studies

(per multiple communications with Dr. Aisar Atkrachi, Pharmacology/Toxicology reviewer) and

preclinical reports of mammary gland neoplasia, the following genitourinary (GU) AEs are

noted and of which none were observed in any of the placebo subjects:

0 Amenorrhea in 1, 3mg ESZ S

- Dysmennorhea in 2, 2mg ESZ subjects

- Fibrocystic breast in l, 2 mg 1382 S

- Gynecomastia in l, 2mg ESZ S

The Incidence of AEs in the Longterm Trial (190-049).

Refer to Tables VIIIH6-10 for a summary of the incidence of A135 for the 6-momth double—blind

phase and the open label phase of Study l90-O49. The first set of these summary tables only

show ABS with at least a 2% incidence in ESZ subjects that is also greater than placebo. The last

set of these tables were found as end-of—text tables of the study report and are of all reported AEs
independent of the incidence reported. These tables are shown since a number‘of AEs that are

clinically related and should be considered when combined, such that these related AEs may fail

to appear in the first set of tables but when combined could be common AEs in ESZ subjects

compared to placebo subjects. In addition to results for open label treated subjects considered as

a single group in Tables VIII-7 and -9, these tables as provided by the sponsor also show the

incidence of open—label AEs in each of the two subsets of open-label subjects when subgrouped

by previous double-blind treatment exposure (the subset previously assigned to double-blind

E82 and the other subset previously assigned to double-blind placebo). It is important to note

the limitations in comparing data from these subgroups, given that the open—label phase is not

designed for making such comparisons for determining differences with 6 month versus [2

months of treatment with the study drug on safety.

Results of the Double-blind Phase of Study 190-049. The double—blind phase study

revealed treatment group differences between placebo (N = 195) and 3 mg ESZ (N = 593) of
ABS that were similar to those in the shorter-term trials. These AE's included dry mouth,
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dizziness with a small trend for a numerically greater incidence for abnormal vision (but
incidence is <2%), and neurological system AEs that are generally not unexpected for the drug-
class. The following paragraphs describe AEs of special interest. These AE‘s appeared to show
treatment group differences (using the twice greater than placebo group criteria) and were

unexpected AE's for the drug class. Some of these AE's were also common (i.e.>5%) in ESZ
subjects or were serious in nature. These AE's were primarily found in End-of-Text tables of the

study report. Additional information on AE's of special interest was found in a Safety Update
submission that is described separately, below.

As previously described, the incidence of gender specific AE‘s using the gender
appropriate number of subjects in the denominator cannot be found in the end of text tables or

summary tables that were examined (Le. in the 188 or the study report for this trial).

Neoplasia AEs. While no placebo subjects (out of 195 subjects) had AEs of this type (with the
AE term of neoplasm, neoplasia, or cancer), several ESZ subjects had this type of AE as follows
(the 3 mg ESZ group, N= 593):

0 Body as a Whole: neoplasm in 5 subjects (0.8%); type of neoplasia was not Specified or
could not be found.

Breast Neoplasia in 2 subjects'0 (2%, could not find the incidence for women only)
Prostate neoplasia in l S (2%, could not find the incidence for men only)
Hepatic neoplasia in l S (0.2%)

Mouth neoplasia in l S (0.2%)

Skin benign neoplasm in 2 subjects (0.3%)

Skin carcinoma in 3 subjects (0.5%)

Additional AEs of neoplasia reported in the Open-Label Phase are described in the

subsection on the Open Label phase, below (reported in a total of 7 Subjects in the Open-
Label Phase)

The above reflects AEs up to 14 days after treatment (as described in the data source table:
Table 8.! starting on p.478 ofthe iSS.pdffile).

It is not clear why the above AE‘s were not reported as serious events. AE's of neOplasia that
resulted in adverse dropouts were previously described subsection F on dropouts due to AE's
which included in each of the following: the hepatic neoPIasia (multiple tumors found in the
breasts, lung, kidney and liver revealed by CT), breast neoplasm, neoplasm (" nodule in throat"
in a 62-year-old). It is not clear if these adverse drOpouts were also counted among the above
AE's or if they reflect additional AE's of ne0plasia. Another adverse dropout of subject reported
as having "thyroid disorder" it was described as having a "nodule on the low side of the thyroid"
is also previously described. It is not clear why these events, particularly events reported as
neoplasm or not classified as SAE's. Furthermore, a discussion on neoplasia could not be found
in the 188 or in the study report for this study, despite the preclinical concerns of neoplasia

l. to The incidence of these AEs using the number of subjects for the appropriate gender could not be found in the
[SS or in the study report for 190-049 (a summary table did specify values were those the given gender yet, this
review conducted a spot check for a gender specific AE that did appear to reflect the incidence for the total

number of female and male subjects, combined). For example refer to the table on page 78 ofthe l90-046.pdf
showing that 2 or 1.9% of subjects had dysmenorrhea, yet if calculated using 66 women as the denominator one
obtains the value of 3%.
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expressed by the Division in previous meetings with the sponsor, as well as simiiar concerns
expressed for zopicione under the zopiclone IND that was ultimately withdrawn (see Section 1C
of this review for details).

A number of AE‘s of neoplasia were reported in the trial, despite unusual and rather

stringent entry criteria for screening subjects at risk for neoplasia or with a history

suggestive of neoplasia that were employed in this trial, as follows (also described in Section
VI):

0 Women at risk of breast cancer must have a documented negative mammogram within 12

months of study entry

0 subjects at risk for lung cancer must have a documented negative chest s-ray within 12

months of the study

0 Exclusion criteria #2: subjects with a “history of, or current malignancy except for non-
melanomatous skin cancer” were to be excluded

0 All subjects with active thyroid disease must also have a negative thyroid scan within 12

months of the study.

These exclusion criteria are generally atypical for Phase {II trials and large, longer-term studies

intended to establish adequate longterm safety, and 3 of the above criteria with were not listed in

the eligibility criteria in the study report, but rather were found in this section describing

procedures during the baseline for screening visit of the study.

Note that 3 E82 subjects had skin neoplasia (or skin carcinoma) ABS and 2 subjects had

benign skin neoplasia AEs, as above. A long-term rodent cancer study was reported to show

skin neoplasia in animals housed together that had multiple trauma—induce skin lesions (animals

reportedly fought) but skin neoplasia did not occur in another long—term rodent study in which

animals were individually housed (according to the Pharmacology, Toxicology reviewer, Dr.

Aisar Atrakchi, as communicated to the author of this review on multiple occasions including on

5/7/03).

Given the preclinical and clinical observations of skin neoplasia, as above, the following

skin-related AEs are noted. The total incidence of skin and appendages AEs in Study 190-049

was 9.2% in placebo subjects and 12.1% in ESZ subjects of which the majority of these AEs

were contact dermatitis and rash. Similar skin AEs were previously described in this review

and occurred in 8 to 9% of ESZ subjects compared to 2% of placebo subjects in the 6-week trial.

Six ESZ subjects had GU-related neoplasia, as above. Refer to the next paragraph for
other GU-related AEs.

Genitourinary AEs. Few placebo subjects had GU system AEs (dysmennorhea in 4 subjects,

menorrhagia, metrorrhagia and endometrial disorder, each in 18 out of 195 subjects) compared

to the following incidence of ESZ subjects (out of 593 subjects) reporting breast-related or

uterine/vaginal or menstrual-related AEs:
Breast-related-AEs

I Breast pain in 9 S

Breast engorgement in l S

Breast enlargement in l S

Fibrocystic breast in l S
Mastitis in 1 S

As above, breast neoplasm in 2 subjects
Lactation in l S
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Uterine/vaginal/menstrual—related ABS-

- Dysmennorhea in 16 subjects

Menorrhagia in 3 subjects

Metrorrhagia in 2 subjects

Uterine hemorrhage in l S

Vaginal hemorrhage in 3 subjects

The incidence of ESZ subjects reporting the following additional G-U AEs are noted, since they
may be reflecting infection or are potentially serious events (only 1 placebo S reported vaginal
moniliasis, among these ABS):

0 Vaginal moniliasis in 9 subjects

a Vaginits in 4 subjects

a Cystitis in 3 subjects

0 Pyelonephritis in l S

0 Hematuria in 6 subjects

Double-blind and Open Label Phase of Study [90-049 on Selected GU or Reproductive
Hormonal Related AEs Based on Results in the Safety Update Report. In the safety update
report the sponsor determined the incidence of ABS in women that may be considered as related
to reproductive hormonal/endocrine function (combined AEs that were breast-related, uterine-,
vaginal- and menstrual-related AEs, vasodilation, and in l ESZ; hirsuitisrn) and revealed the
following overall incidence during the 6-month double~blind phase of the study: 4.8% in the
placebo group and l 1.5% in the ESZ group. The majority of these AEs were breast-related or
menstrual related.

In the Open Label phase of the study the overall incidence of reproductive
hormonal/endocrine function AE‘s was 2.7% among open-label subjects who were previously
assigned to double—blind placebo and [1.3% of open-label subjects, previously assigned to
double-blind ESZ.

Comparing the Double-blind phase to the Open Label phase on the incidence of these
AEs reveals a greater incidence in fibrocystic breast disease (0% of placebo and 0.3% of ESZ
subjects in the double-biind phase compared to 2.3% of open-label subjects who previously
received double-blind ESZ, and 0% of open label subjects who previously received double-blind
placebo). These results suggest a potential effect of ESZ treatment over time on development of
fibrocystic breast disease. Furthermore, breast neoplasia was not reported in any subjects in the
open 1abel phase. Breast neoplasia was reported in one subject in the open label phase of the
trial, although, this subject received placebo treatment during the double-blind phase of the trial.

Respiratorgy and Infection-Related AEs. As shown in the AE summary tables, an unexpected
observation was that the ESZ group showed a greater incidence of infection compared to placebo
(6.7% placebo and 15.9% of ESZ subjects). Viral infection was reported in only 1.5% of
placebo subjects and 2% of ESZ subjects. Note that some previously described GU AEs may be
associated with infection or were recorded as a type of infection under GU system AE's. Other
AE's such as conjunctivitis, some of the skin related AE's (dermatitis, fungal dermatitis, pruritis,
among others), fever, flu syndrome, viral infection, ulcerative stomatitis, lymphadenopathy, and
others observed in ESZ subjects, could be reflecting an infectious process (referred to summary
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tables in the appendix). The following respiratory AEs may also be reflecting an inflammatory

process and showed greater incidence of ESZ subjects reporting these events compared to
placebo subjects, as follows (the incidence of E52 and placebo groups, respectively):

- Bronchitis (0.5%, 1.9%)

o Pharyngitis (5.1%, 9.9%)

- Rhinitis (4.6%, 7.1%)

Psychiatric-related AEs. Hallucination ABS were previously covered in the section of specific
search strategies. The incidence of ABS that were psychiatric-related in each group was 7.2% in

placebo subjects and 14.8% in ESZ subjects. These AEs include the following: hostility (in 2

E82 subjects and no placebo subjects), agitation (in 4 E52 subjects and no placebo subjects),

hallucinations (in 1 E82 and no placebo subjects), anxiety, depression (4.6% of ESZ subjects,

1.5% in placebo), emotional lability, nervousness, neurosis and apathy. When including

abnormal thinking with psychiatric—related ABS, then the overall incidence of psychiatric-related

AEs is unchanged in placebo subjects (7.2%) but becomes 16.5% in the E82 group.

Other AEs. A numerical trend for accidental injury in ESZ subjects compared to placebo

subjects is noted (7.3% and 5.6%, respectively), while noting that central nervous system effects

of sedative hypnotic agents may increase risk for accidental injuries and falls.

AE's of Pain. The ESZ group showed greater incidence in various types of pain than

placebo subjects as follows:

0 Pain (6.2% placebo subjects, 1 1.3% in ESZ subjects)

0 Back pain (3.1%, 7.6%)

- Abdominal pain (5.6% and8. 1%)

Hemorrhagic/blood coagulation-related events included previously described AEs

(above). Rectal hemorrhage and melena were each reported in an ESZ subject and in no placebo

subjects. Ecchymosis occurred in no placebo subjects and 1.9% of ESZ subjects.

Hepatomegaly and liver damage were each reported in one E82 8 and no placebo

subjects. it is not clear to this reviewer why this ADO of liver damage was not classified as an
SAE.

Mouth Lesions. This paragraph describes AEs involving lesions of the mouth because

these events appear to be unusual in nature, yet are observations that were also revealed in the

only other trial that was over a month long (the 6-week trial, 190-046) in non—elderly insomnia

patients. Furthermore, neoplasia of the mouth was reported as an AB in 1 E82 S and as an AB

resulting in study withdrawal (neoplasm of “nodule in throat”) in a 62-year-old subject in Study

190-049. The following AE's were reported in the double-blind phase of Study 190-049:

ulcerative stomatitis in 3 E82 subjects, mouth ulcer in 1 ESZ S and stomatitis in 1 E82

compared to none of these AEs in the placebo subjects. Perhaps related to these AEs is dry

mouth, which had a greater numerical incidence in ESZ subjects compared to placebo subjects,

as in previous trials and was a common event in the E82 subjects of this longer term trial (6.6%

of ESZ subjects and 1.5% of Placebo subjects). Other previously described AEs that involved

the oral/nasal mucosa or the airway were common AEs in the ESZ subjects with an incidence in

ESZ subjects of approximately twice or greater than the incidence in placebo subjects. These

AEs were the following events: rhinitis, pharyngitis and bronchitis.

Endocrine System AEs. The following endocrine-related AEs were reported in only

ESZ subjects and not in placebo subjects unless otherwise specified: goiter in 3 E82 subjects,
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hypothyroidism in 3 E82 subjects (1 placebo S) and parathyroid disorder in 1 E82 S. Note that

these AE's do not capture all potentially endocrine-related AE's, such as GU related ABS and

others, previously described above.

Results of the Open—label 6-month Extension Phase of Study 190-049. Table V111H7 and

V111H9 in the appendix shows the incidence of ABS during this phase of the study. This table

also shows the incidence of AE's in the open label subjects, categorized according to their

previously assigned study drug during the double-blind treatment phase of the trial (subjects who

previously received placebo versus subjects who previously received ESZ during the double-

blind phase). It is important to note that open label subjects, who were previously assigned to

the double-blind 1332 group, are likely to represent a subgroup of patients with a favorable

tolerability and greater efficacy with ESZ treatment compared to ESZ treated subjects of the

double-blind phase who did not enter the open label phase of the trial. Consistent with this

possibility many AEs showing treatment group differences during the double-blind phase (for the

entire study population) generally showed a lower incidence during the open label phase than

was observed in the £32 group in the double blind phase. Similarly, many of these AEs also

failed to show greater incidence rates during open-label phase compared to the placebo subjects

in the double-blind phase (as shown by comparing the incidence under the “Open-Label” column

in Table V111H7 or Table V1119 to the incidence of the placebo subjects in the Double-blind

phase in Table V111H6 or -8). These AEs included psychiatric-related AEs, dry mouth, infection
and other AEs.

AEs are of special interest, reported during the open label phase are noted in the
following.

Neoplasia. As above, none of the placebo subjects reported AEs of “neoplasia” or

“neoplasm” during the double—blind phase of the study. A total of 7 subjects reported neoplasm

in the Open-Label phase of the study (6 “months of open-label 3 mg/day ESZ; N=471 in the

ITI" Safety Population):

0 Suspicious Papinicolau smear in 1 subject (0.2%): not listed as neoplasia but

considered by this reviewer as nebplasia due to lack of information.

- Cervix neoplasm in 1 subject (0.2%).

0 Skin benign neoplasm in 2 subjects (0.4%).

- Breast neoplasm in 1 subject (0.2%).

- Bladder neoPIasm in 2 subjects (0.4%).

Six out of the above seven subjects with AEs were listed in the sponsor’s summary table as

previously being assigned to the 3 mg 1382 group of the double-blind phase (the subject with

breast neOplasia had placebo in the double-blind phase). It is not clear to this reviewer why the

above events of neoplasia or suspicious Papanicolaou smear were not categorized as SAE's. The

above results are from Table l4.3.1.lB (starting on page 1200 of the190-049.pdf file).

Urogenital System AEs. The incidence of selected GU ABS and Reproductive Hormonal

related AEs in women subjects in the double-blind and open label phases of the study were

previously described based on an analysis of AE data described in the safety update report.
Note that in Table V111H9 several UG system AEs (eg. menstrual-related disturbances, breast—

related events of pain, fibrocystic breast, enlarged uterine fibroids and others) continue to show

at least greater number of the Open—label ESZ treated subjects compared to the number of
placebo treated subgroup during the double-blind phase in Table VIIIHS. Some of these AEs

include those of neoplasia (as previously described). The following AEs are noted:
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- Breast-related ABS (1 S with breast neoplasm, as previously noted): breast pain (5

subjects), fibrocystic breast (5 subjects). All of these subjects had previously been in the

ESZ group in the double-blind phase.

0 Menstrual or potentially related AEs were: metrorrhagia (5 subjects), dysmennorhea (7

subjects), amenorrhea (IS), hypomenorrhea (IS), and uterine hemorrhage ([8). All

subjects were previously assigned to ESZ in the double—blind phase except for the l S

with amenorrhea and the 1 S with hypomenorrhea.

o Vaginal infections or potentially related AEs included: vaginal moniliasis (ll subjects)

and vaginitis (4 subjects).

0 Uterine AEs: enlarged uterine fibroids (3 subjects), uterine hemorrhage, as above (1 S).

- UG bladder or renal infections or potentially related conditions inciuded (bladder

neoplasm in I S, as previously described): urinary tract infection (2] subjects), cystitis (2

subjects), urinary frequency (2 subjects), urinary tract disorder (in 2 subjects), hematuria

(8 subjects), kidney pain (i S), kidney calculus (1 S), urine abnormality (l S).

- SuSpicious pap smear, cervix neoplasm and other neoplasm AEs were previously
described.

A comparison between the incidence of selected GU related AEs in the open-label phase

compared to the double—phase of the study were previously described.

Other AEs. Table VIIIH9 shows that the incidence of infection-related AE's (infection,

infection-type specified, flu syndrome, viral infection, pain-related AE's (backpain, chest

pain, abdominal pain) among others show an incidence in the open-label phase of at least twice

the incidence of the placebo treated subgroup in the previous double-blind phase of the study.

Pharyngitis, cough, sinusitis are some additional AEs showing a similar pattern or a greater

incidence during the open-label phase compared to the placebo treated subgroup in the double-

blind phase. The following infection-related AE's showed an incidence in the subgroup of open-
label subjects that were previously assigned to ESZ during the double-blind treatment phase that

was at least twice the incidence in the subgroup of open-label subjects were previously assigned
to double-blind placebo (the incidence in each subgroup, respectively, it is provided): viral

infection (4.9%, 0.9%), pharyngitis (6.7%, 2.7%), and flu syndrome (3.1%, 3.6%). Other less

common AE's also showed a similar pattern between these subgroups (as shown in Table
VIIIH9).

Sections above do not focus on unpleasant taste, since this AB is described in previous sections
regarding efficacy (in Section VI).

Dose-Related AES

Tables VIIIHS and —10 in the appendix shows the incidence of common AE's by treatment

groups in studies 190-046 and 190-048, respectively (as provided by the Sponsor). These tables

only show the results of common AE’s (incidence of 2 2%) in at least one ESZ group, and
showed a lower incidence in the placebo group. These two studies were selected by the sponsor
for describing dose-related AE's because they were studies conducted on patients with chronic
insomnia, “in a setting that is representative of how eszopiclone will be used in patients.” This
reviewer also notes that these two trials had a fairly large sample size and employed a parallel
group design, while other studies did not employ a multiple dose levels using a parallel group
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design, or had smaller sample sizes. Study 190-026 was a fairly large trial using a parallel group

design with multiple dose levels was conducted on healthy subjects.

Dose-Related AE's in Study 190-046. In summary, the six-week study in nonelderly

adult patients with Chronic Insomnia revealed the following AE's as showing a pattern in the

incidence of AE‘s of placebo< 2 mg ESZ< 3 mg ESZ (as shown in Table VIIIHS):
0 Infection

Dry mouth .
Dizziness

Hallucinations

Unpleasant taste: this AE-was the most common among these dose-dependent AE's with

an incidence of 34% in the 3 mg ESZ group, which is the proposed recommended dose.

The following AE's showed an incidence that was similar between the placebo and low dose

level of E82 (2 mg) but numerically greater in the high dose group (3 mg):

0 Dyspepsia
. Confusion

Dose-Related AE‘s in Study 190-048. As shown in Table VIIIHlO (in the appendix), the

two-week study conducted in elderly Chronic Insomnia patients showed numerically increasing
incidence of unpleasant taste with increasing dose level (as described in previous sections). The

following AE‘s showed an incidence that was similar between the placebo and low dose level of

ESZ but numerically greater in the high dose group (2 mg):

0 Photosensitivity reaction
- Flatulence

- Confusion

0 Dyspnea

I Urinary incontinence

Dose-Related GU System AE's in Studies 190-046 and 190-048. Since the incidence of gender
specific AE‘s could not be found in the number of sections of the submission in which the values

were calculated using the number of subjects within the appropriate gender for the denominator,

it is not clear if the above tables were generated without using the preper calculation for gender
specific AE's. Therefore, the sponsor needs to provide this information using the number of
subjects for that specific gender in the denominator when calculating the incidence.

Subgroup Analyses of the Incidence of AE’s on the Basis of Gender, Age-group or Race.

Results of subgroup analyses on the incidence of AE's (on the basis of age, gender, or ethnicity)
could only be found 188 for 2-and 6~week trials (data pooled) and for the double—blind phase of
Study 190-049 in the [88. Furthermore, only results of AE's that showed a difference in the

treatment effects between the subgroups of > 5% were shown in the summary tables. Due to
insufficient sample sizes for some of the sponsor’s ethnic categories (sample sizes were <10

subjects in some categories), data from only the larger ethnic subgroups were analyzed. Table
VIIiHl 1 summarizes the results (as provided in the 18$) for subgroup analyses showing
treatment group differences of over 5%.

Only the results of subgroup analyses of ethnic subgroups are shown for the double—blind

phase of Study 190—049, in Table VIIII-I12. Gender subgroups in the double—blind phase of
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Study 190-049 failed to show a difference in the treatment effect between males and females of>

5% on any type of AE (by Preferred Term). The sponsor only considered the age groups of < 65

and :65 -year-old subjects in their anaiyses. Yet, only two subjects were in the older group in

Study 190-049, such that a subgroup analysis on the basis of age was not conducted.

I. Withdrawal Phase Adverse Events

1. Withdrawal Phase Adverse Events Described in the 188

Integrated safety results on this topic could not be found in the submission. Although, several
trials were not similar enough in study design to allow for pooling of data.

The incidence of withdrawal AEs were described in the [SS for two trials, separately. One trial

was a nonelderly Chronic Insomnia 6-week trial (study 190—046) that had a single-blind placebo

withdrawal phase after the double-blind treatment phase. The other trial was the 2-week

Chronic Insomnia elderly trial (Study 190-047). It is not clear to this reviewer why only these
two trials were selected. The results of withdrawal AE's from these trials were previously
described (under Sections VIC and VID).

2. Withdrawal Phase Adverse Events Described in the 120-Day Update Report.
The safety update report describes the incidence of withdrawal AE‘s reported in the double-blind

and open-label phases of the long—term Chronic Insomnia trial (Study 190-049). This trial did

not include a single-blind placebo, discontinuation phase and the AE's described, were those
reported within two weeks after treatment cessation. Given the known pharmacokinetic
properties of the study drug, most withdrawal AE's would be anticipated to be most prominent
with then the first few days after treatment cessation. Therefore, the results of these analyses are
difficult to interpret. Yet, despite the limitations in the interpretation of the results, a greater
incidence of nervous system AE's were reported in the 3 mg ESZ group (4.3%) compared to the
placebo group (1.2%) during the double—blind, days of the trial. The following Nervous System
AE categories showed a numerically greater incidence in the 582 group compared to placebo
(the incidence in each group, respectively, is shown):

- Depression (3%, 0%)

0 Dizziness (0.9%, 0%)

0 Anxiety, paresthesia, and decreased libido each occurred in 1 E82 subject and in no placebo
subjects.

J. Results on Laboratory Parameters (Hematology and Chemistry Parameters)
As previously described under subsection A the safety results from studies that were

similar in study design were integrated. The integrated results for each study—type category are
described below for results that included on—treatment values.

It is important to note that pooled safety data (for laboratory and other parameters)
sometimes included data collected several days or more often 5-? days after treatment endpoint.
Since the study drug has a very short half-life and Tmax value, it is difficult to interpret results of
values of most clinical data collected at time-points beyond cessation of treatment or results of

pooled data that includes time points after treatment cessation. Table VlIIJ.l in the appendix
shows the time-point used in pooled studies within each study category (as provided by the
sponsor in a 3/24/02 amendment submission during the pre—filing stage).

Outlier criteria and the incidence of outliers meeting pre-defined criteria were not
provided in many studies or pooled studies, with some exceptions, noted below. Instead, shift
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tables were provided (the incidence of subjects who shifted from normal at baseline to abnormal

some time-point after randomization to this study drug). Results on some laboratory parameters

for some studies were not provided in the ISS, either because the parameter was not obtained

(such as hematocrit in some studies) or for other reasons (refer to section 8./10.H.6.7 in the 13$

for details).

Outlier criteria were used in the following trials and as shown in Tables VlIIJZ-3 in the

appendix. The 2-Week Elderly Chronic Insomnia Trials (19-047 and 190-048), the 6-week Non-

Elderly Chronic insomnia Patient Trial (190-046) and the l2-month Non-Elderly Chronic

Insomnia Trials used outlier criteria for identifying subjects meeting these criteria (referred to as

outliers) on laboratory parameters. Note that outlier criteria for low values on white blood cells

in the differential were not employed in these trials.

Some studies also measured thyroid function levels, but the results found in the 188 were

from selected studies (due to “differences in testing methods”). Estradiol was collected in three

studies (190-046, 190-048 and 190-049). Generally, this review only describes the results that

included interpretable on-treatment values or results that were considered potentially meaningful.

Laboratory Results Obtained from Multiple Sources. Note that safety information described

below comes from multiple sources. These sources include the [88, study reports or information

provided in a 120-Date Update Report submission, as specified below.

1. Central Tendency and Outlier Results in Short-term Trials.

a) Integrated Results of Short—term, Daytime Studies (Results in the ISS). As shown in

Table VIIIJl in the appendix most laboratory measures were collected several days post-dose
(often at 5-7 days post-dose in Chronic Insomnia trials and in other trials). The incidence of

outliers cannot be found from these trials. [t is not clear why these trials did not include or

employ pre-specified outlier criteria. Upon inquiry as to outlier data, the sponsor stated that the

studies did not employ a priori defined criteria for identifying outliers, while maintaining that

they identified subjects showing a shift in values from baseline to “end—of-study” values. Only

an enumeration of subjects with laboratory values that were considered by the investigator to be

“clinically significant," could be found in the ISS. Keeping these caveats in mind, only 4 out of

473 subjects (healthy volunteers) in Phase I trials (pooled) had laboratory values considered by

the investigator to be “clinically significant.” These 4 subjects were described as having
“elevated” liver enzyme values in primarily drug—ESZ interaction studies. None of these subjects
were described as dropping out of the study or having an SAE due to these abnormal values.

The 188 shows safety results in shift tables and the mean change from baseline to “End-

of-Study” for integrated short-term, daytime trials. Given that most endpoint values were at
several days post-treatment the study results are difficult to interpret.

b) Integrated Results of Short-term, Nighttime Studies (Results in the ISS). Laboratory

analyses of data from these trials was conducted using data within 16 hours post-dose among 448
subjects in the non-elderly adult healthy volunteers in Studies 190—024 and 190-026. However,

the short-term nighttime studies of Chronic insomnia patients (190-025 and [90-045) included

65 out of the total 78 subjects with endpoint treatment laboratory values at 5-7 days post-dose.
Results on outliers could not be found in the [SS from any of these pooled study

categories (short-term night time studies of healthy and Chronic Insomnia patient categories,
respectively). Furthermore, the results included data from a cross-over study (190—024) that was
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pooled with data from a parallel group study (190-026). subjects given more than one treatment

in the cross-over study “contributed to the lowest of the administered esopiclone dose

categories” in the tables (on pages 136 and 138 of the ISS.pdf) showing mean change in values

from baseline to “End-of-Study” or showing a shift in values. Given these limitations the

laboratory results from these tables of the pooled studies 190-026 and 190-024 in the {88, as well

as results of the other pooled studies in the 153 are difficult to interpret (results on pages 135-143

in the [SS.pdf).

c) On-Treatment Laboratory Results in Selected Phase I Trials as Described in the [20-Day
Safety Update Report .

As, previously described the sponsor conducted additional analyses of their safety data and

described their results in their [20-Day Update Submission. Since most of the results in the 188

was based on analyses of data collected after treatment cessation (sometimes days or weeks post-
treatment) the sponsor reanalyzed their data to reflect on-treatment effects in short-tenn Phase 1

trials (in healthy adults) in which on-treatment data was collected (at the time-points that the
sponsor selected for their analyses), as described in the following. Table VIIUZ and VIIIJ3 in

the appendix show outlier criteria used to determine the incidence of outliers on a given
parameter.

Results from Selected Daytime, Short-term (numeral 1-7 days) Studies in Healthy
Volunteers (Results in the 120-Day Update).
Pooled Anal sis of Data on Laborato Assessments at 4-hours Post-dose from Studies 190-001

190-002 and 190-005 1 190—005 was conducted in elderly subjects}.

Results on hematology chemistry and urinalysis parameters were generally unremarkable with
some possible exceptions, as described below (only treatment groups with sample sizes of at
least 24 subjects are described in the tables and in subsequent paragraphs).

Hematology and Chemistgy Parameters. While mean changes in the below parameters
were small, treatment group and dose-dependent trends are observed.

 

 Table 1. Results On the Mean Change in Selected Laboratory Parameters for Studies 190-
001,—002,—005 Pooled Data, Safe Po . ulation .  

 Treatment Grou .

Parameter (units) Placebo N=58 1 mg E82 3 mg ESZ 2-3.5 mg ESZ
N=24 (N=24) N=40

Baseline to Da 1 4-hours est-dose

WBC x10 mm _—-M- -0-68
Neutrohils % -0-71

L mhoc tes % 1-10

Platelet Count - 9.63 - 14.48 - 16.79 - 15-21
x103/mm3

  
  

  
   
  

   Baseline to Da 7 4-hours ost-dosc

WBC x10 Imm —0—33 «W

Neutrohils % 4.59

L m-hoc tes % 3.63

Platelet Count —8.l7 -l3.17 -4.94 -13.44
Jrlt‘lal'mm3
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Table 2. Results On the Incidence of Subjects with a Shift in Selected Laboratory Parameters

for Studies l90—001,—002,-005 'ooled Data Safe Penulation

Parameter

WBC 19% —__—
Neutro u hils

L m I hoc tes

 
2e:

Neutro I hils

L m a hoe tes

Baso n hils

Heme ; lobin
E

 

Results on the incidence of subjects who shifted from the normal to high or low values and the

incidence of outliers were generally similar to observations from the descriptive statistical results

on hematology chemistry parameters. The following table shows results on the incidence of
subjects who shifted from normal to abnormal on selected parameters showing trends for
treatment group effects.

 
l

I

Treatment Group

Placebo 1 mg E82 3 mg ESZ 23.5 mg ESZ
N=58 N=24 N=24 N=40

N toL N

Baseline to Da 1 4—hours est-dose

. _—

2-4% -__— -l% _-
2-4% 105%_-
3-7% ———_
19% _——— _—

—

5..)

PFO  
 

Eiil
Baseline to Da 7 4-hours lost-dose

_—— —
_—— —
—__15-8% _—
—-— 4.3% —

——
——_
——— 95% -

Small treatment group and dose-dependent trends on potassium, chloride, and carbon dioxide

levels were observed on the mean change from baseline to Day 1 values that did not appear to

exist on Day 7. Shifts tables showed similar trends for potassium in which no subjects were

identified as shifting from normal to high, but the following incidence of subjects shifted from

normal to low in the placebo, l mg, 3 mg and 2 3.5 mg groups, respectively: 1.9%, 0%, 9.5%,
5.3%.

Urinalysis results on the incidence of subjects shifting from normal to abnormal and on the

incidence of outliers on each parameter were provided. Results on ketones suggested a greater

incidence of subjects in the high dose groups with a shift from normal to high ketones (19% and

5.4% in 3 mg and 2 3.5 mg 1382 groups, respectively) and outliers for high ketone levels (4.2%

in the 3 mg group) compared to placebo (1.9%, 1.7% in the incidence of subjects with a normal

to abnormal shift, or meeting outlier criteria for high levels, respectively).

1.8%

1.9%

3.7%  

The sponsor also analyzed data from the last line-drug assessment on each parameter and

provided descriptive statistical results (including mean change from baseline to the last on-drug

evaluation), and the incidence of subjects who shifted from normal to abnormal or were outliers

on a given parameter. These results were similar to those already described above.
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Pooled Analysis of Data on Laboratog Assessments within 24-hours Post—dose from Studies
190-001, 190-002, 190-005, 190-010, 190-011, 190-015, [90-019, 190-020= 190-024, and l90~

026 [190-005 was conducted in elderly subjects).

Results generally fail to reveal any remarkable or were drug-related effects on most parameters,

with possible exceptions as described in the following. In summary, the results shown below are
generally similar to the results obtained from the previous analyses using data from Studies 190«
001,-002, and Day -005, noting that data from these same studies were included in the above
described results of an analysis on pooled data from 10 total studies. It is important to note that

when pooling data from multiple studies, between subject, and between treatment group variance
is likely to be great, whereby potentially masking treatment group effects, unless the magnitude
of the effect were sufficiently large.

Hematology and Chemistg Parameters. While mean changes in the below parameters

were small, treatment group and dose-dependent trends are observed.

— Treatment Grou -
Parameter (units) Placebo 1 mg ESZ 2 mg E82 3 mg ES

N= 186 N= 71 N: 152 N=183

Baseline to the Last On-dgug Evaluation
WBC x10 31mm“
Neutro - hils %

Platelet Count -10.88

  
Results on the incidence of subjects who shifted from the normal to high or low values and the

incidence of outliers were generally similar to observations from the descriptive statistical results

on hematology chemistry parameters. The following table shows results on the incidence of

subjects who shifted from normal to abnormal on selected parameters showing trends for

treatment group effects.

Table 4. Results On the Incidence of Subjects with a Shift in Selected Laboratory Parameters for

Studies 190—00l,—002,-005,—010,-01l,—015,—019,-020,—024, and-026 Pooled Data, Safe Po I ulation .

Treatment Grou u

1 mg E8231 2 mg ESZ 3 mg ESZ 333.5 mg ESZ
N=71 N=183 N=183 N=153

Nto Nto Nto Nto Nto NtoI-I NtoL NtoH

H L H L

01.5‘V 4.5% .7% 4.2% 1.8% 5.8%

—10.1% 1.4% 6.3% 6.1% 7.4%
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The table below shows the results on the incidence of outliers on selected parameters.

 Table 5. Results On the Incidence of Outliers on Selected Laboratory Parameters for Studies 190-

001,-002,-005,—010,-01I,-015,-019,—020,-024, and-026 Pooled Data, Safe Poulation .
Treatment Grou I—

- Placebo 1 mg E82 2 mg E52 3 mg ESZ 23.5 mg ESZN=186 N=71 N=183 N=183 N=153

—Efilfl- Low m-m-m Low
— . .
—

m -.
———---——

m _— 14% — 01% —_—

Urinalysis results on the incidence of subjects shifting from normal to abnormal and on

the incidence of outliers on each parameter were provided and generally unremarkable.

  
 

  

 

 
 

 
    

2. Central Tendenc and Outlier Results in 2-Week and 6-Week Trials.

a) 2-week and 6-week Trials (190-046, 190-047 and 190-048) as Described in the ISS.

Unlike the short-term trials, results on the incidence of outliers were provided for the 2 to 6 week

trials, but these results are generally difficult to interpret due to the majority of laboratory values

being collected 5—7 days after treatment endpoint (as shown in Table J. l).

The results from the study report for the non-elderly 6-week Chronic Insomnia Study

190-046 is described in this paragraph. Because, this trial showed greater incidence of ABS of

infection in ESZ subjects compared to placebo subjects, the following results on white cell

parameters are noted. The incidence of a normal to high shift from baseline to end-of-study (at

7-9 days post-treatment) was greater in ESZ subjects compared to placebo on monocytes and on

basophils. However, the incidence of outliers on any given laboratory parameter was less than
1% of subjects, while noting that outlier criteria for low values on differential white cells were

not employed in the trial, as in other trials.

Results on the mean change from baseline to any post-randomization time-point cannot
be found in the study report for Study 190-046.

 

3. Central Tendency and Outlier Results from 6-Month Double—blind Phase of the

Longterm Study 190-049 in Non-Elderly Chronic Insomnia Patient

a) Results as Described in the ISS.

Before describing the results on laboratory parameters, it is important to note the

following aspects of screening subjects for eligibility in this trial:

0 Subjects with positive results on hepatitis B or C screening were excluded from the study.

0 Stringent criteria for screening out subjects with active thyroid disease were employed

(including the requirement of thyroid scans in all subjects with evidence for active disease).

0 Subjects “at risk of lung cancer” were required to have a negative chest x-ray for “lung
cancer” within lZ-monthths of study entry.

0 Females “at risk for breast cancer” had to have a negative mammogram.

Mean change from baseline to the end of the study (the last non-missing value during the double-
blind treatment period) and incidence of outliers failed to show any remarkable values or clear

treatment group differences (between placebo and the 3 mg ESZ groups). These results are
shown in Tables VIIIJ4—5 in the appendix as provided by the sponsor.
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The study report in the original submission describes results over time during the double-

blind treatment phase (by monthly visits). These results were also provided in the lZO-Day

Update Report submission and are described in the subsection below.

b) Results as Described in the [20-Day Update Submissions of data from the 6-Month

Double-blind Phase of the Longterm Study 190-049 in Non-Elderly Chronic Insomnia
Patients

The update report submission provides results of the mean change from baseline to each monthly

visit on each hematology and chemistry parameter, as well as thyroid function parameters.

These results were generally unremarkable with a few exceptions.

Perhaps the most remarkable observation are the results on platelet count in which the

placebo group consistently shows greater mean changes at each monthly visits than were

observed in the 3 mg ESZ group, as shown in the table below.

 
 

Table 6. Mean (iSD) Changes From the Baseline to Each Monthly Visit During the 6-

Month Double-blind Phase of Study 190-049 on Selected Laboratory Parameters (Safety

Parameter (Units) Placebo 3 mg ESZ
N = 195 N = 593 

 
 
 

 

  

 
 Platelet Count xlo’Imm’ —_

-2 06 496 -431 34.8

2.68 46.7 4.76 34.6

10.70 43.2 1.88 35.4

mmm_ 13 4 42 8 0.91 37.6)
m

Small trends for a greater mean decrease on WBC count were observed in the 3 mg ESZ group

compared to the placebo group at each monthly visit, which was generally consistent over time.

However, the mean decrease was small in magnitude, as observed in the shorter—tenn trials

described above. Similar trends appeared to exist for neutrophils (%).

 

 
 

 

Results on the incidence of subjects who shifted from normal to abnormal values at each

monthly visit in each treatment group failed to reveal any remarkable findings. Results On

estradiol are not described since the study was not adequately designed for examining potential

effects of the study drug on estradiol or other reproductive hormones.

4. Central Tendency; and Outlier Results of the Open —Label Phase of the Longterm Study

190-049 in Non—Elderly Chronic Insomnia Patients.

3) Results From the Study Report

Note the previously described stringent screening criteria for determining eligibility for

participation in this trial (regarding thyroid, lung and breast screening/imaging tests, particularly
in subjects “at risk” for “cancer”).
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Results of the open-label phase were found in the study report of the original submission.

Treatment groups were generally similar on mean and median baseline values and in the median

or mean change from baseline to each monthly visit on each hematology, chemistry and

urinalysis parameter.

One important caveat regarding the interpretation of these results, is that they appear to

simply be reflecting the mean change from the last study visit during the double-blind phase

(when subjects are still receiving their assigned study drug) to each study visit of the open label

phase, rather than using values collected on the actual baseline visit prior to randomization to

double-blind treatment. Consistent with this interpretation is the notation found in summary

tables in the study report, the "baseline" value shown in these tables were data collected "on or

prior to the date of administration of the first dose of open-label study medication." Therefore,

the results provided by the sponsor appear to reflect mean changes within the six-month open-

label phase (in which some subjects were already on study drug at "baseline"), rather than mean

changes over a 12-month period.

Results on the incidence of outliers on hematology, chemistry and urinalysis parameters

during the open-label phase of the study were only described (found in the in-text sections of the

study report) for open label subjects categorized into two subgroups: subjects previously exposed

to placebo double-blind treatment (referred to as the placebo subgroup) and subjects previously
exposed to double—blind ESZ treatment (the E82 subgroup). These results are shown in Table

VIIIJ6 in the appendix. These subgroups generally showed a low incidence of outliers on each

parameter and were generally similar in the magnitude of the incidence on a given parameter.

The following parameters are noted since they showed either of the two following patterns

(based on results from Tables VIIIJS and VlIIJé, as described in more detail in the following).
The first observed pattern was that the incidence of outliers of the E82 subgroup during the ESZ

open-label phase exceeded 1% (using values from Table Vllllfi showing open-label phase

results) and was at least twice the incidence of the placebo group during the double-blind

treatment phase (using values from Table VIIIJS showing double-blind phase results). The other

observed pattern was that the incidence of outliers during the open-label phase in the E82
subgroup exceeded 5% and was also numerically greater than the incidence during the double-

blind phase in the placebo group (the open-label phase incidence in the E32 subgroup shown in
Table VIIIJ6 and the double-blind phase incidence in the placebo group shown in Table VIIIJS
are provided below):

0 Low monocyte count (2.2%, 0.3%, in E82 and placebo groups, respectively).

0 High monocyte count (l'.7%, 0%).

o Uric acid, in females (2.2%, 0%).

5. Central Tendency; and Outlier Results in Elderly Chronic Insomnia Trials (Two 2-Week
Trials 190-047 and 190-048).

a) Results as Described in the Study Reports.

Even though Studies 190-047 and 190—048 were similar in studies design (except that one
employed PSG measures in the other study used entirely subjective measures), pooled safety
results from these two trials could not be found in the [88. The following describes laboratory
results for each of the trials based on information in the study reports. Subjects testing positive
for hepatitis B and C were excluded from these trials.
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Results from Study 190-047. Mean and median values in each chemistry and hematology
parameter were provided, although, the median or mean change in parameters from baseline to
the end-of-study visits could not be found in the study report. It should also be noted that values
shown were for each of these two visits, in which the latter visit only occurred five to seven days

after the last dose of study drug. The results shown in tabular form as end-of-text tables failed to
reveal any remarkable results. The shift table results showed an incidence of a shift from normal
to abnormal (from baseline to the end-of-study visit) in ESZ group that was at least twice that
incidence in the placebo group were the following:

o Glucose levels: normal to high shift in 3.2% and 5.4%, of placebo and E82 subjects,

respectively. ,

0 Urinary glucose: normal to abnormal shift in 0% (Of 128 placebo subjects), 2.2% (31'136
ESZ subjects).

0 Urinary ketones: normal to abnormal shift in 0.8%, 1.5%.

0 Urinary blood: normal to abnormal shift in 1.8%, 9.7%.

o Basophil count: normal to high shift in 3.4%, 6.3%.

The following results on the incidence of outliers are noted in the following (parameters showing
at least 1% of outliers in ESZ subjects and also at least twice the incidence observed in placebo

subjects):

I High glucose (1.6%, 2.2% in placebo and E82 subjects, respectively).

0 High BUN (0.8, 2.2%).

0 High urinary glucose (0.8 %, 2.9%).

Results from Study 190-048. Descriptive statistical results are provided on laboratory parameters

of Study 190-048. However, results on the mean or median change from baseline to either or
each study visit or to the end of the study visit could not be found. These results failed to show

clinically consistent or remarkable findings. Shift tables were provided in which the incidence of

subjects with abnormal urinary blood was 7.5%, 18.1% and 7.6% in the placebo, 1.0 mg, and 2.0

mg ESZ groups, respectively. The sponsor describes results on outliers but summary tables on
the incidence of outliers cannot be found. The study report (section 12.4.2.3) does not describe

any remarkable findings on outlier results.

6. Results Provided in the 120-Day Update Submission on Laboratog Parameters at Week

1 of Double-Blind Treatment in Two Elderly Trials of Healthy Subjects and Patients with
Chronic Insomnia ooled data from Studies 190-005 and 190-048 res ectivel .

The 120—Day update report provided results from the two elderly trials, pooled using on-

treatment data (at Week 1 of the Double-blind treatment phase of these 2-week trials).

However, a major caveat in interpreting these results was that the data was pooled from a Phase I

trial of healthy elderly adults and from a Phase III trial conducted on elderly patients with
Chronic Insomnia.

Descriptive statistical results failed to reveal any remarkable findings, although there were some

small trends for a possible drug-related and dose—dependent effect on (treatment groups were

placebo, l mg and 2 mg ESZ groups with approximately 80-90 subjects in each group):

0 Decreasing WBC count and in decreasing % neutrophils.
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While, studies were not adequately designed to examine potential effects of reproductive

hormones, the following results on estradiol are most notable:

o The mean change in estradiol (pg/ml) in post menopausal women was -6.50 in placebo

subjects compared to 34.50 and 13.90 in the 1 mg and 2 mg ESZ groups, respectively

(sample sizes of post-menopausal women in these groups were not provided).

Results on the incidence of subjects who shifted from normal to abnormal on a given parameter

were generally unremarkable or inconsistent. The most remarkable observations were the

following:

0 The only shift in hemoglobin that was observed in any of the treatment groups was a shift

from normal to low in 5.1% of subjects in the high dose ESZ group (the 2 mg group) and no

subjects with a shift in other groups.

0 5.2% of 2 mg 1382. subjects also showed a normal to high shift in glucose compared to no
subjects showing a shift in the other groups.

Results on the incidence of outliers were also generally unremarkable or failed to show

consistent trends. The only parameter showing trends for higher incidence in ESZ groups was

the following:

0 High Glucose outliers. No subjects in any of the groups were outliers for low glucose

levels, while the incidence of outliers with high glucose levels in placebo, 1 mg and 2 mg

ESZ groups, respectively was as follows: 3.3%, 3.8%, and 4.7%.

- Outliers on several thyroid function tests were also common in which the following

parameters showed possible trends for a drug-related and dose-dependent effect (the

incidence in placebo, 1 mg and 2 mg ESZ groups, respectively, are shown):

0 High T3 Uptake (5.0%, 9.7% 13.9%)

0 Low TSH (6.3%, 5.6% 11.4%)

7. Snecial Laboratogy Parameters.

Special Laboratory Parameters.

As previously described thyroid function test results provided in the 188 were from only a

selection of studies (in the incidence ofoutliers and results on central tendency). Estradiol levels

were obtained in three studies (190-046, 190-048 and 190-049), but these trials were not

designed to examine the effects of the study drug on reproductive and function or hormonal

changes. As shown in Table VIIU l in the appendix laboratory measures were often collected

days after cessation of treatment. The following summarizes results of thyroid function tests in
the selected trials.

While group differences may appear to exist for some parameters in some of the studies,

these differences were not consistent across studies and were generally notconsistent across

treatment groups or among parameters (e.g. when comparing treatment group results on TSH to

results on T4). However, failure to show consistent or clear treatment group effects may be

inherent to the limitations in the methodology of these studies. These limitations include failure

to have “on-treatment” values in some of the studies, the use of a single value rather than

multiple values over time, time-dependent fluctuations in hormonal parameters, among others.
The 6-week study 190-046 in non—elderly adults with insomnia used the 3 mg dose level

but obtained laboratory measures 5—7 days post-dose (after the double-blind treatment phase).
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Yet, this trial showed an incidence rate of outliers for high TSH levels of 4% in placebo, 9% in

the 2 mg group and 11% in the 3 mg group compared to 1 to 3% of subjects with low values

among these groups. However, the groups were similar on T4 outliers and the results on the

mean change from baseline values failed to show marked or clear treatment group effects. These

results are shown in Table VIIIJ7 in the appendix.

The results from the 6-month double-blind phase of the longterm patient study 1 190-049)

on mean change in estradiol levels are shown in Table VIII]? in the appendix (as provided by the

sponsor).

Tables VIIIJS and VIIIJ7 show results on outliers on TFT parameters. In summary a

large incidence of outliers occurred (>5% and in some cases >10%) with some possible drug-

related patterns as will be described in more detail in the following. However, it is important to
note that while these results may suggest a potential effect of ESZ on TFTs, the study was not

adequately designed for examining such potential effect exists (i.e. not well controlled to

enhance sensitivity and specificity, stringent screening/eligibility criteria for thyroid disease and

thyroid scans were required of all subjects with active disease, among others). Secondly, mean
or median changes in TFT parameters over time showed minimal to no changes and treatment

groups were similar results. Shift tables also failed to reveal treatment group differences on shifis

from baseline to at the End-of-Treatment (not clear if subjects were still on treatment at this

time-point). As described in previous sections, one subject was an adverse dropout during the
E82 open-label phase of the trial, due to "thyroid disorder" with a "nodule," the following related

AE'S were reported in ESZ subjects during the double-blind phase (but not in placebo subjects
unless otherwise specified): goiter in 3 1332 subjects, hypothyroidism in 3 ESZ subjects (I
placebo S) and parathyroid disorder in 1 ESZ S. For additional subjects had the AE of

hyperthyroidism (two subjects), hypothyroidism (one subject) and thyroid disorder (one subject)
during the open label phase of the trial.

Given the methodological limitations of Study 190-049 and the high variability (between
and within subject variance) on test parameters (likely to be reflecting to the inadequate study
design for examining thyroid function), and the potential effect of ESZ on thyroid function
remains unclear.

A detailed discussion of a potential drug-related pattern on the incidence of outliers on

TFT parameters (based on results of Tables VIIIJS-7) is provided in this paragraph and in
paragraphs that follow. The incidence of outliers on thyroid function tests were generally at least
5% or greater in any given treatment group. During the double-blind treatment phase the
treatment groups were generally similar on these parameters. Perhaps the magnitude in the

incidence of outliers is reflecting a large variance in each of these parameters or "background
noise," suggesting that this study was not well-controlled in minimizing this variance (i.e. the
study was not designed to specifically examine potential drug effects on thyroid function).

Despite, the limitations in the study design relevant to revealing potential effects of
thyroid function, the incidence of outliers on thyroid function test parameters during the open
label phase were even greater than that observed during the double-blind treatment phase (placed
on numerical comparisons of the results). These results could be reflecting long-term monitoring
of subjects independent of the study drug. However, when comparing the incidence of outliers
are the open-label subgroup of subjects who were previously exposed to double-blind ESZ
treatment, to the incidence of outliers in the placebo group of the double-blind treatment phase,
the following results are noted (incidence during the open label phase of the subgroup of subjects
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previously exposed to double-blind ESZ treatment and the incidence in the placebo group during
the double-blind phase are provided):

Low T3U (12.6%, 1.5%)

High T3U (20%, 14%).

High T4 (3.6%, 1.0%)

High TSH (8.1%, 5.6%).

Low TSH (8.1%, 5.6%).

Additionally, most of the above parameters showed an incidence in the subgroup of open-label

subjects who were previously exposed to double-blind placebo treatment that was either similar

to or greater than the subgroup of open-label subjects previously exposed to double-blind ESZ

treatment. The incidence on this open-label subgroup (the subgroup previously exposed to

double-blind placebo treatment) on each of the above parameters are shown below:

0 Low T3U (4.5%)

0 High T3U (12.6%).

a High T4 (3.6%)

0 High TSH (6.3%).

a Low TSH (5.4%)

The sponsor provided the incidence of outliers during the “first 6 months“ of 1382 treatment in a

subgroup of subjects who received at least one dose of either, open label or double-blind ESZ

(data from subjects of the ITT Safety population who were randomized to double-blind ESZ

treatment combined with data from ITT Safety subjects randomized to placebo double-blind

treatment who entered the E82 open—label treatment phase). This subgroup of subjects showed

an incidence on each thyroid function test parameter that was generally similar to placebo treated

subjects (using data from Table VIIIJS of the placebo group during the double—blind treatment

phase) except for the following parameters with the incidence shown for the subgroup:

. High T3U (17%).

The sponsor provided the incidence of outliers during ESZ treatment of "up to 12 months" in

duration (ITT Safety subjects who at least one dose of double-blind E82 and the ITT safety

subjects who were assigned to the 882 group during the double—blind treatment phase, who then

entered the open label phase). The following results are noted for numerical comparisons to

results, above for various subgroups during the double-blind and open label phases of the trial:

0 Low T3U (6%)

0 High T3U (22%).

0 High TSH (8%).

0 Low TSH (9%)

Note that the incidence of these subjects on each of the above parameters was similar to the

incidence observed in the open-label subgroup of subjects previously exposed to double blind

ESZ treatment. Furthermore, the incidence was numerically greater than the incidence of the

open-label subgroup of subjects previously exposed to double-blind placebo treatment on each

corresponding parameter, as well as, the incidence in placebo subjects during the double-blind

phase of the trial on each parameter.
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8. Laborato Results of S ecial Po ulation Studies enall or He atical Im aired

Subjects, Studies 190-013 and 4314 and Subjects with a histog; of Benzodiazepine Abuse,

Study 190-016 I.

The 183 provided results on the mean change from baseline to 72 hours or 120 hours post close

values (respectively) in laboratory values from renally impaired (given 3 mg ESZ) or hepatically

impaired groups (given 2 mg of ESZ) in the single dose'Phase [ studies 190-013 or 190-014,

respectively. The study groups were normal, mild, moderate and severe groups (regarding the

degree of hepatic or renal impairment). Since all subjects received the same treatment (a single

dose of B82) and there was no placebo treatment employed, any group differences revealed on

the mean change of values may be reflecting a drug by degree of impairment interaction effect

on a given parameter. However, other confounding variables must also be considered, since

these studies were not adequately designed for revealing potential drug, related or drug by degree

of impairment interaction effects on the change in parameters. Also consider the time-lag after

treatment from which the post-baseline values were obtained. The median and range of values
and results of baseline values could not be found in the [88.

a) Study 190-013 on Hepatic Impairment: Results on Laboratory and Urinalysis

Parameters. Results, as above, were generally unremarkable or not unexpected for subjects

with hepatic dysfunction (i.e. up to a mean increase of 13i30 U/L of a hepatic enzyme) except

for results on platelet count and glucose levels and urinalysis results on comparable parameters

(blood and glucose). The results are shown in the tables below.

Study 190-013. Mean(:l:SD) Changes from Baseline to the End of the Study (on Day 6, 120 hours after a
sin_le dose of 3 m_ ESZ for Selected Laborato Parameters

——_—
Hematolognyhemistry
Parameter

Normal (N=16) Mild (N=8) Moderate (N=8) Severe (N=8)

Platelet count mm) -0.6 (130.7) 8.8 119.9) -1.4(;t23.2) -3.7 (115.9)
Glucose (mgn) -33 i6.5 1.5 120.3 7.0 i115 5.9 :45.1

 
Note that moderate and severe groups showing numerically greater decreases in platelet count

and greater increases in glucose than normal and mild groups. 1 S in each of these two more

severely impaired groups also had a shift in glucose from normal to abnormal on their urinalysis

test, as below. Also white blood count shifted to normal to abnormal in these higher dose

groups. These effects could be reflecting a drug by degree of liver impairment, interaction
effect.

The sponsor concludes that the results on glucose is reflecting the distribution all of

subjects of diabetes across the study groups. 38% of subjects (3/8 subjects per group) in the

moderate and severe groups had diabetes mellitus, no subjects in the other groups had diabetes.

However, glucose levels for these individual subjects or for diabetic and non—diabetic subgroups

could not be found in the 188. If elevations only occurred in the diabetic subjects then one must

also consider a role of study drug on glucose levels in the diabetic and hepatically impaired

population. The sponsor describes their PK results as showing approximately a 74% increase in

AUC and an increase in T V2 to 14 hours in the severe group, such that results on the above

laboratory parameters may be reflecting a drug effect in which the moderate and severe groups

have greater systemic exposure due to impaired metabolism of the parent and active drug.
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Study 190-013. Common Shifts (25% in any group) from Normal (N) at Baseline to Abnormal (A) at
the End of the Stud Da 6, 120 hours after a sin - le dose of 3 m- ESZ on Urina sis Parameters

_———
—Normal N=16 mm: Moderate N=8
Urinal sis Parameter n % N to A

 
 

 
 

 
 

——— l 13% - l 13%
__ 

2 subjects had abnormal laboratory parameters at post-dose (WBC of 1.54 x109/1 in S 231031

and glucose of 158 mg/dl in $328001), but had normal values at baseline (WBC of 7.08x109ll in
S 231031 and glucose of 95 mg/dl in $328001). S 231030 and S 231036 had low sodium (as

low as 128 mEq/l) and low WBC count (1.48x109/l), respectively but they also had low values at
baseline ($231030 had sodium level of 130 mEq/l; 8231036 had WBC of 3.67 x 109/1).

b) Study 190-014 on Renal Impairment: Results on Laboratory and Urinalysis

Parameters. Results that were provided (as previously described) for Study 190-014 on subjects

with impaired renal function were generally similar to those of subjects of Study 190-013 with

hepatic function impairment. Results were generally unremarkable, except for platelet count and
glucose levels and some of the urinalysis parameter results, as shown below. As in study 190-

014 the majority of diabetic subjects were in the moderate and severe renal function groups (63%

or 5/3 subjects in each group) compared to no normal subjects and 13% (2/85ubjects) of the mild

group who were diabetic. Only one S was an outlier on a parameter, which was on glucose

levels (the value cannot be found in the 138).

Study 190-014. Meun(:tSD) Changes from Baseline to the End of the Study (on Day 4, 72 hours after a
sin Ie dose of 3 m ESZ for Selected Laborato Parameters

— He .atic Function Grou.

 Hematology/Chemistry Normal (N=16) Mild (N=8) Moderate (N=8) Severe (N=8)
Parameter

mate-moumxlom eee wee

Glucose-nan) ewe eee

— Heatic Function Grou
—Norma! N=16 Moderate N=8
Unnan mparameteme m mm

me see

_— were

 
Some effects of renal function on PK parameters (an 21—25% increase in Cmax and a 29-47%

increase in AUC) are described by the sponsor but there is substantial overlap of the individual

PK values between the groups. Given these potential effects of renal function on PK, one

cannot rule out a potential drug by renal impairment effect on the above abnormalities or
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possibly an effect of the drug on glucose levels in diabetics. Actual mean change in diabetics
versus non-diabetics was not described in the ISS, such that one cannot assume that observed

pattern in the mean change of glucose across renal function groups was due to the skewed
distribution of diabetics toward the more renally impaired study groups.

Note that group differences on the above laboratory/urinalysis parameters appeared to be

numerically greater than group differences on most of these parameters in the hepatic function

study, 190-013. Perhaps greater group differences in the renal function study is due to a higher
dose of ESZ (3mg) and values being collected sooner (72 hours) post-dose, than employed in the

hepatic function study (used a 2 mg dose and collected data at 120 hours post-dose). These
observations are suggestive of a potential role of study drug on platelet count, blood in urine

(which could be due to low platelet levels) and glucose levels and glucose in the urine.

However, the interpretation of study results is compromised by the limitations of the study

design employed in these studies and in the absence ofother data.

c) Results of Study 190—016 on Subjects with a History of Benzodiazepine Abuse. This study

was a 6-way cross-over study of placebo, 3 mg, 6 mg and 12 mg ESZ and 10 and 20 mg

diazepam single-dose treatment conditions in 28 subjects with a history of benzodiazepine abuse.

No data is provided by treatment condition that can be found in the 188. A summary shift table

is provided but results are for all subjects combined independent of treatment and are not

interpretable in terms of a potential drug-related effect on a given parameter. None of the

subjects had values considered clinically significant or had abnormal values that lead to an

adverse dropout.

K. Results on Vital Sign, Temperature and Body Weight Parameters

Table VIIIKl in the appendix provides the outlier criteria employed for identifying outliers on

vital signs and other parameters.

Since outlier data was not consistently described or found and summary shift tables were

generally provided instead (as previously described for laboratory parameter results), some of the

results from summary shift tables that are considered to provide some potentially meaningful

observations are described below, as specified.

Note that the outlier criteria shown in Table VlllKl in the appendix do not include criteria for

outliers and orthostatic measures, as most if not all efficacy trials did not include orthostatic

measures in the protocol.

Table VIIIKQ shows time~points when vital Sign was collected in each study listed under each

study-type category. Note time-points were generally over four half—lives of the study drug, with

only a few exceptions.

Results Obtained from Multiple Sources. Results described below include those found in the

ISS, and in some cases, were found in a study report, as specified.

As previously described, the lZO-Day Update submission provided some results of an additional

analyses that were conducted using on—treatment data from selected trials, as specified below.
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l . Vital Sign Results in Short-term Trials.

a) Results from Short-term Trials in the ISS.
As shown in Table VIIIK2 short-term trials had vital sign and temperature data collected

anywhere from 1 day to 20 days post-dose in daytime trials and from 8 to 48 hours post~dose in
night time trials. Given these data collection time-points and the Tmax and T1/2 of E82 (1 hour
and 6 hours, respectively) the vital sign results in these trials, as shown in the 188 are limited and
difficult to interpret (as presented on pages 189-198 of the lSS.pdf). Post-dose values in these
short—term trials are not likely to reflect on-treatment effects or to be adequately sensitive in

detecting a potential treatment effect, since time-points exceed Tmax by several hours or several
days. Examination of tables on the incidence of subjects meeting outlier criteria, where provided
in the [SS failed to reveal any remarkable treatment group differences.

b) Results from Short-term Trials in the lZO—Update Submission.

Vital Sign Results at 30—120 Minutes Post-Dose or at 0—6 Hours Post-Dose in Shorts-Term

(1—7 Days) Trials (Studies 190-001,—002,—005,—010,-01l,-012,-015,-018,-019,-020, and-023,

data pooled).

Only the results of treatment groups with a sample size of at least 24 subjects are described in
this review.

A small trend for a dosevdependent increase in the mean change from baseline to the 30-120

minutes post-dose assessment on heart rate was observed, particularly for the two high-dose ESZ

groups (3 mg and 2 3.5 mg groups). And even greater trend was observed on the mean change

from baseline to the 0-6 hour post dose analysis, as described in the following:

0 Mean change in heart rate from baseline to 30-120 minutes post-dose: The mean change

(iSD) in heart rates (in units of beats/minute) in the placebo (n = 124), 1 mg (n = 24), 2

mg (n = 52), 3 mg (n = 123) and 23.5 mg (n = 91) E82 treated subjects were as follows:

0.2 (6.5), 1.2 (5.3), -0.1 (6.8), 1.5 (7.0), and 3.7 (9.0), respectively.

0 Mean change in heart rate from baseline to 0-6 hours post-dose: Even greater trends

were observed on the mean change from baseline to the 0-6 hour postdose analyses on

heart rate in the two high-dose groups as follows: a mean change of 1.5 (:61), 1.0 (:54),

2.5 ($6.4), 4.6 (i8. 1) in the placebo, 1 mg, 2 mg, 3 mg, and 23.5 mg groups,

respectively.

Trends for a dose-dependent decrease in both systolic and diastolic blood pressure were also
observed as follows:

0 The mean change 1iSD) from baseline to the 30-120 minutes post-dose assessment on

systolic blood pressure (mml—Ig) in the placebo, 1 mg, 2 mg, 3 mg and 23.5 mg [382

groups was 1.0 (8.4), —l.5 (5.2), -6.3 (8.8), ‘59 (8.8), and —3._1 (8.2), respectively.

- Smaller numerical trends for decreasing diastolic pressure in ESZ groups were also
observed.

0 Similar results were observed on the mean change from baseline to 0—6 hour postdose

analyses on these parameters.
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2. Vital Sign Results of the 6-week Study 190-046

a) Results from the 6-week Study 190-046 in the ISS or Study Report.
Mean change from baseline to “the last non-missing post-baseline value or before end—of
treatment visit” values were provided (no range or median values) and the incidence of outliers

failed to reveal any remarkable values or any clear treatment group effects.
Results from the study report for the non-elderiy 6-week Chronic Insomnia Study 190-

046 showed the following. Somewhat greater incidence of outliers in ESZ compared to placebo

subjects on low blood pressure and heart rate (but treatment group differences were not clinically
remarkable). Results on the mean change from baseline to any post-randomization time-point
cannot be found in the study report.

3. Vital Sign Results of the 6-month Double-blind Treatment Phase of Study 190-049

a) Results of Double-Blind Phase of Study 190-049 Described in the [$3 or the Study

Report

The results provided for the 6-month double-blind treatment phase of this study were similar to

those in nature to those that were provided for the 6-week study (using “the last non-missing

post-baseline value or before end—of treatment visit” for obtaining mean change from baseline to
“end-of-treatment” values). These results also failed to reveal any remarkable values or any

clear treatment group effects (on both incidence of outliers or on mean change from baseline to

treatment endpoint values).

The study report provides the median and mean changes from baseline to each study visit

(Visits 5 and 8) and the incidence of outliers in each treatment group on each vital sign

parameter (sitting heart rate and blood pressure, respiratory rate, temperature and weight). In

summary, the results were unremarkable and the treatment groups were similar on each

parameter.

This study did not include orthostatic vital sign measures, as the protocol was amended to

exclude these measures, since subjects were being examined near, or at, trough drug levels.

4. Vital Sign Results of the 6-month Open-Label 3 mg ESZ Treatment Phase of Study 190-

w

Descriptive results that included the mean change from baseline to each open label phase visit

(Visits 1 1 and 14) and the incidence of outliers during the double-blind treatment phase on each

vital sign parameter were provided by the sponsor. As already described, orthostatic vital sign

measures were not conducted in the study.

The vital Sign results were generally unremarkable except for the following results on the

incidence of outliers during the open label phase (the incidence during the open label phase, and

for comparison, the incidence of the E32 and placebo groups during the double-blind treatment

phase are also provided):

0 Decreased systolic blood pressure BZOmmHg (1 1.3%, 9.1%, 7.7%, respectively).

- Decreased diastolic blood pressure 3 lSmmHg (10.8%, 6.1%, 5.6%).

0 Increased heart rate 2 15 beats/min (16.1%, i0.5%, 8 .2%)

However, when using more stringent criteria for each of the above parameters the incidence of

outliers on each parameter of these was unremarkable (either 0.0% or 0.2%) in subjects during
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the open label phase. The more stringent criteria employed for this reanalysis on the incidence
outliers is described in the following. In addition to meeting the above criteria, the subject also

had to meet cutoff criteria for the absolute value on a given parameter, as follows: < 90 mmHg

systolic blood pressure, as well as a 220 mmHg decrease, <50 mm Hg diastolic blood pressure,

as well as a 215 mmHg decrease, or a heart rate >120 bpm, as well as a 15 bpm decrease.

Vital sign results obtained for the following two subgroups of subjects were also
described in the ISS:

- Subjects who received up to the "first six months" of ESZ treatment: ESZ ITT safety

subjects of the double-blind phase or I'IT Safety placebo subjects of the double—blind phase
that entered the open-label phase).

0 Subjects who received "up to 12 months" of the E82 treatment (ITT Safety subjects who at
least one dose of doubleublind ESZ and the [TT safety subjects who were assigned to the

E82 group during the double-blind treatment phase, who then entered the open label
phase).

The results of the incidence of outliers in these two subgroups of subjects were generally
unremarkable.

5. Vital Results in Elderl Chronic Insomnia Trials 2-Week Studies 190-047 and 190-048

a) Results of Studies 190-047 and 190-048 in the 188. These studies conducted on elderly

subjects with Chronic Insomnia had vital sign data at 8-48 hours post-dose limiting the ability to

detect potential treatment group effects (given the short half-life and Tmax of the study drug in

which study drug levels would be at trough or were nondetectable). No orthostatic vital Sign

measures were obtained in either of these trials. In Study 190-047 the vitals were taken at the

end of one week of treatment (trough or non-detectable drug levels were likely to exist) and on

1—3 days after the last double-blind dose in this 2-week trial. Given these limitations, some of

these results may be useful from the perspective of revealing potential withdrawai effects that

may be detected in these multiple dose trials on vital sign parameters. Furthermore, the studies

were conducted on elderly patients who are likely to be more vulnerable to adverse effects after

cessation of treatment. Consequently, the study results are described in this review.

Results on central tendency and outliers (pages [96-197 of the ISS.pdf) revealed no remarkable

treatment group differences and only a few subjects met outlier criteria (generally only 1 or no

subjects in a give group).

b) Results of Studies 190-047 and 190-048 in the Study Reports. Examination of results on

vital signs provided in the study reports of Studies 190-047 and l90—048 failed to reveal any

remarkable findings (on descriptive statistical results by visit). Summary tables on the incidence

of outliers cannot be found, but section 12.5.1 does not describe any remarkable findings on
outliers.

c) Results of Studies 190-047 and 190-048 (data pooled) Using the Last On-Drug Value

Described in the 120-Day Update Submission.

Descriptive statistical results using the last-on drug data were unremarkable.
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6. Vital Results of S cial Po ulation Studios 190-013 and —014 .
 

The 133 shows the mean change (iSD, but not median values or the range, or any results of

baseline values) from baseline to post-dose vital sign values (heart rate, systolic and diastolic

blood pressures, temperature and resPiratory rate). Note that post—dose values in Study 190-013

(study of subjects with hepatic impairment) and Study 190-014 (study of subjects with renal

impairment) were obtained on Day 6 of each study, which was 120 hours post-dose (as noted in

the summary tables on pages 202-203 in the ISS.pdf). The results were provided for normal,

mild, moderate and severe renal or hepatic function groups in which all subjects received a single

dose of 2 or 3 mg of ESZ (no placebo treatment). The [SS does not describe any results on

outliers or shift in values.

Given that post-dose values were obtained days after exposure to study drug (even when

factoring in effects of renal and hepatic impairment on PK parameters) it is not surprising that

the studies failed to show any consistent or remarkable group differences on mean change of
vital sign values.

7. Vital Results of Special Population Study 190-016. This study was a 6~way cross-over

study ofplacebo, 3 mg, 6 mg and 12 mg E82 and 10 and 20 mg diazepam single-dose treatment

conditions in 28 subjects with a history of benzodiazepine abuse. The [88 shows mean change
(no other values) of vital sign values from baseline to the end of study for all subjects combined,
independent of treatment. A description of vital sign data by treatment condition cannot be

found in the ISS. Therefore, the results as presented in the 183 are not interpretable. The [SS
does not describe any results on outliers or shift of-values from baseline.

L. Results on Electrocardiographic Parameters

Almost all of the ECG results for pooled data within each study type category (of which results

are primarily descriptive statistical results on ECG parameters) do not represent results from only
the data that was collected during treatment or near Tmax. Instead, data from baseline and post—
treatment time-points were included in the results provided in the [$8. The post-treatment values
used were generally 10 hours to several days post-dose as showu in Table VIIIL3 (in the
appendix) for all of the pooled results in each of the study type categories in the 188 (Table

VllIL3 and similar tables for other safety parameters were provided by the sponsor in an
amendment submission in response to inquiring about the time-points used for their data
analyses).

Outlier or shift summary results cannot be found for pooled data for each study-type
category or if results are provided, they generally do not include on-treatment or end-of-

treatment values (within Tmax or the half life of the study drug).

Therefore, most of the pooled ECG results in the {SS are not meaningful or interpretable
as to whether or not the study drug has any effect on any ECG parameter. There are some

exceptions, to this conclusion regarding the pooled or unpooled ECG data presented in the ISS.
These exceptions, in which data was collected near Tmax or T1/2 are described in this review,
below.

Results from Multiple Sources. in addition to describing selected results from the ISS, as

above, results from a given study report and from the 120-Day Update Report submission are
described in subsections below. The 'I20-Day Update report described results of EKGs

identified as abnormal in the long term trial (Study 190—049). These data were reanalyzed in a
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manner to describe the type of EKG abnormality revealed and to provide the incidence of

subjects within a given category of EKG abnormality, as described below.

Additional clarification regarding EKG results provided in the 188 was provided in a 3-
23-03 amendment submission.

1. Electrocardiographic Results at 90-Minutes Post-dose for Three of the 1-7 Day Short-
term Studies in the 188.

The time-points for ECG assessments in 3 of the 15 Phase 1 (1-7 Day studies) included

assessments near Tmax of ESZ. Tmax is approximately one hour and these 3 studies had ECG

assessments at 90 minutes post-dose. Two of the three studies were 7—day multiple dose studies

(190-002 and 190—005) and the third study (Study [90—01 1) was a single-dose 2-way cross-over

study. Table VIIIL4-6 summarizes results on the mean baseline and mean change from

baseline to 90-minutes post-dose on each of the following days: on Day I of treatment for all 3

trials (Table VIIIL4), on Day 6 or 7 of treatment of the two multiple dose trials (Table VIIILS)

and on all treatment days with 90-minute post-dose values, combined for the 3 trials (Table

VIiL6). No median values or range of values could be found in the [88.

In summary, Tables VIIlL4-6 do not show any clear or consistent treatment group

differences on the mean change from baseline to 90 minutes post-dose on ECG parameters. The

sponsor considers the results in Table VlIlS (at Day 6 or 7 post-dose) as reflecting data collected

at steady state. However, given the short Tmax and half-life of ESZ, it would not be expected

that subjects would be able to achieve steady state levels on a once-a—day treatment regimen.

Therefore, it is not clear the results are referred to as results reflecting ECG data collected at

steady state.

The 188 also indicates that none of the 90 minute post—dose values for QTcB (Bazett’s

correction) interval exceeded 500 msec and only i S in the 2 mg ESZ group had a value over 450

msec. However, it is not clear why the sponsor chose QTcB for describing outliers, since this

type of correction is more typically used when there is a drug effect on lowering the heart rate.

Furthermore, previously described vital sign data revealed at least trends for an increase in mean

heart rate at the 3 mg and 2 3.5 mg ESZ dose-levels in Phase I trials, as well as other trials (at

time-points near Tmax). Therefore, these results on QTcB outliers are difficult to interpret.
Only 2 E82 subjects had a shift from normal to “clinically significant” abnormal EKGs at “end-

of-study.” However, a definition of “end-of-study” on page 224 cannot be found and could be at

a post-dose time—point exceeding Tmax or Tl/2.

2. “Clinically Significant Abnormal” ECGS in Subjects with Normal Baseline ECGs in

Studies of Each Study-Type Categog as Described in the [SS and a 3/23/03 Amendment
Submission

In 3 3/23/03 amendment submission under this NDA, the sponsor clarifies that “ALL”

“clinically significant” post-baseline ECGs identified by the investigator are described in section

8./10.H. 14.4 of the [SS (page 219 of the [SS.pdf). The following describes the "clinically

significant" EKGs. Only two 3 mg ESZ subjects (S 172034 and S 0410008) had an ECG

abnormality.‘l The type of EKG abnormality described in each of these subjects did not appear

llThe “end-of-study” ECG abnormalities were: “abnormal sinus rhythm with occasional ventricular premature
complexes and an early repoiarization” in one S and the other S had an “incomplete right bundle branch block and a
poor R wave progression"). The former S was only 25 years old (a black female) and the other S was a 42 year old
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to be remarkable or were not atypical events of the general population. Neither S had any
cardiovascular ABS and did not withdraw prematurely due to their abnormal ECG results.

Therefore, these events were not likely to be drug—related.

3. Outliers on QTcB (Bazett’s correction! as Provided in the ISS.

Outlier results on ECG parameters could not be found in the [SS for pooled study type
categories. However, the sponsor provided a summary table of the incidence of outliers on
QTcB (on page 220 of the ISS.pdt). Since bradycardic effects of the study drug did not appear to
exist, it is not clear why the sponsor selected QTcB interval, particularly since trends for an

increase in heart rate was observed in various trials, as previously described in this review.

Nevertheless, very few subjects for each of the following pooled study-type categories had a

, QTcB exceeding 450 msec: Daytime 1-7 Day Trials, Nighttime, 2-week study (190-048),

Nighttime 6-week study (Study 190-046) and the Nighttime 6- month study (190-049). It is not
clear why other studies were not included in the summary table.

The 6—month Study 190-049 on non-elderly Chronic Insomnia patients showed incidence

rates of QTcB outliers of 3.1% and 5.7% in the placebo and 3 mg groups. However, a 6-week

trial (190-046) with approximately [00 subjects in each treatment group (placebo, 2 mg and 3mg

ESZ groups) had only one outlier in the 2 mg group.

4. ECG Results of the Longterm Non—Elderly Chronic Insomnia Trial (Study 190-0491 as

Provided in Study Report.

The study report for this trial provided more information on EKG results than could be found in

the [88. Therefore, the following describes results from the study report for the 6-month double-

blind and the 6~month open-label phases.

Results on the incidence of outliers could not be found, except for outliers on QT or QTc

interval. EKG assessments were conducted at each monthly study visit during both the double-

blind and open—label phases of the trial. Descriptive statistical results were provided for EKG

parameters (RR, PR, QRS, ventricular rate, QT and QTcB, QTcF).

The results as presented by the sponsor fail to reveal any remarkable observations other

than the following two observations described in the following paragraphs.

The first potentially remarkable finding is regarding the descriptive statistical results on

the R (in units of msecs). Numerical comparisons of the data from the double-blind, as well as

the open-labei phases appears to reveal a generally consistent mean or median change (from

baseline to each monthly study visit) in the negative direction (mean changes increased from

approximately -6 to up to approximately -19 msec). This pattern appeared to be more prominent

in the E32 group compared to the placebo group and became greater over time (i.e. the median

or mean R—R interval generally decreased over time with 1332 treatment (based on numerical

comparisons). The actual results are described in more detail in the next paragraph. The

interpretation of these results and their clinical relevance is unclear. For reasons that follow the

results appear to more likely be reflecting a benign phenomenon, or be an artifact, or may be a

secondary effect on another parameter (i.e. on heart rate). While, the observed pattern could be

drug-related, the group differences are small (values are in milliseconds) and in turn, results on

Caucasian female. They had normal ECGs at baseline. The younger S participated in a 6~week study and the older
S withdrew early due to “personal reasons.“
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ventricular rate expressed in units of beats per minute failed to show any clinically significant

changes or treatment group differences (both groups showed minimal to no change over time).
Yet, a potentially drug related effect on mean increased heart rate and on incidence ofoutliers,
as well as potential drug effects on other vital sign parameters were previously described in this
review. Nevertheless, outliers not met criteria for an increase in heart rate, generally did not

meet criteria on absolute heart rate exceeding 120 bpm.

This paragraph describes results on the mean RR interval in greater detail. The mean

change in RR interval (from baseline to the end of the study, in units of msecs) in the double-

blind treatment phase was -6.3 and - 9.6 in the placebo and E32 group, respectively. A greater

mean decrease was observed during the open label phase (from baseline, which was the last

assessment prior to the open label phase, to the end of the study), which was - l4.0. When

examining results from the subgroup of the ITT safety population with up to 6 months of ESZ

treatment (subject in the double-blind 1382 group and open-label subjects previously receiving

placebo and the double-blind treatment phase), the RR interval was w 10. A greater mean

decrease was observed in subjects receiving up to 12 months of [352. treatment (ITT safety

subjects in the E32 group of the double-blind treatment phase, which included subjects who also

entered in the open label phase) was -18.6.

Another potentially remarkable ECG finding is that a large percentage of subjects shifted

from normal to abnormal EKGs in the double-blind phase (17% and 20% in the placebo and E82

group, respectively, from baseline to the end of treatment (it is not clear if subjects were still on

treatment at that time point, since some subjects were continued on open label 882 treatment.

Similar results were revealed during the open label phase (20% of the subjects shifted

from normal to abnormal, from baseline to the "end of treatment"). However, these abnormal

ECGs were considered “not clinically significant” based on the clinician’s assessment. Few to

no subjects had a shift from normal to “clinically significant” ECGs. These results are difficult

to interpret due to a number of limitations in these data, as follows. Firstly, the results during the

open label phase appear to reflect a shift from a time point when subjects were completing the

double-blind phase and potentially still on treatment (Table 14.33.13 in the study report

indicates that baseline is "the last assessment on or prior to the date of administration of the first

dose of the open—label study medication"). Secondly, the type of abnormal EKGs observed in

these subjects was not described (EKGs were not categorized by type of abnormality).

Consequently, without knowing the type of ECG abnormality, these results are difficult to

interpret, other than that the clinician did not consider them to be “clinically significant” ECGs.

5. Results on Abnormal EKGs in Study 190-049 as Provided in the lZfl-Day Update
Submission

The sponsor categorized to abnormal EKGs into the following categories:

- Rhythm: includes artificial pacemaker, atrial fibrillation, atrial flutter, ectopic atrial

rhythm, ventricular bigeminy, and other.

Arrhythmia including APC and VPC.

Conduction: including first degree block, IRBB, IVCD, LAH, RBBB, and LPH.

Morphology including LAA, LVH, RAA, and RVH.

Myocardial infarction.

ST segment
T waves

U waves
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  The sponsor provided the incidence of subjects in each treatment group of Study 190-049 with
each category of EKG abnormality for each month of the visit, as well as on the last—on-
treatment visit. These results failed to reveal any remarkable findings.

No other new or remarkable ECG results were provided in the safety update report.

6. ECG Results in Elderly Chronic Insomnia Trials g2-Weeg Studies 190-047 and 190-0481
as Provided in the ISS.

Study 190-047 did not have any post-dose ECG assessments (only an ECG at screening). Study
190-048 conducted ECG assessments at trough or non-detectable levels of study drug at the end

of week 1 of treatment and on 1-3 days after the last dose of double—blind treatment in this 2-

week trial. Descriptive statistical results were provided for each study visit (baseline, week one
visit, and the end-of-study visit at 1-3 days post-dose). However, the median or mean change in

values from baseline to each study visit cannot be found. The incidence of outliers could only be
found for QTcB interval results. The results that were provided fail to reveal any remarkable or

clinically significant findings.

M. Subgroup Analyses of Clinical Safety Parameters

Subgroup Analysis by Age: Gender, and Ethnicig.

The sponsor describes a subgroup analysis of vital sign parameters (blood pressure, heart

rate and temperature) on the basis of age by comparing old and young age-groups (< 65 and 2

65 —year-old groups, respectively) on a given parameter using data from the 2 and 6-week trials
of patients with chronic insomnia (data pooled).

In summary the sponsor provides values within the text section of the 188 that do not

show any clinically remarkable age group differences in mean values on each vital sign and

temperature measures. However, there are number of caveats regarding the interpretability of
these results, as described in the following. First, it should be noted that orthostatic vital sign

measures were not obtained in these trials (due to the time-points for vital signs assessments

relative to dosing). Secondly, age-group numerical comparisons (statistical comparisons were

not conducted) were in essence comparisons between of subjects across studies, as follows. The

trials from which data was pooled to conduct this analysis were two 2—week trials in elderly

patients (l90-047,-048) and a 6-week trial on nonelderly patients space (190-046), such that a

comparison between the young and old groups was a comparison between data from a single 6-
week nonelderly adult trial to pooled data from the two 2-week elderly trials. Furthermore, most

of the comparisons were using data collected at baseline and at "discharge." The latter value

was typically several days or more after the last dose that the subjects received. Additionally, the
mean change in values (i.e. from baseline to treatment endpoint or using the "discharge” time-

point) could not be found, except for temperature. Finally, the sponsor pooled the data of the 2
mg and 3 mg in see groups in the nonelderly trial (which is also the young age~group), even

though their proposed recommended daily dose for the nonelderly is 3 mg. On the other hand,

the Sponsor's only recommending a 2 mg daily dose in the elderly and elderly trials did not

exceed this dose level (only the data from subjects receiving this 2 mg dose level were included

in the subgroup analysis).

A similar subgroup analyses was conducted on baseline, “discharge" and mean change in

each vital sign parameter for ethnic and gender subgroups. Given the above caveats and
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limitations regarding this type of analyses, the analyses failed to yield any remarkable subgroup
differences in the mean change of any given vital sign parameter.

Subgroup analyses on baseline, “discharge” and mean change in vital sign parameters on

the basis of age, gender and ethnicity are described for the double-blind phase of Study {90—049.
Results were unremarkable, but the interpretation of the results is difficult due to the limitations

with this type of analyses (e.g. it is not clear if “discharge” reflects a value at treatment endpoint
or at some time-point after treatment, age-groups considered were only over or under 65 years

old, yet only 2 subjects were 2 65 years old, due to the upper age-limit in eligibility criteria).

According to Section SJlOH. 14.2 of the ISS, subgroup analyses on ECG parameters on
the basis of age, ethnicity or gender failed to reveal subgroup differences on treatment effects on

any ECG parameter. However, ECGs were generally not obtained in the above trials until days
to weeks afier the last dose of study drug and in one of the 2-week elderly trials only a screening
ECG assessment was conducted (no subsequent assessments, according the Schedule of Events
table found in the study report).

Subgroup analyses by age, ethnicity or gender cannot be found in the ISS on descriptive
statistical results of laboratory parameters or on the incidence of outliers on each parameter.

Only a subgroup analyses on the incidence of categorical shifts can be found for Study 190—049.

N. Overdose Experience

Only one case of overdose of ESZ is described in the submission, which was a 24-year-old,
generally healthy, female subject in the long-term Chronic Insomnia trial, Study 190—049. This

subject is reported to have ingested 18 tablets from the study blister card, received upon
randomization. The total amount ingested was estimated to be between 18 and 36 mg.
Approximately three hours after ingestion, the patient presented to the emergency room with her

friend and was described as responsive, but drowsy. She remained in the hospital, overnight for
observation. Laboratory tests were negative including a negative urine drug screen. The patient
was discharged in the morning with resolution of her symptoms, and without apparent sequelae.

See section 0 below for overdose experience with zopiclone (based on the literature and post-
marketing data).

0. Experience in Pregnant and Lactating Women.

See Section P.2., below regarding experience with zopiclone. Information on ESZ in pregnant
and lactating women could not be found in the submission. The sponsor proposes a Pregnancy
Category B. However, the pregnancy category is determined in part by preclinical data which is
under review by the Preclinical Reviewer. Other approved drugs in the same drug class as ESZ
are in that Pregnancy Category C, which using the opinion of this reviewer is an appropriate
category, based on the information available to this reviewer.

P. Safety Results from Other Sources

1. Post-Marketing Data:

According to the foreign marketing information provided, ESZ is not on the market in any
country (see Section IVC for details).
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Post marketing data on zopiclone is provided by sponsor, primarily as Periodic Safety Update

Reports. All postmarketing zopiclone data provided under this NDA is under review by the

Division’s Safety Team. One area of primary interest in the zopiclone postmarketing database is

regarding a search for any reported cases of neoplasia which is a topic currently under review by

the Safety Team. However, in the opinion of this reviewer if a signal for neoplasia is not found

in postmarketing, one cannot conclude that a potential association between the study drug or

zopiclone and neoplasia does not exist for several reasons described in the last section of this

review. Some postmarketing information is described in the next section below.

2. Literature:

This section describes the contents of Attachment II of the 3/24/03 amendment submission

responding to inquiries about a review of the literature on E82 and zopiclone, since a section on

a review of the literature could not be found in the original submission. Section 8 4’10. B.l.4., is

cited (in the 3/24/03 amendment submission) as the location where a review of the literature can

be found in the original submission. This subsection of the review summarizes the information

that was found in Section 8 .\10 .B. l .4. In summary the information found in this subsection

appear to be a mixture of information obtained from different sources (results of the sponsor's

clinical trials, results of trials on zopiclone, pharmacovigilance data or postmarketing data on
zopiclone, and perhaps information from the literature, although this is not clear, as described

below). Since it is not clear to him to this reviewer at what information was Specifically
information from a review of the literature in Section 8 .\10 3.1 .4, the information found in this

section and in subsections cited in Section 8.\10 .B. 1.4 are described below, independent of the
source from which it was obtained.

In summary, the sponsor‘s states in the 3/24/03 amendment submission, that among 624
articles found in the worldwide literature on zopiclone, there is no reported association between

this drug and "any particular rare or other serious event." During the profiling stage of this NDA
the sponsor was also asked if any signal for tumors could be found from a review of the

literature. The Sponsor's states in the amendment submission that "we have found no reference

anywhere in the worldwide literature... of any association between tumorigenicity in man and
zopiclone administration.” A description of a review of the literature for E82 cannot be found in

either the amendment submission or in the original NDA submission. However, at profiling
when the sponsor was inquired about this information the sponsor responded saying that they
found no articles in the literature on ESZ.

As above, the sponsor cites Section 81 10.8.1.4 as the location where a review of the

literature can be found in the original submission. However, a comprehensive review of the
literature of either zopiclone or ESZ cannot be found in this section. instead, the section focuses

on a description of the symptoms of insomnia, and on the efficacy trials that were conducted on

E82 to support the proposed indication. A listing of study reports is provided. This section also

lists sections of the submission related to specific aspects of safety, primarily citing study reports
or the [83 which describe results of clinical trials (not a review of the literature).

Subsections of Section 81' 10 are also listed as providing information on the following
topics (but they are not specifically described as information based on a review of the iiterature):
drug abuse and overdose information, pregnancy and lactation, and psychiatric populations.
These subsections focus on zopiclone and reference the 18$ for information on [382 (which is
information from the clinical trials conducted by the sponsor) and are summarized in the
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following. In the subsection on lactation and pregnancy, the sponsor indicates that treatment of
ESZ or zopiclone is not recommended in pregnant or lactating patients.

Some observations with zopiclone treated patients are described (see below for further

details). The subsection on psychiatric populations describes primarily open label trials and two
small, placebo-controlled, crossover trials conducted on primarily internal or general medicine
outpatients who had various types of psychiatric disorders or conditions. Given the study design
and the patient population, these trials do not provide meaningful results relevant to the Chronic
Insomnia patient population. Postmarketing data results on ABS with 20piclone are also
described but do not include a section specific to the Chronic Insomnia population (includes

patients with various types of psychiatric conditions or disorders).
One consistent finding in clinical trials, the literature and from postmarketing data was

unpleasant or bitter taste in treated patients (which was greater in zopiclone treated patients
compared to placebo treated subjects in the clinical trials).

Pharmacovigilance and postmarketing information are described in subsections that are

specified by the sponsor as containing information from a review of the literature.
Pharmacovigilance reports include drug abuse, mental confusion, amnesia among more

frequently reported events. Periodic safety update reports are described as including reports of

ABS of panic attacks with insomnia and palpitations, dependence, addiction followed by
withdrawal, agitation with hallucinations, and hyponatremia "as a result of psychotic

potomania."

The following summarizes additional information from subsections of 8./ 10.13. cited in Section

8./10.B.1.4 (these subsections were found on pages 89-99 of for clinsumpdf file):

0 The PK of zopiclone in maternal plasma and breast milk in lactating females were similar

(based on results of the study and 12 lactating women).

I The effects of zopiclone on pregnancy have generally not been systematically evaluated.

The sponsor describes one trial showing no differences between 40 women treated with

zopiclone during the first trimester pregnancy and a matched untreated control group,

except for the primary finding of a significantly lower mean birth weight and gestational .

age in newborns of the treated group of mothers.

0 The sponsor describes postmarketing data on zopiclone regarding potential pregnancy

effects. The estimated postmarketing worldwide exposwe of zopiclone is —-

.4 patients per year, from which the following cases were reported: four cases of

fetal disorders, one case of neonatal and infancy disorder, two cases of adverse events in

pregnant patients, one case of overdose, three cases of abortion and two cases of neonatal
withdrawal.

0 Other information on AEs in various patient populations was described, as previously
summarized.

Also see the next subsection for additional information from the literature on overdose cases with

zopiclone.

3. Results of Selected Trials on Zopiclone.

The following trial is being described since preclinical findings show effects of ESZ on testicular

parameters and testosterone levels (based on personal communication with Preclinical Reviewer,

Dr. Aisar Atrakchi). N0 clinical trials of ESZ were conducted to address this issue. However,

the sponsor provided some information from a zopiclone trial, as follows.
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Results of Study RP 27267: A Controlled Study on Sperm-Motility Effects of Zoplicone in

Healthy Adults (Study RP 27267).

This study of healthy 23-43 year old men (who had conceived their own children) showed no

clear effects on sperm assessments or possible trends for greater mean values on each parameter

at multiple time-points during the 84—day double—blind treatment period in the 7.5 mg ESZ

treatment group compared to the placebo group (N=lO-l 1!group). These sperm parameters were

volume (ml), motility (%), progressive motility (%), sperm concentration (x 1 mio./ml), and in

cells with normal morphology (%). In conclusion and the results of this troll were
unremarkable.

4. Overdose Experience with Zepiclone (based on data from the literature and post-

marketing data).

The sponsor describes spontaneous postmarketing reports of overdose involving

zopiclone. A total of 49 deaths associated with overdose were reported over a 12 year post-

marketing period in which the total number of patients who were treated annually, was estimated

to be 19 million patients. An additional 176 patients were reported as nonfatal overdose cases.

The sponsor states that the information in most of the spontaneous reports is fragmentary and

unverified. Most of the overdoses involved additional medications, and/or alcohol. Among the

few patients in which plasma levels of zopiclone was known, levels ranged from 10 to 60 times
greater than the expected levels at Tmax after a single dose of 7.5 mg zopiclone. The ingested

dose generally ranged from 100 to 300 mg (although the ingested dose was unknown for most

cases).

The major symptoms associated with nonfatal overdose involved those known to be

typical of a CNS depressant. These symptoms include ataxia, mental confusion and others.

Hypotonia, hypotension, respiratory and cardiovascular depression, in addition to coma were

observed in severe cases. While the ingested dose was unknown for most of the cases, a dose as

high as 750 mg was associated with recovery in one case.

Among 239 intentional overdoses reported in poison control center in Paris, nonfatal

overdoses involved doses that ranged from 7.5 to 600 mg with the median dose of 127.5 mg.
The age of individuals with reported overdose ranged from 14 to 80 years in age (mean age of 33

years, 66% were women). Coma commonly occurred at doses of 100 mg or greater.

It is not clear if there were any fatal overdoses exclusively involving zopiclone overdose

and what the cause of death and the signs and symptoms leading to death were in these cases.
Therefore are further clarification is needed.

Q. Conclusions on Safety Results.

Clinical trials revealed a number of CNS-related AE's and psychiatric-related AE‘s that are not

atypical of the drug class of sedative hypnotic agents. However, the following describes

observations that appeared to be atypical.

Events of Neoplasia. The most remarkable observation is the number of events of

neoplasia in ESZ treated subjects compared to placebo subjects in the long~term trial Study 190-
049. At least 24 events of neoplasia were reported among 593 E82 subjects compared to no

placebo subjects (out of 195 randomized subjects). Surprisingly, none of these events were

reported as SAE's, yet, three events were reported as ADO'S. These observations are even more

striking when taking into account the stringent eligibility/screening criteria employed in this trial,
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which were atypical of the trial intended to meet [CH guidelines is establishing adequate long-
term safety. The stringent methods involved careful screening of subjects, that included the

requirement of diagnostic tests for subjects at risk of neoplasia (including thyroid scans in
subjects with active thyroid disease), as previously described. Section XI of this review

addresses these observations of neoplasia in greater detail.

GU—Related Events. Another atypical finding was the number of GU related events that

were reported in ESZ treated subjects compared to placebo subjects in the longer term trials in
patients with Chronic Insomnia (in the 45-week study, Study 190-046 and in 6-month double-

blind phase of Study 190-049, as well is in the 6-month open-label phase of this trial). The most

common GU related events were breast pain, breast enlargement or engorgement, fibrocystic
breast, disturbances of the menstrual cycle, uterine fibroid enlargement, and other less common

GU—related events. Very few placebo treated subjects were reported to have these types of AE's.
The incidence of these events reported by the sponsor a likely to be under-represented, as it was
revealed that for at least some of these gender specific events the denominator used to calculate

the incidence was the total number of subjects, rather than the number of subjects within the
appropriate gender, as previously described. The lZO—Day Update Report submission provided
the incidence of AE's that may be considered AE'S reflecting alterations in the reproductive
endocrine system in subjects of Study 190-049. The incidence in the £322 treated subjects during
the six-month double blind phase of the study was 1 1.5% compared to an incidence of 4.8% in

the placebo group. These events were primarily breast-related and menstrual cycle related AE's.
AEs of Infection. A drug-related and dose-dependent effect on the incidence of

infections was also observed, that was reproducible in several Chronic Insomnia trials. This

observation is atypical for sedative hypnotic agents. Based on the sponsor‘s analysis of subjects
reported as having the Preferred Term AE of infection, the majority of these AE's were
associated with upper-respiratory-type of ABS (reported as verbatim-term AE‘s). However, the
sponsor's analysis of this data did not capture all subjects with infection—related AE's (other
Preferred Term AEs, such as flu syndrome, viral infection, bacterial infection, or GU-related

AE's of infection, or AE's that may be the result of an infectious process were not included in the

analyses). Since, the total number of subjects among these other categories of AE’s appears to
be substantial, a conclusion that an effect of the study drug on incidence of infections is

reflecting upper-respiratory/cold-like symptoms, can only be considered preliminary.
Decrease in Platelet Count and Hematuria. Another observation that was surprising

was a trend for a drug-related, dose—dependent effect on platelet count in which higher dose
levels (e.g. 3 mg and 2 3.5 mg dose-levels) showed a small mean decrease in platelet count, not
observed in placebo subjects. In the longterm trial Study 190-049 ESZ subjects showed little to
no change in mean platelet count over time (by monthly visits) while, placebo treated subjects
showed a clear and consistent mean increase over time. Several studies also revealed a

numerically greater incidence of blood in the urine (primarily in the 2—week trials in elderly
Chronic Insomnia patients) and AE‘s of hematuria in ESZ treated subjects compared to placebo
subjects.

Observations on decreased platelet and the incidence of blood in the urine appear
reproducible and more marked in the Phase l trials of patients with either hepatic or renal
impairment. While, the results in these special population trials could be reflecting secondary
effects of hepatic or renal dysfunction on platelet count and hematuria (blood in urine upon
urinalysis testing), a relationship to study drug must be considered. A potential role of the study
drug must be considered, particularly since plasma levels were numerically greater with greater
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degrees of hepatic or renal impairment, as shown in these trials. Based on these observations,
while keeping in mind the limitations regarding the interpretation of the results, one must

consider the possibility that a drug-related effect on lowering platelet count exists and may be
dose-dependent. Consequently, patients receiving a dose greater than the recommended dose or

patients with altered metabolism of the drug (consider alterations in CYPEl or 3A4 metabolism),
and elderly patients may be a risk of developing a low platelet count and related adverse events,
such as hematuria. Yet, the observations on decreased platelet were small in magnitude in all
trials described. Furthermore, results on other hematology parameters (e.g. hemoglobin, Red
blood cell counts, a total white blood cell count), as well as results on the incidence of other AE's

that may be associated with thrombocytopenia (GI bleed, ecchymosis, pitechea, and others) were
generally unremarkable.

Hyperglycemia. Similar to the observations on platelet count and hematuria (or blood in
the urine on urinalysis testing), a potential drug—related effect on glucose levels, urinary glucose
and in urinary ketones as suggested by the results in elderly Chronic Insomnia patients (Study
190—047) and in the special population Phase l trials of patients with hepatic or renal dysfunction.
In the 2-week elderly trial, the incidence of ESZ subjects who shifted from normal to high on
glucose levels, from normal to abnormal on urinary glucose and urinary ketones was generally
twice the incidence in placebo subjects. Similar observations were revealed in the two Phase 1

special population trials of patients with hepatic and renal impairment. As previously described
one must consider that the results revealed in these special population trials are reflecting
secondary effects of hepatic or renal dysfunction. An alternative secondary effect to consider, as
suggested by the sponsor, may be a greater distribution of diabetics in more severely impaired
study groups. However, the results in diabetics and nondiabetics were not described in the

number of diabetics, and the incidence of diabetics in each study could not be found. Despite
these alternative possible explanations for the study results, a potential role of ESZ must be

considered, given the effects of renal and hepatic impairment on plasma levels of the study drug,.
Nevertheless, treatment group differences on the incidence of abnormal shifts in glucose in
urinary parameters in elderly patients were small and these observations were generally not
revealed in the non-elderly Chronic insomnia trials.

One possible consideration regarding the above results on platelet count, hematuria,
abnormal shifts in glucose and related urinalysis parameters is to examine results of drug-drug
interaction Phase I trials. An examination of these clinical findings relative to plasma levels of
the study drug, particularly in trials in which these plasma levels are manipulated, as an
independent variable (as in a drug-drug interaction trial and in the hepatic and renal impairment
trials), may reveal a positive relationship between plasma levels and the abnormal results on
these safety parameters. ,

Lesions of the Oral Mucosa. Another unusual observation in the E82 trials were reports
of ABS involving lesions of the oral mucosa (stomatitis, mouth ulcer, ulcerative stomatitis and
others) in the longer term trials, Study 190-046 (a 6—week trial) and in the 6-month double-blind
treatment phase of Study 190—049. These events were not reported in placebo subjects of these
trials. It is possible that these results are reflecting the chronic effects of dry mouth, which is a
common AE associated with ESZ treatment. The AE of dry mouth is typical of the sedative
hypnotic agent, as this was one of the more common AE's in Zaleplon trials. However, lesions of
the oral mucosa or mouth were not described in the Clinical Review of zaleplon.

Skin-Related AE's. The incidence of skin and appendage AE's was also revealed
remarkable findings, in which the majority of these AE's were rash and pruritis. It is possible
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that these observations are related the observations of ABS of infection which showed a drug-

related and dose-dependent effect of ESZ treatment on the incidence of these AE's. However,

an association between the above skin and height and related AE's and AE's of infection, is only
speculative without further examination of the results and possibly further investigation.

Observations of the Incidence of CNS and Psychiatric-Related AE's. Additional AE's

were observed in 882 treated subjects as described in sections above, are not unexpected for a

sedative hypnotic agent (CNS, psychiatric-related AE‘s, dizziness, dry mouth, somnolence, and

other AE's). However, several AE's showed a greater than expected incidence in patients treated

at the same dose level or at slightly higher dose-level (at 3 mg and 2 3.5 mg dose-levels) than is

being recommended in proposed labelng (a recommended bedtime dose of 3 mg). These
included several CNS or psychiatric-related AE's such as the following:

a Memory impairment which occurred in 2.4% of ESZ treated subjects (44 out of 1839 of

[TT Safety ESZ subjects) compared to 0.1% a placebo subjects (among a total of 812 ITT

Safety placebo subjects) in clinical trials, combined (refer to Table VIIICI for

enumeration of ITT Safety subjects by dose-level in each study),

0 Abnormal thinking (5.5% of subjects at the 33.5 mg dose-level compared to 1.5% of 3

mg ESZ subjects and 1.6% a placebo subjects)

0 Confusion in 3% of 3 mg ESZ treated subjects compared to no- placebo subjects in the 6-
week study, Study 190-046),

0 Depression in some studies (4.6% of ESZ subjects and 1.5% of placebo subjects of the 6-
month double-blind treatment phase of Study 190-049)

0 Agitation and/or hostility (2 SAEs, lSAE of neurosis but exhibited “hostile behaviour,”

per the narrative, 5 ADOs, and several ABS) and other related AE's.

These results are contrasted to results described in the Clinical Review of zaleplon in which
0.25% of zaleplon treated subjects compared to 0.35% of zolpidem subjects in compared to 0.1%
a placebo subjects in Phase II in [II trials were reported to have memory impairment. In the

approved labeling for zaleplon (Sonata®) abnormal thinking or confusion did not appear on the
summary table of the incidence of ABS that occurred in at least 1% of zaleplon treated subjects
(given 5 or 10 mg zaleplon in 23-day placebo-controlled trials). Very few to no subjects in
zaieplon trials had AEs of agitation or hostility (e.g. 1/2831 zaleplon subjects reporting hostility).

While, hallucinations were reported with an incidence similar to that observed in a zaleplon
trials (as described in approved labeling and in that Clinical Review of the NDA for this drug), a
trial of subjects with a history of benzodiazepine abuse revealed a remarkable incidence of

hallucinations. A total of 7 out of the 26 subjects had hallucinations after ESZ treatment (2
subjects after 6 mg and 5 subjects after 12 mg). 2 of these subjects had additional episodes of
hallucinations at the l2 mg ESZ dose-level or during treatment with 20 mg of diazepam.
Memory impairment was also reported with ESZ treatment (26 out of 28 subjects) in this 14-day,
6-way cross-over study. This AE was in only I S during placebo treatment and in 5 subjects
during diazepam treatment compared to 13 subjects during 1352 treatment in this study- This
study used 3 mg, 6 mg and 12 mg dose levels of ESZ. These results may be reflecting adverse
effects of higher dose levels of ESZ (that may not susceptible to the development of tolerance)
and/or may be reflecting a greater vulnerability to these AE's in this special population.

Accidental Injury AE's. The incidence of accidental injury in ESZ clinical trials also

appeared to be greater in ESZ treated subjects at the 3 mg and B 3.5 mg dose—levels, than are
observed with a zaleplon (in both approved labeling and in the Clinical Review of the NDA for
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this drug). For example, accidental injury does not appear in the summary table of the incidence

of ABS in approved labeling for zaleplon (did not make the 31% criterion to be listed in the

table). However, accidental injury was reported in approximately 3% of elderly Chronic

Insomnia patients at the 2 mg ESZ dose-level and in approximately 7% of non-elderly Chronic
Insomnia patients at the 3 mg ESZ dose—level in Phase 111 E52 trials. The Sponsor conducted a
reanalysis of data in selected trials to determine if a relationship between CNS ABS and AEs of

accidental injury could be revealed. Despite the major limitations in the interpretation of results

revealed by this reanalysis, the incidence of subjects with both CNS-related and accidental injury
AE‘s was 17% in elderly patients at the 2 mg dose-level and 20 to 30% of nonelderly patients at
the 3 mg dose-level, as described in Section G.2. of this review.

Small Trends of Decreased Blood Pressure and Heart Rate. Small reproducible

trends for a treatment-related and dose-dependent effect of ESZ on decreasing blood pressure
and increasing heart rate was observed in several clinical trials described in previous subsection.
However, these effects were small in magnitude.

Observations on Thyroid Function. Alterations in thyroid function tests (based on the
incidence of outliers) and several ESZ subjects with thyroid dysfunction-related AE's (including
an ADO of "thyroid disorder" with a "nodule" on the left thyroid) were revealed. However, the

direction of changes in thyroid function tests was not consistent. Yet, there are several thyroid
conditions, such as Hashimoto's disease, conditions associated with an inflammatory process,
and other type of thyroid conditions that can results in an elevation, as well as a decrease in

thyroid hormone levels andlor TSH. 1n the opinion of this reviewer of the trials are not

adequately designed to specifically examine potential effects of the study drug on thyroid
function, as suggested by the large variance in mean values and that the incidence of outliers

were generally 5% or greater in placebo subjects. These findings, together with the findings on
the incidence of ABS that may reflect alterations in the reproductive endocrine system suggest
the need for further investigation. However, input from the Division of Metabolic and Endocrine

Drug Products on these safety concerns would be appropriate. This Division has already been
involved as a consultant in preparation of this NDA, as further discussed in Section XI of this
review.

Additional Safety-Related Comments. Finally, while the clinical trials generally did not
show any effects on liver function tests as described by the sponsor “liver damage,” was reported
in one ADO in Study 190-049. The information in the narrative of this subject was limited and it
is not clear why this event was not classified as an SAE, given the preferred term of "liver
damage.” Further clarification on this event is needed.

IX. Dosing, Regimen and Administration Issues

A number of problems exist with this NDA as described elsewhere, in which the

recommendation being made under Section X1 is that this NDA not be approved. The discussion
below describes the treatment regimen that the Sponsor recommends under the Dosage and
Administration section of proposed labeling.

A. Initial Treatment.

The sponsor recommends v_ of ESZ immediately before bedtime in adults and —, before
bedtime in elderly patients. The dose recommended in the Sponsor's proposed labeling for
patients with severe hepatic impairment is ' --
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B. Maintenance Treatment.

Proposed labeling

X. Use in Special Populations

A. The Elderly Population

Results on efficacy, pharmacokinetics, and safety in the elderly population were described in

previous sections. Previously described efficacy and safety results in elderly patients with

Chronic Insomnia were results obtained from Studies 190-047 and 190-048. Pending

confirmation from the OCPB Reviewer, the proposed dose of - in elderly patients is

reasonable based on the pharmacokinetic results on this population. At face, the efficacy and

safety results on the Studies 190-047 and 190—048 would support the recommended dose of ..

in this population. However, refer to the final section on conclusions and recommendations with

regards to issues relevant to the interpretation of the sponsor study results.

B. Patients with Impaired Renal or Hepatic Function

Pharmacokinetic and safety results in Phase I trials conducted on patients with renal or hepatic
impairment are described in previous sections of this review.

C. Male and Female Populations

No dose adjustment is recommended in proposed labeling on the basis of gender. Previous

sections of this review describing study results on the basis of gender and pharmacokinetic
observations.

D. Ethnic Populations

subjects were primarily Caucasian and the sample size of other ethnic subgroups was insufficient

to yield meaningful or interpretable results from a subgroup analysis of safety or efficacy datai

E. Other Special Populations.

An abuselliability trial (Study 190-016) involving patients with a history of abusing
benzodiazepines is under review by the Controiled Substances Staff (CSS). This trial revealed a

markedly high incidence of subjects experiencing hallucinations and/or memory impairment
(reported as ABS) with ESZ treatment (if one can assume tolerance to these AEs is not exist),

that may be reflecting higher doses employed in the trial and/or a potential vulnerability to these
AEs. The incidence of these AEs in other patient populations treated with ESZ (non—elderly or
elderly patients with Chronic Insomnia were healthy adults in other trials) was generally
numerically smaller, than observed with ESZ treatment in subjects of Study 190-016.

XI. Conclusions and Recommendations

From a clinical perspective, it is recommended that this NDA submission not be approved or be
given approvable status for reasons that follow.

One primary reason for recommending that this NDA not be approved is the remarkable

incidence of events of neoplasia in ESZ subjects during a six—month double-blind phase of the
long term trial, Study i90-049, as well as, the combined incidence with events of neoplasia
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reported during the open-label phase of the trial (at least 24 events of neoplasia in the study, of
which three Were adverse dropouts among 593 1332 subjects), compared to no placebo treated

subjects with neoplasia (out 195 randomized subjects). Even if one uses an enumeration of at

least 17 AEs based on a preferred term search for neoplasia in a line listing of ABS, [7 AEs of

neoplasia is still a remarkable number (the search term used was “neop*” in a listing of ABS in

Table/Listing 16.2. 10 in the l90-049a.pdf file of the submission). The enumeration and a

summary of these observations are discussed in more detail below. The results of Study 190-049

are even more alarming, in the opinion of this reviewer, given that the sponsor used stringent

eligibility criteria/screening methods for excluding subjects with evidence of neoplasia. These

criteria and screening methods are atypical for clinical drug trials, even for longtenn trials.

Despite these stringent screening and eligibility criteria employed a Study 190-049, the incidence

of neoplasia in ESZ trials is 2 to 3 times greater than incidence observed in clinical trials of the

approved drug, zaleplon, as described later in this section of the review.

Preclinical studies of zopiclone also show neoplasia, which is an issue under review by

the Preclinical Reviewer. Interestingly, the types of neoplasia were multiple types (skin, breast,

bladder, and others), as observed in the animal studies (lung, mammary gland, skin and others)

which are under review by the Preclinical Reviewer. However, even if preclinical trials showed

no evidence of neoplasia, as deemed by the Preclinical Reviewer and Team leader, the author of

this Clinical review would still not recommend that this NDA be approved based on the clinical

data on events of neoplasia. One concern is the potential that even if the study drug were not

carcinogenic in the sense of causing neoplasia, it may be a promoter in both animals and in

humans (in the opinion of the Clinical Reviewer, refer to the Preclinical Review, pending at this

time regarding preclinical conelusions/recommendations). For example, it is the understanding

of this Clinical reviewer that the sponsor showed that when animals are caged together a

significant treatment group effect of ESZ treated animals compared to placebo is observed on the

development of subcutaneous sarcoma. This effect is reportedly due to skin lesions from the

animals fighting and clawing each other, since treatment group differences on this skin neoplasia

are no longer observed when animals are caged separately. However, this reviewer wonders if

these observations are sufficient for making this conclusion and also if an interaction effect

between study drug and skin lesions in this species of animals, may exist. Furthermore, this

Clinical reviewer wonders about a potential drug-effect on “fighting” behaviors, or

aggression/agitation that would need to be considered and if this possibility was examined by the

sponsor. However, preclinical issues are to be addressed by the Preclinical Team.

Finally, similar effective drugs are already on the market that are not known to show any

evidence for or suggestive of an effect on the development and/or progression of neoplasia.

Therefore, in the opinion of this reviewer, ESZ is associated with a potential risk for neoplasia

that is not known to exist for drugs already on the market for treatment of insomnia (transient

and/or Chronic Insomnia). The potential risk may be further magnified when considering the

patient population involving a chronic illness in which patients are likely to use a sedative

hypnotic agents over the long term (even if the chronic use is off-label).

The Division Safety Group is conducting a review of zopiclone safety data provided in

the submission and as provided in subsequent amendment submissions. These data are primarily

postmarketing data. If the Safety Group fails to find a signal for neoplasia in the postmarketing

data on zopiclone, these results would not provide adequate evidence for ruling out an effect of

the drug on the development or progression of neoplasia, in the opinion of this reviewer, for

some of the following reasons. it is likely that neoplasia is under-reported by patients and health
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professionals, particularly, once the drug is approved for the market. Postmarketing data
generally reflects spontaneous reports, is generally not reliable (as the source of the information,
the amount of information, among other potential confounding variables). It is unlikely that
patients and health professionals would suspect a relationship between sedative hypnotic agents
and neoplasia, since such a relationship is not knowu to exist for this drug class. Furthermore,
one must consider the potential floor effect on the ability to detect a signal for neoplasia,

particularly among the type of population that is represented in postmarketing data. It is difficult
to interpret postmarketing data of this nature, as there are multiple confounding variables, there
is no control group for comparison, and other major limitations, such as those already mentioned.
Finally, even if the study drug influenced the progression of neoplasia in patients at risk, it is not
likely that such a potential relationship would be a detectable signal in postmarketing data.
Therefore, in the opinion of this reviewer the sponsor's postmarketing data is only useful
regarding the issue of neoplasia, if a clear positive signal is revealed. A positive finding from
these data would be most alarming and unusual, even for a drug that is known to be associated

with development of neoplasia, due to the number of limitations in using postmarketing data to
detect this type of safety signal, as already discussed.

Aside from the above described observations of neoplasia in ESZ treated patients, ESZ
appears to have an atypical safety profile from the perspective of other safety findings in the
clinical trials, such as a drug-related, dose-dependent effect on the incidence of infections, some
evidence for GU related events associated with the study drug, unusual skin-related events,

possible effects on thyroid function and others. Refer to Section VIII for further details of safety
findings and conclusions.

Some of the safety observations such as GU related events and potential endocrine effects
of the drug are not in the opinion of this reviewer adequately addressed in the NDA. A consult
was obtained from the Division on Metabolic and Endocrine Drug Products (DMEDP) on at least
two occasions before the sponsor submitted the NDA. The last time the division was consulted

was during the pre-NDA phase, in which the Sponsor was notified that feedback would be

provided regarding the design of studies that may be considered adequate for examining
potential drug effects on endocrine function. Instead of waiting for this feedback the sponsor
chose to submit their NDA with the hope of conducting a trial during the review cycle. A
meeting was held with the sponsor after the NDA was submitted to notify them that their clinical
study proposed previously during the pre-NDA phase, was not adequate for addressing endocrine
related concerns (the meeting included the Team Leader from DMEDP who conveyed this
conclusion to the sponsor during this meeting). Preclinical studies showed evidence for effects

on reproductive hormones and possibly the thyroid gland, but these are potential concerns under
review by the Preclinical Reviewer. Some evidence for the potential for similar concerns in
humans appears to exist from the safety data described in this review. In the Opinion of the
author of the Clinical Review, further input from DMEDP on the need for further investigation is
needed. However, since it is recommended this NDA not be given an approvable or approved
status, input from DMEDP would not be relevant (unless at the Agency level, the NDA was
given an approvable status).

Additional Clinical issues with this NDA and reasons for not recommending that the
NDA be approved are discussed in a subsection below. However, this review does not discuss
potential or existing preclinical, CMC, and biometric issues (such as issues discussed in Section
[I regarding the need for DMFs for certain formulations, preclinical concerns, among others), as
these issues and others (including potential OCPB issues) are currently under review by each
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respective reviewer at the time of this writing (refer to their final reviews, once they are
completed for their conclusions and recommendations). Finally, a DS[ review is pending at the
time of this writing.

The Enumeration and Summary of Results on AE's of Neoplasia.

This subsection discusses the breakdown, enumeration and summary of events of neoplasia. A
large number of events of neoplasia were reported in the long-term trial, Study 190—049 which
was the only trial with ESZ treatment exceeding six weeks (the next longest trial was Study 190-
046 which was a 6—week trial). The large number of these events is even more remarkable when

considering the multiple, stringent screening methods and eligibility criteria in subjects with
active thyroid disease and in subjects at risk or with a history of neoplasia, as previously
described. These screening methods and eligibility criteria are atypical of the long—term trial
conducted to establish adequate long-term safety of a study drug (conducted to meet ICH
guidelines for an NBA submission).

During the six-month double-blind phase of the trial a total of 18 events of neoplasia (3
ADOs and 15 AEs of which 2 were specifically indicated as benign skin neopiasia) were
reported among a total of 593 IT? Safety subjects in the E32 group (18/593 subjects; 3 %).
None of the placebo subjects out of a total of 195 subjects in the placebo group (ITT Safety) had
reported events of neoplasia. An additional event of "nodule" on the left thyroid was also
reported as an adverse dropout in an ESZ subject. Events of neoplasia were also reported during
the Open 6-month, open~label 3 mg ESZ days of the trial. The total of 7 events of neoplasia was
reported in this phase of the study of which two events were specifically designated as benign
skin neoplasia and one was listed as a suspicious Papinicolau (Pap) smear (not listed as
neoplasia) . These 7 additional events brings the grand total of events of neoplasia reported in
ESZ subjects (given the 3 mg bedtime dose recommended in proposed labeling) to 24 (not
counting the ADO of thyroid “nodule” and AE of suspicious Pap smear) during this 12-
month, long-term trial, compared to no placebo subjects with neOplasia during 6-month double-
blind phase of the trial. The types of neoplasia reported during the 6—month double-blind phase
of the trial were as foliows (with a number of reported events, of which 3 were reported as ADOs
and others as ABS): 2 hepatic neopiasia, 3 breast neoplasia, 6 unspecified ne0plasia, l prostate
neoplasia, l mouth neoplasia, 3 skin carcinomas, and 2 benign skin neoplasia. Additionally
ADO of thyroid "nodule" was reported. The types of neoplasia reported in the open-label phase
of the trial were as follows (with the number of reported events for each AB term/type of
neoplasia): 2 benign skin neoplasia, 2 bladder neoplasia, l susPicious pap smear (not reported as
neoplasia, but considered by this reviewer as neoplasia, given lack of information), 1 cervix
neoplasia, and 1 breast neoplasia.

Using Adobe Acrobat word stem search tool and using “neop*” as the search term
multiple hits were revealed in primarily Tables 16.2.10 and 16.2.12 of the l90-049a.pdf file in
the original submission. A total of 17 subjects with neoplasia were found in the former table (a
line listing of ABS by subject identification numbers for Study l90~049). It is not clear which of
these AEs match to previously described AEs (based on summary tables on the incidence of ABS
or other tables as described in detail in Section VIII). Some of these AEs in the line listing had
reported terms such as the following for some of the ABS, some of which were vague, while
others suggest benign events: mole irritation on back, lipoma, nasal polyps, lump on palate, nevi
on back, abnormal prostate biopsy, gastric and sigmoid polyps, among others. Even if some of
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these AEs may be benign, the basis for reported terms in most cases is not clear or specified (e.g.

no narrative description including signs, symptoms, diagnostic tests, etc could not be found). For

example a description of any biopsy results of events involving gastrointestinal polyps and

bladder polyps in another subject are not included in line listings of ABS.
It is not clear why the enumeration of neoplasia using information from other tables in

the submission (the total of at least 24 events) do not match with the enumeration of ABS in the

AE line listing table 16.2.10. The total of at least 24 events was based on data from other tables,
found in the submission, as described in Section VIII of this review and summarized above. The

search using “neop*” as a search term would not capture all potential or probable neoplasia (e.g.

nodules, suspicious pap smear, carcinoma among others). It is noted that the 3 ADOs of

neoplasia listed in Table 16.2.12 are among the 17 AEs listed in Table 16.1.10 which may

account for possible redundancy of 3 events of neoplasia reported as AEs in summary tables of
ABS, but this does account for other discrepancies between the enumeration of events described

in each of two previous paragraphs (at least 24 events versus 17 events). Finally, at least one

additional AB of neoplasia that was not described above was revealed from the neop* search. A

post-treatment neoplasia listed in Table 16.2.9.2 in the l90-049a.pdf file of the submission was

uterine neoplasm (reported term of uterine mass) which could be drug-related.

It is not clear to this reviewer why the sponsor did not report all events of neoplasia as

SAE's. It also does not appear to this reviewer that the reported AE's of neoplasia during the

double-blind phase of the trial were redundant to AE's reported during the open-label phase of

the trial, since the summary tables were clearly indicated as the incidence of AE's in each of the

phases of these trials. Furthermore, AE's reported in the open—label phase of the trial were

mostly neoplasia of a different type (suspicious pap smear, cervix neoplasia, breast and bladder

neoplasia) and were fewer in the number of subjects with neoplasia, then reported during the
double-blind phase of the trial. Therefore, redundancy between treatment emergent AEs of

neoplasia reported during the open-label phase and the double-blind phase does not appear to

explain the above discrepancies on the total number of reported AEs in the trial.

Multiple types of tumors were found in animal studies with zopiclone, as previously

described in this review. The above clinical results are highly suspicious of a drug-related effect

on development or progression of neoplasia.

One subject was found to have multiple tumors in Study 190-049 which is highly

suggestive that this subject had pre-existing and undiagnosed neoplasia prior to treatment.

However, one must also consider the possibility of a drug-related progression ofneoplasia or

drug-related conversion from benign to malignant neoplasia, as suggested by the following. She

had a normal mammogram and Pap smear within approximately one year prior to study entry.

Upon imaging at screening she had breast tumors (also found on previous imaging, perhaps

referring to the mammogram in the previous year, but not specifically states). These tumors

were _n_cg considered to be consistent of malignancy and were diagnosed as benign. Furthermore,

one tumor was found to have "resolved" compared to earlier films (presumably the mammogram

in the previous year). After approximately six months on the study drug she was found upon

imaging to have multiple tumors (breast, lung, liver, and kidney) and was reported as an SAE of

hepatic neoplasia. Refer to the copy of the narrative provided in this review in Section VIII for
further details.

Enumeration of AEs of Neoplasia in Clinical Trials of Zaleplon for Comparison. The above

results are contrasted with results described in a review with dated 7/14/98 on zaleplon
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(Sonata®), conducted by Dr. Paul Andreason (who is currently Team Leader) in which a total of
8 SAE's of neoplasia were reported during the development program for this drug out of a total
of 3726 zaleplon treated subjects (of which at least 400 subjects received up to six months and
53 subjects received up to 12 months of study drug according to summary tables in the review
approximately 730 zaleplon subjects were in ongoing trials of 6- 12 months in duration). The
type of neoplasia reported in these 8 subjects were as follows: 1 breast neoplasia, 2 GI neoplasia,
3 skin neoplasia, 1 unspecified neoplasia, I lung neoplasia, and 1 uterine neoplasia. It is not
clear how many of the eight zaleplon subjects with SAE's of neoplasia were in long-term trials,
since the enumeration of subjects above is for all zaleplon trials, combined. Based on this

reviewer's experience, one would not expect the zaleplon trials to include the stringent criteria
for screening subjects for neoplasia that was employed in the long-term trial, Study 190-049 on
E82.

Additional issues regarding the Submission. The above observations are reasons for

recommending that this NDA not be approved (and not be given approvable status). This

subsection describes additional problems that exist with the submission and are also reasons for

recommending that the NDA not be approved. Perhaps some of these problems could be

resolved upon further clarification and/or more complete information from the sponsor, but this

would not appear to be the case for all problems described below.

One major problem with the submission is regarding the quality, completeness and

accuracy of the information provided in the submission, which are in the opinion of this

reviewer, are not adequate. Perhaps the most remarkable observation regarding this concern is

the following. A number of events of ”neoplasia“ or "neOplasm" were found in tables that were
End-of—Text tables in Study 190-049 or in tables in a separate attachment to the study report,

such as tables in the an attachment, the 190-049a.pdf file). These events included not only AE‘s

but also several adverse dropouts of neoplasia that were reported. Furthermore, none of these

events were classified by the sponsor is SAE‘s or described in summary sections of SAEs. A

discussion on these events of neoplasia could not be found in the ISS (or another sections of the

submission, such as the Study Report for Study 190-049), despite the Divisions expressed

concerns of preclinical observations of neoplasia and given the history —--

The stringent screening, eligibility criteria relevant to neoplasia for Study 190-049 are also
surprising and atypical of a trial of this nature (the only longterm ESZ trial conducted and had

the primary purpose of demonstrating adequate safety). Finally, these eligibility criteria were

not listed among the Inclusion and Exclusion criteria section of the study report, but instead were

found under the section describing screening procedures.

The following are additional problems or concerns that in the opinion of this reviewer

impacts on the quality of several studies and the interpretation of the data and results:

0 A number of protocol deviations were found in various trials that involved what this

reviewer considers as serious errors in the conduct of the studies, such as the following:

a) Placebo subjects "inadvertently" received a stock soiution of active study drug (a
clear statement on the exact concentration and volume of the stock solution that

was given to these subjects cannot be found, or a description off the consequences

regarding safety could not be found)

b) A few subjects participated in a given study twice at two separate study Sites (it is

not clear how this occurred)
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c) Given the multiple problems described in Section V of the review on “Data

Quality and Completeness” and in other sections of this review, and the scope of
the problems, together with the overall recommendation that this NDA not be

approved, CRFs were not compared to narratives (such a comparison is an

additional method for testing or spot checking for accuracy and consistency of the
information in the submission).

d) A number of errors Were revealed in various study reports with some revisions
provided by the sponsor, after the original submission, as discussed in this review

(for example one study report was submitted months after the original submission
in which the sponsor reported that they inadvertently left out information PSG

data which they subsequently provided).
e) Also see next item.

0 In some trials (e.g. Study 190-026) a committee classified subjects as "important"

 
protocol deviators (although the protocol already had prespecified the definition of

protocol violators). The data from these subjects was excluded from the primary
statistical analyses on primary and key seCOndary efficacy variables. it appears to other
trials also employed this method for determining "evaluable" subjects from which the
data would be used for primary efficacy analyses. This is an issue that requires further
clarification (e.g. which trials employed these methods, a clear definition for “evaluable”

subjects and “important protocol violators” and methods for identifying these subjects
and for how subjects were selected for inclusion in efficacy results, why and how
sponsor chose which data to include in primary versus secondary efficacy analyses).
These issues impact on the quality of the data, the statistical methods being employed in
the trials, and in turn, the interpretability of the efficacy results.

0 The study drug was associated with an unpleasant taste as observed in single-dose and
multiple dose trials, including Phase III trials with an incidence of up to approximately
one third of [382 treated subjects in a given trial. This effect on the incidence of

unpleasant taste was dose—dependent (and efficacy results suggested a potential dose-
dependent effect, based on the results as provided by the sponsor). Furthermore, this AE
involved a substantial proportion of subjects within the proposed therapeutic dose-level.
Refer to Section VI and VII for details and the concern that the placebo was not
adequately matched in taste to the E82 tablet or oral solution, impacting on the quality
of the study and interpretability of study results (Le. due to an inadequate double-blind
study design).

Clinstat\insomnia\l90-049\190-049.pdf on p.64: describes a blinded interim analysis that
was “performed and planned, but is not included in this report because it was superceded
by the planned unblinded analysis.” The following is also described: “NDA submission

had been scheduled to occur prior to database lock and treatment unblinding, but a delay
in the NDA timing made it possible to complete the unblinded analysis in time for
inclusion in the NDA”. Also in other sections of each study report are a number of
protocol amendments, some that include statistical changes and some changes made after
data unblinding and after the database lock. These changes are not addressed in this

review, given the overall recommendation that the NDA not be given an approvable or
approved status. Several statistical protocol changes are biometric-related issues.

0 A number of problems with the ISS and safety information were also described in

previous sections of this review that impact on the interpretability of safety results (eg.
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little to no information on orthostatic vital sign measures, time-points employed for
many safety measures which were often when plasma levels would be at trough or days
after drug exposure, the incidence of gender specific events need to be calculated using
the gender appropriate number of subjects within the given gender, among other
problems with the safety data).

Because of the multiple problems the above only addresses some of the major problems or
concerns and does not describe other aspects of the submission regarding the efficacy results and
results on studies focusing on safety related issues specific to the drug class (cg. results of
studies examining tolerance, withdrawal or rebound effects, respiratory drive and other potential
effects that are known for the drug class of sedative hypnotic agents). Other questions or areas
needing further clarification are not addressed in the above, but are mentioned in previous
sections of this review. A listing of some additional areas (but is not a complete listing) is also
provided in Attachment 1.
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Table VLB 1. List of Investigators for 190-045

Site No. Investigator Center Site No. Investigator Center
0169 Bruce Corser, MD. 0177 Gary Zammit, PhD.

Subinvestigalors: Subinvestigators:

 
0186 James Wellman, MD.

Subinvestigators:
0170 Milton K. Erman, MD. 1

Subinvestigators: -

0227 Andrew Jamieson, MD.

Subinvestigators:

0174 Martin Scharf, PhD.

Subinvestigators:

. l

0176 James Walsh, PhD
Subinvestiaators:  
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Table VLB 2. List of Investigators for study 190-049 (continued on the next page)

Site No. Investigator Center
0087 Thomas Fiel, D.O. Tempe Primary Care
Associates, PC
5030 South Mill Ave. D-l2

Tempe, AZ 85282

0088 Harry I. Geisberg, MD. Radiant Research
I 118 Cornelia Road

Anderson, SC 29621

0093 Ernie Riffer, MD. Central Phoenix Medical

Clinic, LLC
4747 North 7th Street, Suite 100

Phoenix, AZ 85014

01 10 Patrick A. Finnegan, MD. Longmont Medical
Research
1925 West Mountain View Ave.

Longmout, CO 80501

0218 Howard L. Offenberg, MD. Radiant
Research, Gainesville
Gainesville Clinical Research Center

1014 NW 57th Street, Suite A, C, & D

Gainesville, FL 32605

0256 Stuart J. Simon, M.D., M.D.,

FCCP
Southeast Research associates

2550 Windy Hill Road
Suite 301

Marietta, GA 30067

0317 William Jennings, MD.

(Robert B. Nett, Jr., M.D., RPh,

original P1)
San Antonio Center for Clinical Research

8122 Datapoint Drive, Suite 1010
San Antonio, TX 78229

0349 Margarita Nunez, MD. iCSL-Clinical Studies
780-94th Avenue North

Suite 102

St Petersburg, FL 33702

0391 Danny R. Bartel, MD. North Texas

Neurology Research
1722 Ninth Street

Wichita Falls, TX 76301

Site No. Investigator Center
0392 Louise Beckett, MD. IPS Research Company
121 l N. Shanel

Suite 407

Oklahoma City, OK 73103

0393 David Berwald, MD. Radiant Research, Inc. —
St. Louis

12401 Olive Blvd., Ste. 103

St. Louis, MO 63141

0396 Nancy G. Campbell, MD. Breco Research,
Inc

902 Frostwood, Suite 223

Houston, TX 77024

0397 Patricia Coleman, MD. PCM Medicai
Services, RC.

1601 E. Michigan Avenue
Lansing, MI 48912

0398 Lydia G. Com, MD. ICSL a Clinical Studies

5969 Cattleridge Blvd, Suite 100
Sarasota, FL 34232

0400 Seymour Diamond, MD. Diamond Headache
Clinic

467 West Deming Place, Ste. 500

Chicago, IL 60614

0401 John Docherty, MD. Comprehensive
NeuroScience, Inc.

21 Bloomingdale Road
White Plains, NY 10605

0405 Raul E. Gaona, Sr., MD. Pro Research Group,
LLC

98 Briggs,
San Antonio, TX 78224

0406 Edward Gillie, MD. ICSL —- Ciinical Studies

12751 New Brittany Blvd, Suite 501
Ft Myers, FL 33907

0407 Lawrence D. Ginsberg, MD. Red Oak
Psychiatry Associates, PA
171 15 Red Oak Drive, Ste. 109
Houston, TX 77090
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Table VLB 2. List of Investigators for study 190-049, continued (also continued on next

 
 
 

  
  
 

Site No. Investigator Center
0422 Harris H. Mcllwain, MD. Tampa Medical
Group, PA
4700 North Habana Avenue, Suite 303

Tampa, FL 33614

Site No. Investigator Center
0409 David R. Greeley, MD. eResearch

Technology
30 South 17th Street

Philadelphia, PA 19103-4001

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

0410 Randall Grimshaw, MD. Cycle Solutions, Inc

1101 Capitol of Texas Highway, South
Bldg. G, Suite 257
Austin, TX 78746

0425 Linda Murray, DO Radiant Research, Inc
6677-1301 Avenue North, Suite 3B

St Petersburg, FL 33710

  
  

  
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

0427 Richard G. Pellegrino, M.D., PhD Central
Arkansas Research

One Mercy Lane, Suite 502

Hot Springs, AR 71913

 0412 James L. Heaton, MD. Blairsville Family
Practice

637 Deep South Farm Road
Blairsville, GA 30512

 

   

 
 
 

0428 Patrick H. Peters, Jr., MD. Texas Medical
Research Associates
6547 Bandera

San Antonio, TX 78238

 0413 James R. Herron, MD. l-Ierron Medical
Center, Ltd.
1150 N. State Street

Chicago, IL 60610

 
 

 
 

0429 Bryan C. Pogue, MD. Radiant Research Boise
6565 W, Emerald Street, Boise, ID 83704 0415 Rakesh Jain, MD. R/D Clinical Research, Inc

46] This Way
PO. Drawer B

Lake Jackson, TX 77566

 
 

 
 

 

 
  

0430 Robert A. Riesenberg, MD. Atlanta Center
for Medical Research

811 Juniper Street, NE
Atlanta, GA 30308  

 
 

0416 Robert S. Kaufmann, MD. Southeast
Research Associates

2550 Windy Hill Road
Suite 301

Marietta, GA 30067

  
 

  

0431 Dennis S. Riff, MD. Advanced Clinical
Research Institute

121 l W. La Palma Avenue, Suite 602,
302, 306

Anaheim, CA 92801

 

 
 
  

 
 

 
 
 

 0417 Gregory Bishop, MD.
(Christopher Kelsey, M.D.,
original Pl)
Innovations in Behavioral Health

3969 Fourth Avenue, Ste. 203

San Diego, CA 92103

San Diego Center for Research
3969 Fourth Avenue, Ste. 203

San Diego, CA 92103

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

0432 Sid Rosenblatt, M.D., FACP 16259 Laguna
Canyon Road
Irvine, CA 92618
 

 

 
 

  
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

0433 John Rubino, MD. Multi-Specialty Research
Assoc. of NC

3509 Haworth Drive, Suite 100

Raleigh, NC 27609
  
  0418 Keith Klatt, MD. Radiant Research

5331 SW Macadam Ave, Ste. 210

Portland, OR 97201
 
 

 
  

0434 Gladstone Sellers, MD. Southeast Research
Associates

2550 Windy Hill Road
Suite 301

Marietta, GA 30067
  
 

 

 
 

0420 Michael T. Levy, MD. 450 Seaview Avenue
Staten Island, NY 10305   

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

0421 Benjamin F. Lewis, MD. Piedmont Clinical
Research

100 West Main Street

Ninet Six, SC 29666

0438 Danny H. Sugimoto, MD. Cedar-Crosse
Research Center
800 S. Wells Street

Suite M-15, Chica_o, IL 60607
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Table VLB 2. List of Investigators for study 190-049, continued (also continued on next
page)

Site No. Investigator Center
0439 H. Mikel Thomas, MD. C'I'l" Consultants, Inc
8340 Mission Road, Suite 205

Prairie Village, KS 66206

0442 Mark A. Wentworth, MD. 12702

Toepperwein, Ste. 120
San Antonio, TX 78233

0443 Gerald D. Wolfley, MD. Radiant Research,
Inc

7555 E. Osborn, Suite 200
Scottsdale, AZ 85251

0444 Laurence G. Yellen, MD. Cardiology
Associates

5555 Reservoir Drive, Suite 209

San Diego, CA 92120

0445 Donald Anderson, MD. Affiliated Research
Institute

I 1374 Mountain View Avenue

Loma Linda, CA 92354

0446 Luis E. Angles, MD. Heart of America
Research Institute

5799 Broadmoor, Suite 138
Mission, KS 66202

0447 Mira Baron, MD. Rapid Medical Research,
Inc.

29001 Cedar Road, Suite 202
Cleveland, OH 44124

0448 Marshall Block, MD. Radiant Research 7
Phoenix

407 West Osborn

Phoenix, AZ 85013

0450 Michael DePriest, MD. Las Vegas Center for
Clinical Research

6039 Eldora Avenue, Ste. H

Las Vegas, NV 89146

045] Steven M. Eisen, MD. ICSL 4 Clinical
Studies

400 Market Street, Ste. 425
Philadelihia, PA 19106

Site No. Investigator Center

0453 Donald L. England, MD. Radiant Research —
Eugene
755 East 11th Avenue, Ste. 100

Eugene, OR 97401

0454 John E. Ervin, MD. The Center for
Pharmaceutical Research

1010 Carondelet Drive, Ste 220/224

Kansas City, MO 641 14

0455 W. Thomas Garland, MD. FACC Radiant
Research _ Lawrenceville

3100 Princeton Pike, Bldg 1, 3rd Floor
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648

0456 Suzanne K. Gazda, MD. Neurology Clinic of
San Antonio
4410 Medical Drive Suite 540

San Antonio, TX 78229

0457 E. Walter Hood, MD. {CSL Clinical Studies

6065 Roswell Road, Suite 820
Atlanta, GA 30328

0458 Richard P. Hull, MD. North Alabama
Neuroscience Research Associates
1104 Monroe Street

Huntsville, AL 35801

0459 Alan J. Kivitz, MD. Altoona Center for
Clinical Research

1 125 Old Route 220 North

Duncansville, PA 16635

0460 William S. Muliican, MD. MediSphere
Medical Research Center,LLC
1401 Professional Blvd, Suite 100
Evansville, IN 47714

0461 Michael J. Noss, MD. Radiant Research, Inc.
7720 Montgomery Road
Cincinnati, OH 45236

0462 Ana Y. Perez, MD. Pro~Research Group, LLC
343 W. Houston Suite 702

San Antonio, TX 78205
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Table VLB 2. List of Investigators for study 190-049, continued

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

Site No. Investigator Center
0467 Kenneth J. Weiss, MD. Delaware Valley
Research Associates, Inc

922 Fayette Street
Conshohocken, PA 19428

Site No. Investigator Center
0463 Adrian Jaffer, MD.

(Robert T. Reid, M.D., original PI)
Allergy & Rheumatology Medical C1inic,lnc.
9850 Genesee Avenue, Suite 860
La Jolla, CA 92037-1233

 
  
  

 

 
 
 

  
 

0470 Diane Normandin, MD.

([sabelle Desjardins, M.D.,

original Pl)
Clinical Research of West Florida
2147 NE Coachman Road

Clearwater, FL 33765

 

 
  

 
 

0464 Michele Reynolds, MD. Radiant Research ~
Dallas North

7515 Greenville, Suite 801
Dallas, TX 75231

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

0465 Douglas R. Schumacher, MD. Radiant
Research-Columbus

1275 Oletangy River Road, Suite 202
Columbus, OH 43212

 
 
 

 
 

 

0471 Walter S. Dunbar, MD. Medical Dietics, Inc

4300 Paces Ferry Road, Suite 359
Atlanta, GA 30339
 

0466 Jeffrey S. Simon, MD. Northbrooke Research
Center

9275 North 49th Street, Suite 200
Brown Deer, WI 53223

0472 Dennis C. McCluskey, MD. Radiant Research
754 S. Cleveland Avenue, Suite #200

Mogadore, Ohio 44260

  
 
 

 

  

 

   
0473 Jeffrey Geohas, MD. Chicago Center for
Clinical Research

515 North State St, Ste. 2700
Chica 0, IL 60610  

Appears This Way
On Original
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Table VLB 3. List of Investigators for study 190-026 (also continued on next page)

 

 
Site No. Investigator Center
168 Jed Black, MD.

Subinvestigators:a

Human Sleep Lab
780 Welch Road #203

Palo Alto, CA 94304

169 Bruce Corser, MD.

Subinvestigators:

Cincinnati Regional Sleep Center
2123 Auburn Avenue, Suites 322, 341

Cincinnati, OH 45219

170 Milton K. Erman, MD.

Subinvestigators:

/

' /
Denise M. Williams-Jones,

CCRC

Pacific Sleep Medicine Services, inc.

9834 Genesee Ave, Suite 328

La Jolla, CA 92037

171 Andrew Jamieson, MD.

Subinvestigators:

a /
Sleep Medicine/Research Dept.

Presbyterian Hospital of Dallas
8200 Walnut Hill Ln.

Jackson Bldg. Ground Level

Dallas, TX 75231

 
 
  

 
 
 

 

NDA 21-476

 Site No. Investigator Center

172 Russell Rosenberg, PhD.

Subinvestigators:
  

Northside Hospital Sleep Medicine
institute

5780 Peachtree Dunwoody Road
Suite 120

Atlanta, GA 30342

173 Thomas Roth, PhD.

Subinvestigators:

I

/

Henry Ford Hospital

Sleep Disorders and Research Center
2799 West Grand Blvd, CFP—3

Detroit, MI 48202

174 Martin B. Scharf, PhD.

Subinvestigators:

/

Tri-State Sleep Disorders Center

1275 East Kemper Road

Cincinnati, OH 45246

175 Jonathan Schwartz, MD.

Subinvestigators:

/ - .

Sleep Disorders Center of Oklahoma
4401 S. Western

Oklahoma Cit , AK 73109  
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Table VLB 3. List of Investigators for study 190-026, continued

Site No. Investigator Center Site No. Investigator Center

180 Marvin Eugene Vollmer, MD. 185 Renata Shafor, MD.

Subinvestigators: Subinvestigators:
None

San Diego Sleep Disorders Center

I 1842 Third Avenue
1 _ San Diego, CA 92101

Community Hospital East 186 James J. Wellman, MD.
1500 N. Ritter Ave. Subinvestigators:

Indianapolis, IN 46219

182 Arthur R. Knodel MD. /
Subinvestigators:

" The Sleep Research Lab

1970 Cliff Valley Way
Suite 101

Atlanta, GA 30329

187 J. Catesby Ware, PhD.

: Subinvestigators:

St. Clare Hospital {
11315 Bridgeport Way SW _ _ _ _ ,

Tacoma, WA 98499 Sleep Disorders Center

183 Carl Rosenberg, MD. Eastern Virginia Medical School/Sentara

Subinvestigators: Norfolk General Hospital
600 Gresham Drive

Norfolk, VA 23507

University Hospitals of Cleveland
Division of Clinical Research

Departments of Neurology & Medicine

Lakeside Building 5512
11,100 Euclid Ave.

Cleveland, OH 44106

184 R. Bart Sangal, MD.

Subinvestigators:

/
Clinical Neur0physiology Services, P.C.

44199 Dequindre #31 l
Tro , M148098
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Table VI. B. 4. Study 190-026: Subject Disposition in a "Pivotal" Transient Insomnia
Efficacy, Parallel Group Trial in Healthy Adults.

A total of436 subjects were randomized to treatment; as foliows:

- Placebo: 98 subjects;

. Esopiclone 1-0 mg: 47 subjects;

. Esopiclone 2.0 mg: 97 subjects;

- Esopiclone 3.0 mg: 98 subjects;

- Esopiclonc 3.5 mg: 96 subjects.

Only one subject discontinued; one (1.0%) placebo-treated subject left during the study
visit because of a family emergency (Reference: EOT Table 1.1.1).

Table VI. B. 5. Study 190-045: Subjects Disposition in a 6-Way Cross—over 2-Night PSG
Adult Chronic Insomnia Study.

Sub'ect Dis . osition 

 
 

 

63 96.9%

2 3-1%

Voluntary l (1.5%)
withdrawal

Protocol violation 1 1.5%

*Subjeets were randomized to one of six treatment sequences in this 6-
wa cross-over his stud .

 
 

 

 
  

Table VI. B. 6. Study 190-046: Subject to Disposition in a 6—Week . "Pivotal!l Adult

Outpatient Chronic Insomnia Trial.

Subject Disposition    

 
 

Placebo Esopiclune 2.0 mg

n (%) n(%) n(%)

Esopiclone 3.0 mg

 

 
 

 
mom

(9...

a (m

__ 0 mm
o «m

2 (2.0) 2 (L9) 2 {1.9)

. an» 0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0}

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

1 (1.0)

I (1.0)

Voluntary withdrawal

i (1.0)
Ri‘rr‘l'l'fll‘t" l'tl'l I'nhll- I I "

0 (0-0)
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Table VI.B.7. Study 190-047: Subject Disposition in a 2-week "Pivotal" PSG—Efficacy
Trial in Elderly Patients.*

 
 
 

 
 

Esopiclone Esopiclone

 1.5 mg 2.0 mg Total

Disposition n {%) n (7.) n {%)

(es—s) we»)

9 m,

. 5 (1.7)

. «m

2am 2am

1am

Note: Percentages are calculated from subjects randomized.

  
 

 
 
 

 
  

3,U1 L.) I‘M h) b) V o APoV Id A _. LII v

  
  

 

 
*Two subjects received of double-blind treatment twice (i.e. participated in this study at
two different sites) as described in this review.

Table VI. B. 8. Study 190-048: Subject Disposition in a 2-week "Pivotal" PSG—Efficacy

Trial in Elderly Patients.*

  
 

 

   
  

  

 
  

 
 

 

 
 

 

Esopielone Esopiclone

1.0 mg 2.0 mg Total

Disposition n (“n} ll ("4.) n (“u}
234

231*

210 (90.9)

21 (9.!)

8 (3.5)

H (4.8)

Randomized

Randomized and closed ‘—J“-4 NJ‘a -.l--.lc\D
67 (93. I} 70 (88.6)

5 (6.9) 9 (I L4)

(1.4) 2 (2.5)

(2.8) 7 (8.9)

Did not meet entry criteria (L4) 0 (0.0) l (0.4)

Other (1.4) 0 (0.0] (0.4)

‘ Three subjects were randomized but discontinued from the study before receiving anyr study medication (see below
for details).

Completed
Discontinued

Voluntary withdrawal

[Tl

.—-

Note: Percentages are calculated from subjects randomized and dosed.

Reference: Table l4.l.l_. Appendix 16.2.1.
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Table VI. B. 9. Study 190-049: Subject Disposition in a Long-term Trial on Adult

Outpatient with Chronic Insomnia:
\ v r

 
 

 
 

 

 

DOUBLE-BLIND PERIOD OPEN-LABEL PERIOD

(MONTHS [-6) (MONTHS 7-12)

Placebo Esopielone 3.0 mg Esopiclone 3.0 mg

n (Va) n (9.) n ("/u)
595

593 (IUD)

360 (61)

2.33 (39)

76 ( l 3)

 Subject Disposition

 
Randomized

Received treatment 4‘“ (100)

382 (81)

89 (I9)

(‘4)

195 (100)

m (57}

34 (43)

Completed 6 months of treatment
Discontinued

AE

Protocol violation 7 (4) 9 (2

Voluntary withdrawal 50 (26) 8! (I4) 35 (7)

Lost to follow-up (4) 52 (9)

(0

7 (1)

I r-\3' c7:

.— HI A L) V

F». .— V

.— LII Lu ‘1

I,—. in v
Did not meet entry criteria

Other

v... I”)

an

 A (2)

Note: Percentages are based on subjects who rewived tmmment. Only those reasons for discontinuation that actually
occurred have been displayed. Subjects 430004 and 4600“}. who were randomized to esopiclone 3.0 mg and placebo,
respectively. voluntarily withdrew prior to the first dose of study drug; Subject “9034.4 who was randomized to csopiclone
3.0 mg. was discontinued for Other reasons prior to the first dose.
Reference: EOT Table l.l.5.

   

APPEARS THIS WM

0" ORIGINAL
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Table VI. B. 10. Demographic Features of the ITT Population in Study 190-045 on Non-

Elderly Chronic Insomnia Patients
Treatment Sequcacr“

Characteristic ACRE?!) BDCFAF. CEDA BF DFEIICA EA FCI‘JB FHADEC

(N‘s) (N-l l) (N-m (N=I2)

—-——-
—-——_ —-
—-—-m ..-,
— 1......

' 3!.52 5‘32. - 2?. 55

   
  
  

 

   
 

UII

41.3 37.5

HM]

37.5

24. 55

9.7

38.0

32. (’13

37.0

22 (1324 56

4.

.:3“c
u

,.....
a

E E

Race

Caucasian n ('4) S {62.5)

Black II ("/5] 2 {25.0)

an ll W.) U (0.0)

n (96} 1 [12.5)

 
3 (30.0)

3 (30.0)

2 (20.0)

2 (20.0}

a (66.7) s (66.71

3125.11) 3 (25.01

010.0) I (8.31

1 (1:31 o (no:

44(611)

13120.01
3 (4.6}

S (7.71

10113.31

1 (3.3)

10 (90.9)

I (9. I)
E

1 (3.3]Hispanic 0 (01)}
Gemier

_n(%) 7179.0; 9131.3; 1111mm

——-—n
———-— ms

 
5 (511.0.

6 {50.01

41103.31

1? 126.2.)

  
 

 

(I :1

{65.6 I Tl .t mm.

111.9 0.5 9.6

—a L)a

-— 147.177 I60.189 145.133 155.179 152.138 152.133 145.139
3‘ J

v.41.11a .2”3..-u.1———- «w
—-—— .5...

Mean 26.7 25.7

79.9 73.4

I91) i6.-i

74.3 73.: T16

51.100 45.118

74.3

19.5

(18.9

55. l 18

 

 
 

 

-~.I ‘J:—‘ -l.3S

3-1. 02

J

(x).I r,‘.J,IIINI'1.

2-H

3.9

Median 25.6 23.5

MimMa.‘ l9. 3] 17. 32

"Treatment sequence: A = placebo; B = csopiclonc 1.0 mg: C I esopickme 2.0 mg: D = csopielone 2.5 mg: F: = cmpidonc 311mg:
F = I01] mg mlpidcm,
Reference: 'l‘able H.l.3.

37.0

(1.6

24.9

19. 42

2‘10

6.“

20.6

EU. 40

f 36.4

24.1

19. 38

l‘

Id9‘ 9...; l-J 17. 43

I'll"JI'llI")l     fU .1. J 5" w
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Table VI. B. 1!. Demographic Features of the ITT Population in Study 190-046, Non-

Eiderly Chronic Insomnia Patients
Characteristic Statistic

  

  
 

   
Placcho

(n=99)

Ewpiclonc
3.0 mg

(n=l 05)

 

 
 

 

16115.2)

010.0)

40(1101

411.3)

Hispanic 11 (‘16) 1.: (13.1) 11 (10.6)

Other- 212.0} 2 (1.9)

Gender

Male

Age (years) _ 104 105 303 11.11194
40.111113) 40.111115) 378111.71

21.04 21.63 21,64

— _
Caucasian 63163.61 591611.31 204166.21

Black 111011.21 191111.11 511111.131

Asian 111%) 31.1.0} 312.0) 912.91

_
—

—
—n (‘11:) 43 {43.4)

56 (56 6)

311 1311.51 311 (211.7) 1119 1.15.41

661113.51 77 (73.31 199111161
1118

175718.41 177517.01
179.1 1711.4

152.1115 152.1%

1911

164.0 111.9) 1114.4 17.31
1115.1 111:.

1.17.1113 137.1113

11 ‘11:)

N

Mean (SD)
Median

Min, Max

11eighl(cm}— female N

Mean (31))
Median

Min. Max

Weigh1(kg1-- male N

Mean (SD) 113.211.1141 115.016.?!)
Median 30.? 8514

Min. Max (14. 125 58. 124

Female
2

3;. w

J

.hu- h}0‘. IJ‘J
3:

Height (cm) ~ male

178.5 (5.9)
180.3

165. 189

177.1 17.11)
177.11

15?. 1‘16

(11.

1114.11 17.11
165.1

137. 170  1153.5 (7.11}
1115.1

144. 180

‘J 0

Lu -...

'3

11.7283

114.51 [14.11)

82.6

59. 1 16

34.5 (13.4)
83.0

58. 125  
Weighukgi— t‘émaie N 56 (1(1 76 198 1) [(141

Mean (SD) 69.7{1-‘101 77.01232) 73.2[1‘1‘21 73.511183)
Median 61.5 (18.9 711 1 68.7

a
Min. Max 45, 11. 45. 168 44. 133

99 103 1114

Mean (SD) 26.1 (4. 1 311.1] 111.71 27.1 ((1.1 1
Median 213.8 4

Min. Max 19. 57 IS. 50

4-1. 168

3

27.1 (5.9)

-4

BMI (kgr'mz)

3

.3%
~—

2  U1

if

1‘.) 1.11 1::

8

1 .=>
533%

Ed '21 7...: J G" .1

19.42 18.57     

'Cunlinuous variables were analyzed using an ANOVA mode] with et'l'ecls for [realnicnl anal siic. Calcgurical variahhs
were analyzed using [he Coehran-Mantel-linenzel lesl for geneml :15511c111111111 ennlmliing for $i1e.
Reference: 'l'ahle 14.1.3.
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Table VI. B. 12. Demographic Features of the ITT Population in the Double-blind Phase of
Study 190-049, Non-Elderly Chronic Insomnia Patients

  

 
Characteristic (u=l 95) (n=593) (N=788)

ddd dddddAge(yearsj

MeantSD) 44.3{1L43
Medddd ddd

Mided 2W

—deee — — ddddd
_dddd dddddddd Modded

um} 2703‘s) mum 104(132)

  
  

  
  

  

—dedd dde
Mdd ddeede

m Mode
— — ddddd

—dddd 22mm»
—dd-dd dddddddd
dededdeeed d : added

Mean (SD) l68.l (9.7) 169.0016) ”38.3 (9.6)
Meddd Mdd

Mill. Max 145. 193 137. 196 I37. 196

195 591 norm

Mean (50) 34.5012)
Med-ed Md

Min, Max 37. 168
. 539 (1.0039

Mean (SD; 27.3 (as; 29.5 (7.2 )
Medded zed

MMMM dddd

'Continuom variables, were analyzed using an ANOVA model With effects for treatment and silc. Categorical variables
were analyzed using the Cochmn-Manlcl—Hacnzcl lost for general zissocmliun controlling for 5|ch
Note: This table summarizes data for Population A + C. see Figures 9.1. I .Z-I and [0.1-2 for lhc description ol‘thc
populations.
Reference: Table 14‘ I .BA.

e. \—v

 
JO :3

Weigl1l(kg)

 
H

J
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Table VI. B. 13. Demographic Features of the ITT Population in the Open Label-Phase of

Study 190-049, Non-Elderly Chronic Insomnia Patients

 

 
  

  
  

 
 

 

 
 

Open-label

Esopiclone 3 mg Placebo Esopiclone 3 mgCharacteristic L (n=47l) (n=l ll) (N=360)
Age (Years) “—

——_—-

———_—

Height (cm; 470 -II— 359

WW (kg, ——-n-—

M (W I_———:_

Note: Thistble SIM—IJIflICi-ZS dala” t'o cpl-outin + D, see Figures 0.7. | .2-1 and it]. [-2 for the desalcrutiol ot'the fl
populations.
Reference: Table I4. [28.
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Table VI. B. 14. Demographic Features of the ITT Population in Study 190—047 Elderly
Chronic Insomnia Patients- _"’"' ' -’- ' "“"“a‘-r""“ """' u"""““‘ “’"-“""-‘ '"""" \‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ 'r"‘—"""}

Placebo Esoplclone 1.5 mg Esoplclone 2.0 mg
Characteristic Statistic

(n=l28) (n=28} (n=l36)

Ageryeam as we

70114—91 71-51521
711.1) 70.5 .

Min. Max 64, 85 64. 86

Race 116(90.6) 120(88.2)
8631

mm 1am

312.31 412.9:

Gender 37123.9) 49(3611)

_n(%j 9101.1; 87(64.0)
Height (cm) 7 male N 37

. «.41 17mm
1. was

1.6151161

87

l6|.8(6.71 l6|.7(6.5)
162.1 161.3 162.6

147.131.) 144.174

37 4e

319112.51 81.31l22}
. .

«4.16 sm

_' 01 ' 17 .. 86 0.2062
fiSAtl...‘ 70.711101

2 m

4w 4w:

as ms was

26,314.21 26.9(4.U)
25.7 263

was

I. Continuous variables wore analyzed using an ANOVA model with effects for treatment and site. Categorical
variables were analyzed using the C‘ochran-Mamcl— Hacnzel lesl for general asmciation conlrolling for site. Only the
placebo and csopiclonc 2.0 mg groups “we included in [he auralyscs.
Reibrencc: Table 14.1.3.

   
P-VII I11: Ill

  

 
0.2826

-...1 O  
 

11.9595

 
 
 

 
 

0.5 l 02

0.3236
 

 
 

 
  

-..1

.h—Ln ‘JI‘JU‘ moo-.4
Height (cm) fl ferrule 0.8929 

 
  

Weight (kg) - male 0.627l

 
 

6.4 ~61 DC 35 M

 
Weight (kg) - female

  
5‘ 1.; Nu".

J
~—

  
 

BMI (kg/'11:) 
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Table VI. B. 15. Demographic Features of the ITT Population in Study 190-048 of Elderly
Patients with Chronic Insomnia.

   
 
 
 

Characteristic Placebo

  
  

 
 

  Statistic I Esoplcfone Esopiclonc All P-value'
(n=8(l) 1.0 mg 2.0 mg Subjects

(Fm “$79) (N=23l)

]

 

 

 

O
v

 

 
'6'a

3 n
a =

—W)

'(‘onlinuuua variables were analyzed using an :\;\'(J'v':\ model with cflbcls For lr‘calmcnl and silt. Categorical variables
were anal} neg! using lhc Cochranih-tzanlcl—ann/cl lust for general aswcintinn conn'nlling l'ur gilt,
Rul‘crcncu: ‘l'zlhlc 1471,}.

 
 

 
 

  

 
 

 
7Weight (kg) — Female 
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Table VI. 3.16. Demographic Features of the ITT Population in Study 190-026

“

Placebo Lt] mg 2.0 mg 3.0 mg 3.5 mg

40 (40.0) 24 (5).!) 37 (33.1) 49 (50.0) 37 (38.5)

Femalczm‘V-a) 23 (48.9) 00 (01.9) 49 (50.0) 59 (6L5)

Camiamnfir’a) 34 (72.3) 77 (79.4)

m <44 17 am

u «m

Males: mean (SD) 176-9 (6“)! Hi] .i (6.7]

Females; mean (SD) 165.6 [7. l) 104.] (8.2) 166.5 (6.7) 163.7 (6.4) i()6.0 (5.6)

Mulcs;mcan(SD) s. (12.0) 83.8 (Il.8) a4.) “2.6) 34.) (9,6)

Femmmmangp) 04.0 (0.7.) 05.1 (0.4) «5.0 (10.2) 63.1 (3.)) 00.: {11.2)

  

 
 
 

   
77 (73.0) 79 {82.3)

:5 (15.3) :4 (14.6)

2 (2.0) I {1.0)

4 (4.1) 1 (I .0)

0 (0.0) l (l .0)

  
 

  
J

A
,0

 
  [80.8 (6.3) l80.l (0.4) 130.1 (6.4)

    
  

 
 
 

 

 
to f.)

  
 

 
 BMI; mean (so) kgg'l‘n:

Rcfcrcncc: Table [4. L3. 1.

APPEARS THIS WAY

0" ORIGINAL
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Table VIC.1. Study 190-045 Schedule of Assessments

  
End-uf—Study

Visits 2. 3, 4. 5. 6, 7 ‘ Visit 8

e-dosing Post-dosing Wnslmut 5-7 days from
3-7 (It! '5 last dust

I’m-Screen Screening
Observation and Procedure

"Cq
Timing 48 tn -8

 
 

Telephone prescreett
- uestiunMire
S" n dian
Infumted Consent
lnclusionr'lixclusion Criteria

Medical History! Sleep 
 

 Histnrw'PS't'chiaIric Hist-911'
Iii-lead ECG

Vital Sign;
Physical Examination including
BriefNe-uml vicatl Exam

Rtnttberg Test
iicel-ln—Toe Gait Test
Clinical Laboratur Tests
Her titis B 5: C Test

Urine Drug Screen
Scrum Pregnancy Test

Urine Pregnancy Test

><

 

y

K AAdverse ex 'riencctt
Concomitant Medications 

K

I’SG Retardin -
Mornin testimnnire

E\ ening Questionnaire

V\

>6 >6POMS ucs'timnaire
Medical Events Calendar

I. PSG recording sum time was based on median bedtime i 30 minutes as calculated frum the sleep diary. The Evening
Qucsliullnairc and POMS were cmnpieted prior to P50 recording start. The Morning Questionnaire was crttnplcted each
morning; after E'SG rechrding was complete.
Single—blind placehu was administered prior to all screening PSGS.
Each dosing \isit was tun nights Subjects were discharged each morning after completing all evaluations ‘lhe washout period
between each tlnsing “HS 3'7 days. There was nn washout periud afler Visit 7: instead. all subjects returned For an end-of-stndy
Visit 5.? days alter “it: last Visit T dose.

4. Obtained at first screening PEG and on Day I “reach Visit.
It Completed Within 5-7 day after last dune. All fillidtillliixtl suhjwts wltn lit-ettttttttt‘ei5 digeuntinued cuntpleletl this \isil at thelittle ul'discutttinuntiutt

:1.

  
X \

  
idH

APPEARS THIS WAY
0" ORIGINAL
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Table VICZ. “Next Day Effects” Parameters in Study 190-045.

- Morning sleepiness 1mm}: Measured by a visual analog scale with the Morning
Questionnaire, where 0 mm : “very sleepy” and too mm : “not at all sleepy”.

. Daytime alertness 1mm 1: Measured a visual analog scale with the Evening
Questionnaire, where 0 mm = “very sleepy” and 100 mm = “wide awake and alert“.

. Dailv abilig' to function {mm}: Measured by a visual analog scale with the Evening
Questionnaire, where 0 mm = “poor" and NO mm : “excellent".

- POMS: Mood states included six categories called mood factors (i.e., factors} with

each factor receiving a score based on subject’s scoring of individual items (i.e.,

adjectives). Factors included tension-anxiety, depression-deicction, anger-hostility,
vigor-activity, fatigue-inertia, and contusion-bewilderment. The adjectives that were
presented to the subjects and their corresponding factor are presented in
Table 9.5.! .3.1~1.

APPEARS THIS WAY

0" ORIGINAL
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Table VIC3. Objective PSG Efficacy Measures in Study 190-045

Sleep induction, sleep duration, and sleep maintenance parameters

Latency to pgrsistent sleep 1 LPS; minutes): time from lights out to the first of

20 consecutive epochs (10 minutes) of non-wake. as determined by PSG recordings.

Sleep efficiencv: (total sleep time)/(total recording time) x [00. For this endpoinL
total sleep time was defined as the number of non-wake epochs from the beginning of
recording to the end of recording divided by 2. If total recording time was greater
than 960 epochs (480 minutes), total sleep time was calculated from the P80
truncated at 480 minutes.

Wakg time alter sleep onset tWASO; minutes): The num bcr'of wake epochs after the
onset of persistent sleep to the end of the recording, divided by 2.

Number of awakenings : The number ot‘times, after onset of persistent sleep, that
there Was a wake entry of at least one—minute duration. Each awakening must have
been separated by an epoch of non rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep stage 2, 3! ,
or rapid eye movement (REM) sleep.

Wake time before persistent sleep {minutes 1: The number of wake epochs that
occurred before the onset of persistent sleep divided by 2.

Wake time during sleep (minutes): The number of tvake epochs after the onset of
persistent sleep prior to the last NREM sleep stage 2, 3/4, or REM sleep, divided by9

Wake time alter sleep (minutes): The number of wake epochs from the last NREM
sleep stage 2, 3M, or REM sleep to the end ofthe recording, divided by two. I f there
were no NREM sleep stages 2. 3K4, or REM sleep. wake time after sleep included all
wake epochs after onset of persistent sleep divided by 2. The end of recording was
considered to be at 480 minutes (960 epochs) if more epochs were present.

Sleep architecture parameters

0

Percent of total sleep time in NREM sleep stage i: (sleep time in NREM sleep stage
|)/(total sleep time) x [00.

Percent of total sleep time in NREM sleep stage 2: (sleep time in NREM sleep stage
2)/(total sleep time) x 100.

Percent of total sleep time in NREM sleep stage 3/4: (sleep time in NREM sleep stage
3/4)/(total sleep time) x 100.

Percent of total sleep time in REM sleep: ( REM sleep limeWtotal sleep time) x 100.

Total time in NREM sleep stage 1: Minutes ot'slecp.

Total time in NREM sleep stage 2: Minutes ot'slcep.

Total time in NREM sleep stage 3/4: Minutes ofslcep.

'l'otal time in REM sleep: Minutes ofsleep.
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Table VIC4. Subjective Efficacy Measures in Study 190-045 (from the Morning
Questionnaire)

. Sleeg latencx {minutes 1: Time after lights-out until sleep.

. Total sleep time: Minutes of sleep.

- Nummr of awakenings: Number of times awake during sleep.

- Wake time after sleeg onset: Minutes awake after sleep onset, before awakening for
the day.

- Qualityr of sleep: Measured by a visual analog scale where 0 mm = “poor” and
100 mm = “excellent”.

- Depth of sleep: Measured by a visual analog scale where 0 mm = “very light” and
IOU mm = “very deep”.

NDA 21-476 

APPEARS THIS WAY
ON ORIGINAL
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Figure VICl A-C. Study 190-045 Efficacy Results (ITT Population).

Panel A. Primary Efficacy Variable: Median Objective LPS
30

25

29

Minutes 15

10 
Flam 1.0 mg 2.0 mg 2 5 mg 3.0 mg Zoipidern

10.0
Lu..._.___..._Esopiclone ——-———------J mg

"‘pSflIXlfl]. 'llu: paimisc comparison with placebo used the iIEmfllprlulL‘ cummsl fawn an ANOVA model (Ill mnk-lmnsllmncd data nilh
lrealmenl. sequence. and visit as fixed effects and subject nested within sequence as .1 random effect.
Reference: Table l4.2.l.

Panel B. “Key” Secondary Efficacy Variable: Median Objective Sleep Efficiency
94

92

90

'/u 
84

Placebo 1.0 mg 2.0 mg 2.5 mg 3.0 mg Zolpldem

$30051 '"PSO-[MI- 1‘13 Pilin‘ik‘ (‘tlml‘flriwn \“il'l placebo "ml the appl'npriale mnlntsl from an ANOVA model on rank—Iranxl'olmecl
data wilh treannem. sequence. and visit we fixed cllccls and :auhjecl nuslcd wililin sequence as a random emu
Ref-crmcc; 'l‘abie H.212.

Panel C. Another “Key” Secondary Efficacy Variable: Median Objective WASO4o

36

Minutes '5‘fl
1‘

20

Placebo 1.0 mg 2.0 mg 2 5 mg 3.0 mg Zolprdem

l—.——-—.~—_Esopiclone —__J 100 mg

“1150.05. The pairwise compariaun nith placebo used the appmpréurc wnlmsl from :m AVOV‘A model on runk-lmml'nrmud data wil
treatment. .quuuncc. and visit as fixed cll'ccls and subject ncstcd uilhm sequence :h a random cl'l‘cu.
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Table VICS Panels A—C. Study 190-045 Efficacy Results (ITT Population).

A. Primary Efficacy Variable:'Median Objective LPS _

«I Persistent Sleep

Eaepleluc

Plug-bu 1.0 mg 2.0 mg 2.5 mg 3.0 mg

(mum) (n-fis) (tn-63} (32-63) {hi-65) (Ia-64)

— ..

l .

5.5

  
 

   
 

Objective Latency

  

 
 

Overall treatment
cchcl‘

 
 

 

 

  
 

 

  

  

   
 

 

I'aim’ise p-valuc vs. .'
plauebo‘ !_ =  

 

 

“The men-all treatment efl‘m mu tested using an ANOVA model on nuk-lmmfomeddau will: (ream-mu. saqmmce. and risii as fixed
cfl‘ecte and whim nit-Md wiminWas a nndml cl't‘ncl. The analysis compared the alum highest cmpiclnne dose group;
wmbincd (III. 2.5. and 3.0 mg] with the placebo gimp using Ihc ANOVA mudd with lhc cmmns: beam-en the mm.- cmpickmc
groups emuhincd and the placebo group.

:Thc pairwise cinnpurison used the aqvpmpdnuv euuurazd from llw aanw ANOVA model.

B. “Key” Secondary Efficacy Variable: Median Objective Sleep Efficiency

Objective Sleep LEI mg 2." lug 1.5 mg SJ mg

—_————n

Overall treatment
effect1

Paimise p-‘l aluc vs.a

 
'11»: mm“ lmallm-nl ulTecl mu leslcd thing In ARCWA model on raul-tmnslimuui dam with lrcalmcm. mueuce. and visit as I'lwd
effects um! subjccl “filed nilhin sequence as u vandal! EVIL-cl. '1lle :mal} sis compared the thru- higlm cmpickuw dose grunt“
combined [3-0. 2.5. and 3-0‘1'1flwml Ilh: flinch! git-up using the .‘KOVA Handel will) the contra->1 being)" lhc l’mcc caupiclmc
groups: um-hiuud and Ihc plncdu gnu").
'"Ihc [Ia-min: comparison med Ihe apmmriale comma: from the can: ANOVA Irwdel.

C. Another “Key” Secondary Efficacy Variable: Median Objective WASO
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Object“! Wake
Time After Slurp

 
 

thrmll maumnl
clkcl‘ 2 ' 7' 0.0036 :7 . 7.

Mfr-i“ P”‘05 “I 09977 0.0154 II.III22
placebo: _ .- -
I'l‘I-Ie menu mum: dim mu. icsled usingm ANNA model an rank4erdata with mm. m!" and \isil an fixed
effects and subject mad MIIhiI seq-mac as Inn-dim cflm. "a amlwis cumin-h! the three light! «opinion: dose gum
cmmincd (2(L-" 1. and 3.0 mg) milk III: plasma gang: {hills Ill: ARENA Int-dd ‘illl nieces-Unit War-I Illa IlIRI! c-n-nidme
Ms c-ulsl-I'nul and Ill: plane!“ amp—
:Thu: minim (“Milli um} un- qmnirixc mnuast from the saint ANDVA model.
Refacing l'ablr 14.2,).

Figure VIC2 and Table VIC6 Study 190-045 Results on an Additional Secondary Variable:

Median Objective Number of Awakenings (ITT Population).

Figure VIC2.

  

  
 
 

74 umm
_m U!

*4:
5-" onNumberofAwakenings UIOJ
1" u:

Placebo 1.0 mg 2.0 mg 2.5 mg 3.0 mg Zolpidem

i 10.0 mgL———_—.——Esopiclone

”pSlJDL The pnimiqc compariSIJn with placebo used the appropriate contrasl from an ANOVA mode! on mnk-tmnsliirmed data with
lrcalmem. sequence. and wisii as fixed eITL-cts and subject nesztud within sequence as it random clibct.

Table VIC6. '

 
anpidem i

Objective Number . - . . . - 10.0 mg !
Hr Awakenings .

Min. Max

Pair“? ”"31"“ “' i 0.4795 0.5983 0.1587 0.00.“ 0.1838placebo

T'I'II: pairwise cmnparisun used the appropriate contrast trnm I111 ANOVA model (In rank-transformed data will! “1:211"an sequence.
and \isil l\ Mud ClTL'Cis Ind \uhjun nested n ithin sequence as a random el'l'ccl
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Table VIC7 Study 190-045 Results on Additional Secondary Variables (Objective and

Subjective Measures).

  
 

 

 
 
 

 Esoplelone' Zotpidem

 1.0 mg 2.0 mg 1.5 mg 3.0 mg l0.0 mg'

Efficacy Measure (n=63) (II-=63} (n=65) (II-=64] (n=64)

Additional Ohiective Measures

Wake Time Before Persistent Sleep 27.0 l].8““‘"
(min)

Wake Time During Sleep {min} 30.8

Wake Time Aller Sleep (min) 0.3

Subjective Measures

12.0"" 10.3““ I0.8*"* 9.3““

Pa‘44

.{A
a- i-

28.0

0.5

26.0

0.0

25.3'

0.3

27.4

0.3O U:

Depth ol'Sieep” 40.3 46.0" 56.5"" "10“"I
59.5m 5.3.5m

_ —— _—
‘0.01<p50.05; "0.000! $50.01; “$300001. The pairwise comparison was perfumed using the amxupriaxe contrast from an ANOVA
model on rank-transformed data with treatment. sequence, and visit as fixed effects and subject nested \\ ithin sequence as a random elfecl.
‘Alt Values mama gmup medians.

"Measured by :5 visual analog scale. when: 0 mm = "pour" and [00 mm = "excellent".
‘Mensured by a visual analog scale. when: 0 mm = “very light" and IUD mm = “\el‘y deep".

APPEARS THIS WAY

0N ORlGINAI.
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Table VIC8 Panels A—C. Study 190-045 Results on “Next Day Effects” Subjective Measures
(ITT Population)

A. Subjective Morning Sleepinem

Morning sacs-pluses Ll] mg 2.0 mg
(N43)

‘ (.3 

 

PnimisgP-Wlw “5- 1- , mam «1mm (HI-"'0?

'Mcasumueflts we heard an 3 I00 mm visual arming scale fmm the Morning Gig-summit “hat- 0 mm - “very sleep) " and N10 mm= “not an alt slaw“.
 

211w pairwise canpm‘ismt has pefl'cmml using 1hr: awn-prime cunlmsl li'ucn an ANUVA "1min! “ill! Ireauncni. “gimme. and \ la" a.fixed cfl‘ee—Is. and whim healed within sequence as a mum cll'u-L

B. Subjective Daytime Alertness

Euupil'hme
Daytime Alertnessl

 

 
'Mflsmmmts are based on a 100 mm \ isuaE anal“; Walt from llac Evening (Jumionuairc. “hm: 0 mm 2‘ “\cr} \lu-p) " and Ill!) mm"' "wide awake and alert",

:"It‘ nil-insist alarmist-u “:1“ performed Ming the apprnru'mlc Cullll‘d‘l Hum an ;\>§('(l\'4\ model u i1l: Irennucnt, «mm-min .qu Hill
as filed clibcts. subject natal within sequence a< a nutrient mm. nnd the prcvdnsé mwssmenl m a an amino.
Nate: All \aluca rcl'ur kl pmhlmc nwasurcmcms.

C. Subjective Daytime Ability to Function
 
  

 

 

 
  

Lulpidem
I ll.“ lug
(II-‘64]

 

 

 

Daytime Abiiin Io

Function (mm).I   

 
 

 

  

 

Min, Mm; 

 
Pairwise pvt'flluc m.l n 0414
placeho‘  

...—J

m 0,0040 0.4606 (Ill-I‘M
'Mcasulemefils an: timed on a IUD man visual .umlm; scale l'mm lllc lI\ ruin; chflifll'llluil‘c. uhcrc 0 mm ‘ “from“ and [00 mm "“excellent".
  

:l‘llc paimin‘ uulumrimn “at Jun :iumuJ using lln: “mm-wink.- cunmm :ium an g\.\('ll\'A mod-d with [Kuhn-ail. \cqucuu: nml \i‘il
IJ fixed till-ctr” subject nested \xithm sequence as .1 raudmn with l. and the jars-(ids: usmumum a~ u an autism.
Vote: All values refer m poSl-dl‘bl.‘ lllcilhillk'lllL‘l'lli.
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Table VIC9 Panel A-B. Sleep Architecture Results of Each Non-Elderly Adult PSG Trial
of Patients with Chronic Insomnia, Studies 190-045 (A) and 190-046 (B), Respectively.

Panel A. Study 190-045.

 
 
 

 

 

 
  

Placeho‘

(n=6:lj

v. Tolal Slecp Time in NREM Stage 1 9.8

9/. Total Sleep Time in NRli-lM Stage 2 58.1:

-$610131 Sleep Time in REM 211.1

iota] limcIn NRliM Stage 1 (min) 411.0 39(I

'loud I1mcm NREM Stage 21min] 2445" 259.or“ 261.1‘“

[otal l'imcIn NREM Stage 3:4 (min) 48.3 42..“- 51

Iotai limciuRlM(min) “15 795 30.9
rum-class05; "0.01301 <pSD.01: “‘pfl).0001. The prunvise comparison “as pcrfomicd IIsinI: the appropriate Cnl‘llfilsi from an
ANOVA model on rank-transfonncd data with :reotri1cnt.scqucnce. 'Ind visit as fixed Isl‘fiscis IuId $1111}ch nesled “iriiin sequence:13 iirandom cffcct.

2.0 mg 2.5 mg

(n=63) (n=63) (n=65)
0 9 1

(F64)

“—
5°_-_

——
——
_

 

 

 
 Sleep Architecture Measure

    

  
  
  
     
   

  
 

53 I‘V‘

:9c

 
 

4.5 u I:

711 0
 

‘All value-1 mprescl‘li group medians.
References: Tables 14.2.5.1- 14.-2 .54.11mi 142.3.3—14.25}.

Panel B. Study 190-946.

Esopiclonc 2.11 mg Esopiclonc].0 mg

(II—1M) (rI=lI}5.|

% Total Sleep TimeIn RE“

Total TimeIn NEE“ Stage: I (min) 
*0. (11 <p50.05; “p50.()1. ihc pairwise comparison “as pcrliirmcd Iisingthc :Ippropriatc contrast 11qu an ANUV1 mode]
on rank-transliirmcd data mth treatmem and site Ins li\cd effects Tliconahsis comparcd each csupiciunc dose group lo the
placcbo group using the MIXI’ I) procedure. All \«alucs rcprcscm gmup medians.
Rclcrcnccs: Iahles l4.2.5.1,14.2.5.2._14.2.5.3. 14.154.14.115. 14.210.14.15. 7. 14.2.5.8.
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Table VIC10. Schedule of Assessments in Study 190-046 (4-6 Week PSG Trial in Non-

elderly Chronic Insomnia Patients).
.w. . .V‘ ..m_.... _. _____‘ __._...

 
 

 

 

Eia

     

 

  
 

  

E—w—nu—n5-1

_lmmmm-mmm_
wn—-uun_—“
m_-_——____—_
w--fl*-—_fl_

mi_———m—_
WWWW I-========Nam .|_ _ than:

“W—

m-HW—fl
mn__——w——m

m-_n_-—_
m-m—m—_

“mu-fl-l—fl—
-W
“mum—*-
m. u m mmM—m—
m—-_——__—_——
“WWW—

_=nm—M__
“m—M— I. 750 min;- sun in: is haulmmWe t ii mime-n an madam! nun den" duty. 1. (va m hm: [my 1- I I. lh-Ifl. and «1—14. L law mun uflgkNiM rim-M

4. (Mud 1; M misfit PRU .l‘ullm fin: nigh afms'l- \‘iut 5. 11‘”an Mal murk- lnr [ulna-6.5 funk-n um aml ”MIKE-d in nlrl'hih: .‘llu Raymund lhl'maplmd $1? dag: mile! W dn-w. MI umhmitml whit-us \le- mammal; éumnmml “mun! um mu at We Iifllc "I'llmwlumnw

APPEARS THIS WAY

0N ORIGINAL
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Figure VIC3. Panels A—C. Study 190-046 Efficacy Results (ITT Population).
Panel A. Primary Efficacy Variable: Median Objective LPS

30

25

20

15minutes
10  

Overall Nighl 1 ngm 15 Nighl 29

Panel B. “Key” Secondary Efficacy Variable: the Median Objective Sleep Efficiency

100 1 0.05<pgo.1 vs. placebo

‘1101 $50.05 vs placebo DE d 2 0
"pgDDl vs‘placebo Scull one . mg95 I Esoplclone 10 mg

El Placebo

 

 
 

   

2.3

Overall Night 1 nght 15 Night 29

Panel B. A Secondary Efficacy Variable: Median Objective WASO45

flPlacebo .pfio 05 vs‘ placebo
IEsopiclone 2 0 mg
IEsoplclone 3 0 mg

35
m
ain.
3
.5
E

25

15

Overall Night 1 Nighl 15 Night 29

Note: “Overall" rcprcscnzs the average nl'all double-blind assessmenls. 'l he pniruisc cmnparison was pertbrmccl using, the appwpriatc
comrasl \lilhin :m ANUVA model on 111.: rankvtmnslhrmed dulu uilh treatment and sin: :15 fixed etl‘cclx The analysis cumpared each
esnpicltmc dflfil.’ group In [he placebo grnup using lhe MIXED jarmcdure
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Table VICll Panels A—B Summary Tables on Efficacy Results (ITT Population) in Study
190-046

Panel A. Primary Variable: Objective LPS

Pmiltl‘lli Sleep (mi-ulna; (ll-,9) (us-4N) (n- [Oil

_“—E-_

  
  

  
 
 

”—u

  
  

  Mean (51)}

Min. MIL-c -

Pnimise {Maine I. n placebu
 

    

 
Pairwise p-valuc \‘s. placchs

  
  

  

  
 

Note: The pair“ iw ummal‘w-n u.“ ym-rr‘u-nuell thing lb: emu-quiz“ Cinflm'd “ill-in an ANUVA model ml lhc mt-tmmlh-mgd
dam will irraflumn mu! lih‘ 1‘ 53m! cll‘nv Ilk- Jlldl}\'i'~ (Amman-‘1 “ch munch-ac dmc group In (hr plucm gmup min; "11‘
MIXL'l} prwcdunm
Rcl'crmue: nil-IL- 14,1!

Panel B. “Key” Secondary Efficacy Variable: Objective Sleep Efficiency
i

(Hum-(h: Sleep Ir-Ll'l‘k'itneg I'V-l Hymn-lune 2.9 mg I-Iunplclune 3.0 mg l
«tin-I aid ‘35 l|

I'niruiw p-\ul|.ls' in lilac-Jim n . - _ a, ’ ’ I, w MIJIIXH

L1cilIHSUI 33.4““.5] KSIIUUJI 37.4 (8.9!

-—

l'auinu'w lv-mluc \ -. [ILICClvu ~ , ' V (3.20:5

 

 

(LINN)!
“M I‘s‘rfi-I'H-‘d min - -‘I‘I‘N1lli:llc cu mu mllu’uma ANUVA nu-dul on llm I'u-IL-nhlrI-ul'vrlm-«l

dim uilh In. m- ch unlw “A: man; m a-Ilulmn'el null C‘I-luclulm ulm- gnu... In m.- pIm-l-nm mum mm; .m-Hlxrn .m- .
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Table VIC12 Panels A-B, Continued. Summary Tables on Efficacy Results (ITT

Population) in Study 190-046

Panel A. Secondary Variable: Objective WASO
Objection: “’ASO (mi-ans} Wm: 2.0 In;

Ila-99 n-IM FIG!

“m
«2m

Min. Mm:

     
   
    

47A (37.31 32.43411) 3|.7 [24.7]

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

I’airm'sc p-vuluc vs. plnccbu
 

:- . r.“5:”.- w $1.

———“
Mam {SD} ‘91!“2.” 52,? {41.3) 43 ll (39.!)

.35.?-Mediun 3.3.0 410.5

 
 
 

 

   
 

  
 

 
Min. Man ~—

Puimisc p-ruluc w. plucchia ° = sac-‘3 é 0.3193 0.5203

——_-_

Median 39.0 35.5 ‘9 3
Min. Max

i'ainxisc p-valuc rs. pluck:

 
 

 

 
 
  

  
   

   Now: lllc mil“ in: “mantis-m “as {mam-ml usirlu ll": mink-prim: conlrnsl within an ANOVA model on Ihl: I‘alIk-uuusli-mml
dam with Irmmmnl and u‘lc ax I'm-d uni-K.“ [be final) 5k uninsured each mugxickuw (imi- [noun n- :lm plm’uI-n gn-ull using 1|“.M] Kim pate-slum
Rclbmnuc: Fable 14.3.;

Panel B. Other Secondary Objective and Subjective Sleep Variables

   Efficacy Measure Emuliclone 2.0 mg Esopiclone 3.0 mg("all”) (n=l05]

  
 Objective NI ensures

W— «.5
Wake Time Before Persistent Sleep (min) [2.2"

Waite Time During. Sleep [min] 352 30 I 27.2‘ *
34 .4.. Id '41Wake Time Alter Sleep {min} I .0

Sleep Latency| (min) 46.0 (-10.0) 30.0" l29.5'*| 27.7" (25.0“!
366.0 (3616.0) 400.0‘ LEMMA") 400.0“ (406.0“)

45.00110} 37.| 137‘” 30.2'1302")
Quality of Sleep (mm) 47 7 5+5" .' .0“
Depth ol'Slccp (mm) 51.7 58.9“ 50.7”

‘(lfll-Sp-Sl'lfli; ".1501". l'hc pairwise cmnpzlrimn was pcrfin'mql using the unpmpriatc cunts-wt within .11. A?“ )VA luudcl
on (in: rnnlernnsl'L-mwd clulu with trcnlmcul and sitc- as fixed cl‘lL—cls. 'I hc analysis mumpurcd \‘ilL‘ll u-mruiclmu- dmc gnu-up Ioiln: pincchu gmup using the MINI]! prnucdur'c.

  
 

 
 

J9_-J
K‘-

 

‘Rc-mlh‘ in lure-"theses (uptown: (mm \‘silh \utuux 5-H! Illil'lulc‘h rmmwcd 1 we hculunl 1 LI I.
All unluuh‘ represent gmup medium: unlcs: (Illicruiw indiuileil
Iiclhlk‘luc: l-‘Il‘lc: l4.2.ll.[. |4.3.4.:. 14.2.4.3. l4.2.~4.-L 14.2191” I4.I.(c.i I. 14.2.0.2. 1421.1}, l-l ‘19 1. l4 :«_4.l-LZI-JJ. 14.2.6 5. l-l.3.(i.(1.und I4._‘.r‘.7
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Figure VIC4 Panels A—C. Primary, “Key” Secondary and Secondary Objective and

Subjective Sleep Variable Results (Median Values) Over Time of Study 190-046 (ITT
Population).

Panel A. Primary Variable (Objective LPS) and a Secondary Variable (Subjective LPS)

,5 ' omecnve LPS 50 sumacnve SLEEP LATEMCY

40

minutes

”pgnm m gumbo "9:0 OI vast-seem
  

night 1 ngltl 15 Night 29 Night 1 Night 15 Night 29 Nights 43+“

Panel B. “Key” Secondary Variable (Objective Sleep Efficiency) and Secondary Variable
(Subjective Total Sleep Time)

  
1m OBJECTIVE SLEEP EFFICIENCY 500 SUBJECTWE TOTAL SLEEP TIME

450
90

400
:3

35080

--a--Ptaeebo teammatvspmbo
+Esmidona 2 0 mg “0:11 at wannabe 3m +EW 21) mt] :Elokpguos w. mambo
"1| female 30 . .1...Elm 3.0m p50.01vsptaeebo

70 250

Night I Night 15 Nighl 29 Night 1 Night 15 Night 29 Nights 43“-

Panel C. Secondary Variables (Objective and Subjective WASO)
OBJECTIVE WASO so SUBJECTIVE WASO

   
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

40 40

I! 30 m 30
2 E

=' 2
s:_ “‘ 2
E 20 E U

+Plaoobo +Placebo. .05

w +Emid'm 2'“ "‘9 .9 ""950“ “‘ “mm 10 +Esopetone 2 0 mo fiwbfiifslngcgcebn
+Esoptclona 3.0 mg [350.01 “Plat-”Eb“ +Esopic|one 3 0 mg -D 0

Night | Nigm 15 NightZS' ngl’ll 1 Nighl 15 Night 29 Nights 43+“

References For Figures ll.4.l.i-i through HALLS-3: Tables l4.ll. 14.3.2. I413, l4.2.6.|.!. H.2.6.2.|,2md Illa-H, The [tilinfisu
comparismt was pcrfimued using the appropriate contraslx within an ANt'WA model on lllt.‘ rank-lransfhrmcd data with treatment and site
as fixed effects. Subjeclite sleep latency, subjective WASO, and stthiectiw total sleep time data have values “>540 minutes removed (sec
Section I i. l ]. The sample sizes liar subjective measures :11 Days 43 and 44 mm: smaiL resulting in reduced attatisticttl ptmct' (we Section
9.8.0. All \altaets represent group medians.
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Figure VICS Panels A—B. Results on “Next Day Effects” Parameters (ITT Population) of
Study 190-046

Panel A. Median Daytime Alertness

"pgflfl‘l vs placebo

 
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

Panel B. Median Daytime Ability to Function

8 uPiacebO

flfisopidone 2 3 mg “3105 "5' ”mew
lEsopiclone 30 mg 

 
Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

Note: Week 1 [Nights 2-3). 3 (Nights Q- 15), 3 (Nights 10-22). 4 (Nights 23-29), 5 (Nights 30-36). zmd 6 (Nights 37-44).
Measuremenls are based on a scale ol‘U 'm poor and 10 "~'- excellent from the Evening Questionnaire. 'lla: pairwise
comparison was performed using the appropriate con [last within an MNOVA model on the rank-transformed data with
treatment and site as fixed cchcts. "lite analysis compared each csopiclunc dose group to the {)lacclm group using theMIXED procedure.

References: Tables 1428.] and H.382.
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Table VICI3. DSST Results in Study 190-046.

cm 1.... 1...... 5......

We 0...... n—mn Means»: m

59.1 (12.33) 2.4 (8.5) 3 0

96 58.6 {13.86) 2518.2) 3.0

o 61.1(1403) 60.5 4.70.1.1) 4.0

60.4 (13.15) 61.0 42110.0) 4.5

10. 57.2 114.24) 56.0

60.i{|4.lS) 59.5 102 3.1(303)

100 60.4(12.05) 60.3

09 60.0(l435) 59.0 99

59.2 (£2.10 60 0

0.6 (8.7) 2.0 0.0l95()flJf " :9 6!.0

1.4 (8.0) 0.264](10.9 (I LSS 61.5

61.8 (16.11 62.0 2.8014} 3.0 0.0807

3.4 (8.?) 0.69m10! 62.3 (12.51) 64.5 J "1

'Changc fmm [1113:31in was; compared to plawhn by day using an ANOVA model on rank—translimncd data with Irczumcnl and sit: asfixed effixb.

ch: Baseline was the baseline visit (Visit 2 singleiblind placchn} assessment. For each visit. Era subject had more than one
assessmem. the values: 11ch '4) tagged.
Refkl‘cncc: Table H51).

   

  
59.0

95

95

.5:-.11.. UIUI(~—.3—356.366O"5‘
.4

Iisopiciouc 2 .0 mg Base] i 110
{It-’IOS)

c U1'1!

a...  
 

 
102Empiclone 3.0 mg 8:151:3in

(n=f04) 5c .5.

J) GI) 99

I; \o

!‘ ,.
~...~...~...~...-

.3;- {Ah +it
 

APPEARS 7111s WA?
on 01110111111
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Figures VIC6. Panels A—C. Results on Discontinuation (Rebound) Effects of Study 190-046

(ITT Population)
Panel A. Median Objective LPS.

minutes

50 - - 0- - Placebo
+Esopiclone 21) mg

40 +Esopiclone 370 mg

 
Baseline Night 1 Night 15 Night 29 High! 45 Nighl 48

Panel B. Median Objective Sleep Efficiency

100

 
90

0 Q
A

O

80 O
- - O" Placebo

+Esopiclone 2.0 mg
+Esopiclone 3.0 m

70

Baseline Nith Night15 Nighl29 Night45 Nighl46

Panel C. Median Objective WASO

minutes 
60

I
50

O

40 g 0

30 ‘

20
-- O - - Placebo

10 +Esopiclone 210 mg
+— Esopiclone 370 mg

0

Baseline Night 1 Night 15 Night 29 Night 45 Night 46
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Table VIC14. Results on Discontinuation (Rebound) Effects of Study 190-046 (ITT

Population) in Summary Tables

Change from Basleline on
Obicctive LPS (minutes)

Treatment

 
 
 
 

 Change from Baseline

“n

Esopiclunc 2.0 mg (n=l05l

-46 98 -]2_7(44.8}
~1.2(-16.8)

(minutes)

 
 

  

 
 

l'ainrisc p-
ralue vs.1

plattebo'   
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
45.0 0.0008

0.3746 0.0458

0.0818

0.0206

0.1642

0.7901

0.5212

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

  
  
 

  
Esopielnne 3.0 mg "12104) 0.5932

  
 

   
Change from Baseline on
Objective Sleep Efficiency (70):"-

4.1

2.9

-2.5

0.9

-2.2

-|.0

3.7

   

 
   

Placebo (11:09)

 
 

03 _. _ .

H1142) - 4515.340 00:23

.2 .

.) .'

 
i

l

r\ \ 6mg.

l

.

  Empiclune 2.0 mg (n“—l ()5)

..

Auragc

r.

 
 

Esopielnne 3.0 mg (IF-‘lfl-‘ll

4‘ _ .

4r _. .

46 4mm) - 453.4 516 0.3167 0.0746
. ,. -2 (:28) - -33.3.ss.4 0.0132 0.00:8

Change from Baseline on

Objective WASO (minutes)

as

45 . .

alfi . . '

0.3! 7‘)
 

 

  

    

 

 

Placebo 01:99) 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

liisopiclonc 3.0 mg (n==l 05} 

 

0.0119

>

0.0983

0.0933

0.9890

0.4518

 
 

 

(H324

0.409?

00420

0.7880

'For each marine-I11 group. the change From baseline was anal} zed using line Wilcnxnn signed rank lesl.
3 l'hc pairwise comparison “us performed using the appropriate comrasts u'illiin an ANUVA model on the runk-Iransthrmed change Iium
baseline data with treunnenl and sile lb fixed efibcls. l'he anuiysis cmnpured each Cfiopiclonc dose group to the placebo group using fin:Vlleil) pmccliure.

lisopiclone 3.0 mg (n:]04)

 llllr
N01e:“l3a~cline" was 'llL' Vixil 2 single-11011:] assessment. tf‘or subiecls. uhn had No niuhls Ufsimzlevblind treulmenl. the ‘ilillL‘h Here
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Table VIC15. Schedule of Assessments in Study 190—049 6-month Double—blindlfi-month

Oman-Label Subjective Sleep Trial in Non-Elderly Patients with Chronic Insomnia

 
- “'n‘kiytq 2' day», 1. I 44)». -u the:turn1. Nu fun: um- iamRadon: m fliecmingd‘iue Harlin: mm [nu-r a: I‘m: dune. TI": 1m mru clan 1n the nun-lg «'II-c l'uhvl'vada \H‘r IVmI m.
4‘ Sun.“ owning llumglln«1 a: nu _l—; “mum“! u. u: u‘ m.Hrm-lnhlrrsqnflnnc 1 .15 an ("mama-3m;
-l'«e\tncnlnm« J‘lMfiflmlmuawful-mid- “SaldeJ
‘As Milli-n4 izfiwfiafll
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Table VIC 16. Study 190—049: Efficacy Variables.

Primary Efficacy Variable

Sleep latencyr (minutes): Subjective average time to fall asleep over the past week.

The last-three-month average (Month 4-6) for sleep latency during the

double-blind treatment period was the primary efficacy endpoint.

Key Secondary Eflicacy Variable

Total sleep time 1 mi mites}: Subjective average duration of sleep over the past

week. The last-threevmonth average (Month 4-6) for total sleep time during the
double—blind treatment period was the key secondary efficacy endpoint.

Other Secondary Eflicaqv Variables

The first—three-month averages and the last-three-month averages during the double—blind
period, as well as the monthly averages during each treatment period (double-blind, open-
label, and overall esopiclone) for the following subjective sleep variables were secondaryr
efficacy endpoints:

- Sleep latencyr (except double-blind last-three-month average, which is the primal)]
efficacy variable);

- Total sleep time (except double—blind last-three-month average, which is the key
secondary efficacy variable);

- Number ot‘awakeninus: Average number ot‘times awake during the night;

. Wake time after sleep onset (WASO) {minutes}: Average time awake after first
falling asleep;

- Quality of sleep: Measured on a discrete analog scale from 0 to 10 where 0 : poor
and 10 = excellent:

 

- Number of nights awakened: Number of nights during the week that subject
awoke afier falling asleep (minimum = 0, maximum = 7').

APPEARS THIS WAY

0N ORIGINAL
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Table VIC17. Mean Daily Dose (mg/day) of Placebo and 2 mg ESZ/day Treatment Groups
during the 6- month Double-Blind Phase of Study 190—049 (A subjective sleep study in non-
elderly patients with Chronic Insomnia).

——
Esopicluue
(N=593}

- 242.75mg 22.75 mg
n (96) n ('13) :1 (Ya) [I (Va)

0 (an) 4 (0.7) 38 (6.7!

l (0.2) 5 (0.9) l! (2.9) Kit-1.6]
u (0.0; 4w.“ [5 (2.7) 24 (4.31

  

  

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

A _ a _ e3Duration of
Treatment

Sl month
> [—2 months

>2—3 months

>34 mouths
>4-5 months

>545 months

36 (19.4)

IE (7.0)
l2 (6.5]

901.8)
4t2.2)

49:26.3)

0 (0.0) 3 (0.5) l8 (3.2)
0 (um I (0.1; m ( LS)

0 (0.9) 13 (2.3) 136 (24.2;
36 months 63 (33.9) o (0.0; I t (2.0) 1445251,»

Total Subjects 186 (letter); I (0.2; 41 (7.3} 396 (70.3)

Note: This table summarizes data for Population A + C, see Figures 9.7. I .Z-I and If). 1—2 for the description of the
populations.

Note: Average daily dose was calculated as the total amount of drug taken divided by the number ofdays between the
first dispuflfiallon and (the minimum efthe end at the double—blind treatment period or the last dose date on the study
temtinatton page).

  
Note: Percenrage—s are based on subjects in each treattttent group who had non-mixing values for average daily dose.
Reference: Table [4. l .eA.

Table VIC18. Mean Daily Dose (mg/day) for the 6- month Open-Label Phase (2 mg
ESZ/Day)of Study 190—049

Pinch“ Empldtme

<1 mg t—cz mg 2-<2.75 lug 21.75 mg: <1 m2 Iv<1 m;- 141.15 mg 21.15 mg
n (7-) n ('13) n (26-; n (36) n PM II ['51 «1%) n (9.]

.mm. m 4th

  
 

 

 
Dot-sum of

Open-label
Treatment

 

   
 

 

fl 3§. 3

”mm: m. mum. mm
um: mm mm mm

l

. 3 f

m. um»:
““3191

mom swam mm mm
' All albjens received esopiclnne 3 mg during the open-label treatment petiod.
Note: ‘this table sunumt'rzes data tor Population :1 H]. see hgurt-s 9.7.t.1-t unit I“ I-2 tot the tlewriptttm ot'utc populmmtz-
Note: Average dailydose was calculated tea the total aim-mutt m‘dmg taken divided by the number ofdayx' between the first dispensation and the
minimum of (the end of the upcmtabel treatment penal or lht: his! not: (tatt- ott UIt.‘ bludy tcrnu'nwou huge I.
Now: l’el’t'cnlzlgce un: based lll'l Mlbjccls in each treatment group who htrtl mn-Ittssfimg mines for in emge (lady (lose.Reference: Tabte l4.l.4B.
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Table VICI9. -Mean Daily Dose (mg/day) for the First 6 Months of ESZ Trentment (of
either Double-blind or Open Label ESZ) in Study 190-049

Average Daily Dose (mglday)

Esoplclone'

(N=704)

Duration of <1 mg l-<2 mg 2-<2.75 mg 22.75 mg

42m

3m

 

  
 

  
 
 

 

  mm

mm

mm mm
16905.!)

W, mm

48mm

l6-month empielene 3 mg: includes the first (1 months on esopiclone 3 mg for subjects who received :1! least
one dose ot'esopicione.

Note: This table summarizes data for Population B + C. see Figures 9.7.1.24 and till-2 for the description of
the populations.

Note: Average daily dose was calculated as the total amount ol‘drug taken divided by the number ofdays
between the first dispensation and the minimum of the end of the treatment period or the last dose date on the
study termination page.

  
 
   

Note: Percentages are based on subjects in the treatment group who had non-missing values for average dailydose.

Reference: Table 14. l .4('.

APPEARS THIS WAY
0N ORIGINAL
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Table VIC20. Mean Daily Dose (mgfday) for 12 Months of ESZ Treatment (Double-blind

and Open Label ESZ) in Study 190-049

Average Daily Dose (mglday)

Esoplcltme'

(Net-193)

Duration of (I mg l-<2 mg 2-<2.75 mg 22.75 mg '

Treatment n (0/0) n (Va) 11 (“/o} n (%)

 
 

31 month 0 (0.0) 4 (0.7) 16 (2.8) 33 (6.7)

>1-2 months 1 (0.2) 11 (2.01 26 (4.6)

>2-3 months 0 (0.0) 4(1),?) 15 (2.7) 24 (4.3)
>3-4 months

>4-5 months

>5-6 months

2-6-7 months

>7-8 month

>8—9 months

>9—10 months

>t0—ll months

>1 l~12 months

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

' 0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

l) (0.0)

0 (0.0)

(l (0.0}

3 {0.5)

I (0.2)

3 {0.5)

0 (0.0)

l (0.2)
(MOD)

0 (0.0)

l (0.2)

Int] 8)

8 (1.4)

3 (0.5)
2 (0.4)

3 (0.5)

0 (0.0)

3 (0.5)

I (0.2)

0 (0.0)

30 (5.3)

180.2)

10(l.8)

100.8)

17(10)

12 (2.11

3(0.51

5mg)

10(1.3)

122 (21.7)

  >12 months 4 (0.7) 26 (4.6) 113 (20.1)

Total Subjects _ 1 (0.2) 36 (5.4) 1 )8 (21.0) _ 408 (72.5)
' [2-month esopiclone 3 mg: includes up to IE months on esopiclone 3 mg for subjects who were randomized
to esopielone 3 mg and received at least one dose of esopiclone in the double-blind or open-label periods.

Note: This table summarizes data for Population C + U, see Figures 9.7.1.24 and 10. [-2 for the description of
the populations.

Note: Average daiiy dose was calculated as the total amount ot‘drug taken divided by the number of days
between the first dispensation and the minimum ot‘thc end of the treatment period or the last dose date on the
study temtination page.

Note: Percentages are based on subjects in the treatment group who had non-missing values for average dailydose.

Reference: Table [4. MC.

KPPEARS THIS WAY

0N ORIGINAL
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Table VIC21. Efficacy Results on Subjective Sleep Latency from the 6- month Double-

Blind Phase of Study 190-049 (A subjective sleep study in non—elderly patients with
Chronic Insomnia).

ITT Population

<fi.(lOOI

Statlsflc Esoplclone 3 mg
(11:59:;

Month 4.6Avmge MeantSDJ 64.7 56.4 46.7 45.6)

[prammapoaq mm31.7
Min, Max 4.! 1300 2.],565.G

Month [-3 Average McanfSD] (:6 l 54 8] 45.3 40.0} mom:
5

   
 

 

   
  

  
 

 
32-1

.0 am 4.8.3713s .* .

Month] 44.3(365 <1).t1001

-Median 52.5 3L3Min,Max -—"'

mum 41.000!

W .

Month 4

   
 
 

 
  
 

 
 Mean (SD)
 
 
  

  
 

 

__ . Min. Max __ _ ,
Month 5

Median

_ Min. Max ,
McaruSDJ

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

Munlh (77 7 <(I.000] 

 , , , Min. Max -—

Nulc: This table sununarizcs data for Population A I (‘. M3: Figures 9.71.24 and “ll—2 furllic description oftllc populations.
Note: Fm- eaclr subject, “Munlii l -3 Aim-age" represents the a veragc (-wr Mmllhs 1-3 nl‘thc tumble-blind periud. flnd “Month 470
Average“ rL‘Pl'L‘SLfilU the average over Months 4-6 ol‘llu: double-lilind l1L1'lUd based on [he lasl ubsun‘utiim carried forward algorithm. For
each subject. each month ruprcscnls the average of all \wckiy data collected during llllll month. In [116 event that no data wcm available
for a month, the previous mumh arcrape w.» imputed. In addition. Il‘only one value was available For a month. llien the mean of“ Ihal
value and the previous month average was used.

Note: The neatmcnt cnmparxsnn was performed uung .111 ANUVA model on ll]: l‘ank-Imnsfimncd data with treatment and site as fixed
effects. The analysis cotnpartd usoluclonc 3 mg group to llk’ placebo group using llll: MIXED procedure.Reference: Tables I-l 1| 1 l -\
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Table VIC22. Results of the “Key” Secondary Efficacy Variable, Subjective Total Sleep
Time in the Double-blind Phase of Study 190-049 (ITT Population).

Time Interval Statistic Placebo Esoplclone 3 mg mn=i9 n=593

Month +6 Average 41.000!
[key secondary

warrant}

Month 1.3 Average 37'“ (63.7) 41.000:

. _

Monthl («J-00¢”

Mean t SD)

    
   
     

  
 
     3391” (79.3}  

 
  

 

379.7 (68.9) 01.000 |
385.0 

 
 

  

Min, Max

Month 3 7 7 Mean (SD; 7

Min. Max

Mam"! _ I 345.0010) 3?5.6(72.l) «10001

3603 E
Month 5 Mean (SD) 338.4 [77.9) 377.8 [71.7) (0.0001

Min, _Ma._ .._.
McaniSD) 339.3 77.!) 378.3023

H
, , , W _ __ Mm. Minx

Note: This table snimnnrizcs data for Population A 4 (I see Figures UJ. l.2—I and l0.l 72 For the description oflhe pqmlatioua.

 <100.m t  
34 | .7 {69.6) 378.2 (70.5)

 

 
 
 

0......»

 
 

  
 
 
 

 

    

 

 
 Month 6 £0.00!”

  

 

Note: For each subject, “Month [.3 Average" rower-cm» the average over Monllts 1-3 ol‘lhc double-blind period. and "Month 4-6
Average" represents the average over Months 4-6 ofthe double-blind period based on the last observation untried forward algorithm. For
each suhjcct. finch Illtmll‘l t'cgnescnts the average (Il‘ull weekly (lain (\Illcctcd during ll'tal mouth. in Lite event Illlll rm daln were available
fur a month. the prm‘iuus month :t\ tinge “as imputed in addition. il‘nnly one value woe available For a month, then the menu ofthat
Villuc and Ill: pic-Hum tunnlll :n'mzlgi: was used.

Note: The treatment comparison “'11) pertilrtncd using. an ANI')\"A model on the rank-timtsfiirmed data with treatment and site :15 fixed
effects. The analysis compared esopiclunc 3- mg group In 1hc placebo group using the MIXED procedure.
Reference: Tables l4.2.l.2.lA. l~l.2.| .1211

APPEARS THIS WAY
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Figure VIC7. Efficacy Results on Median Subjective Sleep Latency for the Double-blind

and Open Label Phases of Study 190-049 (ITT Population).

60

 
50 p30

40

30

20SleepLatency(mln)
1O

1 2 3 4

Note; This-figure summarizes data for Population A -i (” and Population [I I D. m: Figures 9.7.1.34 and “Ll-2 for llic dcscriplion ol'lhc”mutations.

Note: All results are group medians. For each subject, each month represents the average of all weekly data collected during lhnl month. In
the event IIIEII no data wen: mmlablc For a mouth. the previous mnnlli average was uupuled. in addition. ironly one value was available for
a month, then the mean ofthal value and the previous month average was used. 11-".- ireatmcm comparison was pcrfonued lilting an
ANOVA model on the tank—transformed dam with trcahucnt (thd silc as fixed cft‘ccts. The analysis compared csupiclouc 3 mg group to the
placebo group using the MIXED procedure.
Reference:Tablcs l4.2.l.l.2.—\ and [4.3.].IB.

Figure VIC8. Results of the “Key” Secondary Efficacy Variable, Median Subjective Total
Sleep Time in the Double-blind and Open-label phases of Study 190-049 (ITT Population).

*pco.ooo1 vs. PBO

double-blind treatment

5

 
  

 
 

Innnun-nun:nun-luluInununuunn
6 7 a

Month

450 ’p<o_ooo1 vs. PBo

‘__E Esoamg
E 400 * g * t

g M
r: 350
3 poo
.9.m

g 300.—

doubIe-blind treatment

.
:
2..o.
3.o...n
3.
E
3
3
5
3t
2.u
=.n
l.

gua
1

10

open-label treatment: all
subjects received 580 3 mg

%

open—label treatment: all
subjects received E30 3 mg

 

Nfitr‘ ””4 figure umumrirm link! {or l’upulnlinu .\ I ( .unl l'utullnriuu ll 0 I) we! igurrs ‘l '-' l l-l All-I III l2 I'm the L‘lL'\lJl'll1lltullli‘lilL'Impulauum

MW“: 3" WW!" “‘5 8““? Infill-"h- For each nulucul. ctlcll mouth wines-mu (In- .I\ undue-It'ull “ct-Hy data collected during Ilul umnlh. lu
[hc cw"! [lull no dalzi Wm .nmluivic l'ur .l immlh. llm [Vlk'\ll‘ll} mouth .ucmgt- “35 unpuluil [u .ulililmn. I1 cull} one value w.“ .H.II|;Ilvlc1iu
a month. then 11m mun ol'llw \.Ilt||.' and the |!Ic\|O|IS nwntll average “an med. “1: immucm cmnpamou 1v.“ pcrlomicd using an
ANUVA model ml the mnh-lmmlt-nucd dam in uh li'cutmcut «ml mv .1: Find clln'h lhu .uudy‘la cuznpairvil nuwckuw 3 my group In theplacebo group [”le thi' MIXED procedure.
“crucifix. I’l'llfl l4.1.| .12}. :uul H l. l .2“.
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Table VIC23. Results of a Secondary Efficacy Variable, Subjective WASO in the Double-

blind Phase of Study 190—049 (ITT Population).
II x I 1

Time Interval Statistic Placebo Esnpiclone 3 mg mn4=£95 u=593

Monthd-fi Average Mcan(SD 52.5 (33.0) 43.0 58.6)    
 

 

M
m0.0 472.5 0.0 55 3.3

Mann SD) 59.2 (63.4) 44.7 [54.5]

0.0 569.2

47-407.?

kMedian 36.? 23.8Min. Max _.....

44.4m4.5) 0.00m

Month 3 Mean SD) 56.! (67.2} 42.2 (70.“ <{l.UUUl

 

   
 
 

 

Month l-3 Average  

 
 

 

  
 

Median 36.4 20.0

Mitt, Max ‘—-‘

Month-4 " Mean(SD‘t 5|.l(63.3) 42.356») 00:12::
Median 31.3 21.5

  
 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
_ Min. MI _ -——r .

Month 5 Mean (SD) 58.5 (85.2‘ 42.5 ((25. I] 
    

Median 34.4
Mitt. Max .—

 
 

 
Moth 6 7 MeantSD) I 7 48.2 (59.4: 0.0033 7

39,0

Min, Max _ —’  

Note: This table stlmmarims data for Pnpttlatiun A 4' C'. see Figures 9.7.1.2-[ and Ill. 1 -3 for the tlcfit‘rlmion ul’the pnpulatitms.
Note: For Eilcll subject, "Month |-.‘i Average“ represents the average over Months 173 nl'tite double-blind period. and “Mouth 4—!)
Average“ represents the average over M L‘mlllfi 4+ ul'tlte double-blind period based on the last observation carried forward algorithm. l'or
“Cl! Sultit’cl- Infill month represents the average of all weekly data collected during that month. In the own! that an data “an: available
for a month. the previous month average was imputed. In addition. il‘unly one value was available for a month. then the mctm ul'tlmt
value and the previous month average was used.

No": "“3 treatment CO'lll‘afi-‘m‘ ““5 l‘flfi‘rmfll “5511}: 3" ANUVA "maul on the t'mtk—tmnsthrmcd dam with treatment .utd Sllt.‘ as fixed
effects. The analysis compared csttpiclunt- 3 my group lit the placebo group using the MIXED pt‘uccthtrc
Reference: 'l'ahlcs l4.2.l.-l.lA. I4.2.l.4.2A,
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Table VIC24. Results of a Secondary Efficacy Variable, Subjective Number of Awakenings
in the Double-blind Phase of Study 190-049 (ITT Population).

Month 4-6 Average mono!
'

Month :-3Amge mom

——I_

Min. Max __

Month 2 mm— 2.00.5)

Min, Max

Month-4 Mean SD)

Min. Max -_..
Months

Min, Max .. -—

Min, Max

Note: This table summarizes dam for Pnplllalian A t C'. sec Figures 0.7.1124 and Hit—2 I'm-1h: description nfthe populatiml‘i.

 
  

   
 

  
 

 

 
   

  
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

   

 

  
 

 
 

 

Nolc: For each subject. “Mmllh I-J Average“ rcprcsmt.» the average over Months 1-] ol‘thc double-blind pcn'ud, and “Month 441
Average" represents the average over Months 4-6 of flat double-blind period based on I'll: last observation carried Forum-d algorithm For
each subject, each month represmts the average ufail weekly data collected during that nmnth. [n the event that no data wen.- available
for a month. the previous month average was imputed. in addition. il'unly mu: valuc was. .‘u'nilahlc fora month‘ then the menu of that
value and the previous month average was nserl.

Note; The treatment comparison was performed using an ANUVA model un Ihc mnk—lmnslonncd data with treatment and site: as fixed
effects. The analysis compared L‘snpinlnnc 3 mg gmup to the placebo group using the MIXED procedure,
Reference: Tables i4.2.l.3.l.—\, 14.2.1.312A.
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Figure VIC9. Results of a Secondary Efficacy Variable, Median Subjective WASO in the

Double-blind and Open-Label Phases of Study 190—049 (ITT Population).

45 *pgomaz vs. PBO _
4o

35 P80

3 3° a :

5 25 * * * * *O :

2 2° E aso 3 mg :

g 15 E W

10 E open-label treatment: all
5 double-blind treatment E subjects received E30 3 mg

 
123456759101112

Month

Nola: This figure summarizes data for Population A I- (T and Population I] 1 I). see Figures 0.7.1.24 and 10. l-Z for file descn'ption oflhcpopulations.

Nulc: All rcsulls an: group medians. for each subject. earl] mumh represents (in: average nl‘ull weekly data mile-clad during lllill mimlh. [n
the event Illa“ no dam were available for .1 month. the pun mus month average was imputed. In addllion. ifonly one value was aVailnlvle for
I1 month, illcn the mean ol‘lhat Value and the previous month average was used. 'llie treatment cmnpan'son was perfunned using an
ANUVA model on the mnk—lmnxlinnucd data with lrcalmeiu and rule as fixed el‘fectsl llie aiaaiyfiis cnmpared esoplclnne 3 mg group 10 meplacebo group using the MIXH) procedure.
Reference: TalIle l-‘l.2.l.-1.2A and |4.2.l.4[i

Figure VICIO. Results of a Secondary Efficacy Variable, Median Subjective Number of
Awakenings in the Double~blind and Open-Label Phases of Study 190-049 (ITT
Population).

  

3 *p<0.0001 vs. PBO _

2.5

P80 5

a 2
E a
5 1.5 '

iii E30 3 mg * i
3 E
< 1 5

0.5 i open-label treatment: all
double-blind treatment subjects received ESO 3 mg

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12

Month

Null? ‘lliis figure snmmnrzrr-c data for l‘upulutmn .\ i l' and l'iwilmiun I1 I l). «cc l'ipun‘x' U " [.34 and Ill. l-I I'm-1hr descriptions-[1hrlmpululums.

Hutu. .\l| rcsillls are group Il‘L‘IIl-lll‘n in: each sulxlccl. ouch Illflfllh represent:- ll1|.‘.'l\ cragcol'ull ucckl) data collected during that mnnlli. In
the m cm Ilml nu lL’lIJI \n‘u‘c .|\ail.|i\lc liu :1 month. lhc PIL‘\I(|II\I"UH1I1il\'I:r.l¥C “.h unpuml. In mlilnimi. Il‘unly one win: was amulahlc Fur
.1 month. Illcn llll.‘ menu mill." mluv: Jnd1hu previous month average Wm used. The Irmlancm cumpnrlsuu Wu:- perk-mica using an
.\Nf.}\".\ model on Ill: rulil-c-II'AIJCfornu-d dale uitl: lrcnuncnl and silc as fixed cffccts. The analysis compared cwpiclom: .i mg group to [heplacnrlm group using tin: MINE!) prrwulurc.
Rcl'crvun“ 'l'nlili- H: l3 :\ and H 3 t 3!!
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Figure VICll. Results of a Secondary Efficacy Variable, Median Subjective Quality of

Sleep in the Double~blind and Open-Label Phases of Study 190-049 (ITT Population).
10 *p<o.0001 vs. P80

3 E30 3 mg

Open-label treatment: all

double-blind treatment subjects received E30 3 mg

SleepQuality

 
Month

N0“: "this figure “mm-Titles (L1H! I‘m l’opuL’tltou A t L' and Population [3 t i). see Figures 9.71.24 and “Ll-2 forthr: description ulthepopulations.

Note: Measured on a scale from 0=poor to [tr-excellent. All results are group medians. For each subject, each month represents the
average of all weekly data collected during that month. In the event that no data were available for A: month. the previous month avmtge
“as imputed. In additiun. il‘only um: mine was available fora month. then the mean uflhal value and the previous month average was
used. “it: treatment CI)I‘I‘l}|«'lrlSt)ll was pertimnml using am ANUVA model on the rankitranslbnned data with Imminent and site as fixed
effects. The analysis compared csupiclune 3 mg gmup 10 the placebo group using the MIXED procedure.
Retcrcnccfl‘ahlc l4.3.l.5.2:’\ and |4.l.l.5ll.

Figure VIC12. Results of a Secondary Efficacy Variable, Median Subjective Number of
Awakenings in the Double—blind and Open-Label Phases of Study 190—049 (IT'I‘
Population).

7 *p<u.uoo1vs. PBO .

6 5
P80 5

'3 5 ' ' ' "‘fl
c :

3 a
a 4 W5
3 a: * 1' w * *- E
m 3 E80 3 mg 5u :

fit a
E 2

1 = open-label treatment: all

double—blind treatment subjects received E30 3 mg

 
‘l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1G 11 12

Month

Note: All results (In: group medians. For such suluch cach mom]: represents the average uf'nll weekly data collected during that month. In
the event that no data \vett mulluhlc for .i mouth. the lu’criuus mouth il\'L‘[3gL’ was imputed. In addition. ifnnly one value was available for
a month. then the mean at’tltat talue .uid the previous month manage this used The treatment comparison was perfonncd using an
ANOVA model on the rank-lutml'urmed data with Imalmcnt and silt: 11> lixud effects. the analysis compared usupiclouc 3 mg group 10 theplacebo group using tin: Mleil) pllIL'L‘LlIII'L'.
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Figure VIC13. Panels A-C. Results on “Next-Day Effects” Parameters in the Double-blind

and Open-Label Phases of Study 190-049 (ITT Population).

Panel A. Median Subjective Daytime Alertness"

10

BIn
in
o

5

E6
d:
e

E41-!
>s
m
a

2

 

Median values on a discrete scale from 0-10, where 0=very sleepy and 10=wake and alert.

*p<o.ooo1 vs. PBO

E30 3 mg

lllllluullnnlnuuIlllllllllllllllllllllllllll
double-blind treatment

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Month

9

Panel B. Median Subjective Physical Well-Being*
10

U?
.5

£8.-

g-5N
.2

a:4
n.'h
0

$2I:
U
a:

 

Median values on a discrete scale from 0—10 where 0=poor and IO=excellent.

* For each subject, each month represents the average of all weekly data collected during that month. In the event that no data
were available for a month, the previous month average was imputed. In addition, if only one value was available for a month,
then the mean of that value and the previous month average was used. The treatment comparison was performed using an
ANOVA model on the rank-transformed data with treatment and site as fixed effects. The analysis compared esopiclone 3 mg

*p<o.oo1 V5. PBO

E80 3 mg
a * t 1: *

P80

double-blind treatment

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Month

group to the placebo group using the MIXED procedure.
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10

11

11

open-label treatment: all
subjects received E30 3 mg

12

l

open-tabel treatment: all

subjects received E50 3 mg

12



 
Figure VIC13, continued (Panels A—C continued). Results on “Next-Day Effects”
Parameters in the Double-blind and Open-Label Phases of Study 190-049 (ITT
Population).

Panel C. Median Subjective Daytime Ability to Function*

subjects "comet E80 3 mgdouble-blind treatment

*0 'M‘WD1H.PBO . .
l

: E803 5
2 8 . . "'9 a
‘5 t i i- * IMC W=:r :
II. 5 WE
2 5’90 !
e
a 4

< 5
§‘ §

3 2 g open—label treatment: all

 
Month

Note: Median values measures on a discrete scale from 0—10 where0=poor and 10=excellent.

* For each subject, each month represents the average of all weekly data collected during that month. In the event that no data
were available for a month, the previous month average was imputed In addition, ifonly one value was available for a month,
then the mean of that value and the previous month average was used. The treatment comparison was performed using an
ANOVA model on the rank~transformed data with treatment and site as fixed effects. The analysis compared esopiclone 3 mg
group to the placebo group using the MIXED procedure.
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Table VIDl. Schedule of Assessments in Study 190-047 (2-Week PSG Elderly Chronic
Insomnia Trial)

 
Table VIDZ. Schedule of Assessments in Study 190-048 (2-Week Subjective Sleep Chronic
Insomnia Elderly Trial).

Screening —m End-«Study
mm

-14 to 0 “leek ] \Vcck 2

Days Dav 8:l:l dav (Day [5 to [7}X

Inclusionfflxclusion Criteria —__

 

   
 

 

 

 Observation and Procedure

  
 

  
  
 

 
 

Medicalfl’svchiatrie History

Physical Examination (including seated vital
signs, weigh and briefnenmlegic
examinatien  

X

XX -- 
 

  
  

X

———
IIncluded thyroid function tests and measurement of l7B-cslradiol levels.
{Dosing began at home on the evening ot’bmeline visit.
"First lVRS call occurred at the baseline visit and again that evening prior to dosing. [VRS was
called each morning and evening from Visit 3 (baseline) thmugh Visit 4.

“m_— X

_
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Table VID3. Efficacy Variables in Study 190-048

9. 5.1.2.2 Key Secondary Eflicacy Variable

. Subjective total sleep time jminutes 1: Subjective total duration of sleep assessed
via IVRS.

9.5.12.3 Other Secondary Efficacy Variables

The following parameters were assessed each morning via lVRS.

. Subjective wake time after sleeg onset (WASO; minutes): Time awake alter first
falling asleep.

- Subjective number ofawakenings: Number of times awake during sleep.

. Subjective morning sleejginess: Measured on a discrete scale from 0 to 10 where

= “very sleepy” and 10 = “not at all sleepy".

. Subjective quality of Sleejgz Measured on a discrete scale from 0 to H) where 0 =

“poor” and 10 = “excellent”.

. Subjective death of Sleejg: Measured on a discrete scale from 0 to [0 where 0 =

“very light” and 10 = “very deep”.

The following parameters were assessed each evening via lVRS.

. Subjective dafiime alertness: Measured on a discrete scale from 0 to ID where 0

“drowsy” and ID = “alert".

- Subjective number ofnaps taken: Number of naps taken during a given day.

. Subjective nag time (minutes): Total duration of nap time for a given day.

- Subjective daily ability to function: Measured on a discrete scale from 0 to 10

where 0 = “poor” and 10 = “excellent”.

- Subjective sense of thsical well-being: Measured on a discrete scale from 0 to
to where 0 : “poor" and 10 = “excellent”.
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Figure VIDl. Panels A-C. Efficacy Results in Study 190—047, 2-Week, PSG Study on

Elderly Patients with Chronic Insomnia (ITT Population)

Panel A. Co-Primary Variable: Group Median Objective LPS
DPlacebo

IEsopidmefl_ _ 2_.0_ mg“

 
40

 
 

‘p<010001 vs placebo

 

 
03 Period high! 1 Nghl 14

Panel B. (Io-Primary Variable: Group Median Objective Sleep Efficiency
100 DPlacebo

' 0.005 t ac b
IIEswiclonelOmg! ”5 2’5 “I e 0

90
t*

so
:3

7D

 
DB Period Him 1 Night 14

Panel C. “Key” Secondary Variable: Group Median Objective WASO

APPEARS THIS WAY

[IN ORIGINAL
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Tables VID4. Panels A-C. Summary Tables of Efficacy Results in Study 190-047, A 2-

Week PSG Study on Elderly Patients with Chronic insomnia (ITT Population)

A. Co—Primary Variable: Group Median Objective LPS

APPEARS THIS WAY

ON ORIGINAL

B. Co—Primary Variable: Group Median Objective Sleep Efficiency

APP£AR3 THIS WAY
0N ORIGINAL

C. “Key” Secondary Variable: Group Median Objective WASO

APPEARS THIS WAY

ON ORIGINAL
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Table VIDS. Results on Secondary Variables in Study 190-047 A 2-Week, PSG Trial on

Elderly Patients with Chronic Insomnia

APPEARS THIS WAY

OBI ORIGINAL

APPEARS THIS WAY
0N ORIGINAL

APPEARS THIS WAY
0N ORIGINAL
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Figure V192. Results of a Secondary Analysis on a Secondary Variable: Median Objective
Cumulative Wake Time at Double-Blind Dosing Night 1 in Study 190-047, A 2-Week, PSG

Trial on Elderly Patients with Chronic Insomnia

APPEARS THIS WAY

0N ORIGINAL

APPEARS THIS WAY

ON ORIGlNAL

APPEARS THES WAY

0N ORIGINAL
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Table VI.D.5.I. Sleep Architecture Results of Study 190-047: a 2-Week, PSG Trial on

Elderly Patients with Chronic Insomnia

APPEARS THIS WAY

ON ORIGINAL

APPEARS THIS WAY

ON ORIGINAL  
APPEARS THIS WAY

ON ORIGINAL
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Figure VID3. Panels A-C. Efficacy Results in Study 190-048, A 2-Week, IVRS Subjective

Sleep Study on Elderly Patients with Chronic Insomnia (ITT Population}

Panel A. Primary Variable: Median Subjective LPS

APPEARS YHIS WAY

0N ORIGINAL

Panel B. “Key” Secondary Variable: Median Subjective Total Sleep Time

APPEARS nus w ‘AY

ON ORIGINAL

Panel C. Secondary Variable: Median Subjective WASO
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Table VID6. Panel A-D (see next page for Panels C and B). Summary Tables of Efficacy

Results in Study 190-048, A 2—Week, IVRS Subjective Sleep Study on Elderly Patients with

Chronic Insomnia (ITT Population)

Panel A. Primary Variable: Median Subjective LPS

APPEARS THIS WAY

0N ORIGINAL

Panel B. “Key” Secondary Variable: Median Subjective Total Sleep Time

APPEARS lass WAY
GM enema
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Table VID6 (Panels A-D), continued. Summary Tables of Efficacy Results in Study 190-

048, A 2-Week, IVRS Subjective Sleep Study on Elderly Patients with Chronic Insomnia

(ITT Population)

C. Secondary Variable: Median Subjective WASO

APPEARS THIS WAY

{334 ORlGiNAL

C. Secondary Variable: Median Subjective WASO

APPEARS Tms WAY
0N ORIGINAL
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Table VID7 Panels A and B. Results on “Next Day Effect” Subjective Parameters in Two

2-Week, Elderly Chronic Insomnia Trials 190-047 and 190-048 (PSG and a Subjective

Sleep Studies, respectively).

Panel A. Results of PSG Trial 190-047 (Group Median Values).

APPEARS THiS WAY

UN ORIGIRAL

 
APPEARS THIS WAY

0N ORIGINAL
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Table VID'I Panels A and B, Continued. Results on “Next Day Effect” Parameters in

Elderly Chronic Insomnia Trials 190-047 and 190-048.

Panel B. Results of Subjective IVRS §leep Trial 190-04t3.

Meeeessseeemessm

Bessemesemsessizi u.

Week 2

Entire DB Period 3.0 10*

Weeks ms

Week 2

Entire DB Period

Week I

Week 2 .11-
Entire DB Period

weeks

Week 2

Entire DB Period

Week 1

"(3115(41501; ”1730.05 vs. placebo. The treatment comparison was performed using an ANOVA model on
the rank-transfenned data with treatment and site as fixed effects. The analysis compared the esopiclene 2.1]
mg group to the placebo group using the MIXED procedure.

[1] Based on a scale from 0:\'ery sleepy to lO=not at all sleepy.

 

 

     
  

  

 

 r-J-h-l M—
Number of Naps Taken
( for days when a nap was

  
 
  
 

 

Total Nap Time
(minutes) .0919DOS C CD

Daily Ability to Function
{3]  
 

  

 

I

I Sense of Well Being {3}

[2] Based on a scale from Oqlmwg- to 10=alerL

[3] Based on a scale ti'om 0=p00r to i0=excellenL

Note: "Entire double-blind period" is the average of all double-blind results; “Week i" represents the average
of Day l through Day 7 results; “Week 2" represents the average of remaining assessments from Day 8 to the
end ot‘the double—blind period.

Note: Values represent group medians. For each assessment, the number ot‘subjects ranged item 40 to lZS
subjects for the placebo group, and 45 to |36 for the esopiclmie 2.0 mg group.
References: Tables I4.2.8.l through 14.2.8.6.
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Figure VID4 Panels A -C. Results on Subjective Sleep Parameters at Baseline, During

Double-Blind Treatment (Nights 1 and l4)* and Upon Treatment Cessation (Nights 15 and

16; the I“ and 2'"1 Nights after Cessation) in the 2—Week Elderly Chronic Insomnia PSG
Trial 190-047.

Panel A. Median Subjective Latency

7o

60

50 "-"flfliifluwii________________________
ID 0

2 40
3

-E 30 o o
E

20 
10
  

Baseline Night 15 Night 16

*Doubleblind treatment Nights 1 and 14 were added to the sponsor’s version of figures A-C

Panel B. Median Subjective Total Sleep Time

400 O

350 o Q (2
m ____°_______________________________
0}

5 00
.5 3
E

250 o Placebo

6 Esopiclone 2.0 mg

200
 

Baseiin_ Night 15 Night 15

Continued on next page.
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Figure VID4 A -C. Continued. Results on Subjective Sleep Parameters at Baseline, During
Treatment (Nights 1 and l4)* and Upon Treatment Cessation (Nights 15 and 16; the 1“ and
2"NIghts after Cessation)‘In the 2-Week Elderly Chronic Insomnia PSG Trial 190-047.

Panel C. Median Subjective WASO*

120

80

minutes 0‘: C:  
Baseline

* Sponsor’s figure was modified to include Double-blind Phase Timepoints (Nights 1 and
14).

NBA 21-476

Night I Night 14
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Table VIDB Study 190-047. Adverse Events After Cessation of Double-blind Treatment.

  

 
Placebo Empldom 2 mg
(N=128) [N=136)

 

  
    

HOW SYSFEM mm"
mama Term

_-_

"m

m l mu n «u»

3 “5:

w_—
Hypenoma I ((3.31
Insomnia :1 mm

Nervousnesm t) (0.0)  
   .- g:. «u vSmnnulence

4. 9 H)

u (0.0)

2 (1.5)
u (on
0 mm

Res o iratory System
Bronchitis

Con; Increased

Laryugilis
Pha rugitis n ma;

leumonin (0.0)

Skin and .-\p . cndagcs

He: ms Simplex

I ((18)
9 (0.0)

u (0.0)
Rash l (0.3;

Note: Slum} I‘M-047 “as inclmicd.
' Subjects ‘NL‘I‘! comic-(l only once mtlnn each Duly S)’:~IL'III and can]: wefared lcl m.
Note: All "cu. adverse crenls occmring afler dlM‘dl‘fllllmliflll nflhcmmle‘hlim [realnk'm ti K"
lvcmwu 24 and 72 11mm. after «fininisualhn ofmc Inst damn-Mind dose: “ere waflut Fm \‘Jvll
«dawn. an adverse m’cnl vms mmidmd a neu even: «me «abject had not experienced mu emu
during the llMIhIae-blind [wind or me m cm \xor-cncd in 5.3 criry aflcr 1ltc cud ot lhc (FOLIbIc-t‘lllld
potion,
Rcl‘cmme: EUI Table 21.4 2

.=—-—-._.—‘ A
.9..AI .39‘ ... 

P. “‘1‘
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Table VIE]. Study Schedule for Study 190-026

Observation and
Procedure

Timing
Informed Consent

Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria
Medical Histo

Heel-to—Toe Gait Test

Romber_ Test
DSS'I‘

Slee- Histo
Concomitant MedicatIOns

Cliniml Laboralo Tcsls
Vital Si 5

Physical Examination

Including Brief Neurological
Exam

He-atitis B & C Test

Pregnancy Test
Urine Cotinine
Un'nc Dru. Screen
Ill-lead ECG

Stud Medication
Dru- Administration Record

PSG Recordin_
Mornin- Iuéstionnaire
Aes

Plasma Sample for
(S )~20 uielone Analvsis

End-of-Smdy Assessment

‘1 A Morning Questionnaire was completed for at least five consecutive days preceding and including
the morning ofthc dosing visit.

l’ Medical history since screening was updated.
" Completed by subjects who prematurely discontinued

Screenin Dosin Visit

-l4 to 0 days Post-dosePro—dose

><

>< 

 
 

X (Plasma) X (Urine)h

 

APPEARS THIS WAY

0N ORIGINAL
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Table VIIAl. Study Schedule for Studies 190-024 and 190-025

        
 

  

8.5 I: 9 II 9.5 II
. [d

54:ar Baseline 60min 0 mill
redon- 2 i

Enron-med consent

Screening criteria

 
Medical hislm'y

Psychiatric history

Slccp history ><2f:5
§

Physical exam X

Nwmlogical exam X" -
Heel-{Moe gait lcsl X"

 ll-lead ECG X

Urine

Clinical labs )\

xHepatitis B and (2 tests

Pregzmncy testing‘ Urine
x

ifIIIIIIIIIIIIIxxxxxxxy-xx =

k

X”
Urine drug screen

KUrine conlillinc

ci

Awaken

ital signs

Cuncurnilnnl mt'dfi

Adverse events

Breakfast

CDR [raining sessinu

C DR usscssmcnl

DSST .\

y.5.
§

Clinic discharge

fl Assessmcm pcrlbrmcd an Visit 3 ml}.ll ‘ ,. . _
Assessment performed on Day 2 01 ‘- ml 3 only.C . i . ‘ . . l . . . r . . . .
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Table VIIA2. CDR Assessments in Studies 190-024 and 190-025

I

Attentional Tasks
Sim lc Reaction Time

Digil Vigilance Tami: Speed of Delectimls (ms!
l’ercema vc of l _els dclccled

Dual Atwnlion Task Speed of visual target clctcclions (ms)
Speed ul‘audilory large! detections (ms)
Percentage ol‘visual target; detected
Pcrcema_c of auditorv tar lets dammed

Worki _ Memonr Tasks
NLuneric Working Memory Numeric Working Memory sensitivily [SD

Numeric Workin 1 ‘ '

Spatial Working Memory

E isodic Secondan' Mcmarv
Immediate Word Recall
Delayed Word Recall

Word Recognition

Picture Recognition Recogniliun scusilivity (SI)
Reco 'nilion 5- ed (ms)

Motor Control
Trackin Avera e distance from la: 'el (111m

APPEARS THlS WAY
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Sun - rlive Measure

False Alarms

Accurac' %]
False Alarms

 



 
Table VIIA3. Studies 190-024 and 190-025. A Description of Each CDR Assessment
Immediate Word Recall

A list of 15 words was presented on the monitor at the rate of 1 every 2 seconds for the

subject to remember. The subject was then given 1 minute to recall as many of the

words as possible.

Picture Presentation

A series of 20 pictures was presented on the monitor at the rate of] every. 3 seconds for

the subject to remember.

Simple Reaction Time

The subject was instructed to press the 'YES' response button as quickly as possible every

time the word 'YES' is presented on the monitor. Fifty stimuli were presented with a

varying interstimulus interval.

Digit Vigilance Task

A target digit was randomly selected and constantly displayed to the right of the monitor

screen. A series ot‘digits was then presented in the center of the screen at the rate of 150

per minute, and the subject was required to press the 'YES' button as quickly as possible

every time the digit in the series matched the target digit. There were 45 targets. and the
task lasted for 3 minutes.

Choice Reaction Time

Either the word 'NO' or the word 'YES' was presented on the monitor, and the subject was

instructed to press the corresponding button as quickly as possible. There were 50 trials

for which each stimulus word was randomly chosen with equal probability, and there was

a varying interstimuius interval.

Tracking

The subject used ajoystick to track a randomly moving target on the screen for one

minute. The average distance off—target per second was recorded.

Spatial Working Memory

A picture ot'a house was presented on the screen with four of the nine windows lit. The

subject had to memorize the position of the lit windows. For each of the 36 subsequent

presentations ot‘the house, the subject was required to decide whether or not the one

window that was lit was also lit in the original presentation. The subject recorded his or

her response by pressing the ‘YES' or 'NO' response button as appropriate.

Continued on next page.
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Table VIIA3, continued. Studies 190-024 and 190-025. A Description of Each CDR
Assessment

Numeric Working Memory

A series of five digits was presented for the subject to hold in memory. This was

followed by a series ot‘30 probe digits for each of which the subject had to decide
whether or not it was in the original series and press the 'YES' or 'NO' response button as

appropriate. This procedure was repeated twice, using two different series and probes.

Delayed Word Recall

The subject was again given 1 minute to recall as many of the words as possible.

Word Recognition

The original words plus is distracter words were presented one at a time in a randomized
order. For each word, the subject was required to indicate whether or not he or she

recognized it as being from the original list of words by pressing the 'YES‘ or 'NO‘ button

as appropriate.

Picture Recognition

The original pictures pins 20 distracter pictures were presented one at a time in a

randomized order. For each picture, the subject had to indicate whether or not he or she

recognized it as being from the original series by pressing the 'YES‘ or 'NO' button as

appropriate.

Dual Attention Task

A target digit was randomly selected and constantly displayed to the right of the monitor

screen. A series of digits was then presented in the center of the screen at the rate of 150

per minute, and the volunteer was required to press the 'YES‘ button as quickly as

possible every time the digit in the series matched the target digit. Throughout the task,

short auditory tones were played at random intervals. The volunteer was required to

press the ‘NO’ button as quickly as possible every time the tone sounds. There were 150

visual targets and 80 auditory targets. The task lasted I0 minutes.

Training on the CDR system took place prior to dosing in order to ensure an optimal level

of performance for the baseline assessment on the first study day. Training helped the

subjects to overcome initiai test anxiety. familiarize them with the procedures, enable the

deveIOpment of strategies for task perfonnance, and overcome any initial practice effects.

Four training sessions were com plctcd by each subject prior to dosing.
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Table VIIA4. Studies 190-024 and 190-025. Composite Measures from CDR Assessments

Power of Attention

Power of Attention is the ability to focus attention intensively on a particular task. It was

defined as the sum of Simple Reaction Time, Choice Reaction Time. and Digit Vigilance

Detection Speed scores.

Smed of Memog index

Speed of Memory is the speed at which the subjects are able to identify whether or not

something is being held in memory. it was defined as the sum of Picture Reeognition

Speed, Word Recognition Speed, Numeric Working Memory Speed, and Spatial

Working Memory Speed.

Quality; of Working Memory

Quality of Working Memory is the ability to retain information in memory for very short

periods of time to facilitate ongoing activities. It was defined as the sum of the

Sensitivity [ndices for Numeric Working Memory and Spatial Working Memory.

Quality of Secondary Memory

Quality of Secondary Memory (QSM) is the ability to hold and retrieve verbal and

pictorial information from secondary memory. It was based on immediate Work Recall

Accuracy, Delayed Word Recall Accuracy. Word Recognition Accuracy, and Picture

Recognition Accuracy and computed according to the tollowing:

QSM = [RCLACC _. 6.67 x IRCLINT -— 6.67 x [RCLERR + DRCLACC v 6.67 x

DRCLINT — 6.67 x DRCLERR + DRECOACC + DRECNACC m 100 + DPICOACC +
DPICNACC -— [00

continued on the next page.
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Table VIIA4, continued. Studies 190-024 and 190-025. Composite Measures from CDR
Assessments

where, lRCLACC = Immediate word recall — Percentage of words correctly recalled
lRCLlNT = immediate word recall intrusions — Number of words offered but

from previous lists
IRCLERR = Immediate word recall errors —- Number of words offered not from

this or any previous list

DRLACC = Delayed word recail accuracy — Percentage of words correctly
recalled

DRCLINT : Delayed word recall intrusions Number of words offered but from

previous lists
DRCLERR : Delayed word recall errors 7 Number of words offered not from this

or any previous list

DRECOACC = Word recognition: — Percentage of original words correctly
identified

DRECNACC = Word recognition —- Percentage of novel words correctly
identified

DPICOACC = Word recognition — Percentage ot'original pictures correctly
identified

DPICNACC I Word recognition — Percentage of novel pictures correctly
identified

Continuitv of Attention

Continuity of Attention (CA) is the ability to sustain concentration on a single task over a

period of time. This measure was based on Digit Vigilance Detection Accuracy

(DVDA), Choice Reaction Time Accuracy (CRTA), Digit Vigilance Falso Alarms

(DVFA), and Tracking Error (TE) and computed aecurding to the following:

CA 2 0.45 x DVDA «t 0.50 x CRTA DVFA , TE

Appears This Way
0” Originol
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Table VIIA6 Demographic Features.

smgy 190-024_ -_ _ _._ -. _ _ _ 15- "rm- _..,-. ,. .._ "n- _ - -m ,

Mean (SD) 38.8 (7. 7}
Minn max 28 53

Gender (11 “,lo) Male 6 (50.0)
lemulc 6 (50.0

Race (11 “41] Caucasian 9 (75 .0}
Black 3(25.0)
Asian

Hispzmic
Other

McnntSD) 170.2 (8.3)
Min. max 153. 182

Min, 1mm 5?, 92

BMI (kg/111‘) Mean (51)) 24.6 (3.1 1

Reference: Table 14.1.2.

   
 

  
 

     
  

Study 190-025

  
 

 Min. max 28. (14

lcmalc 9 {(1912}

Caucasian I3 000.0)
BI11:}:  

  

  

 

Asian

Hispanic
Other

Height (cm) Mean (SD) 164.3 (13.0}
Min. max H4. 187

Mean (51)) 72.1 (13.6)
Min, max 54, 50]

BMI (kg/m‘) Mean (SD) ; .' 2.:
Min. max

Reference: Table l4.| ,2.
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Table VIIA7. Results of Study 190-024.

Power of Attention (ms) at 9.5‘ hours Post-Dose.
W...

N-ll N-II Nil!
Hamlin:

Mean t_ SD}
Min. max

Pandora:
Mean (SE)!
Min. max

(Timigc [mm hastiinc
[.5 mean [SI-I} Till 4H3.“ 5| .(lllllm
Pvullue \3 much" 0.183 {Lllfis

New: Baseline was defined as the lasl atuiiilbic 11mins;- value a each treatment \‘ifl'l.
Relim-uccs (Inn-am] in the CDR report in Appendix ”3.113,: lnl‘le Iii-Ll in snipcmlix \'llnf1hu: (DR repurl:
Tahlc ”2.5.1 in Appendix \‘lll ul‘lhc FDR rcpt-IL

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

  
 I065 (lib: “338 (it)?! [055 {99! 10M '0'“

 

 10!)? UK): I I083 [07} 1 HlKiUl'IS] I 10‘)? [RSI
 

   
 
 

5.3 “NT!
 

Speed of Memory and Associated CDR Tasks
, Placebo Esopidonclmg FlumzqanImu

x-u m m
S - . oermnn‘ ms

_Mean (SD) 5023 (688; 20391654] 205.". [043i 307!) (633)
0.3 hours madman-

   

  
 

  

  

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

  
 

  

Meau (5m Nu? mm: um rim. 1:14:74“: :44} «0901
Min. max -..—-
[.5 mean change (SE) 40.9 (93.5! 15$.8I9313} 261.0935] 374.7 (93.3!
P-Luluc \s placehu --- 0.023 0.02! 0.002

llj hours (muting:
Mean (SE)! 2‘352 (MI I um. 184‘s) mm «mi Msm'mm
Min. Inux «—

lh‘ mean clmngctfiltl - 10.5 (Nun 1.14.6 (89.” HIS.“ (8‘11!) 389.4 (89.3)
I'-\a|ur: vs fiancchu --— (LUKE (LEM! “JIM“

  
Picture“ nitiun-n-S dlms
lieu-line

McanlSl)! T--. l

".5 hours lwmlow

 
mmusm 1:35.305.er

(:61! (90.5! 20.8” H il llli.b(l5(i.0l

 Mean chain la (51) =1 7.4 t H110]
lli houm madam:

Mean Chan ‘ [SDI -l 7.3 t I412!
Word Rm nillunm-S reed ms
firm-lim-

Meun (SDI
‘15 hours [msldosc

Menu than -c is“)
lli hours posldosc

  

85b} {22:1}: {(75.0 £2415} 924.6 [332.6]

  

O o -4 .4 u .4 '5‘

743.0(1131-3

 

W mum

mu] (1 77.5: 28.? “44.1: mm; was.”

28.1 (97.5: -52.0 cuss): IS‘H (3-26J l

(all 5 I' [37.9 00‘) 010‘) hi (226.5 “06:“

5.5 ($1.35] 1.8 [Mull 201N512)

-5.flt45.-ll 0.6 I 54.7} 52.? [99.7)

Baseline
Mam (SD) 7| I 3(3055! 7117.4 (324.2“ 673.“ | 72 ll] 715.7 364.9

9 5 Ilulll's Illsldufl:
Mean-Jinn NS”) 04.! (127 2y I I4 TII'JO fll 0.5(li0.-'l]

ll.i Iiuunz [msldusc
HRH-iii.” l3" 7(‘l05i 33.9(22Hi.‘l'lczln drain-1:13:13] .

.‘sule: “:i‘tiil'lc “in defined ll‘ llu: In,“ ;i\.iil.l|1lc lll'CLinsL‘ \ aim at each lmalmcm \‘ix‘il
References(Infill-3i in the FD“ rcpm'l m '\ppulkli\: "Ll I i): lulilus 14.2 4.3. 14.14.16. 1—1.: 4.1K H 3.4 31. and
14 1-8 3-1 in Appendix \‘il ni'lheL'DlZ rcpnfl: 'InNc 14,111.] in App-:rklix \'|I1 nl‘llu: Cult. I‘cpurl.

  0.311117)

Mcanuhau ~1’SDJ -It}.l ”03.0)
Numeric \Vorkim Montana—S ed ms
Baseline

Mean (51))
0.5 hours tannins:

om! l LWJI

Mean clImL-MSD (1.4 I 74.8}
I 15 hour-1 pnstdow

Mean chm: $150} —25.:" £62 51  
40.3 [HKL'i'I

 .13}: uojm
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Table VIIAB. Study 190-024. Quality of Working Memory, Secondary Memory, and

Continuity of Attention

. . Placebo Esopiclour 1 mg Esopiclone 3 mg Flumepam 30 mg

T'm‘m‘" stN=12 N=l2 n=12Inali 'ofWorlcin- Memo

Mean SD 1.890107) 1.831012} 1.85 01-1 1.80 0.30
9.5 hours postduse

  
  

Mcan1SD) 1.8110201 1.8410141 1.80 (0.21) 1.81 (0.15)
Min. max H

LS mean change (SE) 0.0 (0.1 J 0,010.1) 0.0 (0.1) 0.0 (0.1)  
 P-value vs - lacebo --- 0.450 0.937 0.672

12.5 hours postdose
Mean (SD) 1.82 10.22 1.86 10.101
Min. max —-~o

LS mean change (SE) 0.0 (0.0) 0.010.111)
P-value vs ulacebo ——- 0234

Ouali of Secondan Memo
Baseline

Mean (SD 216.0619) 198.-" 41. 7) 213." 50.=1) 1983 [44.0)
9.5 hours postdnse

 
 

  

  
 

1.7010 7") 18210.11)
 

      -0.1 [0.0)
0.467

0.0 (on)
0.426

 
 

  
  

 

Mean (SD) 185.614.1111 187.1 (-15.91 [84.014461 1711.1 134.9)
Min. max .-—.

1.3 mean change (SE) -25.0(11.0) 45.111110) 44.11 (11.0) “4.9(110)
  P~value vs laceho --- 0.497 0.986 0.992

12.5 hours poslduse
Mean (SD)
Min, max
LS mean change1SE)
P—value vs lacebo

(‘ontinui ofAflt-ntion#
Hemline

Mean SD 01.9010) 51.91229} 63.2135) 6.1.1 3.81
9.5 hours posldosc

 
  

   

      
171.1157?) IRS-1146.41

-18.1(13.8)
0.243

1901:1543) 16431-1331  

   
    {48.41118} 482113.81

0.238
49.311311)

0.959
 
 

  

  
  

Mean (31)) 62.71321 51.513131 01.01551 6121-151
Min, max _.

1.8 mean changctSl‘I) 0,713.1) 3512.1) £512.11 -1.3 {2.1)
1’-\’z11ue vs lztcebu H7 0.090 0.186 0.412

12.5 hours [xistdosc
Mean (SD) (31.3 (3.5) 50.30311) (11.111431) 01.71521
Min. max -—...

LS mean change (515) -0.1 (1.4) -2.3 (1.4) -1.0 (1.4) -(1.3 (1.4)
1’-vulue vs lucebo -—— 0.238 0.619 0.903
 

Note: Baseline was defined an: the lust available predosc value at each treatment visit.
References (located in the CDR report in Appendix 16.1.13): Tables 14.2.4.3 to 14.3.4.5 in Appendix V11 ol‘lhe (“DR
report; Tables 14.2.5.3]. 14.3.5.4. and 14.2.3.5.1 in Appendix V111 ul‘thu (“DR [upon
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Table VIIA9. Study 190-024 DSST Results.

. . Placebo Empiclonc 2 mg Empiclonc 3 mg Flumepam 30 mg

Baseline

Mean (SD) 62.7 (I22) 64.2 (I03) 63150.8) 62.3 (13.9]
Min. max 42.0, 76.0 40.0. 77.0 41.0. 72.0 38.0. 84.0

9.5 hours postdosc

  
  

 
 
  
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

    
 
 

 
 

 
   

 

 
 

 
 
  

Mean (SD) 62.0 (13.6) 63.0 {10.6} 62.3 [12.8) 59.7 (10.21
Min, max _.__

LS mean change {SE} -0.7 (I .8) -0.8 {I .8) 0.5 (1.8} -".8 (1.8)    0.950 0.368
  P—value vs . Iacebu 0.6”

[2 houm postdosc
Mean [SD]
Min. max

LS mean changc(SE) 4.20.7) 1.30.7)
P-value vs laccho 0.250 0.894

Note: Bmclinc was defined as the Inst available predose value at each trcaunent visil.
References (loaded in II“: CDR" report in Appendix 16.1.13): Table 14.2.4.6 in Appendix VII of (he (‘DR nepon;
Table 14.2.5.6 in Appendix VIII of the CDR report.

 

 
  
 

 
  
 

 

 

 
64.3 (12.8) 62.9 (11.8}u—u— 63.0 (I 1.8) 6L8 [12.0]

 

 
 

 

 

  

 

 
 

-01. (L?)1.70.7)
_ 0351
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Table VIIAlO. Panels A-B. Results in Study 190-025.

Panel A. Power of Attention Results

 
 

 
 

 11401122] 11321113) 1133110131 “30111111
  

11861116) 1 1162027) I 11111 [113) I 1187025} I
 

 

 

 
 

  
(Image from baseline

1.5 mean (SE) 311.11 (111.01 28.0 (111.11}
P-value vs Iacebo 0.348 0.3211

Nule: Baseline was defined as the lust availelsle predose value al each lrvalmml visit.
References" (lumlcd in tile CUR Report in Apgrndjx 16.1.13): Tide 14.2.4.1 in Appendix Vll ufthe CUR rep-Kl:«rm 1I-I.-v r u". r... "nun

   
 

511.8 (18.1!)43.4 (17.5»
_ (mm

Panel B. Quality of Secondary Memory and Associated CDR Tasks

=13 =12 #12
will nl‘Seeondarv Memo ' 13

Baseline

Mean (31)) 154.2 (70.4 155.6614) 151 .‘J [70.0) 150.9 (74.01
9.5 hours poslduse

Mean (SD)
Min, max
LS mean change (SE)
P-valuc vs .Iacebn

12.5 hours postdose
Mean (SD)
Min. max

1.5 mean change (5151 -13.(1(18.31 411.4 (18.3) 35.11011.“
Pwalue vs lueeho (1.8111 0.031 0.266

Immediate Word Recall—mAceurac ' '4-
Baseline

MemI(SD) 35.4[16.4J 3".8tlfi4l 3311171} 35.6(19.li)
9.5 hours postdose

Manchu-1x130) mm

12.5 hours postdose _Muniehunee SD] -]._‘~ 11.4 -2.U 14.9] 45.11143)

_ Delaved Word Recall—Accurate ' “fa _ _ ..

_— HMean SD 26.9{1621 25.3(18.8J .. (18.4)

Mmhm so; 4.9 14.0) mum

12.5 hours postdose —Mme... sn 1.3 96 4.21110)
Word Ream ifion—Aecurac' SI
Baseline

Mean [SD] (14610.1?) (1.55 0.22 11.52 {1.17) 0.4?(0.271

   
 
 

 
   
 
 

  
 

 

146.41.57.31 154.4 ((13.11 1313149111 123.7(5711)

    
 

40202.0) -23.5 (12.3)
11.344

-34.9 (12.3]
0.084 

 
    

 

 

   1M 8 rfil m 144.11 (32.61 116.116631 13.1.6 [54.21

 

  
 

 

 
   

  
41mm)

   
  

4.7 10.2 
 

 

  
   

 

 
 

 

    
 

IQ 'J\ -a

9.5 hours pnstdose _Mean-chm re SD J (1112(032) -0 07 0 17) 0.040124)

12.5 huurs pnsldose —Mean shun re 31)) 41.02 0.22 41.06 (1.27
Picture Reco nition—Aeeuraev Sl
Bsteline

Mean SD) 0.6011).le (16110.30) 0.60 (11.2.1) 0.6-1 {11.231
9.5 hours puxlduse

Mean Chane (SD) 70.02 {0.17) 41.00 ((1.131 -O.!(1(0.18} 41.15 [0.38)

41.08 (0.181 41.02 0.1? -0.08 (0.113)

12.5 hours msldnse
Mean Chilll'C(SU1

Note: Baseline “as defined as the last available predose value all each lrculmcnl visit.
References: (located in lhc CDKRepprlin Appendix 10.1.13): 'l‘ables 14.2.4.4. 14.2.4.1‘1. 14.2.4211. 14.24.21,;11111
14.2.4.2} in Appendix V11 nl'the CUR repofl: Table 14.2.5.4 in Appendix VIII ol'lhe ('DR rcpon.

 

   
   
 

     
 

41.05 10.34)
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Table VIIAll. Study 190-025 Results.

Speed of Memory, Quality of Working Memory, and

Continuity of Attentionyahoo-an-AJ u. A n..~...-u-.

Timcpoint Placebo Empielune 2 mg Esopiclone 3 mg Flumcpam 30 mg
=13 =1N=l2 N: i 2

8 out! of Memo

Mean SD) 3464 671) 3545 (712 3467 (673)

9.3 hours postdosc
Mean (SD) 346918421 3794 (9871 3672 1606) 36371700)
Min, max “'-
LS mean change (SE) 2.2 (115.3) 246.7(119.71 304.5 (1 19.5} 227201935}
P-value vs Iaccho —- 0.150 0.231 0.183

12.5 houm postdose
Mean {SD} 3421 192111 3551117231
Min- max -—-
LS mean change (st-2) 47.5 (103.6) 5.6 (1117.11) 74.6 (107.4} 213 .9 (1117. 51
P-value VS niacebo -—- 0.724 0.418 0.068

Illal‘ 'ofWorkin Memon‘ SI
Baseline

Mean SD) 1.701028) 111910.301 1.614(055) 1.70 0.29)
9.5 hours postdosc

 

 

 

    
 

  

 

3‘4? I 71191 “115.1; {7011!
   

     

 

 
 
 

   
     
 

Mean (SD) 1.67 (0.30} 1.6-4 (0.31} 1.6!) [11.35) 111$“) 311
Min. max -_..

LS mean change (SE) 41.11.}. (0.07) 10.04 (0.08) 0.00 (0.08) 41.05 (0.08}
P-valuc vs nlacebo ... 0.790 0.807 0.603

  
  

12.5 hours postdose
Mean (SD) 159111.34) 111701.421) 1.73 10.10) 1.65 (0.28)
Min, max —

LS mean change (SE) -0.12{0.08) 41.030103} 0.07 (0.08) 41.03 (0.025]
P-value vs lacebo -- - (1.417 0. ”8 0.545

Continui 'of Aflcntionfl
Baseline

Mcan(SD1 54.1{14.9) 445(2‘). 1} 54.008. 3) 5.1. 804.21
9. 5 hours pusldose 

  
  

  

Mc1m(SD) 5(1..7(9 4) «18.8123. 1} .5.31Il.71 518114.81
Mirnmax -1—-
LS mean changefSFL) 11.6 (ll) -l.1 C12) 2.61.1.3) 0.5132)
vaalue vs lacebo --- 0.1 16 0.572 0.138

12.5 hours postdose
Mean (SD) 54319.31 13.712011 55.1 110.81 ‘ 50.8 115.01
Min, max

LS mean change (SE) 1.4 (-1.9) 41.5-13.1) 2.8 (3.0) ~1.7 (3.0)
P-value vs lacebo —- 0.652 0.747 0.463

Note: Basefinc was defined as the last available prcdose value at catch treatment visit.
References. (located in the C DR Report in Appendix 16.1 1.1): 11117113 111-" .4."1. l4.7 .4. 31.111111 1-1.-1 ..-| 5 in
Appendix VII 011111: CDR erorl;1ab1L's 14...'1 5.21.142 S.3 1.11m! 1-1.-1 .SS. I 111 -‘\ppcndi\ V111 01the ( UR icpurl.
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Table VIIA12. Study 190-025. DSST Results

Timepniu: Empiclone 2 mg Esopiclone 3 mg Flurazepam 30 mg
N=l3 [N=12 N=12 N=12

Baseline   
62.8 (11.2} 57.3 (16.8) 53.41110)59.] (12.6)
    
 9.5 hours positive-a:
  59.911331 I 61.61132} I 57.131114} I 59.311115) I

 
 

 

 
  

 

 
 
  

   

Mean (SD)
Min. max ——

LS mean chm1gc(SEl -l .6 (1.9‘: 3.2 (1.9) -1 .6 (l .9} 0.6119)
P-value vs Iaccbo -—— 0.074 0999 0.405 
  
 

12 hours posldose

   
 

 
  

 
 
 

 
   

 

 

Mean (SD) 63.3 (12.4) 58.11203) 59.01131]! ‘16 (i (13.1)
Min. max -._.;
LS mean change (SE) 0.4 (2.8] 41.1 12.3) 4.812.1110.6 (2.7}
P‘value vs 1 [accbo {1.949 (1.362 0.539

Note: Baseline was defined as the last available predose value al each ltealmem Visit
References: (loaded in the CDR Report in Appendix 10.1.13): ’l‘ablc 14.2.4.6 in Appendix Vll of lhc CDR report:
Table 14.3.5.6 in Appendix VIII of the CDR rcpnn.
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Table VIIBl Panels A and B. Study 190-012 Respiratory Parameter Results

Panel A. Results on the Adjusted Mean of the Slope of the Ventilatory Response to C02
Partial Pressure.

Time Treatment Adjusted SE) Estimated 95% I’-
Point Mean Dltference" Confidence value

Slo .n Interval

_-—__
— Codeine Sulfate 60m —Immn- 0096.43.02)

  

    

  

 

 
--I—-——_

---——-
-—m———
-__-———
-I_—_-—_

-—-
—_-_—_
__—_lm-
_II_- 12'
—-1——m—
Note: The fitted model is SLOPE '— SEQUENCE r SUBJECWSEQUENCE) . I’ERiOD '- TREATMEN'I‘ «r
COVARIA'I'E Mien: lite cuvariatc is the 45—minute [Ire-dose measurement ol‘thc corresponding primary
outcome measure (slope) and SUBJECTISEQUENCE) is a random term.
*Estimatcd different-c is the difference between the treatment and placebo (Treatment - Placebo}.
Reference: Table I43].

Panel B. Results on the Adjusted Mean of the Slope of the Mouth Occlusion Pressure

Response to C02 Partial Pressure Change.

Time 'l‘remmcnt Adjusted SD Estimated 95% 1’-
Point Mean Difl‘erence" Confidence value

Sio: Interval

U—m—_‘
— Codeine Sulfate 60in {-0.58,0.04) 0.0866

  

  
  

  
   

--eI-—_—-E-

-——--_—
—m_———
_lm_ 0-50

0-38__-
_—!—-—__
_m—m
_Im_ 0.43
Note: 'lhc filled model is SLOPE 7* SEQUENCE " SUHJEC'IISEQlJENCE) 4 PERIOD 5 ‘I'REA'I'MEN‘I' >
COV’ARIATE where the covariulc is the 45-minute rue—dose measurement oflitc corresponding primar}
outcome measure (slope) and SUBJI-l‘l‘tSl-IQL'itNL'ti) is n ntmlunt temt

*Eslinuttctl diffEtcncc is the difference between the treatment and titan-bu ('l‘rcalmcnl ‘ Placebo].Reference: Table I411.
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Figure VIICl. Panels A-H. Study 190-015. Results of Psychometric Parameters Showing

Significantly Greater Effects on Performance after ESLAlcohol Combination Treatment

compared to Other Mono-Drug or Placebo Treatment Conditions

Panel A.

Numeric Working Memory - Speed

‘100

40

20

 8m 60
E

140

200

1 hr 2 hi 4 hr 8 hr 12 hr 24 hr

Time Post-Dose

Panel B.

Spatial Working Memoryr - Sensitivity Index

 
1hr 2m 4m am 12 m 24hr

Iime Post-Dose

Panel C.

Immediate Word Recal! - % Words Recalled  
 

1hr 2hr 4hr 8h! 12 hi 24hr

Time Post-Dose
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Figure VIICl Panels A-H, continued.

Study 190-015. Results of Psychometric Parameters Showing Significantly Greater Effects on

Performance after ESZ-Alcohol Combination Treatment compared to Other Mono-Drug or
Placebo Treatment Conditions

Panel B.

Word Recognition - Sensitivity Index

 
1m 2hr 4hr am 12h: 24:»:

Time Post-Dose

Panel E.

Picture Recognition « Speed

-110

-25

msec
8

145

230 
315

1hr 2hr 4h! Eh: 12hr 24 in

Time Post-Does

Panel F.

Power of Attention

El Placebo
u Esopidone
lAlcohol
I Combination

 
1hr 2hr 4h: 8hr 12hr 24hr

Time Post-Dose
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Figure VIIC Panels A-H, continued.

Study 190-015. Results of Psychometric Parameters Showing Significantly Greater Effects

on Performance after ESZ—Alcohol Combination Treatment compared to Other Mono-
Drug or Placebo Treatment Conditions

Panel C.

Quality of Secondary Memory

 
1 hr 2hr 4hr 8hr 12hr 24 hr

Time Post-Dose

Pane! H.

Self-Rated Calmncss

 
1hr 2hr 4hr Bhr 12hr 24hr

Time Post-Dose

‘F‘CODS based on statistical analysis of‘lhe estimates Graphs depict mean changes from baseline Error bars represent standard deu'alions.
Reference: Appendix 16.1.13 (CUR Repon. Appendices H and Ill)
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Table VIII.A1. Enumeration of Subjects for All Studies and in Each Integrated Study

Type Category (Safety Population), as provided by the sponsor.
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    ‘ Emu sludie! m: demand It'd: an “waists
'CWGala are not (meg-anal in the ISS.
" Sulyccls I‘m-n Study I'm-O47 who mach-ed Ls mgcsopcclonu m- Pnncnlcd in uh: lung dose group.
Note: For all fillfifll, each subject cuklll'bulctl only one: In the Total and me to ad! 11:}:va ll‘ciln‘u‘l ur dnw unegory. For the class-ow: sludicza. however, each subject
I'll? ““6 MM '0 more than 0M lmatmml WI“! dost: category (applicable in the tblltning sludkfi: IOU-0| 2. 19041”. 190-024. WU-GL‘S, and I‘ll-{HS},Reference: [301‘ fable 2.l.
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Table VIII.C.1

Duration of Treatment Category by Average Daily Dose (mglday) and Study Type (Safety

Population)
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Table VIII.E.1

_0ther Serious Adverse Events for All Integrated Studies (Safety Population)
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Continued on the next page.
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Table VIII.E.1, continued

Other Serious Adverse Events for AllWIIntegratedStudies (Safety Population) (continued)Tm mm WTen- iN‘I} inlay
Ten- Tok-

“I. I“:

m woos Guile-mu!0093025 Gum-imam!
M

IW KM(‘*HM "
-mmWW

m — MW

Eil-we

mm Mdrnlllnm filled Hunt: tall
[339''Ewpiclonrl'flO’ HHebocDui vm PM 'qumficm '0uninmzluer‘i-mniluzl: Ra‘ufl\fl:0Iq-W Unit“ Unit-mm: Rel "mi,
In mum: M1 = not mm Poss = ponibiy valued; 11in: K night disamliruacd: Mr ' flufylrutml inn-lumen]. Mat v Malinda; UAE 1 Unexpecird Mime Event.
Note: Scrimn Harem: cunt: prior lo lrfllfl‘ml. an: out immune].

ace-cm: acumen! ”.1. Sew-(SR Iva-w. Appendix 16.2.9.2 msa‘wmlmul.
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